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Abstract
Maltese verbal morphology has attracted the attention of many due to the co-existence of a Semitic 
system alongside a separate inflectional pattern reserved for its substantial stock of borrowed items. 
While this fact has led to split morphological analyses across the lexicon, this study provides a 
novel unified analysis of the system, using a surface-based approach that focuses on stem- 
altemation patterns internal to infieetional verbal paradigms, derived out of a variety of stem- 
indexing possibilities. It is shown how on this account all Maltese verbs can be categorised within 
eighteen stem pattern classes, with each class displaying additional paradigmatic stem-space 
organisations. These patterns also serve as a tool with which to measure the degree of 
morphological complexity, understood in this study as morphologically-triggered arbitrary stem- 
altemations that correlate with non-canonical paradigmatic behaviours. It is the interwoven 
complex of phonological, morphophonological and morphological factors (including additional 
lexical idiosyncrasies), that yields the attested array of output patterns. These factors interact with 
the base form, which provides three important variables: (i) the verb’s phonological structure, (ii) 
its stem-vowel(s) and (iii) information about the verb-form’s consonants. A number of 
paradigmatic dependencies are also shown to exist, projecting the paradigm as a structure of 
interdependent networks. In most cases the collective information that results is sufficient to 
deduce the stem-alternation patterns. Other paradigmatic behaviours that result out of 
morphological-conditioning require the listing of principal parts.
By eschewing analyses in terms of consonantal-roots as opposed to stems, this study allows for a 
unified analysis of the entire Maltese verbal lexicon, including Semitic and non-Semitic verbs, and 
‘regular’ and ‘irregular’ verbs alike. On this analysis verbs are classified on the basis of the patterns 
of stem-altemations displayed in their paradigms, resulting in non-affixal inflectional classes, in 
contrast to the proposed invariant system of affixation. Analysing such alternations furnishes 
additional evidence for the salience of the aspectual sub-paradigmatic split in the language, and 
shows the intricate relation between stems and affixes. The resulting account also reveals a number 
of parallels between the stem-alternation patterns displayed by argument-structure changing verbs 
and the pattern changes observed across derivationally-related verbs. It also highlights how the 
majority of non-Semitic verbs display the same pattern of alternations as the historically g/2-final 
Semitic verbs; a fact that has remained unnoticed, given the traditional morphological split that has 
long characterised the study and analyses of Semitic vs. non-Semitic verbs in the language.
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Chapter 1 Introduction Fil-bidu Jden il-Verb. [GwA-A]
1.1 The scope of this work
One might think that the inflectional verbal paradigms in Maltese, a Semitic language with 
Romance and English influences (Comrie 2009, Fabri 2011), have long been considered and 
their analysis is by now a closed chapter. This work however, opens up and explores new 
avenues of research that look at these paradigms from a completely new perspective. The study 
revolves around the stem within the verbal paradigm in Maltese, concentrating mainly on its 
role, how distinct stems come about, and what light the stem’s nature can shed on the 
morphological component.* The working functional definition of the stem as employed in this 
study is that morphological form which remains from a word-form after all affixes have been 
removed, and of which a lexical item may have more than one (Aronoff 1992: 14, Stump 2001: 
33) (also refer to Anderson’s 1992 lexical stem set hypothesis). The presence of multiple stems 
results from a number of morphologically-induced processes, including stem-altemations, 
suppletion or semi-suppletion, and heteroclisis. Given this study’s nature, where the paradigm is 
the locus of the analysis of the Maltese data, we will part from paradigm definitions that 
consider form  relatedness as an essential criterion, such as Kenstowicz’s (2005: 47) definition, 
for example, where the inflectional paradigm is defined as a collection of ‘words sharing the 
same stem and differ[...] in the exponence of formal features ...'}  Such a definition 
underrepresents what a paradigm is. The stem-based account within a surface-oriented approach 
that is being adhered to in this study (also in the spirit of Anderson 2011) is in line with recent 
trends in the Semitic literature, where the focus has shifted onto the stem/word-fbrm.^ Our focus 
on stems in this study will be particularly concerned with displaying the complexity that results 
due to the presence of alternating stems intemal to the paradigm. This is a non-concatenative 
morphological behaviour from where we will be observing the formation of stem pattem  classes, 
a notion introduced and employed in Camilleri (201 lb) that refers to the distinct output pattems
*' Conjugated paradigmatic data is based on my knowledge as a native speaker. Dialectal conjugated data 
comes from my knowledge, attested and recorded dialectal forms, as well as paradigm fragments present 
in Aquilina’s G987-1990) dictionary. I have made an extensive use of the list of verbal lexical items 
present in the appendix of Spagnol’s (2011b) dissertation. Maltese orthography will be used throughout, 
except when it is necessary to provide a near phonetic rendering, as will be the case when representing 
historically lost phonemes. Moreover, I should here note that the use of the vowels !a e i a u! and their 
lengthened counterparts are actually [e e io  a\ and their lengthened counterparts.
 ^The presence of altemating stems intemal to paradigms also falsifies definitions of stems defined as the 
material shared across inflectional paradigms, e.g. Nakov et al. (2004). Definitions of paradigms defined 
through the sameness in stem across the cells have in fact been criticised by Blevins (2003: 756), who 
comments that while a ‘regular paradigm ... may have a constant base shared by all forms, [yet], there is 
no reason to expect that there will always be such a base’.
 ^ Refer to McCarthy & Prince (1990), Darden (1992), McOmber (1995), Ratcliffe (1997, 2003), 
Benmamoun (1999, 2000, 2003), Heath (2003), Simpson (2009), and Bemouss (2010) among others, who 
explore different dimensions of how stem-based and word-based approaches could better describe the 
morphological component in Semitic languages. Apart from approaches that take this dimension within 
morphologieal theory, the stem has also become a subject of research in the morphophonological 
interface. Refer for example to the Optimality Theoratic accounts to word-fomation in Semitic languages 
in Bat-El (1994,2001,2003a,b), Ussishkin (1999a,b, 2000a,b, 2003,2005, 2006), and Gafos (2003), to list 
but a few. Strands of psycholinguistic work have also been moving in this direction. Refer for instance to 
Bentin & Frost (2001), Ravid (2006) and Berent et al. (2007).
of stem-based allomorphy/variations/alternations within the paradigm (which equates to the 
partition class (Pirelli & Battista 2000) or the stem space (Bonami & Boyé 2002), also refer to 
‘conjugation pattern’ in Hoberman & Aronoff (2003))."* For more discussions on stem- 
altemations, particulary understood as allomorphy, refer to Vogel (1994), Booij (1996), Maiden 
(1992), Fabri (2009a,b), and Spencer (2012).
The notion of the paradigm as understood in this study is thus the maximum set of forms that 
map in relation to morphosyntactic features (Stump, 1991, 2001), i.e. features stipulated by the 
syntax, ‘determining possible syntactic contexts’ (Wunderlich, 2003: 1), as well as 
morphosemantic features, including TENSE and ASPect, as well as other argument-stmcture 
codings that may be realized, whose instantiation together renders the actual paradigmatic word- 
forms (Spencer, 2001). It is an ‘array of linguistic forms’ (Williams, 1994: 22) related to one 
another (Williams, 1981) by virtue of being ‘based on a common lexeme’ (McCarthy, 2005: 
170). More specifically the paradigm is ‘the complete set of surface word forms that can be 
projected fi-om the members of its stem set’ (Anderson 1992: 134). Such a definition allows for 
the incorporation of both inflectionally- and derivationally-related forms in line with Blevins’ 
(2001) notion of ‘derivational paradigms’. This on the other hand shows that Spencer’s (1991: 
11) definition of the paradigm as constituting ‘the set of all inflected forms’ might be too 
narrow.
This study’s primary concern is inflectional verb-forms. However, derivational morphology will 
be referred to when comparing the inflectional paradigms of putative derivationally-related 
verbs. Through analysing pattems of stem-altemations, this work will illustrate that paradigms 
are not mere organisations/stmctures of a set of word-forms or a generation of them, but rather, 
they have ‘internal organisation’ (Zwicky 1985: 372, Maiden 1992, Enger 2004) and display a 
number of interdependencies across the forms (Blevins 2004: 57). Such ‘dependency relations 
between the stem[s ...] can be used to avoid redundancy in the specification of the paradigm of a 
verb’ (Bonami & Boyé 2002: 51). Refer to Wurzel (1989: 114), for example, who mentions that 
‘inflectional paradigms generally have an implicative stmcture’, as will also be manifest in the 
data presented in this study. The relevance of our discussion of Maltese stems within the 
paradigm is that the paradigm’s domain, which traditionally solely served as a locus of 
discussions on affixation (Blevins 2004: 65), has now been reinterpreted, and has increasingly 
become the domain over which observations and generalisations on the way in which 
morphology works, are made (Brown 2011).
This work thus aims to assess stem behaviour within and across verbal paradigms from a 
surface-based and synchronic dimension as a means with which to come closer to understanding 
what complexity underlies the system. While stem-altemations have been observed in the 
literature on Maltese, particularly Aquilina (1973), Mifsud (1995) and Fabri (2009a,b), it is 
mainly a sub-set of the language’s verbs that has been described, and stem-altemations have 
never been analysed in their own right. The complexity we are concemed with here is meant to 
shed more light on morphology’s own independent autonomous mechanisms, as in the 
pioneneering study of Maiden (1992). This has been referred to as morphology by itself (Aronoff 
\99A)!autonomous morphology (refer for example to Maiden et al. 2011) i.e. morphological 
operations that are not influenced by interactions with other components of the grammar, in
 ^ Through this account, another dimension to the notion of non-concatenative behaviour as used for 
Semitic languages will be provided. Reference to these languages’ non-concatenative behaviour has been 
typically restricted to the binyammlXQmpXutic) system of derivationally-related forms (e.g. McCarthy 1994, 
Booij 2009: 566).
particular phonology or syntax (‘syntactically-unmotivated’ as Corbett (2009: 5) puts it); 
morphological behaviours ‘that are aligned neither with meaning nor with syntax’ (Goldsmith & 
O’Brien 2006: 220). Also refer to Alexiadou (2004: 21). It is thus complexity of the arbitrary 
type, i.e. that which provides no contribution to form-meaning relations, and can be treated as a 
system of ‘pure morphological functions’ that have an independent ‘life of [their] own’ (Brown 
2011: 492).^ One such effect of morphological arbitrary behaviour is for example the multiple 
exponence we end up with whilst discussing the functions of the stems in Maltese verbal 
paradigms (refer to §3.5.2). Such arbitrary behaviour is in Ackerman & Malouf (2013: 435) 
analysed as ‘an added dimension of complexity to the inflectional system that serves no 
communicative purpose’. Although, as we will see, the eomplexity within the morphological 
component is often idiosyncratic and/or unmotivated, it is at the same time principled. For this 
reason it will be an important task of this study to establish all the different contributors to this 
complexity within the morphological component. At the end we aim to be able to identify that 
which is fundamentally morphologically-induced: morphologically-triggeredlstipulated
morphological complexity, to be understood as instances of morphological behaviours for 
morphology’s sake. Such occurrences translate into the notion of morphological features 
(Corbett & Baerman 2006; 232). These features are best illustrated through a study of 
morphological paradigmatic forms that considers two parameters: one that looks across different 
lexemes or classes of lexemes {inflectional classes), and the other that considers the intemal 
paradigmatic behaviour of individual lexical items (form classes). These parameters thus project 
themselves as different dimensions in the analysis of morphological complexity. In this study, 
these two dimensions will be cross-classified through our account of stem pattern classes, which 
render themselves as an inventory of the different form class pattems employed across the data 
set. The array of pattems available is itself restrieted by the delimitations of what constitutes the 
Maltese paradigmatic stem-space.^
Individual pattems of stem-alternations come about as a result o f syncretic indexing (Corbett 
(2005, 2007a,b, 2009), Corbett & Baerman (2006, 2010), Baerman (2011), Baerman & Corbett 
(2012)), (building upon Stump’s (1995) original reference to stem indexing), where a paradigm’s 
pattem of stem-alternations is derived through the same or distinct index assignment. What we 
then end up with is an abstraction of the realization/instantiated paradigm which yields the form  
paradigm, in the Paradigm Linkage terminology (Stump 2002, 2006), allowing paradigms to be 
viewed in terms of the pattern they project, whether this is at the affixal level, the stem and/or 
other components of the paradigm. For Bonami & Boyé (2002: 56) and Bickel & Nichols (2007: 
186), having a number of different stem-alternation pattems across paradigms equates to 
different conjugation classes. While we will see that there is no effect on the conjugation pattem 
of the different verbs, as it is only one inflectional class that is posited, we can understand the 
notion conjugation class in relation to how changes in the stem-altemation pattems affect the 
stem’s use/function as an exponent, in line with Baerman & Corbett (2012), given that 
essentially a change in the non-canonical pattem of stem-altemations translates into a distinct 
pattem of grammatical information realizations. Eighteen such classes will be shown to exist 
across the Maltese data set to be discussed, i.e. data fi-om the Standard variety, with up to fourty-
 ^This study complements Lucas et al. (2013), whieh study looks at the redundancies of the presence of the 
-/ (ta marbuta ‘bound t j  in numeral forms, which we can here interpret to be an initial step in the 
direction towards accounting for yet another aspect of morphologically-complex behaviour in Maltese.
 ^The term used in Pirelli & Battista (2000: 8) is 'partition classes of paradigmatic slots’, which just like 
the notion of the stem pattern class and its intemal sub-pattems, refers to the stems’ ‘systematic 
distribution across a paradigm, independently of considerations about their form’.
four different paradigm organisations, which essentially translate into fourty-four different ways 
with whieh non-eoneatenative infleetion is realized/ According to Ackerman & M alouf s (2013: 
433) typology of what eonstitutes morphologieal complexity, the quest to identify the available 
pattems of stem-altemations present in the language eonstitutes a eharacterisation of 
Enumerative Complexity (E-Complexity), i.e. complexity derived out of ‘the general cataloguing 
of properties’ and pattems. We will go a step further in this study and also eonsider what 
prineiples trigger, guide and eonstrain the very presenee of sueh distinct pattems, with the 
morphologically-stipulated principles being our major interest. Taking into aeeount such pattems 
of stem-altemations in themselves will be shown to help monitor and assess changes in the 
language, and the direetion of that ehange, as well as identify another souree of morphological 
variation that distinguishes different Maltese and Gozitan dialects. The interaction between the 
stem and the inflectional affixal material will be our tool with whieh to explore the other 
dimension to inflectional morphology in Maltese, i.e. that of the non-affixal type, thus going 
beyond views whieh elaim that ‘[vjerb infleetion is eoncatenative, with prefixation and 
suffixation to a stem-base’ (Spagnol 201 lb: 37), for example.
The pattems will be presented as surfaee-based paradigm-driven verbal elassifications, as 
opposed to traditional eonsonantal-root driven ones. This in tum helps us attempt to provide a 
unified analysis of the Maltese verbal lexicon. On the other hand, by putting the Maltese verbal 
paradigm at the centre of our study, a fresh perspeetive on the paradigm in Maltese as an 
organised entity of word-form relations unravels, which is manifested through interdependency 
and interpredictability across the paradigmatic forms. As a consequence of our surface-oriented 
approaeh eoupled with the interest in the infieetional paradigm, a new dimension to the binyanim 
system will follow, where we will be primarily eoncemed with the juxtaposing of inflectional 
verbal paradigms of related verbs, from where eomparisons and contrasts can be observed. 
Beeause of this, the analysis provided here will, for the first time, draw interesting parallels 
between the distinet pattems of stem-altemations of related verbs and the behaviour of Semitie 
equipollent verbs present in the language. A modest working model of the lexieon is provided in 
the appendix, which relies heavily, although not exelusively, upon three important variables 
whose funetion will be highlighted throughout the eourse of this study: the verbal base, the 
vocalie pattem, and knowledge of the stem’s Cs, which together work alongside the knowledge 
of the language’s phonologieal mles, the set of affixes, and knowledge of the paradigmatie 
eorrelations shown to exist, all assumed to be part of the speakers’ knowledge of their language. 
The model is meant to display how complexity works and what it results in, espeeially when 
prineipal parts (Finkel & Stump 2008) are required, i.e. forms stored in the lexieon that ean help 
the deduction of other paradigmatie forms, resulting in larger lexieal entries (Camilleri & 
Walther 2012). To analyse morphologieal eomplexity within the language’s morphologieal 
component, we will adhere to the canonieal typology framework as set out in Corbett (2005, 
2007a, 2009, 2011a,b) and Brown et al. (2013).^ From within this framework, questions as to 
what constitutes morphological complexity can be addressed. §1.2 below spells out some of the 
fi-amework’s elaims and how its analytieal measures operate.
 ^The reason for being explicit from the outset is because as we will see in this study, other varieties of 
Maltese behave differently from the Standard variety. Additionally, the eighteen stem pattem class 
classification covers all the Standard Maltese verbal data with the exception of the impersonal and pseudo- 
verbal data, where a number of reasons justify treating them separately.
® This framework has also been applied in the syntactic domain by Polinsky (2003), Seifart (2005), and 
Suthar (2006), among others.
1.2 The canonical typology framework
In engaging in this brief introduction on what canonical typology is, we pave the way to the 
discussion of what constitutes canonical paradigms. Within a canonical approach to the analysis 
of language, definitions of any elements, entities, and/or phenomena are taken to their logical 
end point on the basis of sets of criteria, and at times the interseetion of these, as is entailed in 
the positing of the canonical clitic in Spencer & Luis (2013). In this way, a canon or a fixed 
point towards which one can always return as a standard of measurement/comparison, is 
established, even though this ‘may even be non-existent’ (Corbett 2011a: 446). The language 
data instances are then set against this logical definition/instance, and the theoretical distance of 
the real instance from the canon is measured, resulting in a gradience of non-canonical 
behaviour (Corbett 2007a: 9). Morphologieal complexity can thus be understood as an outcome 
of the divergence from the canon, where the further away from the canonical requirement a 
given instanee is, the more non-canonical, and the more morphologically complex it is. Since the 
focus of this discussion is what yields morphologically complex behaviour internal to the verbal 
paradigm, it essentially means that we are in fact considering paradigmatic non-canonicity. What 
follows below is thus a discussion on what is expected from canonical paradigms. This will 
provide us with a solid background, enabling us to identify that which is non-canonical, and at 
the same time observe what this could be telling us about the language’s morphological 
component in general.
1.2.1 Canonical paradigms
A canonieal paradigm is conceived out of criteria that make referenee to both its shape/form or 
its content. On the basis of the shape criterion, one would expect a canonical paradigm to display 
the product/multiplication of the relevant morphosyntactic and morphosemantic features and 
their values, resulting in the expected number of cells (refer to Spencer’s (2003) notion of 
exhaustivity). With respect to its content, every cell in a canonical paradigm has a distinct 
surface form (Corbett, 2009, 2011b, Anderson 2011). A canonieal paradigm that realizes four 
distinct morphosyntactic or additional morphosemantic values, (be they portmanteau or not), is 
thus expected to have a structure as in table (1.1) below.
X-a
X-b
X-c
X-d
Table 1 .11 lustrating the canonical behaviour of a four-celled paradigm
If it happens that the actual number of cells does not match up with the ‘canonically’ expected 
number of cells, such violations of the canon involve either defectiveness or over differentiation, 
resulting in distinct paradigmatic behaviours that create complexity intemal to the individual 
paradigm.^ When, on the other hand, different cells do not involve distinct word-forms, under
'^Defectiveness is when instead of having the ‘canonically’ expected sets of cells realizing the full set of 
morphosyntactic/morphosemantic features relevant to the paradigm, we get fewer cells in the actual 
paradigm (Baerman et al. 2010). Non-canonical overdifferentiated paradigms, on the other hand, are 
paradigms that have additional paradigmatic cells, when one compares the number of cells, representative 
of the number of features, with the rest of the lexicon (Corbett, 2000). The reader is also referred to 
Camilleri & Gauci (2013) and Gauci & Camilleri (2014) for discussions on this phenomenon in a sub-set 
of Maltese nominal paradigms.
the assumption that the features involved are all syntactieally relevant, then syncretism is present 
(Baerman 2004, 2007, Baerman et al., 2005).
Canonieal paradigms fall under the rubrie of canonical inflection, which looks at paradigm- 
internal data and are divided into two parameters: Intemal and extemal canonical behaviour. The 
parameter of extemal non-canonieity has to do mostly with the actual stmcture of the paradigm, 
rather than the content of the cells themselves. The aetual number of cells, for example, is one 
sueh extemal behaviour. Another is the morphotaetic alignment of the affixal material vis-à-vis 
the stem, i.e. what Corbett (2009: 2) refers to as the cell’s composition and structure (also refer 
to Corbett in prep.), sueh that if the morphological exponent is realized as a prefix in a partieular 
cell, then in a canonical paradigm one expeets to find prefixes in all the cells. Intemal 
canonieity, on the other hand, has to do with the word-form intemal content, ineluding the 
dichotomy between the lexical and the inflectional material (Corbett 2011b: 132-134). In this 
study we shall be mostly concemed with intemal non-eanonicity that has to do with the lexical 
material’s behaviour. The lexieal material, which is canonically the stem, should not express any 
morphosyntactic or morphosemantic features and is expected to be inert/non-altemating (Corbett 
2007a: 10, Baerman & Corbett 2012: 52). If we consider our simplified eanonical paradigm 
representation in table (1.1) the invariable X in all the cells represents the lexieal content. On the 
other hand, grammatical information, typically expressed by the affixal material, should be 
distinct in all cells, as the four distinct suffixal forms in table (1.1) illustrate. An additional 
intemal non-canonical dimension to the paradigm is overabundance (Thomton 2010, 2011), 
where although the canon requires the presence of one distinct form to fill-in the individual 
paradigmatie cells, it is possible to have the presence of more than one featurally identical forms 
in any given eell(s). Table (1.2) eneapsulates the canonieal requirements reviewed above.
Comparison across the 
paradigmatic cells of a lexeme Comparison across lexemes
Composition/ stmcture SAME SAME
Lexical material 
(~ stem-form) SAME DIFFERENT
Inflectional material 
(~ inflectional form) DIFFERENT SAME
Outcome 
(~ the inflected 
word-form)
DIFFERENT DIFFERENT
Table 1.2 The canonical )ehaviour intemal to a lexeme’s paradigm and across the paradigms of
distinct lexical items (adapted from Corbett 2011b: 111)
From table (1.2) therefore, we see that if all paradigms in a given language were canonical, then 
one expeets that the lexical material across lexemes be different, whereas the inflectional 
material (as well as the morphotactic stmcture) be the same, at least aeross paradigms of the 
same syntactie category. In plaees where we ought to have sameness in the lexical or inflectional 
material but we then get distinct forms, ‘increased complexity and/or redundancy’ (Corbett, 
2009: 2) is implied. When the inflectional material of the distinct classes of lexemes differs, 
inflectional classes come about.Schw arze (1999) extends his definition of inflectional classes
The term here is being used in its narrow sense. It refers to inflectional classes as classes of lexemes that 
are typically grouped together on the basis of the distinct pattems displayed by the affixal material, when 
compared with other classes of lexemes (Alexiadou 2004: 24). Goldsmith & O’Brien (2006: 221) consider
to not only refer to the patterns of affixal material across lexemes, but also to other inflectional 
material such as pattems of stem-altemations themselves (p. 2). The theme of this study, i.e. the 
analysis of distinct pattems brought about by stem-alternations, can be interpreted as involving 
an assessment of a violation of the inert lexical material’s canonical requirement, and can be 
broadly understood as inflectional classes. For this reason Camilleri (201 lb) refers to the distinct 
pattems of stem-altemations as stem-based inflectional classes. The discussion o f the stem’s 
non-canonical behaviour intemal to the paradigm is commonly associated with the presence of 
suppletion in the literature (Vincent & Borjars 1996, Hippisley et al. 2004, Corbett 2007a). 
(Refer however to discussions on Romance verbal paradigms that specifically look at altemating 
stems without requiring any reference to suppletion, e.g Maiden 1992, Bonami & Boyé (2002, 
2006, 2007), Pirelli & Battista (2000), Boyé & Cabredo Hofherr (2006) and Anderson (to 
appear)). The study here builds on the work in Corbett & Baerman (2006, 2010) and Baerman & 
Corbett (2012), and looks at the lexical material’s real function, which non-canonically does not 
solely realize lexical information, but also functions as an exponent of grammatical features.
1.3 Previous work dealing with stems in Maltese
Discussions in the literature on Maltese that are concerned with the function and behaviour of 
stems have been restricted to Fabri (2009a,b), along with some mention in Simpson (2009). In 
Fabri (2009a), a number of claims are made on the nature of stem-altemations in Maltese. 
Broadly, it is assumed that Semitic Maltese verbs involve alternating stems in their paradigm, 
while non-Semitic originating verbs involve non-altemating stems. This analysis follows firom 
Mifsud (1995), and has since dichotomised Maltese morphological accounts, and has contributed 
further to the split lexical analysis which characterises traditional Maltese accounts of the 
lexicon.
Fabri (2009b) focuses on Semitic verbs whose Perfect 3SGM’s phonological shape is CVCVC, 
which constitute the largest set of Semitic verbs in Maltese. He seeks to provide an analysis 
which accounts for the altemating syllabic stmctures of paradigmatic stems. In order to get to 
these distinct stems, Fabri builds a model that assumes a consonantal skeleton as base, along 
with inflectional affixes and stem-vowels as inputs to the system, coupled with a stored set of 
syllable stmctures available in the language and a set of cluster breaker vowel insertion mles. He 
treats these as fixed vocalic melodies that verb-forms take to avoid the illicit consonantal clusters 
in the Imperfect sub-paradigms of a sub-set of phonologically-identified verbs. These together 
interact with the syllable-builder; the mechanism that he posits with which to build syllabic 
stmctures out of the input material, proceeding from left to right, with the affixes then relying on 
other constraints including alignment and affix ordering (McCarthy & Prince, 1993) for their 
attachment. Across the CVCVC verbs, Fabri considers the distinction between verbs like kiteb 
‘write’ vs. those such as seraq ‘steal’ as involving ‘... two different (though related) classes’ due 
to their paradigms’ ‘different pattem in the [Imperfect] plural cells ...’. The difference across
inflectional classes to be altemative forms of affixes that are clustered together in groups, i.e. inflectional 
paradigms that show a systematic allomorphy across sets of lexical items, which however need not 
comprise of a variation across the whole inflectional paradigms (Schwarze 1999: 2-3). For further 
expansion on this last point refer to Corbett (2009). The notion of inflectional classes can be broadened to 
also apply to any differences in inflectional behaviour beyond eoncatenative affixation, e.g. tone, ablaut- 
changes, and so on.
This view of the nature/function of the stem differs from one of stems as forms without 
morphosyntactic meaning' (Pirelli & Battista 2000: 6).
these sets is essentially akin to an important phonological-conditioning: the presence/absenee of 
a resonant second consonant in the stem. (In §3.3.1 we will take sueh stem-altemation 
distinctions to be phonologically-eonditioned). In faet, Fabri mentions that at least for the Perfect 
sub-paradigm ‘stem variation in some eases is a result of syllabifieation’. While the stem- 
altemations Fabri looks at happen to be essentially phonologieally- and morphotactically- 
derived, in this study we will consider other factors which yield this altemation, especially 
morphologically-induced factors (§3.4), which capture the morphologically-triggered 
morphologieally-eomplex behaviour. In his model, different stem-vowels are requirements 
assoeiated with the cell’s grammatical information: ‘vowels do sometimes carry grammatical 
information’.^  ^ He does not analyse the vowels as morphemes, however. The same non- 
morphemie approaeh will be assumed in this s t u d y . I n  the eourse of this work we will explore 
ways of how to exploit the paradigmatic networks that exist to provide an altemative to Fabri’s 
analysis, whilst at the same time being able to account for the full set of the Maltese data. One 
such paradigmatic dependency is the relation aeross the SG and PL eells in the imperfect sub­
paradigm, mentioned in Sutcliffe (1936: 120), although not fully exploited.
In his study on the development of non-eoneatenative morphology in Afroasiatic, Simpson 
(2009: 9) mentions Maltese and categorises the language from within a root and pattern 
approaeh. In his account of non-concatenative morphology, he explores the traditional 
discussions on what constitutes non-concatenative behaviour in Semitic languages, and 
refreshingly also focuses upon stem-altemations. He looks at the different stems available, 
provides arguments as to how these eould have eome about, exploring both diachronic and 
phonological interactions. However, he never quite looks at the pattems yielded by these 
altemations as objective morphological entities worth eonsidering in themselves. In looking at 
altemating stems as another dimension to non-eoneatenative morphology, he eoncentrates on 
altemations that result from ablaut-change, and in other instances considers the presence of 
multiple stems inside the cell (i.e. overabundance) (p. 125). He tries to search for 
phonologically-influenced explanations for the presence of these distinct stems (p. 143). He also 
mentions the presence of multiple stems inside cells, and the eventual paradigmatic levelling that 
results from analogical extensions, whereby ‘stem-allomorphy is [then] eliminated’ (p. 166). 
This requires that he acknowledges other influential faetors whieh are not phonological in 
nature. Here we will go a few steps further and describe the observed pattems of stem- 
altemations as objects of morphological analysis in their own right, and aeeount for how these 
come about, particularly when there is no phonological, morphophonological or syntax-semantic 
motivation. We will see however that even when there are syntax-semantics motivations (refer to 
e.g. §3.4.1, §4.4), the fact that the eneoding of these is already available through the stem’s 
stmeture and the necessary affixation, the very presence of the multiple exponence that results, is 
itself arbitrary. In the course of the discussion embedded within this synchronie surface-oriented 
study, we will see how Simpson’s elaims that stem-altemations in Maltese can be simply 
attributed to mere phonological motivations is only the start/tip of the wider analytieal account.
When presenting the paradigm for bies ‘kiss’ and that of sab ‘find’, Fabri mentiones that the ü in nltlj- 
bus realizes [-Perfect], the i in bis- realizes [+Perfect, -3], while the ie realizes [+Perfect, +3]. In sab we 
get similar distributions, such that: i: in -si:b- = [-Perfect], the i in sib- = [+Perfect, -3], while the â in sab 
= [+Perfect, +3]. These are the only two verbs Fabri looks at, and both happen to be CV:C verbs.
In this respect, while Fabri’s (2009b) account is the same as that in Benmamoun’s (2000) discussion of 
Moroccan Arabic, a close dialect of Maltese, Benmamoun does not assume that these Vs realize 
grammatical information.
In a similar vein to the account to be presented in this study, although not mentioning Maltese, is 
Lowenstamm’s (2011) work on Moroecan Arabic inflectional verbal paradigms, which he 
analyses as being mainly phonologically-constructed/'^ O f interest for our discussion on Maltese 
is that he considers the infieetional verbal paradigm to be built out of the Perfect 3SGM form (p. 
149), as will also be assumed here. Furthermore, to anticipate the view adhered to in this study, 
and how the segmentation analysis to be argued for in §2.4 affects the overall analysis, 
Lowenstamm mentions that while outside of Semitic, there is an important stem autonomy 
aeross the stem and the inflectional system,'... there is overwhelming evidence of interactions 
between the ultimate shape of the Semitic stem and the makeup of its accompanying inflection’ 
(p. 152). (Also refer to the diseussion in Darden (1992: 15) for Egyptian Arabic). In tum he takes 
this to imply that ‘stems and inflection are not separate domains’ (p. 153), at least in Semitic 
languages. An intricate relation between stem and affixes is shown to exist. Of more importance 
is the relation across the base’s (i.e. the Perfeet 3SGM stem) phonological stmcture, with 
referenee to the affixal inflection, and consequently the stems’ forms, which interaction yields 
the pattem of stem-altemations we will be looking at in this study. It is for this reason that, as we 
will see, paradigmatic stem-altemation pattems are highly dependent on the segmentation 
analysis provided. The relation between the stem and the affix is further highlighted when he 
mentions how: ‘...the shape of the affix can itself be affected by properties of the root’ (p. 153) 
(i.e. the C-root). Just as the stem’s phonological make-up is a consequence of the affix’s choice, 
these are in Lowenstamm’s account understood as being in an additional interaetion with the 
nature of the verb’s C-root, to whieh he provides a morpheme analysis. What we propose in this 
study, however, is that the base’s phonological stmcture is itself derived out of an interaetion 
with the C-root’s nature or possibly a reflection of it. What differs in this study’s approaeh, 
therefore, is that we will be seeking to know what the patterns of stem-altemations tell us, 
especially when these cannot be taken to solely constitute a by-produet of morphotactic 
interactions and/or of the nature of the underlying C-root. The question to posit then is why a C- 
root would be required at all, if the base-form is a reflection of its nature. This is one of the 
motivations underlying our verbal-based classification for Maltese verbs, to be described in 
more detail in §2.2.2. The apparent redundant requirement of the C-root in Lowenstamm’s 
account is because the very base, i.e. the Perfeet 3SGM form is built out of it, under a traditional 
autosegmental approach, (particularly as posited in Guerssal & Lowenstamm 1996 and 
Lowenstamm 1996), which involves the appending of three CVs onto which initial C-root 
mapping takes place, resulting in the base’s formation.
More recently, psycholinguistic works which make use of Perfeet 3SGM base forms as their 
primary data set have been undertaken. Such studies include Ussishkin & Twist (2009) and L. 
Galea (2012). Without going into much detail, given that the traditional verbal classification is to 
be introdueed in §2.1, in the former study it was shown that CVCVC verbs primed each other 
more easily than CVCCVC ones, while CVCCVC verbs, on the other hand, prime each other 
more easily than their CVCCV eounterparts. What Ussishkin & Twist (2009) considered these 
results to be showing is that C-final CVCVC verbs are easy targets for Maltese speakers, 
although this effect could have been independently motivated by the fact that there are far more 
CVCVC verbs than CVCCVC ones. On the other hand, the faet that CVCCVC verbs resulted in 
faster reactions than the V-final counterparts, was taken by them to imply that the mental lexicon 
consists of stem/word lists rather than C-roots, given that essentially in terms of a C-root 
account, CVCCVC and CVCCV verbs are underlyingly similar, i.e. both triliteral radiealed 
verbs (refer to Chekayri & Scheer (2005), however, who treat weak verbs to be biliteral).
Also refer to Faust (2012) for a discussion on Hebrew inflectional paradigms within a root-and-pattem 
account.
Ussishkin (p.c, 19th, April, 2011) mentions how although the C-root seems to be some sort of 
salient psychological entity, this does not mean that it has to be a morphologieal entity; 
nevertheless it seems to exist at some level of representation. For our purposes here, this 
eventually translates into the positing of the salience of the Cs of the stem (and the verbal base 
more broadly) to be one important analytical variable in our analysis. In L. Galea’s (2012) study, 
there is a foeus on the pattem of the base stem-vowels, i.e. the vocalic pattem, where it was 
shown that irrespective of the CVCVC or CVCCVC stmcture/shape of the base, priming was 
facilitated when it happened that both prime and target shared the vocalie pattem. This showed 
that whatever the status given to the vocalie pattem in one’s aeeount, i.e. whether these are to be 
treated as morphemes, or whether these are simply treated as stem-vowels that form part of the 
stem/base, they appear to be salient for the Maltese speaker. Both the stem’s Cs and the vocalic 
pattem’s salienee in the Semitic word-form will be exploited in this study, and are in fact two of 
the cmeial variables that help deduee paradigmatic stem-shapes, forms and consequently the 
pattem of stem-altemations, in the lexicon.
1.4 Terminology as employed in this study
binyanim: The word binyanim literally means ‘buildings’ in Hebrew, whieh metaphorically 
characterises the system of derivationally-related verbs across Semitic languages. For this 
reason, Izre’el (2009) refers to this system of verb-formation as one of ‘constmctions’: e.g. kiteb 
‘write’ -  nkiteb ‘was written’; hmàr ‘become red’ -  hammar ‘cause to become red’ -  thammar 
‘be caused to beeome red’. Equivalent terms include themes!measures!templates!morphological 
patterns or Maltese forom  ‘forms’. In the literature, the binyanim in the Arabic vemaculars are 
perceived as a system that ‘for the most part involves either valence increasing or valence 
decreasing operations’ (Simpson 2009: 146), whieh relation is traditionally taken to be 
derivational in nature. In the C-root-as-morpheme-oriented literature, it has been more recently 
assumed that the base is an underspecified C-root (Arad 2003, 2005, Marantz 2007) that takes its 
meaning once it maps onto the templatic stmcture (ineluding the derivational affixes), resulting 
in a number of semantic differences ranging from voice distinctions, causation, reciprocity, 
inchoative interpretations, and reflexivisation. The verbal derivational system in Maltese, as well 
as in other Arabic vernaculars (refer e.g. to Bakir 1996, Ouali & Fortin 2007), is mostly a set of 
distinet phonologieal stmctures that include appended affixes, deriving distinct verb-forms. This 
system will in this study be translated as a set of prosodie templates that yield verb-forms of 
different phonologieal stmctures, which include the affixal material.
C-root: The consonantal-root, i.e. a root made up of Cs alone is traditionally taken to be the base 
lexical item in the Semitic system, typically involving three (triliteral) or four (quadriliteral) 
Cs.'^ It has since McCarthy (1981) in particular been assumed that the C-root has a morphemic 
status, which McCarthy takes to be the building block of word-formation within his prosodic 
account of Semitic morphology. This morphemic status has been assumed due to the fact that 
both inflectionally- and derivationally-related forms of whatever syntactie category appear to 
only display the stem’s constantal material as the extractable common denominator that 
underlies such forms. Arad (2003, 2005) posits an underspecified meaning to this C-root, with
15 While the root-based approach where a C-root is assumed to be the base has since McCarthy (1981) 
dominated the Semitic morphological literature, this approach, has also infiltrated psycholinguistic and 
neurolinguistic research (Prunet et al. (2000), Bentin & Frost (2001), Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson (2001, 
2004, 2005), Idrissi & Kehayia (2004), Idrissi et al. (2008), and Boudelaa et al. (2010), to name but a 
few). This approach essentially looks at relations across word-forms based on the C-root (Ussishkin 2005: 
196).
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Tsarfaty (2007; 4) claiming that the C-root not only provides the semantic field but also 
‘induce[s] a preliminary event classification’. Refer to Aronoff s (2007: 821-822) critique of 
this, however.'^ The C-root in this study is not treated as a morpheme, but while it might be 
salient at some level of representation in the speaker’s knowledge of the language, it is to be 
analysed as a morphomic pattem of recurrent consonants present across inflectionally- and 
derivationally-related forms. No function is associated with it, and no underspecified meaning 
is attributed.
Semitic Maltese (SM) vs. non-Semitic Maltese (non-SM) verbs: The distinct lexical origins of 
verbs have resulted in the mixed lexicon (Aquilina 1958, Stolz 2003) which exists in Maltese as 
an effect of over a thousand years of language contact (Brincat 2000). While SM verbs refer to 
those which etymologically come about through some Semitic language, including Sicilian 
Arabic (Agius 1996), non-SM verbs refer to those that have come into the language from 
obvious non-Semitic source languages; typically Sicilian, Italian, and English.
stem: Given the word-form nikteb T write’, -kteb is taken to be the morphological stem in this 
study, while -ikteb is the phonological stem (at least in the Imperfect word-form), with the n- 
being the prefix. Distinguishing between a morphological and phonological stem follows 
Simpson’s (2009: 199) and Puech’s (2011)’s segmentation of Imperfect SG verb -forms.The 
morphological stem is thus the part of the word-form after all affixes and other segments 
attributed to phonological-conditioning have been removed.
stem-shape: The stem-shape is the phonological structure of the morphological stem. Thus, the 
stem-shape of the stem in nikteb T write’ is CVCC {-kteb).
stem pattern: Stem pattern refers to the form class that results out of the pattem of stem- 
altemations intemal to the paradigm, and once these alternating stems are individually indexed.
Refer to Bat-El’s (2003: 44-45) eriticism of the C-root-as-morpheme approach, where she questions 
how it could be the case that if these were really morphemes, they remained unchanged across time. But 
then one may refer to Maiden (1999, 2005) who shows how a morphological pattem can remain just as 
fixed throughout diachrony. This might in tum provide us with more evidence for the postulation of a 
morphomic analysis to the C-root, as what Maiden discusses in his account are in faet all morphomic 
instances.
For Ussishkin (2000a,b) and Bat-El (2001, 2003a,b), the C-root is only the common ‘residue’ that 
remains after phonological mles have been applied. This phonologieal effect, on the other hand, has also 
been translated as evidence favouring C-root-as-morpheme approaches, based on a number of arguments 
that have to do mainly with the Cs’ fixed order, metathesis, (Prunet et al. (2000), Idrissi et al. (2002, 
2008), Prunet (2006),), and hypocoristic formations, for example (Zawaydeh & Davis 1999) and (Davis & 
Zawaydeh 2001). Refer to Farwaneh (2007), however, who questions the C-root as a primative in the 
formation of hypocoristics and pushes towards a template-driven analysis. One should however point out 
that as mentioned in Aronoff (2007: 826), while there might be evidence that ‘demonstrates the linguistic 
reality’ of the Semitic C-root, this does not need to be necessarily mapped with any meaning, and further, 
its relevance to the system need not imply any morphemic status.
The account for Maltese also builds closely upon accounts to other Semitic languages, including 
Benmamoun (1997, 1999), Ratcliffe (2003), Bar-Asher (2008), and Lowenstamm (2011). As we will see 
in §2.4, distinguishing between the morphological and phonological stems is because the very presence of 
the V that immediately follows the prefix conditions moraic symmetry between the Perfect and Imperfect 
word-forms. Refer to the section therein for more detailed based on a diseussion with Hoberman (p.e, 16th 
January 2014).
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stem pattern class/stem-based inflectional class: This equates to the horizontal inflectional class 
parameter of morphological complexity, which essentially considers the individual paradigmatic 
stem pattems across different lexical items. A stem pattem class thus incorporates a set of 
lexemes that share the same generalised pattem of stem-alternations. By providing this new stem 
pattem class-based classification of the verbal lexieon we will be categorising verbs by virtue of 
their sharing of a form paradigm}^
sub-pattern: The stem pattem class may be perceived as the umbrella term that encompasses 
different groups of members within it, whieh members realize different arrays of sub-pattems, 
i.e. different ways with which the paradigmatic stem-space is organised. For a more concrete 
example of this, sub-pattems ABCC DE, ABCC AC and ABCC BC (where the last two letters in 
each set refer to the distinctly indexed stems within the SG and PL Imperfect sub-paradigmatie 
cells respectively), are all members within the more generalised stem pattem class: ABCC 
SG^PL.
surface-based approach: The surface-based approach adhered to in this study primarily implies 
that it will not retain a C-root-as-morpheme account and is also meant to reflect that all analyses 
are derived firom what ean be observed through the actuaFinstantiated forms’ behaviour. All 
posited analyses themselves follow fi-om tangible observed paradigmatic behaviours, assuming 
the paradigm to be a real morphological entity made up of surface word-forms (Anderson 2011) 
and consequently there is no space for underlying abstract building block assumptions. Such an 
account allows for a better synchronic analysis of verbs whieh have diachronically lost one of 
their stem’s phonemes.
type 1 vs. non-type 1 verbs: The positing of a type 1 vs. non-type 1 verb distinction is meant 
mainly to help the reader unfamiliar with the Semitic categorisation of the SM verbal lexicon 
without needing to relate to the binyanim system. Type 1 verbs essentially are the same as 
binyan verbs, and the rest of the types will broadly correlate with the non-f ‘ binyan verbs in the 
language. The reference to verb types is meant to be as neutral as possible, as the use of terms 
such as base vs. non-base verbs (where base here refers to a primative form) or dffixed vs. non- 
afjixed verbs are not representative of the synchronic reality, given the deficiencies and gaps in 
the binyanim system. In the ideal case scenario, type 1 verbs would be the most basic, with non­
type 1 verbs being the derived outputs that build upon the type 1 verbal counterpart. It would not 
be correct to provide non-f ‘ binyan verbs a non-base status, given that some verbal relations are 
only found aeross type 2 and type 4 verbs, for example. Furthermore, while type 1 verbs (L‘ 
binyan) are clearly not affixed verb-forms, with the derived non-type 1 counterpart being 
affixed, calling a type 4 (V* binyan) verb affixed, for example, on the other hand, would imply 
that there is a base non-affixal counterpart, which may not always be the case.
underlying representation (UR): The UR refers to the triliteral and quadriliteral C-roots 
understood as underlying the Semitic word-forms in traditional analyses.
This study aims to provide an inventory of these pattem classes/form paradigms across the verbal 
lexicon. We will also observe that just as a given paradigm can have more than one pattem of stem- 
altemations due to the presence of overabundant stems, a verb can belong to distinct stem pattem classes. 
This suggests to us that stem pattem class membership need not always be shape-conditioned, i.e. 
conditioned by the base’s phonological stmcture, and there are other influences that result in this 
behaviour.
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verbal base: The verbal base refers to the phonological structure of the Perfeet SSGM’s word- 
fbrm/stem-form in terms of C and V sequences. While the verbal base of kiteb ‘write’ is 
CVCVC, the verbal base of laghab ‘play’, within the surface-oriented approaeh adhered to in 
this study, is CV;C due to this verb’s loss of the medial gh. The verbal base, as an important 
variable in our analysis and a means with which to help deduce the paradigmatic pattems, will 
tum out to be an important mechanism with whieh to assess the extent of the shape-conditioning 
(i.e. conditioning based on the phonological stmcture of the verb-form) vis-à-vis the pattern of 
stem-altemations that are manifest.
vocalic pattern: The term used to refer to the distinet vocalism/vocalie melody (Fabri 2009a) of 
the two stem-vowels of the Perfeet 3SGM stem/word-form (at least when two are present), with 
the individual vowels to be referred to as Vi and V% respectively.
1.5 The organisation of this study
Chapter 2 introduces the binyanim system of related verbs, and the traditional verbal 
classification in the language, motivated by C-root-as-base approaches. As part of the traditional 
description, the segmentation accounts available in the literature on Maltese will be reviewed. 
This will then be followed by the segmentation posited in this study that assumes one 
infieetional class, which, coupled with the surface-based approach, will allow us to provide a 
unified analysis of the Maltese verbal lexicon. It is on the basis of the segmentation provided 
that we will get to the multiple pattems of stem-altemations presented in this study. The chapter 
then finishes off with an introduction to the verbal paradigmatic representation to be used 
throughout the rest of the chapters, so as to help the reader easily understand the presented data.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed account of all type 1 verbs (i.e. binyan verbs); the largest set of 
SM verbs. There we will start building our stem pattern class inventory, along with discussions 
on the sub-pattems present intemal to them. In seeking to explain how stem-altemations come 
about, we will be considering effects akin to phonology and morphotacties, morphophonology, 
diachronic effects that have fossilised within the morphological system, synchronic deficiencies, 
pure morphological stipulations, and lexieal specifications. It is by looking at this interwoven 
complex that we can eventually get to understand what constitutes as morphological complexity 
within the language’s morphological component. The morphologieally-indueed eomplexity will 
display an increase in the non-canonieal behaviour within paradigms, in partieular as stems come 
to function as non-affixal morphologieal exponents of morphosyntactic and morphosemantic 
features. In carefully assessing the distinct paradigmatic behaviours, a number of intricate 
relations between the stem and the affixes are observed, and a number of distinct dependencies 
within and across sub-paradigms are shown to exist. These are taken to increase the 
paradigmatie predictability and help facilitate the deduction of other paradigmatic forms, which
In Fabri (2009b) the use of this term, (as a consequence of his segmentation) is extended in a way such 
that it considers the two vowels that surface in the Imperfect word-forms, as is also the case in Sutcliffe 
(1936: 73) and Aquilina (1973: 255), in parallel with the Arabic tradition (Simpson 2009: 17). We will 
however claim that there is indeed one stem-vowel in the Imperfect word-form, which is the second 
vowel, given that the word-form’s first vowel is taken to belong to the phonological stem in this study (i.e. 
is only present to satisfy phonological requirements). Furthermore, recall that the vocalic pattem will not 
be treated as a morpheme, say on a par with MSA/Hebrew (Izre’el 2009: 114), where the vocalic pattem 
realizes voice distinctions without changing the temporal/aspectual value of the verb-form. Also refer to 
McOmber (1995), Ratcliffe (1997) and Bemouss (2010), who in their respective ways also argue against a 
morphemic account to these pattems, given that essentially they take a stem-based approach to Arabic 
verbal morphology, where the base is not segmented into further meaningful parts.
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are in turn highly dependent upon the nature of the verbal base involved. These dependencies 
work hand in hand with the three established variables: the verbal base, knowledge of the stem’s 
Cs, and the vocalic pattern, which set of information is derived from having the Perfect 3SGM 
verb-form/stem as base.
Chapter 4 provides an account of all non-type I verbs. Most importantly in this chapter, we will 
be reanalysing the notion of the binyanim in terms of distinct verbal bases, allowing us to cross- 
classify patterns of stem-alternations in relation to verbal bases, across the verb system in 
general. We will in turn assess what correlations obtain between derivationally-related verbs (at 
least if we follow Borg & Mifsud (1999) and Spagnol (201 lb), although referring to the relation 
between verbs of different types as being ‘derivational’ may not be uncontroversial, see for 
example Bybee (1985) and Camilleri (2012c, 2013)), and the patterns of stem-altemations they 
employ. This will in fact provide us with a new approach to the binyanim, where of most 
concern will be the contrast and comparison of the pattern of stem-altemations internal to the 
inflectional paradigms of related verbs. In providing this analysis, we find that when changes in 
stem-altemation patterns take place, this change is mapped with a change in the verbs’ 
argument-stmctures, which parallels the patterns present in the associated paradigms of 
equipollent verbs in the language.
Chapter 5 focuses on non-SM verbs, which given the surface- and stem-based approach in this 
study, we will show how the same analytical machinery posited for SM verbs, including the 
segmentation analysis, will be extended to cover the behaviour of non-SM verbs, showing how 
nothing is extraordinarily different when analysing non-SM verbs as opposed to SM verbs. The 
prime difference is attributed to the fact that SM verbs constitute a phonologically circumscribed 
closed class, while non-SM verbs are a phonologically heterogeneous open class. Another 
difference that is observed is the more varied array of stem-altemation pattems displayed within 
the SM verbal paradigms than in the non-SM paradigms. The varied verbal bases present across 
the non-SM verbs result in a limitation to our dependency on the verbal base variable, but will 
on the other hand give way to a default pattem of stem-altemations, which, as we will see for the 
first time, happens to be the pattem employed by the small class of diachronically g^-final SM 
verbs.
Chapter 6 considers three sets of verbs at the periphery in Maltese: traditional irregular verbs; 
the impersonal set, and pseudo-verbs. We will be reinterpreting the notion of what it means to be 
‘irregular’; a notion which has been traditionally defined by virtue of a C-root-as-base account, 
(which is the traditional literature’s motivation behind the ‘irregular’ status provided to these 
verbs), and relate it with what additional information is required in the lexical entry to help us 
get to the designated paradigmatic behaviour displayed. We will see however that these verbs 
still fit into one or the other of the pattems of stem-altemations established for ‘regular’ verbs, 
and hence are shown to fit within the ‘regular’ established dimensions of paradigmatic 
behaviour, in spite of their alleged ‘irregularity’. The interest conceming impersonal verbs and 
pseudo-verbs has been limited to the fact that accusative and dative pronouns are obligatorily 
attached to these verbs, and where these pronouns appear to realize features related to the most 
salient argument, otherwise associated with the nominative morphology (Comrie 1982, 1997, 
Borg & Comrie 1984, and Haspelmath & Camana 2000). In this study we will however consider 
another aspect of these verbal paradigms. Not only will they provide us with the only set of data 
that involves non-alternating stems, but will also provide a number of other interesting 
paradigmatic behaviours, including defectiveness, multiple overabundance, specific cell- 
targeting morphological behaviour, and diachronic fossilisations that are manifest as heteroclisis 
and other diachronically-fossilised morphological complexity.
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Chapter 7 summarises the major claims and findings, provides projections for future work and 
concludes this study.
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Chapter 2 Introducing Maltese verbal morphology and the verbal lexicon
2.1 Introduction
This chapter serves as a preamble to the Maltese verbal system, and introduces the paradigmatic 
data to feature in the chapters to follow. To familiarise the reader with the verbal morphology, 
the traditional account of both the derivational verbal classification, as well as the classification 
of the distinct verbs is provided. A review of the segmentation analyses present in the literature 
on Maltese will follow. There we will see how these accounts are largely characterised by a 
segmentation split between SM and non-SM verbs, and are motivated by what we can here refer 
to as the root-based vs. stem-based approach, to use Mifsud’s (1995) terminology, reminiscent 
of the traditional pedagogical analytical dichotomy: gherq ‘C-root’ vs. zokk morfemiku 
‘morphemic stem’. As mentioned in various ways in the previous chapter, this dichotomy is 
what characterises the debate concerning the Semitic languages’ morphological system, and can 
be perceived of as a tiered analysis. The root-based approach takes the C-root in the UR as a 
morphological entity with morphemic status (e.g. McCarthy 1981, 1982), which is possibly 
endowed with underspecified semantics (Arad 2003, 2005, Marantz 2011), and seems to resolve 
the indeterminate ‘source’ problem, i.e. the issue that concerns the origin o f derived word-forms 
in Semitic (Prunet 2006). Under this approach, what underlies the set of related word-forms: 
ktibt ‘I wrote’, kitba ‘writing’, kittieb ‘writer’, nkiteb ‘be written’, miktubin ‘pass.prt.written.pl’, 
for instance, is the C-root K-T-B, which vaguely has to do with some writing event, and together 
with other affixes including the vocalic pattem, incrementally impart the necessary 
morphological and semantic information. A stem-based analysis provides an account of Semitic 
morphology to be no different than that of other non-Semitic languages in terms of an analysis 
based on stems. Within this approach, the root and template/pattern system is conceived as an 
output of phonological-conditioning (Ratcliffe 2003) that applies on an interaction of consonants 
and affixes to yield the word-form.^^ In this respect, therefore, while the stem-based account in 
Maltese has been associated with non-SM verbs, we will in this study take this approach to 
collectively account for both SM and non-SM verbs.
For the reader not familiar with Semitic languages, the C-root participates in a relation with a 
pattem/templatic system, apart from the inflectional affixes, and for this reason, the 
morphological system is referred to collectively as the root and pattem  system/roo? and template 
system. While the system has been used to account for inflectional verbal paradigms, 
particularly Lowenstamm (1996, 2011), Guerssal & Lowenstamm (1996) and Chekayri & 
Scheer (1996, 2004), discussions on root and pattern!template systems have mostly focussed 
upon the system of verb-formations, referred to as the binyanim system, which as defined in the 
previous chapter, is a morphological layer that constitutes a finite set of templates/fixed pattems 
of consonant (C) and vowel (V) ordering onto which the C-root, affixes, and vowels are mapped, 
resulting in a series of related verbs. If  we solely consider Maltese and the Arabic dialects, the
Although the notion of stems is rarely mentioned within a root-based approach to Semitic morphology, 
Puech (2011: 294) is a study where whilst working within a root and pattern account, he considers the 
stem to be derived after ‘a template [is built] from the interdigitation of radical consonants and a vowel 
melody. ... When the lexical form is not affixed, the template expresses the stem’. The difference between 
the approach towards the stem to be pursued in this study, as opposed to that of Puech, is that while he 
assumes that the stem may be thought of as resulting after a templatic pattem has been fulfilled, this is not 
assumed to have been derived and based upon a C-root and vocalic pattem/stem-vowel endowed with 
morphemic status. In any case, what we will be concerned with here is not the formation of the stem of the 
Perfect 3SGM base, but rather how this base enables us to deduce and build other paradigmatic cells.
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binyanim system can be thought of as a system that derives related verb-forms via a template 
which includes affixes (Bakir 1988). This approach to what constitutes the binyanim differs from 
one in which these are considered as a derivational system that consists of concatenative 
additions onto a fixed stem (e.g. Bat El (2001: 5)). Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 63) specifically 
refer to the Maltese binyanim as being mostly affixal, which they take to mean that there are no 
additional changes to the stem, such as vowel-changes and so on. In whichever way one wishes 
to perceive of the binyanim system, the end effect is a system of related verbs with distinct 
argument-stmctures, and which yield causative predicate structures, inchoative-formations, 
passivisation, reciprocity, reflexivisation and other such interpretations. Thus, for example from 
habb Tove’(F‘ binyan), we get habbeb ‘cause to love/befriend’ (II"'^  binyan) via the gemination 
of the stem’s second radical, and then thabbeb ‘cause to be loved/befriended, befriend.recip’ (V* 
binyan) via a t- prefixation onto the IF*^  binyan verb, and nhabb ‘be loved’ (VlF^ binyan), via an 
n- prefixation on the binyan form habb ‘love’. The resultant morphophonological shape in 
turn determines the shape and the form of the other stems internal to the inflectional paradigm 
(Laks 2009: 67-68, Lowenstamm 2011: 152-153). Traditionally, Maltese verbs are classified in 
ten distinct morphological t e m p l a t e s / ( S u t c l i f f e  1936, Borg & Azzopardi-Alexander 
1997). Spagnol (2011b) eliminates the IV^  ^binyan from the system, given that he treats the oft 
mentioned ‘sole surviving’ diachronic IV* binyan: wera ‘show’ to have been reanalysed as a 
binyan verb with other non-g/i-final CVCV F‘ binyan verbs in the system, such as mexa ‘walk’ 
or tewa ‘fold’. From what we will observe in this study, synchronically there is indeed no 
derivational morphological marking that distinguishes between IV* binyan and binyan 3SGM 
verbs, as is also mentioned for other Arabic dialects (Kaye & Rosenhouse 1997, Erwin 2004). 
(See Fassi-Fehri (2012), however, who more specifically mentions that while IV* binyan forms 
exist in the dialects, these are not morphologically causative, but only lexically so). Refer to 
§3.4.1 and §6.2.1 however, where paradigmatie data which has never been focussed upon from 
the dimension we are taking in this study, illustrating idiosyncrasies due to a number of 
fossilised behaviours akin to diachronic membership within the IV* binyan, is provided. ^  This 
data will in turn be contrasted with what is observed in the behaviour of causative verbs that 
mark this semantic property by means of inflectional morphology (e.g. §3.4.1 and §4.4). The 
binyanim system in Maltese (as well as in the Arabic dialects in particular), does not render itself 
as an instance of what we can refer to as a canonical binyanim system, where supposedly, 
following principles of canonical derivation in Corbett (2010), one would expect each F^  binyan 
verb to have derivationally-related equivalents multiplying out in all of the other binyanim, and 
consequently each non-F‘ binyan verb to have a F^  equivalent. Given the non-canonical
derivational nature of this synchronic morphological system, which includes a high degree of 
fossilisation, we get gaps (also refer to Horvath (1981), Laks (2007)). As mentioned in the 
definitions provided in §1.4, the binyanim will not be analysed as morphemes, and in §4.2 we 
will be reinterpreting the binyanim in terms of verbal bases that involve affixal material. In order 
not to confuse the reader and ease comprehension, I will refer to the distinct SM verbs as verbs 
of different types. Thus, type 1 verbs relate to the F‘ binyan verbs, and so on. Given that as
The reader is also referred to Sadler & Camilleri (2013), Camilleri et al. (2014), where a number of 
arguments are provided which rekindle the influence of diachronic IV* binyan verbs, based on the verbs’ 
causative semantics, reminiscent of their diachronic IV* binyan membership. Wera ‘show’ as well as the 
additional tema’ ‘feed’ and ta ‘give’, (the latter two verbs having been established as diachronic IV* 
binyan verbs for the first time), are shown to take an internal lexical causative predication (Alotaibi et al. 
2013), following the behaviour of IV* binyan verbs in MSA (Ryding 2011). This consequently allows 
them to exhibit dative or prepositional recipient ditransitive constructions that can alternate with double 
object constructions. Additionally refer to §3.4.1 when discussing equipollent verbs, where synchronically 
their behaviour could be arguably attributed to fossilised remnants of diachronic IV* binyan membership.
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mentioned, the iV  binyan will not be considered, type 4 verbs will thus equate to the V* binyan 
verbs?^
Following the brief description of the traditional classification of the Semitic verbal lexicon in 
§2.2, in §2.3, after introducing the inflectional verbal paradigm, the segmentation issue in 
Maltese is delved into, with §2.4 then providing the working set of affixes employed in this 
study. §2.5 then introduces the way in which the verbal paradigmatic data will be represented, to 
facilitate understanding, while discussing some non-canonical behaviour present in the sample 
paradigm provided. §2 . 6  concludes the chapter.
2.2 The classification of the Maltese verbal lexicon
Verbs in Maltese have been broadly classified according to their etymological origin, i.e. 
distinguished by whether they are of Semitic or non-Semitic origin. While we will be discussing 
the non-SM data set in chapter 5, here we will consider the traditional classification of SM verbs, 
which has been more or less mostly described on the basis of type 1/F binyan verbs. The same 
follows for the non-type 1/non-F binyan set, and the classification can thus be extended 
accordingly. Following the traditional account (§2.2.1), in §2.2.2 an introduction as to how this 
study intends to classify verbs in Maltese is provided.
2.2.1 The traditional C-root based classification of the Semitic verbal lexicon
Verbal classifications in Semitic have been largely based on the verb’s UR, i.e. the C-root. This 
traditional classification primarily distinguishes between trilateral, i.e. taking a triconsonantal C- 
root URs, and quadriliteral, i.e. taking a quadriconsonantal C-root, verb types. Verbs such as 
kiteb ‘write’ along with type 6  nkiteb ‘be written’, for example, where the intial n- prefix on 
nkiteb renders an intransitive subcategorisation frame to the verb-form, take the triconsonantal 
C-root K-T-B. It is not always the case that the surface orthographical form matches with the 
number of the Cs in C-root. For example, while qara ‘read’ and its related type 6  nqara ‘be read’ 
take two stem Cs at the surface, yet they are provided with a Q-R-J underlying C-root, which 
just like K-T-B is triconsonantal. The difference between kiteb ‘write’ and nkiteb ‘be written’ vs. 
qara ‘read’ and nqara ‘be read’ is a distinction between a strong pair of verbs and a weak pair of 
verbs.^^ The same difference is manifest across the pairs xandar ‘broadcast/spread news’ and its
Refer to Tucker (2010a,b), for example, where although he adhers to a C-root-as-morpheme account, he 
however takes the binyanim not to exist in themselves, but are in turn derived out of prosodic constraints 
on possible outputs once a C-root combines with the derivational affixes and the vocalic pattem. In the 
psycholinguistic study conducted in Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson (2005: 231) it is claimed that the result 
suggests an asymmetry between the C-root and the binyanim as morphemes. The ‘root morpheme has an 
earlier and more long-lived effect than the word pattem ...’. This is interpreted as a consequence of the 
need to have access to the C-root first, with access to the binyanim requiring mediation via phonology, 
delaying the process as a consequence. This finding, related with processing phenomena, can be paralleled 
with findings in developmental studies (e.g. Ravid 2006: 132-133), showing that asymmetrically, the root 
takes precedence over the template pattem in acquisition.
It should be mentioned from the outset that Maltese verbs are not assigned to any morphological stress 
class. Rather, the verbs’ surface stress is conditioned by general phonological mles. Also refer to §3.3.1.
Ryding (2005: 55-56) refers to these different verbal classifications as different inflectional classes. It is 
important to mention that her use of the term has nothing to do with how this is used in Aronoff (1994) or 
Corbett (2009), for example, as it has nothing to do with affixation pattems or properties of these verbs.
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non-type 1 related ïovm xxandar ‘be broadcast/spread’, and saqsa ‘ask’ and its related non-type 
1 ssaqsa?^ While the latter verb pair involves surface forms with three stem consonants, both 
verb pairs are underlyingly quadriliteral. Once again they differ as to whether they are strong or 
weak.
The strong class of verbs (or sound verbs) in traditional grammar get their name on the basis of 
not having a w ory in their C-root: e.g. type 1 kiber ‘grow’ and type 2 kabbar ‘cultivate/cause to 
grow’, whose UR is K-B-R, but whose surface verbal bases are: CVCVC and CVCCVC 
respectively. The strong set of triliteral type 1 verbs involves the CVCVC and CVCC verbal 
bases. (This excludes reference to the synchronic surface verbal base structure of verbs which 
have diachronically lost one of their phonemes). In the CVCVC set of strong verbs, there are six 
vocalic patterns. Recall from the definition provided in §1.4 that this term refers to the pattern of 
the two stem-vowels of the perfect 3SGM stem/word-form, with the individual vowels to be 
referred to as Vi and V2 respectively. The vocalic patterns in this set of verbs are: a-a {harab 
‘escape’), e-a {mesah ‘clean/smear’), a-e (qafel ‘lock’), e-e (qeleb ‘overturn’), i-e (kiteb ‘write’), 
and 0-0 (xorob ‘drink’). Diachronically CVCVC verbs but which have lost one of their 
phonemes, and will be analysed as involving separate verbal bases in this study, take a different 
array of vocalic pattems. (For more details on lost phonemes refer to §2.2.2 below). G^-initial 
synchronically reanalysed V:CVC verbs display four vocalic pattems: a:-a (gharaf ‘know, 
recognise’), a:-e (ghamel ‘do’), e-e (gheleb ‘overcome’) and 0-0 (gholob ‘become thin and 
fragile’). G^-medial verbs, which synchroncially have a CV:C verbal base, display an a: (laghab 
‘play’), e: {xeghel ‘light’), and o: (soghol ‘cough’) stem-vowel. G^-final verbs diachronically 
display a CVCV verbal base, and the synchronic vocalic patterns are: a-a (baqa’ ‘remain’)^^and 
e-a (tefa’ ‘throw’). Verbs which have lost their h Ps\i synchronically involved /2-initial hemez 
/V:CVC/ ‘attach’, which displays an e:-e vocalic pattem, and /2-medial verbs which parallel 
fehein /fe:m/ ‘understand’ and illustrate an e: stem-vowel. Note that the vocalic pattem inventory 
is not the same for the set of verbs which have lost one of their phonemes, and neither is this the 
same for the non-type 1 strong verbs. We will illustrate a full account of all the vocalic pattem 
interactions along with the different non-type 1 verbal bases in §4.2. Note that while the vocalic 
pattems of verbs which have diachronically lost one of their phonemes do not figure in 
discussions within the traditional literature, table (2.3) will incorporate these into the synchronic 
surface-based description. Quadriliteral SM verbs allow for a-a (maqmaq ‘complain’), a-e 
(qarben ‘administer Holy Communion) e-e (gerfex ‘mix up’), e-a (berbaq ‘squander’), and i-e 
(fixkel ‘obstmct’). Ellul (2010: 102) also includes i-i (kitkit ‘?’) and 0-0 (qomqom ‘gmmble’), 
which I however here take to be obsolete verb-forms, and will hence to figure in representations 
below. To this traditional list we will also be adding the V:CVC verbal base, which is the
Refer to Serracino-Inglott (1966) who claims that quadriliteral verbs could actually be triliteral C-root 
extensions, where the C-root’s first radical/consonant is itself a separate consonant that falls outside of the 
C-root proper. This account runs into a number of problems, which we need not consider here, however.
Aquilina (1973: 256-263) provides a list of all C-roots vis-a-vis the vocalic pattems or stem-vowels 
possible. We do not need this here, given the surface-based account provided in this study. Having given 
the six vocalic pattems available across type 1 verbs in Maltese, Aquilina provides other sorts of vocalic 
pattems. His list of vocalic pattems takes into account the formative vowel, i.e. the V that follows the 
prefix, and the relation that is obtained with the stem-vowel (p. 255), such that we get: 0-0 (for jolqot) and 
i-o (for jitlob) within the a-a CVCVC set of verbs.
Verbs taking an ’ is the orthographic representation used to refer to historically g^-fmal-taking verbs 
whose phonemic content has become deficient. For this reason, the relevant cells in these verbs’ 
paradigms will not be analysed on the basis of the actual orthographic forms.
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structure of the 3SGM stem of g^-initial and /z-initial verbs sueh as gharbel ‘sieve’ {a:-e) and 
hewden ‘think continuously’ (e:-e).
The CVCC verbal base type is the strong class sub-set traditionally referred to as the deaf, 
geminate or reduplicative class. Such verbs differ from the CVCVC type, not solely in their 
surface phonological-structure, but also because instead of having three distinct radicals in their 
triconsonantal C-root, they only have two distinct ones, with the two rightmost radicals being the 
same, (hence CVCiCJ e.g. temm ‘finish/end’, habb ‘love’.^  ^Ellul (2010: 91) provides instances 
such as gerbeb ‘rolEwrap up s.th’ as a geminate!deaf equivalent in the quadrilateral set of verbs. 
A general restriction on Semitic verb forms was observed whereby while a C 1-C2-C2 C-root 
radical pattem is allowed, a C1-C1-C2 C-root pattem is not (Greenberg 1950, McCarthy, Bat-El 
2001), and has been referred to as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) in McCarthy (1981), 
which McCarthy (1986: 208) refers to as an effect at the melodic level where adjacent identical 
segments are prohibited in certain positions of the stem.^° Refer however to counterexamples in
Frajzyngier (1979: 6) mentions the possibility that these geminate verbs are derived from a 
biconsonantal C-root as opposed to CVCVC verbs. The result, he claims, can be both due to gemination or 
infixation, and has come about via a diachronic modelling upon existing word-forms in Semitic langauges. 
(See also McCarthy (1981)). Farwaneh (2007: 30) also treats such verbs as being derived from a biliteral 
C-root type whereby ‘the third radical is not an autonomous root segment, but a copy of the second’. 
Aquilina (1973: 143) on the other hand mentions the possibility that CVC.C; verbs could have initially 
been CVCVC verbs, where the unstressed V2 has been deleted.
On a prosodic morphology account such as that of McCarthy (1981, 1982), where in trying to 
understand ‘how prosodic structure impinge on certain kinds of morphology’ (McCarthy 2006: 182), the 
C-root UR is assumed to be a morpheme out of which the word-form is built, such verbs are analysed as 
involving the medial radical’s doubling and spreading onto the right-edge. This has been a cause of 
divergence in the directionality of the autosegmental accounts provided in McCarthy (1981) vs. Yip 
(1988). McCarthy takes the OCP to be not only an important morpheme-status indicator for the C-root, 
given that it implies that the C-root’s structure involves some constraints and restrictions, but it also 
implies the direction of the mapping associations, which he considers to take place from left to right (LR). 
This mapping, illustrated in figure (i) shows the rightward final spreading of consonants of what he 
considers to be biliteral roots of geminate verbs (p. 396).
A B C  
1 1 /
X y
Fig. i LR associations and spreading (McCarthy, 1981: 382/McCarthy, 1982: 195)
Yip (1988: 551) on the other hand proposes an Edge-In (El) account for mapping associations, where 
mappings ‘work from the edges inwards’. The gemination of the final consonant is accounted for from 
mapping associations taking place from right-to-left, as in figure (ii). Choosing one or the other of these 
accounts does not concern us here.
CVCVC ^  CVCVC 
1 1 1 \ 1 
s m s m (samam ‘poison’)
Fig. ii An El model for explaining the OCP effect (Yip, 1988: 553)
Bat-El (2003b) mentions that a non-tiered linear approach is not able to account for geminate verbs (pp. 
37-38). Refer to Odden (1988) and Paradis & Prunet (1990), however, who explain the OCP effect via
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Syriac (Hoberman (1988, 1992-93), Rose (2000)) and Hebrew (Bat-El 2006). This constraint 
and others have been taken as evidence favouring the C-root-as-morpheme a c c o u n t.In  the light 
of the approach taken in this study, we may simply consider the OCP effect as a constraint on 
the possible morphomic consonantal pattems available in Semitie languages. While in traditional 
Maltese grammar geminates have been classified under the strong verbal category, Spagnol 
(2 0 1 1 b) groups them with the weak class on the basis of what he calls ‘weak inflectional 
affixes’, which we will be looking at in §2.3.2. The available stem-vowels in this class of verbs, 
at least in the Standard variety, are: a and e, although dialectal varieties also allow for z, e.g. bill 
‘dunk’ (for Standard bell ‘dunk’ Aquilina 1990) and riqq ‘beeome thin’). Refer to §3.4.4.4 when 
we discuss the reanalysed verb biegh ‘sell’, which we will claim to represent a Standard z CVCC 
verb. We will be eventually also adding the VCC verbal base to capture the diachronically gh- 
initial verb ghadd ‘count’. Table (2.1) summarises the interaction across the verbal base and 
vocalic pattem/stem-vowel as provided in traditional grammar, i.e. with the exclusion of any 
consideration of phoneme losses.
phonology. Furthermore, in a more recent affixal view in Ratcliffe (2003) and Puech (2011), for example, 
these are able to account for the OCP effect through an interaction of constraints that take into account 
affixation, phonological weight requirements, and syllable structure constraints. Ratcliffe (2003: 249-250) 
shows how with more research done in phonology, this effect can now be explained without the need to 
resort to autosegmental phonology and/or a treatment of the C-root as a morpheme, since the same 
effect can be achieved through phonological accounts of general rules of local spreading in codas due to 
moraic right-edge weight reasons. Also refer to Cahill (2007) who adopts a syllable-based approach to 
verbal morphology in Arabic.
Berent & Shimron (1997) and Berent et al. (2007) show that the OCP is not simply a phonological 
constraint, but is also apparently part of the Semitic speaker’s tacit language knowledge, i.e. speakers 
know that a CVC,Ci word is possible, but a *CiVC,C one is not. They however claim that this need not be 
posited as an argument that implicates any C-root status.
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verbal
bases
Triliteral strong verbs that have not lost a phoneme
CVCVC CVCC CVCCVC
Type 1 - Triliteral Type 1 - Geminates Type 1 - Quadriliteral
a-a {harab ‘escape’) e {temm ‘finish, end’) a-a ifarfar ‘dust’)
e-a {mesah ‘wipe, 
smear’) a {habb ‘love’) e-a {zernaq ‘dawn’)
a-e {qafel ‘lock’) / {bill ‘dung’) a-e {qandel ‘carry heavy loads’)
e-e {qeleb ‘overturn, 
change’) e-e {berfel ‘adnorn’)
i-e {kiteb ‘write’) i-e (fixkel ‘obstruct’)
0-0 {xorob ‘drink’)
Table 2.1 The set of triliteral strong verbs represented as verbal bases and the set of vocalic 
patterns/stem-vowels allowed
The weak class of verbs, in contrast to the strong class is characterised by having a weak radical 
{w or j )  in these verbs’ triconsonantal or quadriliteral C-root (although refer to Chekayri & 
Scheer (2005), however who assume a biconsonantal C-root for all weak verbs, and Hoberman 
& Aronoff (2003: 69) for Maltese, where in what seems to be more of a surface-driven approach 
they assume an analysis where weak consonants, at least weak-ïmaX ones, ‘are absent from all 
levels of representations ... [and the verbs are referred to] as vowel-final’). As a consequence of 
the presence of weak radicals, such verbs involve stem-fluctuations at the surface. Such 
fluctuations mentioned in the literature typically target hollow weak verbs such as miet ‘die’ 
(with an underlying M-W-T C-root), whose weak radical is in a medial (C%) position .A cross 
derivationally-related forms, the surfacing of the C-root’s w is only optional. It is also possible to 
get a j\  mewwet ‘cause to die’ and mejjet ‘dead’, suggest.^^ Fluctuations thus refer to both the 
surfacing/non-surfacing of the putative underlying weak radical, as well as the possibility of 
either a w or a y surfacing, although the C-root involves only one specified weak radical per C- 
root slot, hence w in the C2 slot for miet (M-W-T) and j  for sab ‘find’ (S-J-B), for example. 
Within the verbal base account adopted here, such type 1 hollow verbs will be referred to as 
CV:C verbs; i.e. referred to through their stem-shape, and take an a or ie stem-vowel. 
Diachronically initial verbs synchronically display either an a: or e: stem-vowel {ghab /a:b/ 
‘disappear’, ghex /e:J7 ‘live’). Within our surface-based account we will see how w-initial type 1 
verbs such as wasal ‘arrive’ and waqa’ ‘fall’, obligatorily constitute fluctuating forms, even if 
specific reference to these is not given much attention elsewhere. Such type 1 verbs, referred to
This surface w eak consonant fluctuation particularly  in  hollow  verbs is also the focus in M acuch (1987: 
447), w ho in the context o f  his discussion o f  Palestin ian  A ram aic, refers to such verbs as ‘fluctuating  
Sam aritan fo rm s’.
C hekayri & Scheer (1996: 68-69) refer to these fluctuating stem  instances as hollow  doublets, w hich 
they  assum e to have both Iwl and  /j/ in their C-root. C ow ell ( 1964: 43) rein terprets w eak  F  binyan  verbs o f  
the W /o w  type as strong  verbs in the other binyanim , given that as w e w ill see in §4.3 all the C -ro o t’s Cs 
surface in these verb-form s.
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as assimilative verbs in the traditional weak verb taxonomy, involve the omission of the initial w 
in the Imperfect stems; e.g. wiret ‘he inherited’ - j ir e t  ‘he inherits’ and not ^jiwret.^"^ In §4.3 we 
will see how the w- might also be optionally omitted in the Perfect 3SGM verb-form when a nt- 
prefix is attached onto the base-form, e.g. ntiret ~ ntwiret ‘be inherited’. T h i s  sub-class of 
verbs has three vocalic pattems: a-a {waqaf waqa"), e-e (wehel ‘stick’), and i-e {wizen ‘weigh’). 
Ellul (2010: 91) treats quadriliteral instances such as werwer ‘terrify’ as weak-imiidl quadriliteral 
verbs. The third weak sub-set is the ‘traditional’ lacking class of verbs, whose UR involves a 
weak radical in final position. The final weak radical never surfaces in fact, and sueh lacking 
verbs always involve two stem consonants at the surface, unless one of the Cs has been 
historically lost. Two vocalic pattems exist in the triliteral sub-class: a-a {qara ‘read’) and e-a 
{beda ‘start’), which will be shown to be rather influential in our account of SM and non-SM 
verbs, particularly in §3.4.1 and chapter 5. In addition to the traditional set of lacking verbs, here 
we should also add historically g^-initial and /z-initial verbs such as ghola /o:la/ ‘rise’ and heda 
/e:da/ ‘cease’, which although not participating in the same verbal base set: V:CV for ghola 
‘rise’ and CVCV for qara ‘read’/m&xa ‘walk’, these still take a j  weak C3 in their UR. The two 
quadriliteral verbs of this type are fisqa  ‘nourish/care for a child’ and saqsa ‘ask’. Table (2.2) 
summarises the traditional triliteral set of weak verbs.
Maltese, unlike Arabic does not have binyanlty^Q 1 assimilative verbs starting with a j ,  (e.g. Arabic 
yabus ‘become dry’) although there is the IP^ binyan (type 2) verb jassar ‘enslave’. If we consider 
Spagnol’s (201 lb) list of C-roots and related 3SGM verb-forms in his appendix, he provides the C-root j-  
b-s (as Aquilina (1987) does), related to the verb: webbes (11"^  binyanlty^c 2) ‘cause to become 
hard/solid’, twebbes (V* binyan/type 4) ‘become hard’ and bbies (IX* binyanltypQ 8 ) ‘become solid’. He 
makes no reference as to why the C-root should be J-B-S and not W-B-S. This account might possibly be 
reinterpreted here as an instance of a stem fluctuation taking place across non-hollow verbs. This is a 
plausible analysis, if we follow Sutcliffe (1936: 8 ), where when specifically referring to the weak-mXidX set 
of verbs he mentions that ‘Maltese has a tendency to insert an initial w’, providing the verb-form: webbes 
‘to solidify/strengthen’ fi’om Ai2l\àc yabbasa ‘cause to dry’, where the C-root’s j  changes to w, and wiegeb 
‘reply’ from Arabic ?aga:ba ‘answer/reply’, where the use of the w replaces the lost Arabic alif (/?/). 
consonant, (to be discussed in §6.2). To further illustrate his point, Sutcliffe also provides an agent noun, 
derived from the ?-initial C-root (?-K-L), which results in the word-form wikkiel ‘a (big) eater’, although 
interestingly the corresponding verb is not *wakal, which would have been the expected form had the the 
lost uf/z/been replaced by a w, as happens with the instances just illustrated. Rather, we get the verb-form 
kiel ‘eat’ instead.
It is interesting that Aronoff (2007: 826) also provides data showing how in Hebrew y-initial omission is 
tightly correlated with the presence of a particular y-initial C-root in one binyan vs. the other.
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Triliteral weak verbs that have not lost a phoneme
vocalic
pattem
stem-vowel
Assimilative Hollow Defective/Lacking
verbal bases CVCVC CV;C CVCV
a-a {waqaf 'siop") a: {mar ‘went’) a-a {qara ‘read’)
e-e (wehel ‘stick’) ie {miet ‘die’) e-a {qela ‘fry’)
i-e {wiret ‘inherit’)
Table 2.2 The set of traditional triliteral weak verbs and their vocalic pattern/stem-vowel
A full representation of the trilateral strong and weak verbs, along with the verbal base and the 
vocalic pattern/stem-vowel interactions is provided in table (2.3)
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2.2.2 Reclassifying the Maltese verbal categories
To detach ourselves from classifications based on the nature of the underlying C-root, we will 
here expand further and build upon Camilleri (2011b) by providing an initial verbal base 
categorisation, i.e. a classification that groups verbs on the basis of their Perfect 3SGM 
stem/word-form’s phonological structure. Therefore, instead of using morphological elements 
such as K-T-B or S-J-R, we will be referring to verbs as: CVCVC (e.g. kiteb ‘write’), CV:C (e.g. 
sar ‘become’), and so on. The verbal classification as provided in this study, in line with the 
surface-oriented and stem-based approach adhered to in this study, will essentially not involve 
anything radically different from what we get on the basis of a C-root-based classification, given 
that as mentioned, there is an important correlation between the nature of the C-root and the 
verb-form’s syllable structure. One such important difference resides in the treatment of gh as 
mentioned in the previous section. Gh will be treated as a grapheme that does not correspond to 
any natural class of effects, at least in the Standard variety, (refer to Vanhove (1991) for some 
dialectal data with g^), and has been analysed in Brame (1972), Puech (1979), Walter (2006) and 
Hume et al. (2009). While the morphology as a representation of the orthography does at times 
treat the gh as if it is still the Arabic ^ (ain) /Ç/ or ^ (ghain) /y/ counterpart i.e. just like any other 
fully-fledged consonantal phoneme in Maltese, in the Standard variety, depending on the 
position of the gh, there is simply a diachronic reflex. While it is often assumed that the position 
of gh and its correlated effects can be pinpointed, it is not always the case. Hume et al. (2009) 
show how intervocalic contexts, for example, do not always yield V lengthening, following 
Puech (1979) as opposed to Brame (1972). Note that while g^-initial verbs such as: ghamel ‘do’ 
are analysed just like any other CVCVC verbs in the literature, in this study, these will be 
analysed as V:CVC verbs, as discussed in the previous section.
From within a verbal base-àr'wQn classification, we will further reclassify verbs by adding two 
more distinct layers of analyses, based on patterns of stem-altemations employed, as will 
become clear when discussing the first set of SM data in chapter 3. In doing so we will end up 
with strong and weak verbs classified together in the same class, while on the other hand verbs 
said to behave in the same way on the basis of their UR sameness are in fact shown to differ. 
Furthermore, internal to the different stem pattem classes we will see that different verbs can be 
further sub-classified on the basis of more fine-grained distinctions. It is on the basis of this
It is interesting that in using the Perfect 3SGM’s stem as a base, it appears to put this study on the 
opposite side of the Semitic debate. It is roo t-based-\Q 3L m n g  approaches that typically take this form as 
their base, e.g. Wright (1987), McCarthy (1981), Lowenstamm (1996) and Guerssal & Lowenstamm 
(1996), among others. S te m -b a s e d  approaches usually take the CCVC syllable-structured stem, the stem in 
the Imperfect SG cells of CVCVC verbs, as their base, e.g. Ratcliffe (1997, 2003) and Benmamoun 
(2003). Darden (1992: 20) however, whilst taking a word-based view of the verbal lexicon in Egyptian 
Arabic, still maintains the Perfect 3SGM form as base. Similarly, in our s te m - b a s e d  analysis here, the 
3SGM form is taken to be the form out of which a number of infleetionally-related forms within the 
paradigm can be deduced. Even if it is morphologically unaffixed, yet it exhibits the very information that 
is necessary, i.e. the verbal base type, the Cs involved, and the vocalic pattem. The CCVC syllable- 
stmctured stem in Maltese is not solely the imperfect SG stem-shape of CVCVC verbs but also that of the 
Perfect H2 form. (^ will hereafter be used to mean ‘and’). While in this study our analytical model will 
assume the Perfect 3SGM form as the main principal part, more evidence is required to know what is 
exactly stored in the lexicon, given that Maltese appears to be developing the use of the 2SG Imperfect 
form as an infinitival form (Camilleri 2012b), and which involves a CCVC syllable-structured stem. In 
terms of affixal morphological content, the Perfect 3SGM form is the least informative, yet, as we will see 
in the course of this study, it has enough information that can help deduce other forms in the paradigm.
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classification that the envisaged SM and non-SM lexical unification is to be attained, at least at 
the inflectional morphological level, which is the delimitation of this research.
Since the stem is the morphological form central to this study, given that through it we will be 
assessing different complex behaviours internal to the inflectional verbal paradigm, it must first 
be extracted from the word-form. This requires a systematie account that allows the 
identification of the affixal material within the paradigm, which is the task to follow in §2.3.
2.3 The segmentation issue: An overview
The Maltese inflectional verbal paradigm involves three sub-paradigms; the indicative Perfect 
and Imperfect sub-paradigms and the Imperative sub-paradigm.^^ In this study we will only be 
dealing with the indieative p a rad ig m .T h e  Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms involve three 
PERSon feature values {V \ 3^^}, and two NUMber values {SG,PL}. In the 3"^  PERS SG
cells there is a GENDer feature value distinction {M, F}, which is however not found in the PL 
cell counterpart. While in the perfect sub-paradigm PERS, NUM and GEND are realized 
through suffixes, in the imperfect sub-paradigm, just as has been noted for Arabic (e.g. Fassi- 
Fehri (1993, 2000), Lumsden & Halefom (2003), and Tourabi (2002)) prefixes realize PERS, 
and suffixes realize NUM and GEND. In this section three important scholarly works and their 
segmentation accounts will be reviewed. Following their different accounts we will arrive at the 
informed segmentation analysis to be pursued in this study, in §2.4. Mifsud’s (1995) account 
(§2.3.1) and Spagnol’s (2011b) (§2.3.2) are described first, given that Spagnol’s account is 
influenced by that of Mifsud’s. We then move on to consider Fabri’s (2009a,b) account (§2.3.3), 
which involves a single inflectional class. This will in turn lead us to the segmentation posited in 
this study.
2.3.1 Mifsud (1995)
Mifsud’s (1995) systematic segmentation split is governed/motivated by the positing of a root- 
based segmentation for SM verbs (as well as SM-integrated C-final non-SM verbs -  for which 
refer to §5.2.1), and a stem-based segmentation for non-SM-integrated verbs. The main reason 
for positing this split is to get as mueh of an invariable stem as possible in the non-SM 
paradigms (very much in line with a Jakobsonian account (1948)), vs. varying stems in the SM 
counterpart. What follows in table (2.4) is the segmentation Mifsud provides for the strong set of 
verbs in Maltese.
This claim for Maltese follows the work of Borg (1981, 1988), Fabri (1995) and Ebert (2000). Refer to 
Hetzron (1997) for a distinct view on the matter however, who considers the indicative sub-paradigms in 
Semitic languages to realize the temporal feature values: PAST and PRESENT respeetively.
The Imperative paradigm in all the instances (except a few, for which refer to §6.2.1) is built upon the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm by removing the préfixai material and the formative vowel. (Refer to Fabri 
1993a). Suppletion, is what we get when this is not the case, as with gie ‘come’, for example, where 
instead of the Imperfect 2SG tigi ‘you come’ -  Imperative SG *igi relation , we get Imperfect 2SG tigi 
‘you come’ -  Imperative SG ejja ‘come.SG!’ (although the Imperative SG and PL forms igUigu are heard 
as overgeneralisations, particularly in child speech). Also refer to Testen (1997) who discusses this 
parallel suppletive interaction in Arabic. We will thus assume that except for these lexical instances, the 
2SG and 2PL phonological stems in the Imperfect sub-paradigm act as principal parts in deriving the 
Imperative forms.
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Morphosyntactie
values
Perfect Imperfect
ISO -t n(i)-
2SG -t t(i)-
3SGM 0 j(i)-
3SGF -et t(i)-
IPL -na n(i)- -u
2PL -tu t(i)- -u
3PL -u j(i)- -u
Table 2.4 Mifsud’s (1995: 38) affixal segmentation for the strong class of verbs
Of most interest in the segmentation illustrated in table (2.4) is the fact that the prefixes in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm are shown to take an optional vowel that is only present when the verb’s 
stem ‘begins with more than one consonant’ (Mifsud 1995: 38).^^ Internal to the weak class of 
SM verbs, Mifsud provides two possible segmentations (table 2.5): root-based vs. stem-based.
bena ‘build’
<B-N-J> ben- ~ bn- -ibn-
root-based approach stem-based approach
Morphosyntactie
values
Perfeet Imperfect Perfect Imperfect
ISG bnej-t n-ibni bn-ejt n-ibn-i
2SG bnej-t t-ibni bn-ejt t-ibn-i
3SGM bena j-ibni ben-a'^° j-ibn-i
3SGF bnie-t t-ibni bn-iet t-ibn-i
IPL bnej-na n-ibn-u bn-ejna n-ibn-u
2PL bnej-tu t-ibn-u bn-ejtu t-ibn-u
3PL bne-w j-ibn-u bn-ew j-ibn-u
Table 2.5 Mifsud’s (1995: 263) alternative segmentation of SM weakvQxhs^^
This condition on the appearance of the formative vowel, as it is referred to, following Pueeh (201 la,b), 
to be discussed in §2.4, is already flawed. This is because this vowel may still be present even if only one 
C follows it, as in nisirqu ‘we steal’. In §3.3.2 we will present a constraint that restrains this V to appear 
only with certain verbal base types, while also delimiting the vowel-form possibilities.
Fenech (1978; 41-42) also provides a similar segmentation to the Romance loans, where he eonsiders 
the final -a of verb-forms such as falla ‘he failed’ to be a suffixal exponent realizing the perfeet 3SGM 
values, and when relevant, as is the case across kanta ‘he sang’ and nkanta ‘I sing’, the -a is an exponent 
of Imperfect SG values and Imperative 2SG values. In the case of falla ‘he failed’, in the Imperfect SG 
forms such as nfalli ‘I fail’, it is the -i that serves as the exponent that realizes these values. His analysis of 
SM verbs, however, in (pp. 44-45), does not posit the -i as an exponent in the hnperfect SG stem -bni, for 
example. (Note that we do not eontend with this analysis here).
Table (2.5) involves an analytical inconsistency. While in table (2.4) the vowel following the prefixed 
consonants is treated as part of the préfixai form, in table (2.5) this is treated as part of the stem, in both 
the root-based and the stem-based segmentation approaches. One questions whether this distinet 
segmentation of the vowel across tables (2.4) and (2.5) has any relation with a difference in segmentation 
across strong and weak verb types, or whether it is simply a segmental inconsistency.
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Although Mifsud provides the above two distinct segmentations for bena ‘build’, given that it is 
a SM lexical item and perceived as being built on a C-root, he then chooses to only retain the 
root-based segmentation. From table (2.5) one observes that the essential difference between the 
two segmentations is that the stem-based one is geared towards an invariable stem that pushes 
towards uniformity and non-alternation. We get -ibn- in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, and the two 
stems bn- and bena in the Perfect sub-paradigm. This is in contrast to the additional stems that 
result from a root-based segmentation: a two-fold distinction in the Imperfect sub-paradigm (- 
ibni, ibn-) and a four-fold distinction in the Perfect sub-paradigm {bnej-, bena, bnie-, bne-). 
When comparing between the two distinct segmentation possibilities, it is somewhat confiising 
to see that the J  element, which is part of the diphthong in the Perfect 1^2 cells, is interpreted as 
being part of the C-root, under the root-based segmentation, but is then not part of the stem, on 
the basis of the stem-based segmentation. This analysis is problematic, essentially due to the fact 
that if the j  is really part of the root, and happens to surface rather arbitrarily in the Perfect M2 
cells (according to Mifsud’s argumentation), then it follows that if the C-root builds the stem, the 
j  (and the diphthong as a whole) must also be part of the stem. In parallel to the weak set of SM 
verbs, Mifsud provides the same alternative segmentation for SM-integrated non-SM verbs, such 
as weak-ûndX integrated kanta ‘sing’ (table 2 .6 ).
kanta ‘sing’
<K-N-T-J>‘"" kant-
root-based approach stem-based approach
Morphosyntactie
values
Perfect Imperfect Perfect Imperfect
ISG kantaj-t n-kanta kant-ajt n-kant-a
2SG kantaj-t t-kanta kant-ajt t-kant-a
3SGM kanta j-kanta kant-a j-kant-a
3SGF kanta-t
/kanta:-t/
t-kanta kant-at
/kant-a:t/
t-kant-a
IPL kantaj-na n-kanta-w kant-ajna n-kant-aw
2PL kantaj-tu t-kanta-w kant-ajtu t-kant-aw
3PL kanta-w j-kanta-w kant-aw j-kant-aw
Table 2.6 Mifsud’s (
While both segmentations are provided in relation to kanta, a stem-based segmentation is 
retained, given that this is a Romance verb-form that has integrated on V-final Semitic verbs. 
This stem-based segmentation fits Mifsud’s analytic bias, where he aims to have an invariable 
stem across non-SM verbs (e.g. kant- ‘sing’, in this case).'*  ^ Under Mifsud’s account, the 
difference across weak-Tmal SM verbs (e.g. bena ‘build’) and weak-fmSiX integrated zzozz-SM 
verbs {kanta ‘sing’) is such that the j  in the word-form, which forms part of the stem in the case 
of bena, has been morphologically reanalysed as part of the suffix form in the non-SM 
counterpart. If kanta is really believed to have an underlying j  in its associated C-root, why 
should the surfacing of that element not be analysed as belonging to the stem? A number of
Mifsud follows Aquilina (1987-1990) and provides a C-root to this non-SM verb (and other early loans).
An advantage of this segmentation is that apart from resulting in more paradigm-internal canonicity, 
Mifsud’s account can at times provide one stem that underlies both inflectional and derivational relations, 
such as for example, the stem eduk- renders the basis for the verb eduka ‘educate’, (along with the rest of 
the inflectional paradigm), edukatur ‘educator’, and edukazzjoni ‘education’, among other forms.
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other issues that revolve around the j  are raised. To start with one questions how Mifsud is to 
analyse geminate verbs (CV CiCi) for example, which verbs, as will be shown in §3.4.2.2 also 
take a j  as part of their Perfect M2 word-forms, (also refer to Ferguson (1959), for example, in 
relation to this set of verbs and the diphthong which they take), but which verbs do not involve 
weak radicals in their UR. The other issue, also mentioned in Spagnol (2011b) and addressed 
below, has to do with the fact that if the j  represents the surfacing of the C-roots weak-fiml 
radical, how can verbs like feda  ‘redeem’ (F-D-W) and dagha ‘swear’ (D-Gh-W), which take a 
w-final radical in their UR, get the word-forms fdejt ‘I redeemed’ and dghajt ‘I swore’, and not 
^fdewt or *dghawt, which could have otherwise been perfectly possible from a phonotactic point 
of view. An argument that may be posited by proponents of the C-root-as-base approach in 
addressing this issue, is to say that this is an instance of a fluctuating form, which is here not 
targeting hollow or assimilative forms, but targets the lacking set of verbs (i.e. the w-final 
taking C-root verbs). For Mifsud (p. 267), however, in his analytical account of non-SM verbs 
(refer to §5.2), rather than analogical word-form modelling with a differing segmental 
interpretation (at least on the basis of his own segmentation), what we have are ‘new suffixes ... 
made up of (a) the weak final verb radical plus (b) the regular suffixes’.
2.3.2 Spagnol (201 lb)
When considering the Maltese inflectional system in passing, in his study dedicated to verbal 
derivation, Spagnol’s (2011b: 37) point of departure is that verbal inflection in Maltese is 
‘concatentive’, as mentioned in §1.1. In his inflectional analysis, Spagnol provides two different 
segmentations for Maltese verbs: strong inflection vs. weak-final inflection. The strong 
inflection segmentation follows below in table (2.7).
Morphosyntactie
values
Perfect Imperfect
ISG -t n-
2SG -t t-
3SGM 0 i-
3SGF -et ~ -ot t-
IPL -na n- -u ~ -w
2PL -tu t- -u ~ -w
3PL -u ~ -w j- -u ~ -w
Table 2.7 Representing the affixa inventory within Spagnol’s strong inflection
Weak-final inflection as postulated in Spagnol (2011b) is very similar to Mifsud’s (1995) stem- 
based segmentation. Mifsud however does not use this type of segmentation for SM verbs. 
Spagnol, on the other hand groups the relevant SM and non-SM verbs that take a j  in their word- 
forms as part of a diphthong, and provides them with a weak-final inflection segmentation. This 
segmentation also incorporates historically g^-flnal verbs sueh as tela’ ‘go up’. This is in fact 
similar to Sutcliffe’s (1936: 101-105) account, where g^-final verbs are treated along with weak- 
final verbs in the language. Mifsud treats this class of verbs as strong triliteral, based on his C- 
root approach. Weak-final inflection, illustrated through mexa ‘walk’ and qara ‘read’ is 
represented in table (2 .8 ) below.
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Morphosyntactie
values
mexa ‘walk’ qara ‘read’
Perfeet Imperfect Perfeet Imperfect
ISG mx-ejt n-imxi qr-ajt n-aqra
2SG mx-ejt t-imxi qr-ajt t-aqra
3SGM mexa j-imxi qara j-aqra
3SGF mx-iet t-imxi qr-at t-aqra
IPL mx-ejna n-imx-u qr-ajna n-aqr-aw
2PL mx-ejtu t-imx-u qr-ajtu t-aqr-aw
3PL mx-ew j-imx-u qr-aw j-aqr-aw
Table 2.8 A representation of Spagnol’s (201 lb) weak-final inflection
While the Imperfect sub-paradigm’s segmentation is straightforward, it differs from the 
segmentation in Mifsud’s (1995) analysis (table 2.4) on two accounts. Initially the vowel 
following the prefix is treated as part of the stem in Spagnol (as is the case for Fabri (2009a,b) 
below)"^; secondly, the final i or a in the stem within the Imperfect SG cells, is not analysed as a 
suffixal exponent. Additionally, Mifsud’s segmentation of bena differs from that of mexaiqara 
in Spagnol’s account, given that a root-based (or strong inflection segmentation in Spagnol’s 
account) is provided for sueh weak final SM verbs.
Spagnol’s Perfect sub-paradigm word-form segmentation is motivated in the following way:
The perfective forms of weak-final verbs, especially the first and 
second persons may be analyzed in the same way as strong 
regular verbs ... {mxej-t). [What Mifsud (1995) would regard as 
a root-based motivated segmentation] However ... they are 
analyzed as perfective stems plus a different set of suffixes {mx- 
ejt, mx-iet, etc.). This morphemic analysis whereby the final 
weak radical loses its radical status and comes to form part of 
the inflectional suffix, is motivated by the manner the weak- 
final inflection has been extended, either completely or partially, 
to other verb classes, including reduplicative (e.g. hass ‘feel’)
[i.e CVCiCi verbs] and silent-final (e.g. sem a’ ‘hear’) [i.e. 
historically g^-final] verbs, as well as to all concatenative verbs 
[i.e. the non-SM verbs] (Spagnol 2009b: 39).
The motivation which underlies Spagnol’s segmentation analysis provides an answer to a 
number of arguments that challenge Mifsud’s account above, particularly when considering that 
the diphthong in the stem of SM verbs equates to the weak-final radical in their UR. Although 
the j  present in the diphthong within the word-form does not have any underlying radical status 
for Spagnol, he however still posits such a relation, when saying that the j  is indeed a ‘final weak 
radical [that] loses its radical status’. As is also the case in Mifsud (1995: 316-317), what 
Spagnol considers as weak-final inflection is also used for verbs which appear to have a missing 
consonant, usually regarded as irregular verbs in traditional grammar, such as gie ‘come’ and ta 
‘give’ (refer to §6.2). Very much like Mifsud’s (1995: 206-210) segmentation analysis as 
proposed for SM integrated non-SM verbs, Spagnol claims that ‘the stem weak affixes attach to
This is the segmentation Hoberman (2007: 269) provides for the word-forms in the Imperfect sub­
paradigms of CVCVC verbs, where he says that ‘the Imperfect stem has the shape -VCCVC-. (See the 
different analysis to follow below in §2.4).
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is not subjected to allomorphie alternation, except for stress shift and regular morphophonemie 
alternations thereby conditioned’ (p. 41). Furthermore, ‘unlike the inflection used with strong 
verbs, it [the weak-final type of inflection] does not normally bring about allomorphie change in 
the stem, except for regular stress shift’ (p. 45).'*  ^ For Spagnol, the employment of either the 
strong inflectional affix set vs. the weak-final set, is once again based on a motivation to push 
forward an invariable-stem - variable stem distinction. When it comes to English loans, 
mentioned in §5.2.4, Spagnol takes these to be characterised by a -ja ‘suffixation’ (p. 46) on 
their stem. While claiming that it is part of the suffix, he however then treats it as belonging to 
the stem, as the segmentation of: pparkj-ajt ‘I parked’ / ni-pparkja ‘I park’ suggests. More 
accurately, in the Perfeet word-form, the ja  is divided across the stem and the suffix, while the ja  
in the Imperfect form is analysed as being part of the stem.
2.3.3 Fabri (2009b)
Table (2.9) represents the verbal inflectional affixes in Maltese according to Fabri (2009b: 15).
Morphosyntactie
values
Perfect Imperfect
ISG -t, -jt (i)n-, (i)m-
2SG -t, -it t-, S>
3SGM 0 i -J -
3SGF -Vt^’^ t-, s-"'
IPL -na, -jna (i)n-, (i)m- -u, -w
2PL -tu, -jtu t-, s- -u, -w
3PL -u, -w i-, j- -u, -w
Table 2.9 Fabri’s (2009b) affixal inventory
Unlike the case with Mifsud (1995) and Spagnol (201 lb), the affixal inventory in table (2.9) is a 
unified set of affixes that cuts across SM and non-SM verbs. While there are some ambiguities 
in the text vis-à-vis the representation in the table above, this is here taken to reflect the 
analytical ambivalence at hand, and possibly Fabri’s reluctance to provide a clear-eut 
segmentation. Such an instance is the -i in the Imperfect SG cells, as in his segmentatation of n- 
i-kr-i ‘I hire’, where the -i appears to be in a NUM-based opposition with the -u in: n-ikr-u ‘we 
hire’ (p. 2 ), but which affixal exponent does not figure in the representation of the affixal
What one is to infer from Spagnol’s statement is that essentially stress-shifts do not yield distinct stems, 
and that the stress-shifts of the type va:ra ‘he launched’ vs. var-a:t ‘she launched’ or var-àjt ‘I launched’ 
do not affect the syllable-structure, (which they actually do, however).
This represents the segments /t, d, s, z,/, (%, ts/
While the vowel in the exponent realizing the Perfect 3SGF values is left unspecified in Fabri, Mifsud 
specifies it as e, missing a number of other allomorphs in doing so. Spagnol also misses out when limiting 
the suffixal vowel to e or a.
^  Refer to footnote 46.
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inventory.^^ With the review of the distinct segmentation accounts present in the literature on 
Maltese in place, the segmentation posited in this study follows below.
2.4 The segmentation adopted in this study
The segmentation posited for Maltese verb-forms deals specifically with ‘the problem of stem 
identification’ (Spencer 2012: 8 8 ), and will assume one inflectional class. This is the same 
analysis provided in Darden (1992: 16) when claiming that: ‘... the same set of endings’ are 
employed across the different sets of verbs. The crucial differences fi*om Fabri’s (2009a,b) 
account include the analysis of the diphthong, which will not be treated as part of the 
morphological stem, as well as the segmentation analysis provided for the formative vowel, i.e. 
the V that comes in between the prefix and the stem in the Imperfect sub-paradigm.
If we start by considering the formative vowel’s distinct behaviour, unlike Fabri’s and Spagnol’s 
accounts, this will not be treated as part of the morphological stem. Furthermore, its treatment 
differs from that of Mifsud, given that he considers this V as an optional part of the prefix. (A 
similar analysis is also present in Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 67). Also refer to Simpson (2009: 
32), for example, when discussing the Arabic préfixai system in the Afi'oasiatic perspective). 
Fabri (2009b: 18) mentions how his analysis of word-form building ‘forces one to assume that 
non-perfective forms obtain a prefixed V. Presumably, this V position encodes for the 
information “non-perfective”’. This however does not allow him to account for why it is then the 
case that only a sub-set of verbs need this V to realize non-Perfective aspect. The segmentation 
of the formative vowel will follow Puech (1979, 2011), Fabri (1993a) and Bar-Asher (2008) in
particular, where the V following the prefix is analysed as a phonological extension of the
morphological stem (via prefixation) that is required due to morae-related conditioning that 
targets the forms in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. This phonological explanation illustrates why 
certain verbal base types do not make use of this vowel, (hence explaining the presence of an 
optional V in Mifsud’s set of affixes (table 2.4)).^^ The phonological stem in the Imperfect sub-
Another ambivalent segmentation instance is that of: k a n ta jt  ‘I sang’, for which he provides both: k a n t-  
a j t  and k a n ta - j t  (Fabri 2009b: 7). Since Fabri (2009b: 7-8) comments that what we have in such verbs is a 
- j  extension that follows the stem-form, one then questions why the j  in both segmentations is analysed as 
part of the suffixal form. This yields the - j t  ~  - t  allomorphie relation in table (2.9) to be simply arbitrary. 
(Arbitrariness need not necessarily be a weakness, or a weakening of a given analysis, but if apparent 
arbitrariness could potentially be explained, then on parsimonious grounds, a non-arbitrary 
treatment/segmentation is prefered over an arbitrary one).
^°The function of the formative vowel in Maltese is thus different from its use in Classical Arabic, where 
it functions as an exponent of Voice within the Imperfect sub-paradigm (Fabri 1993a). The formative 
vowel in Moroccan Arabic, as analysed in Lowenstamm (2011) is always an unchangeable shwa, and is 
segmented separately from both the prefix and the stem.
Puech's (2011; 296-297) account considers the formative vowel in Maltese as an external augment of 
the stem that counts as one mora. A stem can involve only one augment: an internal one (as is the case 
with ir^ * b in y a n  and other b in y a n im  augments), or an external augment (i.e. the formative vowel), which 
explains why the imperfect cells of the f* b in y a n  k ib e r  ‘grow up’ take it: n ik b e r /* n k b e r  ‘I grow up’, but 
11"^  b in y a n  k a b b a r  ‘cause to grow’ does not: n k a b b a r  ‘I raise/cause to grow’ and not * n ik a b b a r .  The same 
follows for III* b in y a n .  Perfect 3SGM F‘ b in y a n  verbal bases are strictly bimoraic in Maltese (Puech 
2011: 297), while word-forms in the imperfect (and imperative) sub-paradigms of CVCVC and CVCV 
verbs are trimoraic. Although it appears that the formative vowel is found in places where we would
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paradigm then becomes the morphological stem that realizes the Imperative. This is because 
while the formative vowel of the Imperfect stem is unnecessary for the imperative stem, 
nontheless the imperative form takes this initial V as part of the form.
Within an analysis where the formative vowel is not analysed as part of the Imperfect sub­
paradigm’s stem, we are able to actually observe stem syncretism across the sub-paradigms, at 
times. Lack of cross-sub-paradigm stem syncretism is the effect of Fabri’s (2009b) and 
Spagnol’s (201 lb) segmentation. If syncretically-indexed stems did not form part of the analysis 
proposed in this study, we would not be able to account for a number of the multiple 
dependencies which will be shown to exist (see §3-4). If on the other hand one is to retain the 
formative vowel as part of the morphological stem, and at the same time one does not want to 
exclude the evident relation between the Perfect M2 stem hrab- and the Imperfect SG stem -a- 
hrab in the paradigm of harab ‘flee’, then possibly we could say that while it is the -hrab part of 
the stem in the Imperfect SG cell which is realizing ASP, the a V preceeding it is an arbitrary 
synchronic morphological stem-extention. (I thank R. Hoberman for bringing to mind this 
alternative way with which to account for the formative vowel). A good reason why we might 
not want to analyse the formative vowel as part of the stem, is because it could display type 1 vs. 
non-type 1 morphological distinctions, particularly types 5, 6  and 7 (VI, VII* and VIII* 
binyanim), where there we do not have a formative vowel employed, but rather an epenthetic 
vowel (Puech 2011: 298).^^ Evidence for this is the fact that the vowel is not present in the 
imperative form and additionally is always i (Puech, p.c, August, 2013). On the other hand, a 
pertinant argument which could be used in favour of positing the formative vowel as part of the 
stem, and would hence always imply the presence of distinct stems in the Imperfect sub- 
paradigm, (which are never syncretic with any of the stems in the perfect sub-paradigm), comes 
from the fact that there is ample evidence in the language suggesting an ASPect-based 
cline/split, as we will be seeing in more detail in this study. In this study I will retain the 
morphologicaFphonological stem split. This will allow me to not only illustrate formal relations 
between the stems in different cells, but also to syncretically-index them and be able to conflate 
stem indices with the set of values realized. This would not be possible under the view suggested 
to me by R. Hoberman, for example, given that the Perfect M2 stem hrab- will be indexed 
differently from the stem in the Imperfect SG cells: -ahrab. The discussion on the formative 
vowel here was meant to mainly motivate our delimitation of what constitutes the morphological 
stem. The rest of the segmentation in the imperfect sub-paradigm offers nothing new, as can be 
shown from the affixal inventory in table (2.10), where i/a final Vs of word-forms in the 
Imperfect SG cells, such as: naqra ‘I read’ or nissuggerixxi ‘I suggest’ are analysed as forming 
part of the stem. Stems such as: ssuggerixxa ‘he suggests’ and n-i-ssuggerixxi ‘I suggest’ are 
consequently taken to be two distinct stems. There is nothing which suggests that the final V 
should have a morphemic status, (unless a psycholinguistic study could prove that these 
elements have a psycholinguistic reality of their own) or in a realizational account, evidence for 
it to be an exponent. Rather, the difference between the Perfect and Imperfect word-forms 
ssuggerixxej-t ‘I suggested’ and n-i-ssuggerixxi ‘I suggest’ is a stem-change, internal to which is 
an ej-io-i change, where this stem-change as a whole is realizing a Perfect-Imperfect ASP 
distinction.
otherwise have had a *CCC onset, e.g. n/j/t-F.V-CCVC in CVCVC verbs and n/j7t-F.V-CCV in CVCV 
verbs, this vowel is not an epenthetie one.
Refer to §4.2 and §4.4 for a diseussion on X* binyan (type 9 verbs).
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Morphosyntactie
values
Perfect Imperfect
ISG -t n- ~ m- ~ r-
2SG /t— d—  s—  ^z- ~ J- ~ ~ (1^ - ~ ts-/
3SGM 0 j - ~  i-
3SGF .(V)t /t- ~ d- ~ s- ~ z- ~ J- ~ ~ ~ ts-/
IPL -na n—  m- -u ~ -w
2PL -t-u It- ~ d- ~ s- ~ z- ~ tj- ~ qS” ~ ts-/ -u ~ -w
3PL -u ~ -w j- ~ i- -u ~ -w
Table 2.10 The inflectional affixal inventory employed in this study
In the Perfect sub-paradigm, we only have phonologically-conditioned allomorphie exponents in 
the 3PL and 3SGF cells. From the suffix form(s) provided in the 3SGF cell, one can see that 
having a V as part of the suffixal form realising the portmanteau 3SGF morphosyntactie values 
is not a necessary requirement. This results in a new affixal analysis for Maltese, such that, when 
no V is present in the suffix, syncretism with the suffixal exponent realizing the Perfect M2 SG 
PERS set of values is present. The distribution of the allomorphs within Perfect 3SGF verb- 
forms which do not additionally include attached pronominal forms or negation exponents, can 
be generalised as: -Vt is present when the word-form’s primary stress does not fall on the 
syllable containing the final -t, while the -t allomorph is used when the syllable in which it is 
present is the primary stress-bearing syllable. This in turn translates into a 
morphophonologically-motivated C- vs. V-final stem-conditioned allomorphy.^^ Another distinct 
segmentation, which however will have no effect on our analysis of the stem, is the 
segmentation of the suffix -tu into -t-u, where the -t is the 2^^ PERS exponent and -u is the PL 
value exponent, thus unifying the PL realization across the Perfect 2"  ^ and 3* PERS and 
Imperfect cells. The end result, on the basis of this segmentation, is the presence of a non- 
autonomous (Zaliznjak 1973, Baerman et al. 2005: 42-44) 2SG set of values, given that the 2SG- 
realizing exponent is syncretic with exponent in the M2 SG PERS cells in the Perfect sub­
paradigm and with the 3SGF exponent in the Imperfect sub-paradigm when this is a -t (Camilleri 
2 0 1 1 b, 2 0 1 2 a,c).
Following this segmentation analysis, I here turn to consider some consequences that result 
when analysing the perfect sub-paradigms of weak-final {mexa ‘walk’), geminate {hass ‘feel’), 
g^-final {qata’ ‘cut’) and weak-fimal modelled non-SM verbs {kanta ‘sing’). The reason for 
looking at these verbs in particular is because the review of the scholarly works in the previous 
section illustrated a focus upon them, due to the presence of the diphthong in their Perfect M2 
stems. As the inventory of affixal material in table (2.10) implies, the diphthong in these word- 
forms is analysed as part of the stem across both SM and non-SM verbs, as illustrated in table 
(2.11). "^  ^ The analysis proposed here follows closely Spencer’s (2012: 98) Stem Maximisation 
Principle towards segmentation where stems are maximised over inflection, yielding an increase 
in the number of stems but essentially a ‘simple[r] statement of exponenee’ (p. 89).
Consider the contrast between: qa,l-et ‘she said’ and aal.-t-l-u ‘she said to him’. It is for this reason that 
the generalisation is thus meant to specifically hold for Perfect 3SGF forms which do not display any 
pronominal or negative attachments. Additionally, we here observe that the -Vt — t choice is not 
conditioned by whether the stem ends in a C or V.
Also refer to Chekayri & Scheer (1996) who consider the distribution of the glide in Classical Arabic to 
be part of the V, which is the base’s original V2.
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Morphosyntactie
values
mexa ‘walk’ 
(SM)
hass ‘feel’ 
(SM)
qata’ ‘cut’ (SM) kanta ‘sing’ 
(non-SM)
Perfect
ISG mxej-t hassej-t qtaj-t kantaj-t
2SG mxej-t hassej-t qtaj-t kantaj-t
3SGM mexa hass qata’ kanta
3SGF mxie-t hass-et qatgh-et /qat-et/ /kanta:-t/
IPL mxej-na hassej-na qtaj-na kantaj-na
2PL mxej-t-u hassej-t-u qtaj-t-u kantaj-t-u
3PL mxe-w hasse-w qatgh-u /qata-w/ kanta-w
Table 2.11 The Perfect sub-paradigms of verbs that involve a j  as part of a diphthong in their 
Perfect M2 cells
Evidence for analysing the diphthong as belonging to the stem comes from the fact that if the e 
in the Perfect 3PL cell must be itself analysed as a stem-vowel, in order to have triggered the 
selection of the phonologically-conditioned -w instead of -u, then the diphthong must be as well. 
Borg (1978: 234) mentions how historically, diphthongisation arose by adding an -u suffix ‘to a 
historically long stem vowel’, where -eu then results in a Such diphthongs are in 
complementary distribution with the V’s length in the 3SGF cell and with the syllable structure 
in the 3PL cell. As will be discussed in various sections in chapter 3, this distribution is 
paradigmatically-driven and not phonologically-stipulated. With this segmentation, a unification 
of the paradigmatic behaviours observed across SM and non-SM verbs is aimed at, and through 
the postulation of a fixed segmentation, which translates into one inflectional class, the stem- 
altemation pattems that arise can be properly compared. Before considering the data set, the 
pattems of stem-alternations, how these affect the paradigm’s status vis-à-vis the canonical 
paradigm and what all this tells us about morphological complexity, the section below introduces 
the paradigmatic data as will be represented in chapters 3-6.
2.5 Representing the paradigmatic data
The paradigm of talah ‘pray’ in table (2.12) below represents the pattem of stem-altemation 
within this paradigm, where different stems are identified by different shading. Note that in this 
study we are concerned with stem-altemations and not word-form differences, hence the 
indexing also conflates a number of distinct word-forms, e.g. nitlob ‘I pray, beg’ and jitlob  ‘he 
prays, begs’. The stems’ indexation takes place once these have been isolated through the 
segmentation argued for in the previous section, and are given identifying letters: A, B, C and so 
on (as in the metaparadigmatic representation of the instantiated paradigm (table 2 .1 2 ) in table
Having said this one wonders why Borg (1978) reanalyses the diphthongisation effect in nsew ‘they 
forgot’, for example, as having an -e:w suffix, when the ‘long-vowel’ is actually part of the stem, and the 
ew in the word-form is a diphthong in itself. Azzopardi-Alexander (p.c October, 2012) tells me that 
acoustically, the e ox a 5'tem-vowel in the Perfect 3PL and Imperfect PL cells is in fact not really a 
lengthened vowel. Rather, there are some apparent syllable length effects due to the presence of the -w in 
the word-form. Additionally, as shown in Azzopardi-Alexander (2003: 323), the e in a monosyllabic word 
is some milliseconds longer than when this is found in stressed or unstressed multisyllabic words. This 
analysis will be adhered to here, and the stem-vowel a in n-a-qra ‘I read’ and qra-w ‘they read’ will be 
taken to involve the same length, which consequently results in the syncretic analysis of the two stems. 
The opposite is the case with the a stem-vowel in the perfect 3SGF and the 3PL cell: qra:-t ‘she read’ and 
qra-w ‘they read’. These stems are analysed as having a CCV: and CCV stem-shape respectively, and are 
consequently assigned a distinct index.
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(2.13)), starting from the Perfect sub-paradigm and works its way to the Imperfect sub-paradigm 
starting from the SG cells. Different labels imply different stems, whereas the same labels imply 
syncretic forms.
Morphosyntactie talab ‘pray, beg’
values Perfect Imperfect
ISG tlab-t
2SG tlab-t ■ QDlOlu|P^
3SGM talab
3SGF talb-et
IPL tlab-na n-i-tolb-u
2PL tlab-t-u t-i-tolb-u
3PL talb-u j-i-tolb-u
Morphosyntactie
values
talab class of verbs
Perfect Imperfect
ISG A Systematic D
2SG A -Syncretism D
3SGM B D
3SGF C D
IPL A E
2PL A E
3PL C E
Table 2.12 The talab ‘pray, beg’ paradigm table z . l i  m e representation ot the stem- 
altemation pattern of verbs whose paradigmatic 
behaviour pattems that of talab ‘pray, beg’
From the instantiated talab paradigm, one observes that in the Imperfect sub-paradigm stems 
alternate according to their placement in a SG or PL cell: -tlob- vs. -tolb-. Since it is always the 
case that if and only if there are alternating stems in this sub-paradigm, the altemation will 
involve a NUMber-based split, which, as will be shown in more detail in §3.5.2 is nested 
(Corbett in prep) further within a Perfect-Imperfect ASP-based split. To economise on space and 
reduce redundancy, it is only the 3SGM and 3 PL paradigmatic cells that will be displayed, (as in 
table 2.14 below), understood to be principal parts for their respective set of cells, increasing the 
paradigm’s interpredictability (refer to Pirelli & Battista (2000), Bonami & Boyé (2002, 2007, 
2008), Boyé & Cabredo Hoflierr (2006), Montermini & Boyé (2012), Bonami (2012), and 
Montermini & Bonami (2013)).^^ A similar compact representation will follow in the perfect 
sub-paradigm, where we see that we have the same stem used across the T* and 2"*^  PERS cells, 
which is orthogonal to the systematic word-form syncretism in the M2 PERS SG cells. It is only 
the systematically syncretic forms of the M2 SG cells, that will be represented. Wliile the 
morphological sameness across the M2 PERS in the talab ‘pray, beg’ paradigm is true for all 
verbal paradigms (although this is not what we find across a number of verbs which have 
diaclii'onically lost one of their stem’s phonemes -  refer to §3.3.3 and §4.3.2.2), the stem 
sameness in the 3SGF and 3PL cells observed for talab ‘pray, beg’ only holds for a sub-set of 
verbs. For this reason, the 3* PERS cells will each be given a separate representation, and when 
one of these cells is the same as some other cell in the sub-paradigm, its index will be shared by 
that same cell or cells; in this case of talab ‘pray, beg’ we have a B index in the 3SGM and a C 
across the 3SGF^3PL cells. The generalised pattern of stem-alternations in the paradigm of talab 
‘pray, beg’ is ABCC DE, as illustrated in table (2.14) below.
A ny other cell could have been chosen, given that any one o f  the SG and PL cells could have  been a 
principal part.
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Morphosyntactie
values
talab ‘pray, beg’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 tlab-t A
3SGM talab B
3SGF talb-et C
3PL talb-u C
Imperfect
SG n-i-tlob D
PL n-i-tolb-u E
Table 2.14 The synthesised paradigmatic representation and the emergent pattems of stem- 
altemations^^
The stem pattem class employed in table (2.14) illustrates how talab and other members of this 
class involve up to three distinct stems in their Perfect sub-paradigm, with an A index for the 
M2 PERS cells, a separate one for the 3SGM stem, and a syncretic index (C) across the stems in 
the 3SGF^3PL cells. D and E index the NUM-based stem split in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. 
No syncretic indices across the two sub-paradigms are present. This is not always the case 
however. For this reason, the DE Imperfect cell indices will be generalised upon as: SG?^PL, 
meant to illustrate that the stems in the SG cells are not the same as those in the PL forms. 
Altematively, SG=PL will be used to illustrate non-altemation in the imperfect sub-paradigm. 
The SG^^PL strategy stipulates an inventory of a maximum of five stems, (at least for this verb 
and others that participate in the same stem pattem class), but at the same time it does not 
specify the exact number of stems that may be present; this generalised stipulation leaves 
unspecified the indexing of the SG and PL cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, which could in 
theory be filled by either one or more stems present in the Perfect sub-paradigm, or new ones, 
(as is the case in talab ‘pray, beg’). As a consequence of this underspecification, further verbal 
sub-groupings may be envisaged within this generalised stem pattem class, which mainly 
depends on the way these verbs fill in the imperfect SG and PL cells, which essentially translates 
into an array of possible organisations of syncretic or non-syncretic stem-indexing, yielding the 
different sub-pattems of stem-altemations.
If we consider Spencer’s (2012: 98) approach to stem-altemations, not every type of distinct 
stem can be treated in parallel to an allomorphie relation which yields allostems or stem- 
allomorphy. He perceives stem-altemations to be of two kinds: morphophonologically-derived, 
in which case the relation across the varying stems is that of allostems; and morphologically- 
derived, where ‘no such morphophonological solution is available’ to justify how and why the 
stem-altemation(s) displayed come about, and are taken to be ‘distinct stems’. This is also 
Bonami & Boyé’s (2002: 53) understanding when they refer to the availability of ‘multiple
Another way with which to present the pattem is to assume the maximum number of stems possible in 
the analytic space -  the paradigm, and then refer to the syncretic stems to result in both what I am here 
referring to as the stem pattem class as well as the sub-pattems intemal to it. Given that, as we will see in 
§3.2.1, the Maltese verbal paradigm (focusing at least on the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms) allows 
for a maximum of six stems, we could posit: 1 2 3 4 5 6  as a possible paradigmatic stem pattem class, and 
to get to the five-fold ABCC DE pattem, this would be translated as: 1 2 [3=4] 5 6 , while to represent the 
ABCC BC pattem, for example, we would have: 1 2 [3=4] [5=2] [6=3=4]. Note that the Maltese verbal 
paradigmatic stem-space is here based upon a sub-set of ‘regular’ verbs, unlike the stem-space 
delimitation for Romance, e.g. Bonami & Boyé (2002), which is based on the paradigmatic behaviour of 
irregular verbs.
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stems’ within French verbal paradigms. They take these to be instances where ‘differences 
between stems cannot be explained by regular phonological alternations’. While we will in fact 
be concerned with both these distinctly-induced stem-altemations, it is only the 
morphologically-driven ones that will be shown to reflect the morphologieally-complex 
behaviour available. The patterns of stem-altemations obtained are however themselves a result 
of a number of contributing factors, including the interactions of phonological and morphotactic 
constraints, diachronic fossilisations and morphological-conditioning. The derived stem pattern 
will thus be taken to be an a-theoretic reference to a pattern of distinctly-indexed stems without 
including any reference or consideration to what motivates it.
Before concluding, it is worth mentioning here that the decision to provide the paradigm of a 
voiced-final verb such as talab ‘pray, beg’, was purposely taken. The reason for this is because 
Maltese is a final devoicing language and also involves both progressive and regressive 
assimilation. If  we first concentrate on the Imperfect sub-paradigm, in principle we see that 
while the SG stem is -tlob, this is actually tlo[p], when we consider final devoicing. If it were 
hypothetically the case that the stem in the PL cells were also -tlob- instead of -tolb-, while the 
stems would have been morphologically syncretic, the stem in the PL cells would not have 
undergone devoicing, however. A parallel hypothetical behaviour could be also assumed in the 
Perfect sub-paradigm across the stems in the Perfect 1^2 and Perfect 3SGF'^3PL cells. If  the 
Perfect M2 cell were hypothetically morphologically syncretic with that in the Perfect 
3SGF'^3PL cells, i.e. talb-, once again, the phonetics of the stem across the two sets of cells 
would be different. We would have had a hypothetical tal[p] in the M2 cells and tal[b]- in the 
3SGF cell. The hypothetical Italp-I stem would be due to the -t suffix in the M2 cells 
regressively assimilating the previous voiced stop. Such hypothetical illustrations were presented 
to highlight that we shall be keeping our morphological analysis as simple and straight forward 
as possible, it is only phonology that will be taken care of, and not phonetics. More specifically, 
it is when phonology interacts with morphology that we will be considering (refer to §3.3.2). 
Stress-shifts which do not result in any morphological effect/reflex will not be considered, for 
example, and such stems will be assigned the same index. While the paradigm of talab ‘pray, 
beg’ happens to involve a one-to-one correspondence between the phonetics/phonology vis-à-vis 
the morphology, this may not always be so. This mismatch will however not concern us, and we 
will be retaining a morphological analysis devoid of phonetic considerations.^^
2.6 Conclusion
The paradigm-driven stem-based account to be pursued in this study has been introduced and we 
are now ready to consider the paradigmatic data to follow in chapters 3-6. In our surface-based 
account, coupled by the postulation of a single inflectional class, an initial step towards a unified 
lexicon has kicked in. By eliminating any reference to underlying representations or any o f the 
dichotomic biases that traditionally split SM and non-SM verbal analyses, new reclassification 
strategies have been introduced; one that is based upon verbal bases, and the other that is more 
paradigm-centred, and categorises verbs on the basis of their membership in stem pattern classes 
and further sub-patterns. This chapter has also introduced the Maltese verbal paradigm, 
illustrating in particular the syncretic behaviour across both affixes and stems, and introduced 
the notion of principal parts, useful for the deduction of other paradigmatic forms, such that, 
knowing the Perfect M2 SG/PL stem, apart from having a stored Perfect 3SGM base, can help
It will simply be assumed without further mention that phonemes such as [b] and [p] are part of an 
archiphoneme /?/ (Trubetzkoy 1939), which will allow us to generalise over phonemes, resulting in 
phonemic neutralisations in certain contexts.
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deduce the rest of the paradigmatic stems. As we will see, it is not always the ease that we will 
need the same set of principal parts for the different verbs. In this respect, we will thus not be 
dealing with static principal parts, i.e. fixed ones used across different lexical items, but dynamic 
ones (Finkel & Stump 2008), which depend primarily on the Perfect 3SGM form itself, as well 
as any other lexical idiosyncrasies. Introducing the paradigmatic data that will be discussed in 
the course of this study was also meant to allow the reader to immediately start appreciating the 
salience of the distinct sub-paradigmatic split which characterises Maltese verbal paradigms, 
which so far included reference to the NUM-based split that exists specifically in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm and the more general ASPeet-based split. What follows in the next chapters is to 
look in detail at the different patterns of stem-altemations that exist in the language by 
employing the segmentation analysis argued for in this chapter, and start observing the dynamics 
of verbal classifications on the basis of the patterns of stem-alternations they display, how these 
patterns come about and what they illustrate/show us. Chapter 3 focuses upon type 1 verbs.
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Chapter 3 Morphological complexity internal to type 1 Semitic Maltese verbs
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 provided an introduction to the Maltese verbal system and the new motivations for the 
verbal classifications which will be provided. In this chapter, type 1 binyan) Semitic Maltese 
(SM) verbs, which constitute the largest set of SM verbs in the language (Spagnol 201 lb, Borg 
1988), will be analysed. This analysis will then provide a solid base for analysing the rest of the 
Maltese verbal lexicon. As mentioned in chapter 1, in the spirit of this surface-based study, verbs 
will be referred to through their verbal base types, which we will use as our initial verbal 
categorisation strategy. Type 1 SM verbs can be classified in thirteen distinct verbal bases: four 
quadriliteral bases: CVCCVC, V:CCVC, VCCVC and CVCCV, and nine triliteral bases: 
CVCVC, V:CVC, CVCC, VCC, CVCV, CV:C, CV:, V:CV and V:C. A further sub­
classification of these verbs in the course of this chapter will be based upon the verbs’ stem 
pattern class membership that is conditioned by the regular stem-alternation patterns they 
display, to use Baerman & Corbett’s (2012) terminology. The analysis of paradigmatic stem- 
altemations is mainly based upon the assessment of how the three important variables, i.e. the 
verbal base type, the vocalic pattem and knowledge of the base form’s consonant quality interact 
with a number of factors, yielding a morphologically complex output. It is the task of this chapter 
therefore to seek to understand what in the system is complex as a result of morphological 
triggers across type 1 verbs, thus distinguishing this from complexity that results from other 
factors such as phonology, morphophonology and diachronic influences, where the latter mainly 
result from a loss of stem phonemes.
In §3.2, a fully-fledged classification of type 1 verbal bases intemal to the inventory o f thirteen 
stem pattem classes is provided. §3.3 provides an account of several factors, along with the 
interactions between them, which contribute to the array of complexity in the morphological 
component introduced in the system by the presence of stem-altemations. It is by considering all 
the possible factors involved that we can then isolate the observable reflexes of an autonomous 
morphological component internal to the language’s system, a component that arbitrarily triggers 
and stipulates a number of the pattems of stem-altemations observed. Although we will see that 
the majority of stem-altemations are not morphologically-stipulated, and come about as a result 
of phonological constraints and morphotactic interactions, when morphology does play its role, 
increased complexity tends to result, as will be shown in §3.4. In §3.5 we will revisit the Maltese 
verbal paradigm from the perspective of canonical typology, showing how verbal inflection in 
Maltese is not solely concatenative and affixal, but has a non-affixal dimension to it as well.^^ In 
this discussion, the reason for drawing a parallel between affix-based inflectional classes and 
stem pattem classes in §1 .1 , will be made clearer, showing how these can be analysed as 
instances of distinct pattems of exponence. §3.6 then summarises the main points in the 
discussion and concludes the chapter.
3.2 Stem pattem classes across SM type 1 verbs
In this section we will start by providing the inventory of stem pattern classes (represented 
through Roman numerals) that classify type 1 SM verbs (§3.2.1). In §3.2.2 the different sub- 
pattems intemal to the largest type 1 stem pattem class are discussed. (The rest of the taxonomy
The reader is also referred to a similar account in (Camilleri & Gauci (2013) and Gauci & Camilleri 
(2014)) that considers stem-altemations as a non-affixal dimension to inflection within the nominal 
paradigm.
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is provided in Appendix IV). In providing one representation of a sub-set of verbs, we will see 
how on the basis of the surface-based stem pattem classification we shall provide here, we ean 
observe different or same behaviours for otherwise similar or distinctly classified verbs on the 
basis of a UR-based classification, such as the traditional taxonomy provided in §2.2.1.
3.2.1 The inventory of stem pattern classes
As exemplified in §2.5, stem pattems are represented through capital letters which identify 
identical or distinctly indexed stems. Recall therefore that an ABCC pattem of stem-altemations 
in the Perfect sub-paradigm represents a three-way stem-altemation: A represents the stem in the 
M2 cells, B, the stem in the 3SGM cell, and C, represents the stem in the 3SGF and 3PL eells. In 
the Imperfect sub-paradigm the representation simply indicates whether or not the singular and 
plural forms are identical: SG=PL and SGp^PL, which as illustrated in §2.5 captures the NUM- 
based split (or lack of it) present in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. This allows us to generalise 
upon the array of sub-pattems available (refer to §3.2.2 and Appendix IV for more detail on how 
the stem in the Imperfect sub-paradigm may be both syncretic or distinct from the ones in the 
Perfect sub-paradigm). The pattems in stem pattem classes I-III, as represented below in (3.1), 
are only exhibited in the paradigms of verbs whose stems involve the historically lost gh or h. 
These verbs are discussed in §3.3.3. These pattems essentially yield a distinct stem space 
organisation than what is typically present in the paradigms of other verbs. Essentially, as 
opposed to the otherwise uniform notation we will be using here, across stem pattem classes I- 
III, the stem in the Perfect M2SG and M2PL cells does not take the same index, and hence A 
represents the M2SG cells (as opposed to a broad Perfect M2), B, the 3"^  PERS eells, all of 
which happen to have the same stem, while the M2PL eells either take the same stem as that of 
the 3"^  ^person (I/II) or else a separate stem (III). The Imperfect sub-paradigm, on the other hand, 
illustrates the same presence/absence of a NUM-based split. These pattems’ stem-space 
organisation should thus not be confused with the rest of the pattems in classes IV-XIII.
The inventory of stem pattem classes along with their verbal base members and other 
individually-specified verb-forms is provided in (3.1).^®
' All labelled diacritics will be explained in §3.3.1
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Stem pattem classes Members
I AA[iA2SG]BBB[3i.d Pers]BB[iA2PL] SG=PL (g^-medial CV:C, e:C)
II AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rd Pers]BB[iA2PL] SG^PL (A-medial CV:C)
III AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rd Pers]CC[iA2PL] SG—PL {gham /a:m/ (V;C))
IV A A B B  SG #L (C[w]VCaC CVCCaC[quadriliteral 1st 6m_ya»]^ )^
V A BB B  SG=PL (CVCC, CV.C[uon-gfi//!-medial], Standard û^g^ ûli//?a.d/[g^ .iiiedial]
VI A BB B  SG #L (fehem /fe:m/ (A-medial CV:C), dialectal qaghad/?a:d/ {gh-
medial CV:C))
VII A BBC  SG=PL (CVCC, CV:C[non-gfi//!-mediai], VCC, ragha /ra:/ (CV:), gham
/a:m/ (V:C))
VIII ABBC SG #L {daghalàs:.! (CV:))
IX ABCB SG=PL (CVCV [_g/ selecting])
X ABCB SGt^ PL (CVC[R]V[.e, selecting])
XI ABCC SG96PL (CVCVC, V:(C)CVC, C[w]VCeC, (C)VCCeC[qWniitemi ist 6w
mar ( C V .  C[noa-gW -m edîal]))
XII ABCD SG=PL (CaCV[., selecting], VCC, gham /a:m/ (V:C), mess (CVCC))
XIII ABCD SG #L (CeCV[., selecting], V:CV, CVCCV[quadriiiterai 1st 6/nynM], biegh /bîh:/
(CVCC))
(3.1) The stem pattern class inventory of type 1 SM verbs
Before delving into any other discussion, one should recall that, for example, the generalised 
ABCC SG^PL stem pattem class XI specifies five distinct stem-slots, but the actual number of 
stems ranges from three to five, since the Imperfeetive forms are not explicitly specified. It is 
thus stem pattern class XIII which allows for the maximal number of stem-altemations; six in 
total. On the other hand, there is no stem pattem class that involves an invariable stem. The 
different stem pattem classes are asymmetrically filled, with some pattems taking a number of 
members and others only including individual lexical items. The list in (3.1) also indicates how 
stem-shapes/verbal bases may themselves play an important role in conditioning stem pattem 
class membership, although this need not always be the case. Distinct verbal based verbs, which 
would be treated as different types on the traditional UR account, may belong to the same stem 
pattem class. For example, stem pattem class XI is made up of verbs that would be analysed as 
strong quadriliterals, and strong and weak triliterals in the traditional classification. As 
expected, we find a mismatch between the UR-based classification (§2.2.1) and the surface- 
based paradigm-oriented one proposed in this study. While traditional classifications are useful 
in their own right, possibly projecting a different analytical layer, it is the surface-based
Specifying one of the stem-vowels in the vocalic pattem helps identify yet another sub-set of verbs 
within the verbal base type. The stem-vowel based sub-divisions intemal to the given verbal base will be 
looked at in detail in section §3.3.2.
Also extends to quadriliteral IT‘* binyan verbs. Refer to §4.3.2.1
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analytical level that will enable us to get to the desired unified SM - non-SM verbal paradigmatic 
analysis. Another deficiency of the UR-based account is that it fails to capture the synchronic 
behaviour of verbs which have had their verbal base reanalysed as a result of having 
diachronically lost a stem consonant. These include verbs with V:C(C)VC, CV:C, V:C(V), VCC 
and CVCV verbal bases.
The mismatch between verbal base and stem pattem works in the other direction as well; The 
same verbal bases may be found in multiple stem pattem classes, e.g CV:C[non-gfi/ft-mediai] verbs are 
present in stem pattem class V, VII and XI, with different sets of verbs. The effect of having 
such members in distinct stem pattem classes is the availability of what will be here referred to 
as oscillating paradigms (§3.4.3), i.e. the shifting from one pattern of stem-altemations to the 
other, which behaviour comes about as a result of paradigms exhibiting multiple stem- 
altemation p a t t e m s .T h e  membership of a lexical item across distinct stem pattem classes 
cannot be envisaged within a C-root-based classification, given that the surface paradigmatic 
behaviour is not central to the discussion within this approach. The very presence of this 
paradigmatic behaviour is taken to be a clear illustration of how morphology’s role is 
instantiated in the system. §3.2.2 below presents a representative instance of the array of sub- 
pattems intemal to a stem pattem class, along with all its possible members.
3.2.2 Pattems and sub-pattems
Here we will display how the sub-classes relate to the more general class, using stem pattem class XI as an 
illustration. The schematic representations in (3.2) involve the listing of all the different sub-pattems 
intemal to the ABCC SG?^ PL stem pattem class along with all the individual type 1/U binyan members 
intemal to each sub-pattem. (As we will see throughout the course of this study, other verbs also display 
this same pattem of stem-altemations). These are identified either through the vocalic pattem, the stem- 
vowel, or by listing the specific idiosyncratic lexical members intemal to their verbal base type, creating 
further sub-divisions. Refer to appendix IV for a complete list. The use of red in (3.2) implies that the 
stem-altemation pattems related to the individual paradigm associated with an individual lexical 
item or a specific set of vowel patterned verbs involves a certain degree of morphologically- 
induced behaviour. The use of blue in (3.2), on the other hand, implies that the derived stem- 
altemation can be accounted for either phonologically or morphophonologically.
The term ‘oscillating paradigms’ is taken from Mifsud (1995), which however he uses to refer to 
another property of paradigms related with the non-SM set to be discussed in chapter 5.
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As defined in §1,4, sub-pattems are derived from pattems of indexed stems across both sub­
paradigms. The sub-patterns internal to stem pattem class XI can be schematised as follows in 
table (3.1).
ABCC SG?^PL Morphosynctactic
values
Sub-pattems
1 2 3 4 5
Perfect M2 A A A A A
3.SG.M B B B B B
3.SG.F C C C C C
3.PL C C C C C
Imperfect 3.SG.M D A
<
B :D A :?
3.PL E C C c D r
Table 3.1 The inventory of sub-pattems within the ABCC SGt^ PL stem pattem class
From table (3.1) we observe that the defining feature of the stem pattem class in which all these 
sub-pattems belong is the three-fold stem-altemation in the Perfect sub-paradigm, where the 
pattems consistently conflate the M2 PERS cells together, the 3SGF'^3PL cells, and retain a 
unique 3SGM stem, along with a SG vs. PL stem-altemation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. The 
stems in the Imperfect sub-paradigm can be all distinct from any of the forms in the Perfect sub­
paradigm, as is the case in sub-pattem 1. When this is not the case, the two stems in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm can both be non-distinct from those in the Perfect sub-paradigm, i.e. 
syncretic with two of the Perfect sub-paradigm’s stems, as is the case with sub-pattems 2 and 3, 
each happening to involve a stem in the PL cell that is the same as that in the 3SGF^3PL stem, 
or else involve just one form that overlaps with a stem present in the Perfect sub-paradigm, (sub- 
pattems 4 and 5). These sub-pattems display interesting asymmetries. From a purely descriptive 
view they show that the distinct/new and/or the syncretic form could be either in the SG or the 
PL cells of the Imperfect paradigm, and the syncretic form that exists can be either of three 
available stems in the Perfect sub-paradigm. The constraint is only that if the PL cell does not 
involve a syncretic stem and the SG form is syncretic, then the stem filling in the SG cell is 
syncretic with the Perfect M2 stem (sub-pattem 5). Altematively, when the PL cell is filled by 
the 3SGF'^3PL Perfect stem, the SG cell can be either distinct (sub-pattem 4), or when syncretic, 
the Imperfect SG cells take the stem used in the M2 cell (sub-pattem 2) or 3SGM (sub-pattem 
3). This variation yields the different possible sub-pattems intemal to the ABCC SG^PL stem 
pattem class.
From the representation in (3.2) we also see that verbs taking the same verbal bases with the 
same vocalic pattem can be present within distinct sub-pattems of stem-alternations, at times. 
This illustrates how having the same stem-shape (and vocalic pattem) need not determine or 
condition a given verb’s membership within a particular sub-pattem of stem-altemations. 
Additionally, the diverse set of verbal base types, apart from the presence of the quadriliteral 
verb set, further show how it is not the case that stem pattem class membership is simply 
dictated phonologically. Rather, a number of interacting factors, including morphological- 
stipulations, are responsible for yielding all this. The task to follow in §3.3 and §3.4 aims to 
answer one of this study’s research questions for the type 1 SM data set: What triggers and 
motivates the distinct pattems of paradigmatic stem-alternations in these verbal paradigms?
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3.3 Factors that lead to the presence of stem-altemations in Maltese verbal paradigms
In this section we will find out why all of the SM type 1 verbs exhibit stem-altemations and fit 
into one or the other of the stem pattern classes in (3.1). The factors that will feature in our 
discussion as contributing to the complex morphological component are of four types: the 
phonological factor, which yields different effects depending on the verbal base, and is mainly 
concemed with the stem-shape (§3.3.1); the phonology-morphology interface (§3.3.2); and 
influences that result out of the diachronic loss of stem consonants (§3.3.3). In §3.4 we will then 
address purely synchronic morphological effects.
3.3.1 The role of phonology^^
Before looking at the relevant phonological mles we need to introduce two important 
consonantal classes. The first is what Puech (2011: 283) refers to as the resonant (R) set vs. the 
non-R set of consonants (3.3).^ The second is the set of back Cs (3.4). (3.5) provides the rest of 
the non-R and non-back Cs in the language.
(3.3) R C s -{ l ,m ,n ,r } ”
(3.4) B ack C s-{h , k ,q/?/}
(3.5) Non-R and non-back Cs -  {b, c, d, f, g, g, j, k, p, s, t, v, w, x, z, z}
The following is the set of syllable stmctures available in the language, distinguishing 
particularly between stmctures that are only valid for word-forms, vs. non-word-forms. 
Essentially they are constraints on surface forms but can also be perceived of as a by-product of 
the interacting phonological mles in table (3.2). Most bisyllabic lexemes involve initial stress 
placement, yet other lexical items/word-forms such as Mi. lied (CV.CV:C) ‘Christmas’ and 
far.far-t (CV.CVCC) ‘I dusted’, whose second syllable is heavier than the first, involve stress 
falling on the second syllable. This is not the case for verb-forms such as ki.teb (CV.CVC) ‘he 
wrote’ and M.laq (CV.CVC) ‘he created’, for example, where notwithstanding the heavier final 
syllable, lexical stress falls on the initial syllable. Monosyllabic word-forms are possible, but not 
every syllable type is a valid monosyllabic word-form stmcture. Thus we here assume that if the 
phonological mles result in an ill-formed monosyllabic word-form, further adjustments take 
place to repair it.
This section benifited greatly from a number of comments from O. Bond.
This distinction contributes to the variable that considers the importance of the knowledge of the stem C 
qualities. The consequence of knowing that a given C2  or C3 is a R will be shown to work part and parcel 
with the verbal base type involved.
One should here mention that in dialects where the graphemes gh and h in the Standard are still fully- 
fledged phonemes, as they were also historically in the Standard, these behave as resonants. Note that as 
we will observe in §3.3.3, preservations of such R effects in the Standard are still present.
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(3.6) Monosyllabic word-form 
structures
V:CC /o:"^mt/ T
swam’
CCV:C swieq ‘markets’ 
VC: omm ‘mother’
VCC art ‘land’
CVC: temm ‘end, finish’
CCVC: qroll ‘coral’
CCVCC ftaht ‘I opened’
CCCVCC straht ‘I rested’
(C)(C)CVCCC
strahtx ‘rest.not’
Non-word-form 
syllable structures
CCV: /kni:sja/ knisja 
‘church’
VC ar.blu ‘(lamp)post’ 
CCCVC sthar.reg 
‘investigate’
Syllable-structures that occur 
both word-intemally or as 
word-forms
V u ‘and’, u.ri ‘you show’
CV ma ‘with’, ki.teb ‘he wrote’ 
gie ‘come’, bie.ba ‘door’
CVC^^ taw ‘they gàWQ\far.far 
‘dust’
CV:C^® miet ‘die’, mi.lied 
‘Christmas’
CCV bla ‘without’, or.jhi 
‘orphan’
CVCC mard '‘i\\nQss,\ far.fart 
‘I dusted’
CCVC^^ bdew ‘they started’, 
ktib.na ‘we wrote’
The phonological rules that apply for Maltese (which involve adaptations from Borg & 
Azzopardi-Alexander 1997), at least the ones that can be observed by analysing what goes on 
across paradigmatic forms, are listed in table (3.2). The rules have to do with syllable structure 
possibilities, stress-placement and phonotactic restrictions, in particular, and may apply 
cyclically, as is the case with rule (2). Rules 1-3 are set in a hierarchical relation with respect to 
each other, such that it is never possible for rule (2) to occur befor (1), and so on. The rest of the 
rules are less general, and apply in more specific contexts, as one will appreciate once 
considering the phonological processes in more detail below. These rules and constraints are 
assumed to apply upon the base form in the lexicon, i.e. the Perfect 3SGM, once the inflectional 
affixes are attached. We already observe, therefore, that we have a high degree of morphotactic 
constraints involved, and thus, ‘phonological factors’ is really being used as an umbrella term 
that considers phonotactic, phonological and morphotactic constraints. The relevant rules then 
apply in a successive manner to help derive the array of paradigmatic word-forms out of the 
base. One should mention that it is here being assumed that lexical stress, i.e. the stress 
placement present in the lexical entry, remains fixed, unless the base itself involves other
This syllable-structure is only possible in word-final position if pronominal attachment is available: 
na.raha /na.ra:/ ‘I see her’, or if the final V: is a dipthong, as in: /nidaj/ T swear’ (refer to §3.4.4.5).
It is only wH word-forms that are allowed to have a CVC monosyllabic phonological structure. 
Following Azzopardi-Alexander (p.e December, 2012) the vowel preceding w is acoustically a short 
vowel and it is only an effect of the w that makes it appear as though the V is long. (Also refer to 
Azzopardi-Alexander 2003).
It is only non-n# word-forms that are allowed to have a CV:C monosyllabic phonological structure.
It is only n# word-forms that are allowed to have a CCVC monosyllabic phonological structure. (Also 
refer to ftn. 69).
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additions. Thus, while the base verb-form; Jd.teb takes word-initial stress, this stress-placement 
does not conform to one of the rules that typically apply for Maltese, where stress falls on the 
heaviest syllable.
1. Stress falls on heaviest syllable
2. Delete short unstressed stem V closest to the stressed vowel
3. Stress falls on the penultimate syllable
4. If verbal base = (C)CVCRVC and PL suffix -u then V] between R and [stem]C4 shifts 
between rstemiC2 and R^ ^____________________________________________________
5. Syllable structure and phonotactic constraints:
*CVCVCV (three appended CV syllables) -  If final CV is not part of the stem, then delete Vi
*CiCj(C)V  onset cluster
*RC onset cluster 
*RR onset cluster' '^*
*CCC onset -  unless 01=5 ^ C2=t
*CCC coda -  unless Cs=x (where -x is the NEG-realizing exponent)
Table 3.2 The phonological rules and constraints required to build paradigmatic verb-forms in 
Maltese
Apart from these phonological rules and constraints which already include reference to 
morphotactics, we immediately require what we may call an affix-related morphophonological 
rule, which will be referred to as (M). This rule captures morphology’s stipulation that stress 
falls on the syllable hosting the prefix, unless the word-form includes a stem that involves a R C2 
and the presence of a PL suffix. Phonological stipulations such as rules (1) and (3) in table (3.2) 
would not have resulted in stress-placement on the prefix-taking syllable.
(3.7) Morphophonological rule (M): The formative vowel in the syllable containing the prefix 
is to be stressed, unless overridden in following contexts: (a) when the word-form 
involves both a R [stem]C2 and a PL suffix expressed either as a C, or V part of a CV 
coda; (b) in the Imperfect PL cells of CVCV[.t selecting] and CV:C[gh-mediai] verbs.
In the tables to follow (3.3-3.8), we will observe the ways with which the rules and constraints 
interact with key verbal base types to yield the surface paradigmatic forms.
On the assumption that epenthetic vowels in Maltese are always i, following Puech (2011), the fact that 
the V which comes in between the C2 and R is not necessarily always an i, I will for now assume that it is 
a shift in the V placement that takes place. The reason for this is purely phonotactic, i.e. due to the 
inability of a *RC onset. The actual vowel-changes that take place will have to be morphologically- 
specified. In the case of a-e, e-a, and e-e  vowel patterned verbs, we get an e-Xo-i ablaut-change: habrek  
‘make haste’ {a-e) -  habirk-uij-Piabirk-u ‘they made/make haste’, bezlaq  ‘use a lot of saliva’ {e-a) -  
bezilq -u fj-beiilq -u  ‘they make/made use of a lot of saliva’, and ceklem  ‘walk slowly (in the pace of a 
horse)’ {e-e) -  cekilm -uij-celdlm -u  ‘they walk/walked slowly (in the pace of a horse)’. In the case of a-a  
verbs, while caflas  ‘make a mess’ may involve an a-Xo-i change, this is not necessarily required: cafals- 
ulj-cafa ls-u  ~  cafils-u /j-cafils-u  ‘they make/made a mess’. The verbs m aqm aq  ‘grumWe’, lahlah  ‘rinse’ 
and laqlaq  ‘stutter’ do not involve such an a-Xo-i change: m aqam q-ulj-m aqam q-u  ‘they
grumbled/grumble’ m à la q a lq -u lj-la q a lq -u  ‘they stuttered/stutter’.
Overriden in one exceptional case: lem ah  ‘notice’ (Fabri 2009a,b) in the word-forms: n/t/j-i-l.m h-u  
‘we/you/they notice’, at least if the word-form is syllabysised as: CVCC.CV.
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Morphosyntactic
values
Base Form + 
Affixes
Phonologieal adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG CVCVC-t'^ ri) cv .cv c -t (2) ccv c -t A
3SGM CVCVC No change B
3SGF CVCVC-et m  CV.CV.C-et (2) CVC.C-et (3) 
CVC.C-et
C
IPL CVCVC-na (1) CV.CVC-na ^  (2) CCVC.-na A
2PL CVCVC-t-u m  CV.CVC.t-u ^  12) CCVC.-t-u A
3PL ÇVCVC-U *CVCVCV ^  (2) CVC.Cu C
Imperfect
ISG n-VCVCVC/
n-V-CVRVC
(M) n-V.-CV.CVC (2) n-V-C.CVC 
I'M) n-V.-CV.RVC ^  12) n-V-C.RVC
A
2SG t-v -cy cv c IM) t-V.-CV.CVC ^  12) t-V-C.CVC A
3SGM j-V-CVCVC (M) i-V.-CV.CVC ^  (2) i-V-C.CVC A
3SGF t-V-CVCVC (M) t-V.-CV.CVC -> (2) t-V-C.CVC A
IPL n-V-CVCVCu/ (M) n-V.-CV.CV.C-u ^  (2) n-V-C.CV.C-u D/
n-V-CVRVC-u (2) n-V-C.CC-u /
(M) n-V.-CV.RV.C-u (2) n-V-CVR.C-u’^
C
2PL t-V-CVCVC-u/
t-V-CVRVC-u
(M) LV.-CV.CV.C-u (2) t-V-C.CV.C-u 
^  (2) t-V-C.CC-u /
(M) t-V.-CV.RV.C-u (2) t-V-CVR.C-u
D/
C
3PL j-V-CVCVC-u/ (M) i-V.-CV.CV.C-u -> 12) j-V-C.CV.C-u D/
i-V-CVRVC-u (2 ) i-v-c.cc-u /
(M) i-V.-CV.RV.C-u ^  (2) 1-V-CVR.C-u
C
morphotactic constraints, and rule (M)77
The interacting phonological and morphotactic constraints, and rule M yield a two-fold pattem 
of sterm-altemations based on a C2 [+/-R] distinetion, when applied across CVCVC verbal 
bases. We get an ABCC AD[non-R C2] and ABCC AC[r ci] pattems of stem-altemations. These 
pattems map to sub-pattems 5 and 2 respeetively internal to the ABCC SG^PL stem pattern 
class (XI), where sub-pattem 5 involves up to four altemating stems and sub-pattem 2, three.
The phonological observations that hold for CVCCVC verbs are provided below:
Underlining implies a stressed syllable. 
The implies a phonological change to.
Recall from ftn. 70 the one exceptional behaviour involved in the case of lemah ‘notice’, where we get: 
jilmhu and not *jilimhu ‘they notice’.
77 For now we may assume that the CVCVC verbs are incorporating C[w]VCVC verbs. We will be adding 
further morphophonological interactions in §3.3.2. The phonological rules presented here and their 
application on CVCVC verbs extend in a similar way to V:CVC verbs.
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Morphosyntactic
values
Base form + 
Affixes
Phonological adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG cvcrc/R ivc-t rn cv c .c /R v c-t A
3SGM CVCCVC No change A
3SGF CVCCVC-et/
CVCRVC-et
(2) CVC.CC-et'V
(4) CV.CVR.C-et (1) CV.CVR.C-et
B
IPL CVCrC/RlVC-na 13) CVC.C/RVC.-na A
2PL CVCIC/RlVC-t-u (3) CVC.C/RVC.-t-u A
3PL CVCCVC-u/
CVCRVC-u
(2) CVC.CC-u/
14) CV.CVR.C-U ^  G) CV.CVR.C-U
B
Imperfect
ISG n.-cvc.rc/RivC" No change A
2SG t-cvc.rc/R ivc No change A
3SGM i.-CVC.[C/RlVC No change A
3SGF t-cvc.rc/R ivc No change A
IPL n-CVCCVC-u/
n-CVCRVC-u
(2) n.-CVC.CC-u/
(4) n.-CV.CVR.C-u -> (1) n.-CV.CVR.C- 
u
B
2PL t-CVCCVC-u/
t-CVCRVC-u
(2) t-CVC.CC-u/
14) t-CV.CVR.C-u (1) t-CV.CVR.C-u
B
3PL j-CVCCVC-u/
i-CVCRVC-u
(2)j.-CVC.CC-u/
(4) Î.-CV.CVR.C-U (1) Î.-CV.CVR.C-U
B
Table 3.4 The CVCCVC stem-alternation pattern as derived from interactions of phonological 
and morphotactic constraints
The resultant effect is once again split on the basis of the presenee/absenee of a resonant C. 
While this verbal base type in the stem pattem class representation in (3.1) is shown to 
partieipate in either stem pattem class IV or XI, we see here that the interacting phonological 
and morphotactic constraints only stipulate membership in stem pattem class IV (AABB AB). 
We will see in §3.3.2 how the further split between stem pattem classes IV and XI is based upon 
vocalic pattem differenees.
The CVCC and CV:C verbal bases are analysed in comparison to each other due to the fact that 
these monosyllabic word-form stmctures are in parallel distribution in the language (refer to 
Azzopardi-Alexander 2003); hence the resultant phonologieally-induced stem pattem class 
sameness is what one expects. Interacting phonological and morphotactic constraints yield
The phonological output CVCCC-et/-u affects both CVCjCjVC verbs such as farfar ‘dust’, as well as 
CVCiCjVCj verbal based verbs such as: gerbeb ‘roll’. In the case of CVCiCjVCj verbs we cannot have a 
CVCCC- stem-shape in the Perfect 3SGF'^3PL cells and in the Imperfect PL cells, as this will violate the
*CiCi(C)V onset cluster constraint in table (3.2). As Aquilina (1973: 143) points out, this phonological 
constraint is reflected in the orthographical forms: gerb-et ‘she rolled’ and gerb-u ‘they rolled’. We can 
thus explain what takes place in these cells by positing a deletion rule, such that the syllable structure no 
longer violates the *QCi(C)V onset cluster constraint.
When the prefix n- is not followed by a formative vowel, this belongs to a separate stem, given the *RC 
onset constraint.
The same behaviour obtains for VCCVC and V:CCVC verbal bases.
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distinct stems in the Perfect M2SG and Perfect M2PL cells. Across the CVCC verbs the M2 
Perfect stem requires an epenthetic vowel, while CV:C verbs require a syllable structure change 
from CV:C to CVC. The M2 PL stem retains the same stem-shape present in the rest of the cells: 
CVCC and CV:C respectively. The resultant pattem thus differs from the usual Perfect M2 cell 
uniformity, given that we now get: AA[r2SG] BBBprdPers] BBfiAjpL] BBpmperf] (stem pattem class I). 
In total, therefore, these verbs’ paradigms take two distinct stems. The same effect follows for 
the VCC and V:C verbal base sets.^^
Morphosyntactic
values
Base form 
+ Affixes
Phonologieal adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG c v cc -t (Violates monosyllabic stmcture requirements and 
an epenthetie V is added) (2) CVC.CV-t
A
3SGM CVCC No ehange B
3SGF CVC.C-et No change B
IPL CVC.C-na No change B
2PL CVC.C-t-u No change B
3PL CVC.C-u No ehange B
Imperfect
ISG U.-CVCC No change B
2SG t-CVCC No change B
3SGM i.-CVCC No ehange B
3SGF t-CVCC No ehange B
IPL U.-CVC.C-
u
No ehange B
2PL t-CVC.C-u No ehange B
3PL i.-CVC.C-u No change B
Table 3.5 The CVCC stem-a temation pattem as derived from from interactions of
phonological and morphotactic constraints
Showing the full application of phonological rules on CV: verbs should not concern us here, given that 
these only constitute two type 1 verbs, which will be discussed in §3.4.4.5. Although refer also to §6.2.1. 
The phonologically-stipulated pattem of stem-altemations would be: AAAB BB, although this pattem is 
never actually present, as we will see.
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Morphosyntactic
values
Base form 
+ Affixes
Phonological adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG CV:C-t (Violates monosyllabic stmcture requirements and 
V-shortening takes place) CVC-t
A
3SGM CV:C No change B
3SGF CV:C.-et No change B
IPL CV:C.-na No change B
2PL CV:C.-t-u No change B
3PL CV:.C-u No change B
Imperfect
ISG n.-CV:C No change B
2SG t-CV:C No change B
3SGM i.-CV:C No change B
3SGF t-CV:C No change B
IPL n.-CV:.C-u No change B
2PL t-CV:.C-u No change B
3PL i.-CV:.C-u No change B
Table 3.6 The CV:C stem-altemation pattem as derived from interaetions of phonologieal and 
morphotactic constraints^^
If we now eonsider the CVCV set (extending also to the V:CV verbal base set), on the basis of 
the mles given so far, we would expect the 3SGF cell to take a CCV:- stem-shape:
(3.8) Base form + 3SGF suffix: CV.CV-t; Phonological Adjustments: (1) CV.CV-t (2) CCV-t
-> (Violates monosyllable stmcture requirement and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:-t
There are two sets of CVCV verbs however: Those that take a [-/ selecting] specification (which 
is information that is available in the lexicon), and whose paradigmatie pattem of stem- 
altemation, at least by interaetions of phonologieal and morphotaetie eonstraints, and the M 
constraint, can be represented in table (3.7), while the other set of verbs take an [-et seleeting] 
speeifieation.^^
No reference to the distinctly indexed and specified CV:C verbs is made here, on the assumption that 
this is not knowledge that phonology has access to, but rather, as we will see in §3.3.3, this is a behaviour 
akin to individual lexical specifications.
83 Reference to the -et Perfect 3SGF exponent should be taken to be solely a representation of the possible 
array of -Vt allomorphic exponents that realize this set of values, i.e. -et, -it and -ot.
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Morphosyntactic
values
Base form + 
Affixes
Phonological adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG GVCV-t (1) CV.CV-t (2) CCV-t (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirements and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:-t
A
3SGM CVCV No change B
3SGF CVCV-t (1) CV.CV-t -> (2) CCV-t (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirements and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:-t
A
IPL CVCV-na *CVCVCV ^  (2) CCV-na (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirement and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:.-na
A
2PL CVCV-t-u *CVCVCV (2) CCV-t-u ^  (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirements and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:.-t-u
A
3PL ÇVCV-W ri) CV.CV-w -> (2) CCV-w C
Imperfect
ISG n-V-CVCV (M) n-V.-CV.CV 12) n-V-C.CV C
2SG t-V-GVCV (M) t-V.-CV.CV ^  (2) t-V-C.CV c
3SGM i-V-CVCV (M) i-V.-CV.CV -> (2) i-V-C.CV c
3SGF t-V-CVCV fM) t-V.-CV.CV (2) t-V-C.CV c
IPL n-V-CVCV-w (M) n-V.-CV.CV-w overriden by (1) 
n-V.-CV.CV-w (2) n-V-C.CV-w
c
2PL t-V-CVCV-w (M) t-V.-CV.CV-w overriden by (1) 
t-V.-CV.CV-w 12) t-V-C.CV-w
c
3PL j-V-CVCV-w (M) i-V.-CV.CV-w overriden by (1) 
i-V.-CV.CV-w (2) ^  i-V-C.CV-w
c
Table 3.7 The 
phonologieal and
CVCV[., selecting] stem-altematlon pattem as derived from interactions of 
morphotactic constraints, and mie (M)
The distinct specification of these CVCV verbs has to do with the fact that the [-et selecting] 
sub-set, to be discussed in §3.3.3.2, involves verbs which have diachronically lost their final gh 
in the stem. What the -t and -et refer to is the choice of allomorph they select in the Perfect 
3SGF cell. We can formulate the phonologically-conditioned allomorph selection mle where V- 
final stems select for C-initial exponents and vice-versa, as follows:
(3.9) Allomorph selection Rule: V# stems select C-initial exponents; C# stems select V-initial 
exponents
While the [-t selecting] set of CVCV verbs follow the mle in (3.9), the [-et selecting] counterpart 
does not. It is therefore for this reason that they have to be specified, as they will need to 
override the mle in (3.9) through the activation of the constraints in (3.10). The application of
(3.10) and the interaction of phonological and morphological constraints and mle (M) are 
presented in table (3.8).
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(3.10) Override (3.9) if a CVCV verbal base is specified as [-et selecting], and apply Constraint X 
and Constraint Y :
a. Constraint X: Morphological boundary constraint: CV_et# C_et#
b. Constraint Y : Suppress rule (1) from table (3.2) in the Perfect 3PL cell
Morphosyntactic
values
Base form + 
Affixes
Phonological adjustments stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG CVCV-t (1) CV.CV-t ^  (2) CCV-t ^  (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirements and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:-t
A
3SGM CVCV No change. B
3SGF CVCV-et (X)CV.C-et C
IPL CVCV-na *CVCVCV (2) CCV-na ^  (Violates 
monosyllabic stmcture requirements and V- 
lengthening takes plaee) CCV:.-na
A
2PL CVCV-t-u *CVCVCV (2) CCV-t-u -> (violates the 
monosyllabic stmcture requirement and V- 
lengthening takes place) CCV:.-t-u
A
3PL ÇVCV-W (Y) CV.CV-w*^ B
Imperfect
ISG n-V-CVCV (M) n-V.-CV.[C/R]V (2) n-V-C.IC/RlV D
2SG t-V-CVCV (M) t-V.-CV.rC/RlV -> 12) t-V-C.[C/R]V D
3SGM i-V-CVCV (M )i^.-CV .rC /R]V  ^  12) i-V-C.rC/R]V D
3SGF t-V-CVCV (M) t-V.-CV.[C/R]V (2) t-V-C.rC/RlV D
IPL n-V-CVCV-w (M) n-V.-CV.CV-w (2) n-V-C.CV-w / 
(M) n-V.-CV.RV-w^^
D/
B
2PL t-V-CVCV-w (M) t-V.-CV.CV-w -> (2) t-V-C.CV-w / 
(M) t-V.-GV.RV-w
D/
B
3PL j-V-CVCV-w (M)jzV.-CV.CV-w ^  (2) i-V-C.CV-w/ 
(M)j-V.-CV.RV-w
D/
B
Table 3.8 The 
phonological and
CVCV[.g( selecting] stcm-altcrnation pattem as derived from interactions of 
morphotactic constraints, and mle (M)
To illustrate further other paradigmatic effects on the stem-shape and stem-form, the following 
section considers effects which the phonological factor has on the system when it interacts with 
elements in the morphological component which however do not have to do with morphotactics.
We did not need to supress the delete unstressed V mle as if the V2 were to be deleted, then we would 
have ended up with a illicit word-form with the stmcture *CVCw.
Note however that while this is strictly the resultant stem-shape across the Standard Imperfect PL cells 
in the context of word-forms with a R [stem]C2, this is not the case in non-Standard data. Evidence for 
Mgarri (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 107) (and Mosti) show how in the dialect, across CVCV[., selecting] 
verbs, the stress placement falling on the formative vowel following the prefix (as required by (M)) is not 
overriden. We thus get the dialectal forms: /nis.maw/ and /ja?.law/ for Standard /ni.si.maw/ ‘we hear’ and 
/ja^.law/ ‘we pull out’, represented orthographically as: nisimghu and naqilghu, respectively. Refer to 
§3.3.3.2 for a further discussion.
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3.3.2 Morphophonological interactions and their effect on stem-shapes and stem-forms
In the previous section we dealt mainly with phonological/morphotactic/phonotactic stipulations 
and the morphophonological (M) constraint in (3.7), which we could not do without in relation 
to stress-placement in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. Here we discuss other effects on the 
paradigm’s stem-shapes and stem-forms akin to the morphophonologieal interface. The 
morphophonological rules diseussed here have to do with constraints on omissions of the initial 
w, as well as the blocking of the unstressed stem V deletion phonological rule (2) in table (3.2) 
in specific contexts. Unlike the case with the (M) eonstraint in (3.7), where a by-product of its 
application resulted in a change in the stem-shape, here the rules directly affect the stem-shape. 
Another morphophonological effect to be considered in this section is the presence of stress- 
induced ablaut-change conditioning that cuts across all bisyllabic verbal bases which take an e 
V2.
We first discuss what goes on in the case of the C V C V C  and C V C V  verbs whose C i is a w 
(C[w]VCVC and C[w]VCV). There is a morphologieal rule stipulating that the phonology must 
omit the stem’s initial C in the Imperfect sub-paradigm (3.11).
(3.11) w-omission rule: If we have a CVCVC or CVCV verbal base and C\ = w, then the initial 
w is omitted in the Imperfect sub-paradigm’s stems
Thus, given the rule in (3.11), instead of the CCVC and CCC stem-shapes in the respeetive 
Imperfect SG and PL cells aeross non-R medial CVCVC, and CCV stem-shapes in the Imperfect 
cells of CVCV verbs, we now get: CVC and CC, and -CV-, respectively: wasal ‘arrive’ -  n-a- 
salln-a-sl-u ‘I/we arrive’, waqa’ ‘fall’ -  n-a-qa’In-a-qgh-u In-a-qa-wl ‘I/we fall’. The reason for 
saying that this is a morphologieal stipulation is because there is nothing phonological that 
precludes the forms: *n/t/j-i-wsal ‘I/you/he/she arrive/arrives’ from being used in the Imperfect 
SG cells. (Refer to §4.3.2.1-§4.3.2.2).^
Yet another morphophonologieal rule related with this w-initial set of verbs comes from the fact 
that different C[w]VCVC verbs have different stem-shapes in their Perfect M2 cells. This 
depends on the vocalic pattem of the verb, a-a and e-e verbs differ from the i-e sub-set. While i- 
e verbs follow the normal phonological mles, a-a and e-e verbs require that the 3SGM’s stem- 
shape is retained in the Perfect M2 cells, even after the stress-shift has applied, which would 
have otherwise led to the deletion of the unstressed vowel in aceordanee with phonological mle 
(2) in table (3.2). The stipulation that brings about this mle blocking is given in (3.12). As a 
consequence, i-e verbs have a CCVC shape in the Perfect M2 cells, while a-a and e-e verbs have 
a CVCVC shape: wiret ‘inherit’ -  writ-t ‘I/you inherited vs. wasal ‘arrive’ -  wasal-na ‘we 
arrived’ and wehel ‘get stuck’ -  wehil-t-u ‘you got stuck’.
(3.12) Constraint Z: If we have a CVCVC or CVCV verbal base, and the stem Ci = w and the 
voealic pattem is either a-a or e-e, then block mle (2) in table (3.2) in the Perfect M2 
cells
Note that this is not the case in Moroccan Arabic, for example, where it is still possible to have the 
iorm: yewsel ‘he arrives’ (Harrell 1962: 47).
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Another morphological split based on the nature of the vocalic pattem affeets CVCVC 
(ineluding C[w]VCVC), V iC V C  and C V C C V C  verbs. Most specifically, this 
morphophonological mle targets e V% vocalic pattems: a-e, i-e and e-e across CVCVC and 
C V C C V C  verbs; i-e and e-e in the C[w]VCVC verb set; and a-e and e-e in the V :C V C  set. When 
stress is shifted onto the base e, this changes to i (Mifsud, 1995: 67): Jdber ‘grow’ (1) 
CV.CeC-t -> (2) + vowel-change CCiC-t = kbirt ‘I grew’. This morphophonological change is 
stipulated as in (3.13).
(3.13) Stress-shift-induced mle: If  we have a CVCVC, V:CVC or CVCCVC verbal base, and 
V2 = e and stress placement is not the same as lexical stress, then stem-vowel changes to 
i
Given this, C V C C V C  and C[w]VCVC verbs split into two stem pattem classes on the basis of 
whether their stem-alternation across the Perfect M 2 and 3SGM cells is A A  or A B . This set 
essentially depends on the vocalic pattem: e V2 verbs participate in stem pattem class X I (A B C C  
SGy^PL), while a V2 verbs are members in class IV  (A A B B  SG^^PL) (where a shift in stress- 
plaeement does not yield a morphologieal change in the stem). The split observed across such e 
vs. a V2 conditioning should be understood as being in line with the surface-based spirit of this 
study, even if other metaphonological mles eould have been used to account for underlying 
changes taking plaee.^*
The exhibited morphophonological effect might be posited to constitute a synchronic 
fossilisation of an older sound change which has however only targeted speeifie eells. One can 
arrive at this conclusion by incorporating perspectives from dialectal data, i.e. non-Standard 
data, which can help reconstmct how and why sueh changes have taken place. The synchronic 
surface effect is what one might deseriptively refer to as a counter imala effect involving an e-to- 
i change. Imala is a technical term used to refer to “‘inelination, deflection”, ... a phonetic term 
used by Medieval Arab grammarians to refer to the raising and fronting of /a:/ and /a/ towards 
/i:/ and /i/’ (Borg 1978: 151); a regular yet conditioned sound-change. This behaviour results in 
the vocalic progression illustrated in (3.14).^^ Kaye (1997: 198) treats the raising a to be ‘the 
correlation influence of /i/’.
We will in §4.3.2.2 see how this mle applies across other non-type 1 C-final verbs.
The other alternative, instead of saying that the V2 involves an ablaut-change from e-Xo-i, is to say that 
the V2 of the 3 SOM form changes from i-Xo-e, in which case, the i stem-vowel in the Perfect M2 stem is 
the expected one (Hoberman, January 2014, p.c). While the i-Xo-e change did take place in the Perfect 
3SGM stem at some point in diachrony, as evidence for this is synchronically present in the dialectal 
varieties, assuming this to be what we have here goes against the synchronic and surface-based spirit of 
this study. The stress-shift induced mle in (3.13) does not apply within dialects that do not display V2 e  
verbs. (Refer to the discussion below). A less prédominent stress-shift-induced ablaut-change across 
Maltese inflectional verb-forms includes the o-Xo-u change when stress shifts away from the syllable that 
involved the o  stem-vowel. While present in a more widespread mannar across derivationally-related 
forms, it is nevertheless present across some o  stem-vowelled non-SM verbs, such as skoria  ‘score’, 
whose Perfect M2SG is sku ria i-t. Having said this, however, much of these changes have become 
optional, and the use of the o stem-vowel is being synchronically leveled.
^^  ‘... though in theory, the term included both long and short a, in practise, almost exclusive attention was 
given to the long vowel’ (Borg, 1978: 151). This path is regular in Maltese, affecting short and long 
vowels alike, as we will see for the short vowel-changes taking place intemal to the paradigm, and where
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(3.14) T he/mâ/a-induced vowel changes: a/a: i/ie e/e:
The non-Standard equivalent of the verb Idteb ‘write’, for example, is kitib (concrete Mgarri 
data: nilbis ‘I dress’ (St. libes-nilbes), taghmil ‘you do s.th’ (St. ghamel-taghmel), tifhim ‘you 
understand’ {St. fehem-tifliem) (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 100)). The derived stem is ktib- in 
the Perfect M2 cells of the dialectal paradigm and the 3SGM’s V2 i is retained. What has 
happened in Standard Maltese is that the i V2 of the CVCVC, V:CVCV and CVCCVC Perfect 
3SGM forms underwent an i-to-e imala change. This change, however, did not affect the Perfect 
M2 stem, thereby creating a morphological discrepancy such that the original base’s V2 is 
manifest as either e or i; e is present in the Imperfect SG stem, e.g. n-i-kteb ‘I write’ and i in the 
Perfect M2 stem e.g. ktib-t ‘I/you wrote’. The reason why the base’s e V2 is retained in the 
Imperfect SG cells is because the syllable bearing the stem-vowel remains unstressed, and 
consequently, no ablaut-change takes place. This discrepancy can be in fact interpreted as a 
diachronic display of morphologically-induced complexity. Its synchronic effect, however, can 
be understood through a morphophonological-conditioning (captured in the rule in (3.13)), 
which results in a quirk reversal of the vowel-changes in (3.14).
There exists another effect akin to the morphophonological interface. This is not driven by the 
vocalic pattem, however. Rather, the effect observed concerns the nature of the formative vowel, 
which recall from §2.4 is the vowel that comes between the prefix and the stem, and which is 
only selected by CVCVC, CVCV and CV: verbs (we will in §3.3.3.1-3 list other lexically- 
specified verbs that can possibly take the formative vowel across type 1 verbs). While the 
presence/absence of the formative vowel is verbal base-conditioned, its form, when present, 
whilst dependant on the nature of the Ci, requiring reference to the phonemic back consonant set 
represented in (3.4), is however also lexically-determined at times, such that the form the 
formative vowel takes may turn out to be an arbitrary lexical categorisation in itself. The 
predominant formative vowel’s (F.V) form conditions are presented in (3.15):
(3.15) Formative Vowel Rule: If  the verbal base is CVCVC, CVCV or CV:, then we get a 
formative vowel following the prefix (Prefix F .V_stem)^°
a. Default form = i {n-i-kteb ‘I write’, n-i-xrob ‘I drink’)91
there is less conditioning on its application in the dialectal varieties. The process as present in Maltese 
does not only explain the step from a:-to-ie, but also the further raising from ie-to-e: (Puech, 2011: 309).
This rule also applies for orthographic forms. This is the case with the historically g/7-initial set of verbs, 
for example, given that these V:CVC verbs are still treated as CVCVC verbs orthographically (refer to 
§3.3.3 below). Note also that this system of formative V form assigning, while strictly accounting for the 
Standard data set, is not meant to say anything further about what the situation might be in the non- 
Standard variety. Dialectal data from M garri (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994) shows us that in cases were in 
the Standard we would have an i, we get an o, illustrating a process of vowel-change that is more 
advanced than that of the Standard variety: nodhlu  ‘we enter’ (p. 102), to t fa ’ ‘you/she throws’, to b z a ’ 
‘you/she fears’ and to t la ’ ‘you/she goes up’ (p. 108). (Interestingly these word-forms involve an u 
formative vowel in the N axxari dialect of which I am a speaker, as is altematively the case in M garri: 
tu b za ’ ‘you/she be afraid’). The availability of the M garri forms: notolbu  ‘we pray’, noxorbu  ‘we drink’ 
and ju r q u d  ‘he sleeps’ (p. 102) illustrate how in relation to (3.15b), it is not necessarily the case that 
formative vowel = stem-vowel contexts are only restricted to back initial Cs, as opposed to what takes 
place in the Standard, at least in this specific dialect.
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b. If the Cl of a CVCVC verbal base is a back C (refer to (3.4)) or a R (refer to
(3.3)), then the F.V form is the same as that of the stem-vowel form {n-e-qred T 
destroy, complain’, n-a-qra T read’, n-o-nhor T snore’)
c. If C[w]VCVC ^ a-a F.V form = a (n-a-sal T arrive’)
d. If  CVCV Cl = r F.V form = e {n-e-rga ’ T repeat’, n-e-rfa ’ T carry’)
e. Lexical specifications may override (b) {n-a-hfen T snatch’, n-a-qbez T jump’, 
n-e-rsaq T move’), (c) {n-ie-qaf'l stop’) and (d) {narmi T throw’, nirgfia T 
herd’)^ ^
3.3.3 Synchronic complex paradigmatic effects due to diachronic phoneme losses
In the previous section we already hinted at how we can use diachronic explanations to help us 
understand the paradigmatic stem-vowel changes observed, for example. There, however, we 
could also identify a synchronic effect attributed to the presence of stress-shift-induced 
behaviour. In this section we focus on complexity which arises as a result of diachronic 
phonemic losses for which there is only a complex synchronic effect observed. Two of the three 
instances to be discussed in this section concern the g^-grapheme representing the obsolete L A/ 
and ^ /y/ in Arabic. This fact essentially targets three sets of verbs: The ghamel /a:mel/ ‘do’ type 
of verbs which have lost their initial gh and take a V:CVC verbal base; the laghab /la:b/ ‘play’ 
type, which for phonetic and phonological reasons we can assume to display a CV:C verbal 
base, following Hume et al. (2009) (§3.3.3.1), and the qata’ ‘cut’ type which in §3.3.1 we have 
been referring to as the [-et selecting] sub-set of CVCV verbs, also traditionally referred to gh- 
final verbs, where the gh manifests itself in the orthography as an ’, as mentioned in §2.2.1 (refer 
to §3.3.3.2). Given that there is nothing extraordinary about the behaviour of diachronically gh- 
initial verbs, which pattem in the expected way on the basis of their verbal base and vocalic 
pattem, these will not be discussed. §3.3.3.3 considers /z-medial verbs such as xehed ‘witness’, 
which are originally CVCVC verbs that have been reanalysed as CV:C verbs, given that the h 
(akka in Maltese), equivalent to the Arabic » /h/ is another lost phoneme in the language, at least 
in the Standard variety, and is phonologically substituted by a V:.
3.3.3.1 g^-medial verbs
It is important to mention that in considering the g^-medial laghab set of verbs, (as well as other 
verbs which historically lost their /z-medial consonant), we will not be dealing with the 
orthographical paradigm. This is because the orthographic paradigm is diachronically-motivated, 
whereby the gh as a grapheme is taken to represent the original C-status behind it. The surface- 
based and orthographic paradigms for laghab ‘play’ are presented in tables (3.9-3.10). The 
pattem of stem-altemations in the orthographical paradigm shows no distinct behaviour from R- 
medial CVCVC verbs, (since when still a phoneme, gh was also a R), which is the verbal base 
verbs such as laghab ‘play’ would otherwise have, in tum resulting in the expected ABCC AC
Puech (p.c August, 2013) refers to the z vowel as the unmarked vowel in both Standard Maltese and the 
dialects.
These speeifications have a diachronic explanation, where some formative vowel forms 
idiosyneratically undergone an imala change.
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sub-pattem of stem-altemations in stem pattem class XI, as in table (3.10).^^ The observed 
difference across the two paradigms illustrates Bonami’s (2012) claim that there is increased 
predictability across forms internal to the orthographic pattern, as opposed to the 
phonetic/surface-oriented one.
laghab ‘play’
Morphosyntactic
values
Perfect Imperfect stem pattem 
PRF IMPERF
ISG /lab-t/ /n-i-la:b/ A B
2SG /lab-t/ /t-i-la:b/ A B
3SGM /la:b/ /j-i-la:b/ B B
3SGF /la:b-et/ /t-i-la:b/ B B
IPL /la:b-na/ /n-i-la:b-u/ B B
2PL /la:b-t-u/ /t-i-la:b-u/ B B
3PL /la:b-u/ /j-i-la:b-u/ B B
Table 3.9 The surface-based paradigm for laghab ‘play’
laghab ‘play’
Morphosyntactic
Values
Perfect Imperfect stem pattem 
PRF IMPERF
ISG Ighab-t n-i-lghab A A
2SG Ighab-t t-i-lghab A A
3SGM laghab j-i-lghab B A
3SGF laghb-et t-i-lghab C A
IPL Ighab-na n-i-laghb-u A C
2PL Ighab-t-u t-i-laghb-u A C
3PL laghb-u j-i-laghb-u C c
Table 3.10 The orthographical paradigm for the g^-medial laghab ‘play’
Focussing upon the surface-based paradigm, the resultant stem pattern class I: AA[ia2sg] BBB^rd 
Pere] BB[ia2pl] SG=PL pattcm, as mentioned in §3.1, does not involve the systematic stem 
syncretism otherwise present across the Perfect M2 stems in other paradigms which do not 
involve historically lost phonemes. The pattem of stem-alternations we end up with, however, is 
derived out of the interactions of phonological and morphotactic constraints (refer to table (3.6) 
in §3.3.1), including the overriding of the (M) constraint in the Imperfect PL cells. In this respect 
laghab does not result in the same pattern of stem-altemations we get with the CV:C[non-gm-mediai] 
verbs such as sar ‘become’ (refer to the discussion in §3.4.2.2), whose representative paradigm 
is provided in table (3.11) below. In contrasting the paradigms of laghab ‘play’ and sar 
‘become’, both CV:C verbs on the surface-based approach, we observe distinct patterns of stem- 
altemations, with sar ‘become’ displaying an altemation which makes it a member of stem
One should here mention that while laghab pattems in the way presented in table (3.9), there are issues 
with the verb baghat ‘send’, for example, as Azzopardi-Alexander (p.c, October 2012) points out. While 
in the paradigm for laghab the perfect M2 SG cells take a CVC stem-shape and the perfect PL cells take a 
CV:C stem-shape, the 2^  ^person PL cell in baghat's ‘send’ paradigm appears to take a CV C stem-shape. 
While the stem-vowel’s length is longer than that of the M2SG, it is however shorter than that in the IPL 
stem.
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pattem class V, implying that stem-shape conditioning is not playing any role here. For this 
reason lexical-stipulations are necessary. ^
sar ‘become’
Morphosyntactic
Values
Perfect Imperfect stem pattem 
PRF IMPERF
ISG sir-t /n-si:r/ A C
2SG sir-t /s-si:r/ A C
3SGM sar /j-si:r/ B C
3SGF sar-et /s-si:r/ B C
IPL sir-na /n-si:r-u/ A C
2PL sir-t-u /s-si:r-u/ A C
3PL sar-u /j-si:r-u/ B C
Table 3.11 The paradigm for non-g^-medial CV:C verb sar ‘become’
One distinctly behaving CV:C[gA-mediai] verb is qaghad ‘stay, fit’. The Standard and the Mosti 
paradigms for this verb are provided in table (3.12). Across both paradigms what strikes us is the 
fact that the Imperfect cells involve an a-io-o ablaut-change and the fact that the Perfect M2 
stems are levelled such that they are the same across both SG and PL cells. This thus makes 
these verbs exceptions, in that they do not partieipate in stem pattem class I. The difference 
between the Standard and the dialectal paradigms is essentially the Imperfect PL cells. While in 
the Standard we get the same pattem of stem-altemations as exhibited by CV:C[non-gfi-mediai] verbs 
such as sar ‘become’ in table (3.11), i.e. ABBB CC in stem pattem class V, where the SG and 
PL eells take the same stem, in other dialects we observe a distinct stem across the SG and PL 
Imperfect cells, such that we get the ABBB CD sub-pattem of stem-altemations in stem pattem 
class VI.^^
The attentive reader should have also noted that although it might appear that the pattem of stem- 
altemations in table (3.9) is simply phonologically-driven, at least when eomparing the pattem of stem- 
altemations as derived in table (3.6), there is however an important difference between table (3.6) and 
table (3.9). This also emerges when comparing the paradigms of CV:C[g^ .mediai] and CV:C[non#-mediai] verbs. 
The distinction is essentially the presence of the formative vowel in the former. (Compare table (3.9) with 
table (3.11)). We will be seeing this again in §3.3.3.3, when looking at the CV:C[/,.mediai] verbs. The 
selection of a formative vowel will be activated as a result of the lexically-specified [g^//z-medial] 
identification on a sub-set of CV:C verbs. The distinct synchronic morphologieally-complex behaviour 
attributed to verbs that have lost phonemes throughout diachrony, parallels the treatment which Comrie 
(1986) (as cited in Hoberman (2007: 278)) provides, such that while focussing on g/z-taking verbs, the 
‘properties peculiar ... [to these verbs] are better understood as lexically listed morphological 
idiosyncrasies’.
In §6.2.1 we will see how interestingly the paradigm of CV:C kiel ‘eat’ illustrates the same ABBB CD 
pattem of stem-altemations as in this dialectal CV:C[gA_mediai] qaghad ‘sit, fit’ instance.
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qaghad ‘stay, fit’
Morphosyntactic
values
Standard stem
pattem
Mosti dialect stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG /?ad-t/ A /7ad-t/ A
3SGM /?a:d/ B /?a:d/ B
3SGF /?a:d-et/ B /?a:d-et/ B
M2PL /?ad-t-u/ A /?ad-t-u/ A
3PL /?a:d-u/ B /?a:d-u/ B
Imperfect
SG /j-o-?o:d/ C /j-o-?o:d/ C
PL /j-o-?o:d-u/ C /j-o-?d-u/ D
Table 3.12 The Standard and Mosti paradigms of g^-medial CV:C qaghad ‘stay, fit’
The difference in the stem-alternation internal to the dialectal variety is akin to a disregard of 
any reflex left behind by the lost medial gh. The reflex in the Standard paradigm, which consists 
of the preservation of the stem-vowel in the Imperfect PL cells, is a fossilised remnant of the 
requirement whereby a stem-vowel should come in between the stem Ci and C% when the latter 
is an R to break a *RC onset with the C3. (Refer to the syllable structure and phonotactic 
constraints in table (3.2)). The CV:C stem-shape in the Standard variety reflects the status of gh 
as a diachronic R C, when it still had a phonemic status in the language. There is no synchronic 
validity for this status anymore, and hence, the effect observed can only be motivated by treating 
it as a fossil akin to the nature of the paradigmatic stem-altemation at some earlier stage in the 
language. We also observe how in the dialect, the (M) constraint is maintained and there is no 
overriding in the Imperfect PL cells. This leads to the eventual stem-vowel deletion, thus 
explaining how we get to the CC stem-shape. What this entails is that non-Standard dialects 
might actually use a completely different set of phonological mles and constraints, given that 
here we are assuming that an unstressed long V can still be deleted. To claim that this is a 
phonological-conditioning, however, the dialect in question will need to be closely assessed. We 
will here account for this Standard - dialect behaviour split to be representative of morphological 
complexity. Similar effects splitting the Standard vs. dialectal data will be provided in the 
section to follow.
3.3.3.2 g^-final verbs
We here discuss the issues presented by the g^-final qata’ set of CVCV verbs, whose paradigm 
is provided in table (3.13), contrasted with non-g^-final qara ‘read’:^
A difference identified in Sutcliffe (1957) between g/z-final and non-g^-final CVCV verbs is that while 
in the latter there are essentially two stable vocalic patterns involved {a-a and e-d) (refer to §3.4.1 for 
more detail), in the former set we have an a-a class as well as an instable a-a/e-a class, at least during the 
time of Sutcliffe’s writing. We will here be considering stable a-a and e-a data as opposed to a-ate-a 
unstable vocalic pattems still present in the dialectal varieties. What is of interest for us is that we 
diachronically know that the original vocalic pattem is a-a (Sutcliffe 1957: 38) and the e-a is simply an 
/mâ/a-indueed change that has targeted the Vi. Sutcliffe mentions that this change to e has been slower in 
g^-fmal CVCV verbs than in non-g^-final CVCV verbs. He believes that the change to e might have been 
triggered by vowel harmony in the 3SGF cell (which then was extended analogically in the 3PL cell), 
resulting in the base Vi’s ehange to e in belgh-et ‘she swallowed’ for the original bala’ ‘swallow’, which 
could have then been further extended to the 3SGM form. Synchronically, in the Standard variety, this 
verb takes an e-a voealic pattem: beta’ ‘swallow’.
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Morphosyntactic
values
qata’ ‘cut, guess’ 
[-et selecting]
stem
pattem
qara ‘read’ 
[-t selecting]
stem
pattem
Expected pattem 
for non-lexically 
specified CVCV 
verbs
Perfect
M2 qtaj-t A qraj-t A CCV: A
3SGM qata’ B qara B CVCV B
3SGF qatgh-et /?at-et/ C /?ra:-t/ C CCV: A
3PL qatgh-u /?ata-w/ B qra-w D CCV C
Imperfect
SG j-a-qta’ D j-a-qra D CCV C
PL j-a-qtgh-u /j-a- 
?ta-w/
D j-a-qra-w D CCV C
Table 3.13 The paradigms for the CVCV representative sub-sets qata’ ‘cut, guess’ and qara 
‘read’ ’^
In comparing the two CVCV sub-sets we see how none of these display a stem-altemation 
pattem that mirrors that yielded by phonology. Recall from tables (3.7) and (3.8) that phonology 
results in an ABAC SG=PL pattem for the [-t selecting] set, and an ABCB SG=PL for the [-et 
selecting] counterpart. Focusing here on qata’, (as qara type verbs will be discussed in §3.4.1), 
we see that: 1) selects for an -et Perfect 3SGF allomorph, overriding the constraint in (3.9) 
and applies the mle in (3.10), as a result of which we get a different stem-shape in the Perfect 
3SGF cell, which is the main trigger for the resultant distinct pattem of stem-altemations; and 2) 
the stem in the Perfect 3PL cell is derived out of Constraint Z which blocks stress from falling 
on the heaviest syllable, retaining a CVCV stem-shape; and 3) that the lengthened V: in the 
Perfect M2 cells is realized as an aj diphthong and not as a lengthened V, resulting in a distinct 
stem across the Perfect M2 and 3SGF cells, which phonological-conditioning on its own would 
have otherwise left unchanged. Recall from (3.10) (repeated below) that constraint X is 
responsible for the stem-shape in the perfect 3SGF cell, while Y is that which retains the CVCV 
stem-shape in the perfect 3PL cell instead of the CCV shape we would have otherwise had by 
simple phonological stipulations.
(3.10) Overriding (3.9) if a CVCV verbal base is specified as [-et selecting] and apply 
Constraint X and Constraint Y:
a. Constraint X: Morphological boundary constraint: CV_et# C et#
b. Constraint Y: Suppress mle (1) from table (3.2) in the Perfect 3PL cell
What is not settled is the Perfect M2 cells’ aj diphthongisation. This is also present in the 
paradigm for qara ‘read’. The fact that nothing is able to account for the presence of this 
dipthongisation, synchronically, will be one instance of morphologically complex behaviour in 
the paradigm of such g^-flnal verbs. There is however a possible diachronic explanation behind 
this aj diphthongisation. According to Borg (1978: 327-328), the gh as a back C in word-final
97 Note that just as observed for the g^-medial set of verbs, if we simply consider the orthographic 
paradigm of the g^-fmal verbs, we will have the same pattem obtained for any other CVCVC verb. Also 
refer to Appendix I, where additional dialectal data is provided.
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positions left an aj r e f l e x . T h i s  reflex reflects an arbitrary morphological effect in the 
synchronic grammar and needs to be specified in the lexical entry, as nothing motivates it. Note 
that the {-et selecting] identification in these g^-final verbs’ lexical entry, while triggering the 
phonological rules’ activation that yield the appropriate stem-shapes in the Perfect 3SGF and 
3PL and Imperfect PL cells, will still not help the speaker deduce the presence of a diphthong 
within the stem. For this reason, therefore, one will have to posit the Perfect 1^2 stem as a 
principal part (Finkel & Stump 2008) in the lexical entry.
There are additional pattem(s) that CVCV[.e, selecting] verbs can take. These are conditioned by the 
presence of a R C2 in the stem (if we exclude reference here to verbs such as wega ’ ‘hurt’, whose 
paradigm involves only Perfect 3^*^ PERS cells, and which usually surface with attached 
pronominal forms). If we compare qala’ ‘pull out, earn’ and tela' ‘go up’ in table (3.14) with 
qata’ ‘cut, guess’ in table (3.13) we find that Standard R C2 verbs participate in stem pattern 
class X (ABCB SGt^PL) as opposed to stem pattern class IX, in which the non-R C2 counterparts 
participate.
Morphosyntactic
values
qala ’ ‘pull out, earn’ stem
pattern
tela’ ‘go up’ stem
pattern
Perfect
1^2 qlaj-t A A tlaj-t A
3SGM qala’ B B tela’ B
3SGF qalgh-et /?al-et/ C C telgh-et /tel-et/ C
3PL qatgh-u /?ala-w/ B B telgh-u /tela-w/ B
Imperfect
SG j-a-qla’ D D j-i-tla’ D
PL j-a-qilgh-u ~ j-a-qaghl-u^^ 
/j-a-?ila-w/ ~ /j-a-?ala-w/
E ~  B j-i-tilgh-u
/j-i-tila-w/
E
Table 3.14 The paradigms for the Standard a-a and e-a R C2 CVCV[.e/ selecting] qala’ ‘pull out, 
earn’ and tela’ ‘go up’
So what we have across these paradigms is the retention of the vowel preceding R Cs which we 
have encountered in the same Imperfect PL cells of Standard qaghad ‘stay, fit’ in table (3.12). 
Apart from this arbitrary retention of the Vi, given that as we will see in table (3.15) below, the 
same set of paradigms in the dialectal Mosti variety do not show this behaviour, (and where we 
consequently get the same pattern of stem-altemations as manifest by non-R C2 verbal 
counterparts as in table (3.13)), we also get additional stem-vowel changes. The paradigm for 
qala ’ ‘pull out, earn’ illustrates how it is possible to optionally have a stem-vowel-change where 
either choice of stem-vowel results in a change in the pattern of stem-altemations. Obligatory 
stem-vowel changes are manifest in the e-a verb sub-set. Note that the comAQv-imala effect 
observed as the base e Vi changes to i in the imperfect PL cells is here not related to any stress- 
shift morphophonological-indueed effect, and while it can be explained as a result of slower 
processes of vowel-changes targeting the Imperfect PL cells, nothing motivates the effect
From this fact and other potential diachronic reconstructions explaining diphthongisation in the 
language, it becomes clear why this study assumes that the diphthong is part of the stem, as shown in the 
segmentation analysis provided for Maltese in §2.4, instead of assuming that all or part of the diphthong 
belongs to the suffix, as is the case in the reviewed segmentation accounts (§2.3).
Throughout the rest of this work, the tilde (~) symbol will be used to imply the availability of 
alternating forms.
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observed synchronically. The same analysis follows for the stem-shape difference in these same 
cells, given that the presence of a change in stem-shape, i.e. -CCV (SG) vs. -CVCV- (PL) would 
have only been necessary if we still had the gh as a fully-fledged R C, given that the stem-vowel 
would have split an otherwise *RR cluster. The changes one would expect to find in the 
paradigm, are synchronically manifest through the dialectal data equivalents, presented in table
(3.15), where the stem-shape in the Imperfect PL cell is the expected -CCV- on the basis of 
interacting phonological constraints, as it applies synchronically, yielding the same pattern of 
alternations as that of Standard non-R C2 CVCV[.et selecting]: ABCB DD in stem pattern class IX, at 
least when no V2 ablaut-change takes place in the Perfect 3PL cell, in which case we would get: 
ABCD EE (stem pattern class XII). The base’s a V2 change to e is the effect of an increased 
paradigm complexity that results from the possibility to have alternating/shifting patterns of 
stem-altemations (also refer to §3.4.3). It is then interesting to observe that this change does not 
target the Imperfect PL cells however. The change observed can hence be taken to represent yet 
another specific cell-targeting morphological behaviour.
Morphosyntactic
values
qala ’ ‘pull out, cam’ stem
pattem
tela’ ‘go up’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 qlaj-t A A tlaj-t A A
3SGM qala’ B B tela’ B B
3SGF /?al-et/ C C /tel-et/ C C
3PL /?ala-w/ ~ /?ale-w/ B ~ D /tela-w/ ~ /tele-w/ B ~ D
Imperfect
SG j-a-qla’ D E j-i-tla’ D E
PL /j-a-?la-w/ D E /j-i-tla-w/ D E
Table 3.15 The paradigms for dialectal a-a and e-a R C2 CVCV[.g, selecting] qala’ ‘pu 
and tela ’ ‘go up’
1 out, cam’
3.3.3.3 /z-medial CV:C verbs
On the basis of an orthographical account for this small set of verbs, we would once again have 
had no distinct analysis than that of any other e-e CVCVC verb, (-/z-medial verbs all take an e-e 
vocalic pattem: fehem  ‘understand’, deher ‘appear’, xehed ‘witness’ and xeher ‘cry out loud’), 
except that apart from membership in the ABCC DE sub-pattem intemal to the ABCC SG^PL 
stem pattem class (XI) as with the majority of e-e CVCVC verbs (excluding the c -g [n eq e rd u  type] 
which are simply verbs that display an unstable behaviour synchronically, represented by fehem  
‘understand’), deher ‘appear’, xehed ‘witness’, zcnà. xeher ‘cry out loud’ diachronically displayed 
an ABCC AD pattem of stem-altemations.
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Morphosyntactic
values
deher ‘appear’ xehed ‘witness’ stem
pattem
fehem
‘understand’
stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 dher-t xhed-t A fhim-t A
3SGM deher xehed B fehem B
3SGF dehr-et xehd-et C fehm-et C
3PL dehr-u xehd-u C fehm-u C
Imperfect
SG j-i-dher j-i-xhed A j-i-fhem D
PL j-i-dhr-u j-i-xhd-u D i-i-fhm-u E
Table 3.16 The orthographical paradigms of the verbs deher ‘appear’ and xehed ‘witness’ vs. 
fehem  ‘understand’
If  we now consider the surfaee-based equivalent in table (3.17), we see that fehem  ‘understand’ 
still behaves differently from xehed ‘witness’, deher ‘appear’ and xeher ‘cry out loud’. The 
pattem of stem-altemations in its paradigm fits within stem pattem class VI (ABBB SGb^PL); the 
elass we encountered when dealing with the dialectal qaghad ‘stay, fit’ in the previous section in 
table (3.12). Fehem ‘understand’ takes an ABBB BC sub-pattem, as opposed to the ABBB CD 
illustrated by dialectal qaghad ‘stay, fit’. Xehed ‘witness’/<7c/zer ‘appear’/xe/zer ‘cry out loud’ on 
the other hand participate in stem pattern class II on their own, displaying an AA[ia2sg] BBBprd 
PERS] BB[ia2pl] BC[SG#L] pattcm of stem-altemations.
Morphosyntactic
values
xehed ‘witness’ stem
pattem
fehem  ‘understand’ stem
pattem
Perfect
1^2SG /Jed-t/ A /fim-t/ A
3SGM /Je:d/ B /fe:m/ B
3SGF /Je;d-et/ B /fe:m-et/ B
r2 P L /Je:d-na/ B /fim-na/ A
3PL /Je:d-u/ B /fe:m-u/ B
Imperfect
SG /j-i-Je:d/ B /j-i-fe:m/ B
PL /j-i-xd-u/ C /J-i-fm-u/ C
Table 3.17 The distinct stem pattem classes illustrated by /z-medial CV:C verbs
An important difference between fehem  ‘understand’ and xehed ‘ witness’/ûfe/zcr ‘appear’/xc/zer 
‘cry out loud’ is that in the case of xehed ‘witness’/tfe/zer ‘appear’/xc/zcr ‘cry out loud’ there is 
no e-to-i ablaut-change, unlike what we have in the paradigm for fehem  ‘understand’ in the 
Imperfect SG cells. The presence of no ablaut-changes does not undermine the stress-shift 
induced mle presented in (3.13), as we do not really get any stress-shift involved, 
synchronically, given that we only get V-shortening. The c-to-z change in fehem  should be 
understood as a fossilised remnant of when this verb still had a CVCVC verbal base, as 
discussed in §3.3.2.. Nothing synchronically conditions or is able to account for the observed 
distinct paradigmatic behaviour across these CV:C[/,.mediai] verbs.
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Just as was the case with the g^-medial verbs, ^-medial CV:C verbs synehronically select for a 
formative vowel, given that these too were diaehronically CVCVC verbs. We can now modify 
the rule in (3.15) and state it as in (3.16).^°°
(3.16) Formative Vowel Rule: If  the verbal base is CVCVC, CVCV, CV:C|^m.mediai] or CV: 
then we get a formative vowel following the prefix (Prefix F .V stem)
The fact that this sub-set of CV:C verbs is associated with the formative vowel selection rule in
(3.16) renders an idiosyncratic attribute to these verbs that will have to be specified in the lexical 
entry, which is encoded by the same [^-medial] specification attributed to these verbs.
3.3.3.4 Summary
In this section we have established the behaviour of verbs which have historically lost one of 
their stem phonemes, focussing here on g^-medial, g^-final, and /z-medial verbs from where we 
could assess how such diachronic influences have resulted in a number of fossilised 
paradigmatic reflexes, which can synchronically be only attributed to morphological complexity 
triggered by the morphological component. In the following section we turn to discuss 
morphologically-triggered complexity that applies synehronically, and which is not solely the 
result of synchronic fossils in the system. One such synchronic instance, as also observed in this 
section was the a-to-o ablaut-change from the Perfect to the imperfect stems in the paradigm of 
qaghad ‘stay, fit’ in table (3.12). This ablaut-change will feature rather prominently across 
different verbal bases, as we will see in the section below. Having referred to a number of 
fossilised paradigmatic behaviours, at least as viewed from a synchronic perspective, in this 
seetion it was interesting to see how the non-Standard dialectal data showed a lack of fossilised 
redundaneies, even if the dialects are very often referred to as being more eonservative than the 
Standard. On the other hand, however, the dialectal paradigms were shown to display other 
redundancies, including ablaut-changes and alternating patterns of stem-altemations.
3.4 Morphological stipulations
In this section we will ineorporate all the morphological complexity internal to the paradigms of 
type 1 verbs of most interest to this study. The morphological complexity assessed here is all 
morphologieally-triggered, i.e. stipulated and induced by morphology, and will in §3.4.1 mainly 
involve a thorough analysis of CVCV[.? selecting] verbs, where the diphthong present in the Perfect 
M2 cells and other ablaut-changes that take place within this set of verbs will bring to the fore 
observed paradigmatic networks not previously discussed. In §3.4.2 we will then eonsider the set 
of C-final verbs which do not involve historically lost Cs in their stems. Across these verbs, a 
network of ablaut-ehanges is identified along with other discoveries of bi-implieative 
paradigmatie dependeneies. §3.4.3 then focusses upon complex behaviours which target spécifié 
lexical items aeross a sub-set of verbal bases, resulting in paradigms that are able to display 
more than one stem-altemation pattem (as also observed aeross the dialectal CVCV[.e/selecting] data 
in table (3.15)). Additionally, as part of the morphologically complex behaviour, we will also be 
dealing with a number of lexical idiosyncrasies in §3.4.4 which do not quite form a natural elass 
and are hence diseussed individually.
The same form-rendering mles apply.
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3.4.1 CVCV[., selecting] vcrbs
When discussing this set of CVCV[., selecting] verbs, from the outset, we have already seen in our 
diseussion of the [-et selecting] counterpart, that the diphthongisation in the perfect M2 cells 
cannot be aceounted for, unless by treating it as an instance of morphologieal eomplexity, given 
that it was shown in §3.3.1 (table 3.7) that interaetions of the phonological and morphotactic 
constraints render a CCV: stem-shape aeross both the Perfect M2 and 3SGF cells. 
Diphthongisation that develops from a lengthened a: or e: is in fact not uncommon in Maltese, 
according to Borg (1996: 136). He comments how in some rural dialeets in Gozo, mentioning 
the South-Eastern dialect of Ghajnsielem in particular, the Tong high vowel undergoes 
diphthongisation in a singly-closed stressed syllable’ as in the ease of the Imperfect form of the 
verb sab ‘find’. The same follows in Mgarri (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 98) with the form isejr 
‘he becomes’ for Standard isir /isi:r/. Parallels of the diphthongisation proeess within Levantine 
Arabie dialects such as Syrian and Lebanese are also found in some specific paradigmatic 
contexts in the Standard Maltese variety (Borg 1996).^^' What is additionally complex is the fact 
that while diphthongisation is present in the Perfect M2 stems across CVCV[., selecting] verbs: e.g. 
qraj- in qara ‘read’ and bdej- in beda ‘begin’, as was also shown to be the ease for the g^-final 
verb qata’ ‘cut’; qtaj-, this diphthongisation does not target the 3SGF stem: /?ra:t/ ‘she read’ and 
bdiet ‘she began’. We here take this asymmetric presence/absence of the diphthong within a 
given cell’s stem to illustrate a redundant cell-based morphological targeting, where 
diphthongisation does not cut across all CCV:-C structured word-forms. In the light of this 
study’s quest to search for that which is morphologically-triggered complexity, this appears to be 
one such instance. Whatever the diachronic trigger of this effect, if there is one, there is no 
synchronic motivation for the cell-based presence of the diphthong.
The additional complexity involved intemal to the paradigm of such CVCV[., selecting] verbs, as 
opposed to the behaviour intemal to the {-et selecting] counterpart, is that the instantiation of the 
diphthongisation in the Perfect M2 cells, and the stem-vowel in the 3SGF and 3PL cells, as 
shown in table (3.18) is not the same across the whole set of CVCV[./selecting] verbs.
Morphosyntactic
values
qara ‘read’ stem
pattem
mexa ‘walk’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 qraj-t A mxej-t A
3SGM qara B mexa B
3SGF qra-t /7ra:-t/ C mxie-t C
3PL qra-w /?ra-w/ D mxe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-a-qra D j-i-mxi E
PL j-a-qra-w D j-i-mx-u F
Table 3.18 Two sub-sets within the CVCV[.^ selecting] set of verbs
The nature of the Perfect M2 stem’s diphthongised extension, and consequently the distinct 
stem-vowel in the Perfect sub-paradigm (refer to the stem-vowel dependencies provided in full 
for the first time for Maltese in (3.17) below) and the associated distinct stem pattern elass 
membership (i.e. stem pattem class XII for qara type verbs and stem pattem class XIII for mexa
An example of this is what we get in the Imperfeet sub-paradigm of the verb ghen ‘help’ to be 
discussed in §3.4.2 and in the ease of the stem /ed-/: the suppleted Imperfeet stem in the paradigm of qal 
‘say’, to be discussed in §3.4.4.2.
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type verbs), appear to rely, albeit redundantly, on what in synchronie terms we can ascribe to a 
vocalic pattern-based distinction: a-a vs. e-a}^^ Under the surface-based approach here, the 
presence of an aj or ej diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells can be correlated with the base’s 
vocalic pattern. In reality, this distinct behaviour is not a direct consequence of having a distinct 
vocalic pattern, however. This is because the stem-vowel in the Perfect M2, 3SGF and 3PL cells 
corresponds to the base’s In the light of the diphthong’s form -  vocalic pattem correlation 
being posited here, what we observe synchronically is simply an arbitrary relation between the 
diphthong’s form and other stem-vowels in the respective cells. In the case of the CVCV[.e, 
selecting] Counterpart, while the vocalic pattem underwent imâla change such that from a-a we 
eventually get to e-a in the Standard, the form of the diphthong remained fossilised as aj, and 
never underwent imâla change, possibly due to an effect of the back C context it originally 
substituted, i.e. the gh. (The same follows for the CV: verbs ragha ‘herd’ and dagha ‘swear’ to 
be discussed in §3.4.4.5). Another possible analysis is to speculate that the different behaviours 
across CVCV[., selecting] verbs might have potentially taken place linearly, and were imala- 
eonditioned, i.e. yielding an aj-Xo-ej change in the Perfect M2 cells, and an a-Xo-ie and a-Xo-e 
change in the 3SGF and 3PL cells, respectively. This change however appears to have only 
targeted a sub-set of verbs, i.e. the set of verbs which had their base’s a V% change to e.^^ 
Irrespective of the speculation and hypothesis posited here, a high degree of arbitrariness and 
idiosyncrasy remains. It also remains a fact that diphthongisation did not target all cells, and 
furthermore, in the paradigms where imâla changes are employed, there are varied degrees of its 
application in the different cells. We get ej in the Perfect M2 cells and e in the 3PL cell, but in 
the Standard, at least, we only get half way in the 3SGF cell, having ie, without it having 
progressed further to e: (following the imâla-cXmQ in (3.14)). In trying to deduce the 
paradigmatic forms, notwithstanding the correlation between the vocalic pattem and the stem- 
vowels employed, as we will see, at least one Perfect stem, possibly the M2 stem will need to be 
listed as a principal part in the lexical entry. The reason for this listing is because phonology 
alone will not get us to the diphthongised stem. From it, the 3SGF and 3PL stem-vowel can then 
be instantiated, given that the stem-shape is derived via an adherence to the requirements of 
phonology. The following paradigmatic network intemal to the Perfect sub-paradigm is 
illustrated for the first time in (3.17) following Camilleri (2013), and is illustrative of a bi- 
implicative (Bonami 2012) dependency, where by having two principal parts, the rest of the 
paradigmatic forms can be deduced. If we assume that this correlation is available in the lexicon 
and triggered by the [-t selecting] specification on the lexically-specified CVCV verbs, then the 
3SGF and the 3PL stems need not be listed in the lexical entry. By having analogy and principal 
parts operating together, dependencies aeross paradigmatic forms follow without the need of
Sutcliffe (1957) mentions that the vocalic pattem distinction across these verbs relies on having a back 
C2, with the exception of the now obsolete verb *hata ‘be guilty’. While the vocalic pattem distinction 
may be phonologically-motivated, what will interest us is the fact that we have a number of paradigmatic 
relations that can be brought about by knowing this vocalic pattem.
Sutcliffe (1957: 38) takes the presence of an aj diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells in the paradigms of 
g^-final CVCV verbs to be attributed to a proof that initially all such verbs were a-a pattemed, even 
though in his time of writing, the e-a change had started taking place (refer to §3.3.3.2).
Since I am here concemed with a synchronic account of the language, I will not provide any account of 
what takes place in Modem Standard Arabie or any of the Arabic dialects. Thus, the surface and 
synchronic-based observations provided here, particularly the correlations that can be derived, as well as 
the potential diachronic speculations, are all being mentioned for the first time, in this study, and apply 
wholly to Maltese and no claim made here is meant to necessarily extend over to other Arabic dialects.
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additional stipulations (Finkel & Stump 2008, Ackerman et al. 2009, Ackerman & Malouf 
2013).
(3.17) The stem-vowel dependencies intemal to the Perfect sub-paradigm of CVCV[_, selecting] 
verbs (extendible to all [-/ selecting] SM V-final verbs -  exclusive of the restrictions 
across type 2 and type 4 verbs (refer to §4.4)):
a. âr-ûi[3SGM] q/[r2] (deduces) «.‘[ssgf] Gf^ gpL]
b .  e-ÛT[3SGM] q /[ r 2 ]  /S[3SGF] ^[3PL]
If we now consider the Imperfect sub-paradigm, on the other hand, knowledge of the vocalic 
pattem is insufficient to predict the stems’ vowels. Some of the CVCV[., selecting] verbs show an 
unexpected stem-altemation between the SG and the PL cells in this sub-paradigm. While the a- 
a vowel patterned set of verbs follows the phonologically-induced requirement, where we get a 
non-altemating Imperfect sub-paradigm (refer to the paradigm of qara ‘read’ in table (3.18)), in 
the e-a sub-set, there exist two distinct sets; one exemplified by mexa ‘walk’ (ABCD EF); and 
the other exemplified by nesa ‘forget’ (ABCD ED) (table 3.19). Nothing-differs in terms of the 
stem-vowel dependency in the Perfect sub-paradigm, across these two verbs. However, as 
illustrated by the overabundant stems in the Perfect 3SGF cell in the paradigm of nesa ‘forget’ 
(as well as mela ‘fill’) but not of mexa ‘walk’, we observe a manifestation of both cell-targeted 
and lexically idiosyncratic morphologically-stipulated behaviours. Essentially the Perfect 3SGF 
cell of nesa ‘forget’ illustrates a behaviour that seems to target an idiosyncratic sub-set of e-a 
(C)(C)CVCV verbs. What we observe in this paradigm is that optionally, apart fi*om a CCV: 
stem-shape in the 3SGF cell, as yielded by phonological and morphotactic constraints {nsie-), we 
are also able to have a CVCV: stem-shape: nesie-, in which case we observe a morphological- 
stipulation not solely in terms of the V2 stem-vowel that ablaut-changes fi*om a-to-ie, but also in 
relation to the stem-shape. In conditioning the stem-shape within this cell, morphology overrides 
the delete unstressed V vowel mle (phonological mle (2) in table (3.2)).*°^ There is essentially
There is only one apparent counterexample. While the Perfective forms of the verb *hata ‘be guilty’ 
mentioned in Sutcliffe (1957) do not exist, the Imperfect verb-forms do, and include the stems: -hti and - 
hi- in the SG and PL cells respectively. A diachronically a-a CVCV verb is thus shown to take an i stem- 
vowel in the Imperfect SG stem, synchronically. What evidence is available of the Perfect forms, at least 
for the M2 SG PERS and the 3'^ '^  PERS are verb-forms including an attached pronominal form, although 
themselves somewhat archaic: htej-t-ek ‘I did you wrong’, htie-na ‘he did us wrong’, hte-w-ha ‘they did 
her wrong’. What is important for us is that we get an eJ diphthong in the M2SG stem, instead of the 
expected aj, given the a-a ablaut class *hata belongs in, at least in Sutcliffe’s account. However, one 
might potentially speculate that while the obsolete form is a-a pattemed, one does not preclude that if this 
verb-form were to be reconstructed and used synchronically, we would get the verb heta, which would in 
turn pattem just like mexa ‘walk’, taking an ABCD EF pattem of stem-altemations.
This stem-shape morphological-stipulation is more readily available in the 3SGF cell of lexically- 
specified e-a (C)(C)CVCV[., selecting] verbal bases with an attached pronominal form, e.g. meliet-na ~ mliet- 
na ‘she filled us’, remiet-hom ~ rmiet-hom ‘she threw them away’. One questions whether this 
conditioning could have been in any way affected by the presence of an obligatory CVCV: stem-shape in 
the 3SGF cell in the paradigm of type 6 ntRVCV verbs, e.g. ntreina ‘be thrown away’ as well as non-SM 
ntrama ‘be built/armed’, which stem-shape is derived as a result of the presence of a R C%. Refer to 
§4.3.2.2 and §5.4. Note that type 7 mtela ‘be filled’, although taking a R Ci, only optionally takes these 
CCCV: and CCVCV: stem-shapes, at least for speakers for whom both forms are available: mtliet ~ 
mteliet ‘she became filled’. The phonological nature of the verbal base and the affixation therein precludes
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no effect on the pattem of stem-altemations however, although there seems to be a push towards 
stem-shape levelling vis-à-vis the 3SGM form.
Morphosyntactic
values
mexa ‘walk’ stem
pattem
nesa ‘forget’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mxej-t A nsej-t A
3SGM mexa B nesa B
3SGF mxie-t C nsie-t ~ nesie-t C
3PL mxe-w D nse-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-mxi E j-i-nsa E
PL j-i-mx-u F j-i-nse-w D
Table 3.19 The two sub-sets of e-a CVCV[., selecting] verbs
In the Imperfect SG cells, while nesa ‘forget’ involves no ablaut-change, when compared with 
the base’s V2, mexa ‘walk’ involves an a-to-i change. Note that while according to the 
interactions of phonological and morphotactic constraints, the Imperfect stem is to take the same 
form as that present in the Perfect 3PL cell, phonology also assumes however that the Perfect 
3PL stem itself has not undergone any stem-vowel changes, and it is for this reason that we get 
different stems in the case of nesa ‘forget’, when comparing the Perfect 3PL and Imperfect SG 
stems, which would have otherwise patterned with qara ‘read’, presented in table (3.18). For this 
reason, therefore, the Imperfect PL stem still needs to be listed as a principal part, given that an 
a-to-e ablaut-change is involved, and where if  we do not list the Imperfect PL stem, we would 
otherwise deduce the stem *-nsa-. There is a diachronic explanation for the Imperfect SG stem- 
vowel difference across verbs that behave like mexa ‘walk’ vs. others that behave like nesa 
‘forget’. This diachronic account is related to the C-root UR approach. In Arabic, these two verb 
types take different underlying C-root types: mexa ‘walk’ takes a final {alif maksura) /majaja/, 
while nesa ‘forget’ takes a ls (ya) as its C3 /nasija/ (Brame 1970). The different underlying Cs in 
the C-root are taken to reflect the different stem-vowel in the Imperfect SG cells present across 
both verb types in Arabic. This difference parallels what we observe across mexa and nesa in 
Maltese. If the origin of this split behaviour across CVCV[., selecting] verbs is diachronic, but 
nothing can account for this difference synchronically, then we take this to be further evidence in 
favour of morphological-stipulations. Additionally refer to §4.4 where we will see that one 
encounters problems if a diachronic-based C-root account is retained, when discussing V-final 
non-type 1 verbs.
it from obligatorily illustrating a CCVCV: stem-shape. Similar conditioning seems to target the paradigms 
of both e-a and a-a verbs when a NEG-realizing -x is attached. The forms: ma qara:-x ~ ma qra:-x for ‘he 
didn’t read’, ma nesie-t-x ~ ma nsie-t-x ‘she didn’t forget’ and ma melie-t-x ~ ma mlie-t-x are available.
Sutcliffe (1957: 39) speculates and offers multiple explanations as to why we might in fact get these 
two distinct classes of e-a vowel pattemed verbs on the basis of their Imperfect SG stem-vowel. He 
mainly takes a diachronic analysis based on corresponding Hebrew data. What he concludes is that there is 
no clear cut understanding as to what determines the stem-vowel’s choice in the Imperfect SG stems. 
While the Arabic C-root parallel seems to capture the facts, which appear to be synchronic fossilisations 
of previous diachronic differences, we take Sutcliffe’s conclusion to be evidence of a complex redundant 
system that underlies the language.
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The additional and correlated complexity in the Imperfect sub-paradigm has to do with the 
exponent selection in the PL cells. Nesa ‘forget’ takes a -w exponent, as in the qara ‘read’ type 
verbs. Mexa ‘walk’, however, selects for an -u. Instead of getting the expected: *n-i-mxe-w in 
the IPL cell, for example, by analogy with nesa ‘forget’, which would have been just as 
phonologically and morphologically sound, and would have decreased the number of alternating 
paradigmatic stems, apart from having provided us with a uniform ABCD ED pattern across 
both the mexa ‘walk’ and nesa ‘forget’ paradigms, we get the form n-i-mx-u ‘we walk’. Given 
the morphologically-stipulated -u allomorph selection, phonology is prompted to restructure the 
stem’s syllable-structure, yielding a -CC- stem-shape, in accordance with the allomorph- 
selection rule in (3.9). This complexity cannot be accounted for unless we isolate such e-a 
CWCNy selecting] vcrbs by listing either of the Imperfect SG or PL stems in the lexical entry as a 
principal part from where the other form could then be deduced. This bidirectional deduction 
would be listed in the lexicon as part of the speaker’s knowledge of the language. The following 
paradigmatic relations are illustrated in (3.18). (Refer to an allusion to the availability of such 
dependencies in Sutcliffe (1936: 120)). This applies rather robustly in the Standard data set.^°* 
Exceptions are discussed in Appendix I for some non-Standard data. Also refer to the alternating 
paradigm of dagha ‘swear’ in §3.4.4.5, which involves an ej diphthong in the Imperfect SG cells 
and a -w suffixal exponent in the PL cells.
(3.18) The stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependencies intemal to the imperfect sub­
paradigm of CVCV[_r selecting] vcrbs (cxtcudible to all V-fmal verbs in the language, 
possibly except the emerging equipollent verbs to be discussed in §5.4)*°^
a. a stem-vowel[SG] <—► -w suffixal exponentpL]
b. i stem-vowel[SG] <—► -w suffixal exponent[PL]
108 I found the Google example such as (i) below:
(i) T-rid-u t-i-bd-u ...
2-want.iMPV-PL 2-frm.vwl-start.iM PV-PL
Lit: You want to start...
‘You must start...’ (Retrieved in November, 2012)
Although beda ‘begin/start’ belongs in the same set as nesa, in which case in the Standard we get the 
word-form: tibdew, here we get an Imperfect 2PL form that takes an -u allomorph. While this could be 
simply a linguistic error, which is the problem commonly associated with corpus data, one does not 
exclude that the a stem-vowel - -w suffix correlation presented in (3.18a) does not hold across these V- 
final[., selecting] verbs, if the person who uttered (i) is not a Standard speaker, at least under the assumption 
that this speaker’s Imperfect SG stem is in fact -bda and not -bdi.
From an MLRS search, there is a non-random sub-set of non-SM verbs in the Standard, which pose an 
issue to this otherwise rather robust generalisation: skada ‘expire’, nvada ‘invade’ and possibly also 
sploda ‘explode’. While these verbs typically take an i -u dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, an 
MLRS search yielded one hit for the forms jiskada ‘it expires’ and jinvadew ‘they invade’ (although 
somewhat ungrammatical for me), and two hits for jisploda ‘he explodes’, where at least one of the two is 
ungrammatical for me). If we are to allow for the form jinvadew ‘they invaded’, for example, but then not 
*jinvada then this means that we have the availability of an i -w dependency (refer for further detail to 
§5.3.2 and §5.4).
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No cross sub-paradigm relations can be posited across the type 1 SM data, despite the relations 
shown to exist intemal to the sub-paradigm, given that while nesa ‘forget’ involves is ej 
diphthongised Perfect M2 PERS cells, it does not take an i stem-vowel in the Imperfect SG cell. 
Rather, like the aj diphthongised qara ‘read’ set of verbs, it takes an a stem-vowel. However, on 
the other hand, a-a CVCV[.e//.? selecting] verbs will always follow the a -w stem-vowel -  suffixal 
exponent relation in (3.18a).'^° This cross-paradigm a stem-vowel based dependency does not 
hold for all a: CV: verbs, however, or for all a:-a (C)CV:CV and V:CV verbs.
One exception to this a-a vocalic pattern-based dependency is the interesting defective verb gara 
‘happen’, which in table (3.20) is compared with the verb gera ‘m n’. It is questionable, however, 
whether the paradigm for gara ‘happen’ really constitutes such an exception, given that the 
paradigm only involves 3"^  PERS stems intemal to each sub-paradigm, with the rest of the cells 
being defective. (Parallel arguments may be made for verbs such as neka ‘tease’ and seqa ‘water 
s.th’, whose paradigms illustrate defective Perfect 3"^  ^ PERS cells, and hence the e-a related 
dependencies do not multiply in the way they canonically do). The Imperfect stems which seem 
to be the key contributors to the exceptional behaviour are in fact heteroclite forms (Stump 
2006), shared with the gera ‘m n’ paradigm. While we can do away with the distinct 
paradigmatic behaviour of gara ‘happen’ by saying that this verb does not entirely follow the 
dependency in (3.17a), given that it takes no Perfect M2 forms, we can on the other hand retain 
this verb as our exceptional a-a CVCV type 1 verb that exhibits an i - -u stem-vowel -  affix 
exponent dependency (3.18b).
Morphosyntactic
values
gara ‘happen’ gera ‘m n’
Perfect
M2 grej-t
3SGM gara gera
3SGF gra-t /(%ra:-t/ grie-t
3PL gra-w /d^ra-w/ gre-w
Imperfect
SG j-i-gri j-i-gri
PL j-i-gr-u j-i-gr-u
Table 3.20 Contrasting the paradigms of gara ‘happen’ and gera ‘m n’
At this point in our discussion, table (i) below from Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 78) holds, at least 
across type 1 verbs. The table shows what we can rephrase here as the impossibility of any verb which 
takes the stem-vowel dependency illustrated in (3.17a) to ever take the Imperfect stem-vowel -  sufiixal 
exponent dependency in (3.18b). The (+) refers to the fact that it is a small class of verbs that allow for the 
combination of dependencies (3.17a) and (3.18a). The issue with this table is that it claims to account for 
what we can refer to as the distinct stem-vowel behaviours of ‘Semitic Maltese vowel-final verbs’. We 
will see, when providing the full set of SM data in Chapters 4 and 6, that this does not cover the full extent 
of the possibilities that actually exist, also following Camilleri (2013) who provides evidence for the 
availibility of the four logical possibilities in the system, when one considers the two possible 
dependencies that are allowed, i.e. those represented in (3.17-3.18) intemal to each of the two sub- 
patterns. §4.4 will discuss these logical possibilities in detail.
Imperfect
-i -a
Perfect -ejt + +
-ajt - (+)
Table i. Type of Semitic Maltese vowel-final verbs (Hoberman & Aronoff, 2003: 78).
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In light of these ablaut-change-triggered changes in the pattem of stem-altemations, I here 
present the V:CV verb ghama, meaning inchoative/intransitive ‘be/become blind’ and 
causative/transitive ‘blind s.one’ (Spagnol 2011b: 113). In Camilleri (2013) it was shown how 
this verb is associated with two distinct paradigms (table 3.21), pointing at an equipollent 
behaviour (Haspelmath 1993, Comrie 2006), as opposed to the labile analysis provided in 
Spagnol.’** The labile analysis misses out on the paradigmatic differences that obtain as the verb 
changes its argument-stmcture and meaning.**^ What is here being referred to as equipollent 
builds upon Saydon’s (1958: 182) intuition when he refers to the behaviour of verbs like ghama 
as ‘duplicate forms with duplicate meaning: transitive and intransitive’. The different 
paradigmatic behaviours observed, where the intransitive meaning is associated with an ABCD 
BD sub-pattem intemal to stem pattem class XIII and the transitive meaning is associated with 
an ABCD EF sub-pattem, essentially result from the selection of a distinct stem-vowel -  suffixal 
exponent dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm as posited in (3.18). The choice of pattem 
and dependency is thus not an instance of lexical idiosyncrasy, in the case of this equipollent 
verb, as opposed to the random Imperfect sub-paradigm dependency choices across CVCV[., 
selecting] vcrbs. (Rcfcr to appendix II which provides an overview of all synchronically existing 
CVCV[., selecting] verbs and their argument-stmcture, showing that there is no direct relation 
between the choice of dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm of these verbs and the 
argument-stmcture they are associated with). According to Saydon (1958), the key contributor is 
in fact the i stem-vowel, which yields new stems with active and transitive meaning, given that it 
is itself a remnant of the function of the stem-vowel of V-final verbs in the IV*’’ binyan, which, 
recall from our discussion in §2.1 is a causative-rendering binyan. While for Saydon these are 
changes which apply on intransitive verbs that eventually yield transitive equivalents, Sutcliffe 
(1936: 110) posits that what we have, at least in the case of ghama ‘be/become blind, blind 
s.one’ and safa (at least as used diachronically, i.e. meaning ‘become, end up (intr.), make clear 
(tr.)’) is the merger of the F* and the IV**’ binyanim in the Perfect sub-paradigm, with the original 
binyan distinction becoming only fossilised in the Imperfect sub-paradigm.
Labile verbs in Maltese were first mentioned in Comrie (2006) and forther discussed in Spagnol 
(201 lb) and Gatt & Spagnol (2011), with the latter study focusing solely upon non-SM labile verbs.
Saydon (1958; 182) mentions two other verbs, which are synchronically obsolete, and which involve 
similar Imperfect stem-vowel alternations as is present in the paradigm of ghama ‘be/become blind, blind 
s.one’, which also yield changes in argument-stmcture; safa -  jisfa ‘become, end up’ and safa -  jisfi 
‘make clear’, and hefa -jehfa  ‘become worn out’ and hefa -jahfi ‘wear out’. It is interesting to mention 
here that Darden (1992: 19) also reports that across CVCVC, stem-vowels in the Imperfect sub-paradigm 
may change in relation to changes in the argument-stmcture in Egyptian Arabic. The reported Perfect 
3SGM-Imperfect 3SGM verb-forms include: talaf-yitlif ‘damage’ vs. tilif-yitla f'h t damaged’, barad 
-  yibrid ‘file down’ vs. birid -  yibrad ‘sool off and gahar -  yighir ‘dazzle’ vs. gahar -  yidhar ‘be 
dazzled’. While we observe the parallels with Maltese in the use of the a vs. i stem-vowels in the 
intransitive vs. transitive contexts respectively, it is only the final pair gahar-yighir ‘dazzle’ vs. gahar-  
yighar ‘be dazzled’, which parallels exactly the situation we have across ghama - jaghmi ‘blind s.one’ vs. 
ghama -jaghma ‘be/become blind’ in Maltese.
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Morphosyntactic
values
ghama ‘be/become blind’ stem
pattem
ghama ‘blind s.one’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 ghamej-t /a:mej-t/ A ghamej-t /a:mej-t/ A
3SGM ghama /a:ma/ B ghama /a:ma/ B
3SGF ghamie-t /a:mie-t/ C ghamie-t /a:mie-t/ C
3PL ghame-w /a:me-w/ D ghame-w /a:me-w/ D
Imperfect
SG j-a-ghma /]-a:ma/ B n-a-ghmi /j-a:mi/ E
PL j-a-ghame-w /j-a;me-w/ D n-a-ghm-u /j-a:m-u/ F
Table 3.21 The distinct orthographic paradigms related with ghama ‘be/become b ind, blinc
s.one d l3
What strikes us across these paradigms is that under the assumption that the stem realizes 
grammatical information, the fact that stem-altemations are here also correlated with changes in 
the argument-stmcture, it might be possible to speculate that apart from grammatical 
information, the stem is also realizing argument-stmcture information (Camilleri 2014). We will 
have more to say on this in §4.4.
In this section we have observed morphology’s exclusive role in dictating the nature of the stem- 
vowel forms intemal to CVCV[., selecting] verbs, (with our discussion being able to be extend 
further to account for CVCVpe, selecting], and other [-/ selecting] verbs, despite a number of lexical 
idiosyncrasies, as will be discussed in the course of this study), where we saw how we get an 
increase in the number of stems, with consequences that result in an increase in the paradigm’s 
non-canonicity. This was manifest in the presence of redundant diphthongised stem-extensions, 
as well as other cell-based zmâ/a-conditioned vowel-changes. Across this set of V-final type 1 
verbs, we have been able to primarily observe a direct relation between the stem and stem- 
vowel, and the affixal material. By identifying a set of paradigmatic dependencies shown to hold 
particularly intemal to the individual sub-paradigms (3.17-3.18), more stmcture is posited in the 
paradigm, where we saw how the Perfect sub-paradigm’s dependency choice is correlated with 
the vocalic pattem of the Perfect 3SGM base. Via the positing of principal parts as listed forms 
in the lexical entry, and the assumption that the paradigmatic dependencies shown to exist are 
hard-wired in the lexicon and activated when a CVCV verb is specified as being [-/ selecting], 
more help is provided to the speaker to be able to deduce the paradigmatic content. This 
additional information, which yields larger lexical entries, itself reflects an increase in 
morphologically-induced behaviour (Camilleri & Walther 2012).
3.4.2 C-final verbs
In the previous section we focused upon CVCV[., selecting] verb and showed how morphological- 
stipulations are evidently present in the system, especially in the way these distinguish across 
verbs randomly, while influencing only specific cells and not others. This is shown to be the case 
in the arbitrary application of the zmâ/a-induced processes of stem-vowel changes, for example. 
In this section we will consider other morphologically-induced altemations, this time focusing 
on what takes place across CVCVC (§3.4.2.1), CV:C and CVCC (§3.4.2.2) verbs. The reason
In the V:CV verbal base set, while ghala /a:la/ ‘boil’ behaves like mexa ‘walk’ and takes an ABCD EF 
sub-pattem intemal to stem pattem class XIII, verbs such as heda /e:da/ ‘pass time doing something’ and 
ghola /o;la/ ‘rise up’ take an ABCD BD pattem.
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for grouping these verbal bases together here is because they share a common trait; namely the 
nature of the arbitrary stem-vowel changes observed.
3.4.2.1 Ablaut-changes and other morphologically-influenced manifestations across CVCVC 
verbs
We have in §3.3.1 seen how interactions of phonological and morphotactic constraints along 
with the (M) constraint render the ABCC AC/AD stem-alternation patters across CVCVC verbs, 
depending on the absence/presence of a R C2 (table 3.3). A morphophonological intervention 
that targets V2 e CVCVC, V:CVC and CVCC VC bases across the type 1 set, as stipulated in 
(3.3) in §3.3.2, yields an ABCC DC/DE pattem of stem-alternations. The stem-vowel changes 
observed and discussed below across lexically-specified verbs are however not triggered by any 
other factor, except morphology by itself. If we take the verb laqat ‘hit’ or its R-medial 
counterpart talab ‘pray, beg’ we get the following paradigms in table (3.18).
Morphosyntactic
value
laqat ‘hit’ talab ‘pray, 
beg’
stem
pattem
Phonologically- 
conditioned pattem
Perfect
M2 Iqat-t tlab-t A CCVC- A
3SGM laqat talab B CVCVC- B
SGF laqt-et talb-et C CVCC- C
3PL laqt-u talb-u C CVCC- C
Imperfect
SG j-o-lqot j-i-tlob D -CCVC- A
PL j-o-lqt-u j-i-tolb-u E -CCC/CVRC- D/C
Table 3.22 A representative set 0 " a-a CVCVC ablaut-changing verbs
Laqat ‘hit’ and talab ‘pray, beg’ would have had ABCC AD/AC sub-pattems of stem- 
altemations intemal to stem pattem class XI, respectively, under a phonologically-conditioned 
account, where the stem in the Imperfect SG cells would have been the same as that employed in 
the Perfect M2 cells, and that in the Imperfect PL cells would have been the stem present in the 
Perfect 3SGF'’'3PL cells. Ablaut-changes however take place in the Imperfect SG stem in both 
paradigms. These target both the SG and PL cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm of R C2 verbs, 
in this sub-set, since it is only these verbs that allow for a stem-vowel in the PL stem, following 
general phonological mles. The overall effect is such that we get an ABCC DE pattern of stem- 
altemations. While table (3.22) illustrates this ablaut-change across a-a verbs, this same a-to-o 
change, which we have already encountered in our discussion of the lexically-specified CV'.C^t,- 
mediai] qaghad ‘stay, fit’ in table (3.12) in §3.3.3.1, also occurs across other lexically-specified 
verbs that take an e-a (bezaq ‘spif/feraq ‘split’), a-e {hareg ‘go out’) and i-e (siket ‘be quiet’) 
vocalic pattern.” '* What one observes across these verbs is that if and only if the PL stem has a 
stem-vowel, and ablaut-change targets the stem-vowel in the SG cells, then the same ablaut-
For Hoberman (2007: 269) the a-to-o ablaut-change is the ‘only one common ablaut pattern’. Very 
much as we are assuming in this study, such that a change in the stem yields a realization of grammatical 
information, Hoberman additionally states that: ‘...in Theme 1 verbs, aspect is marked tamplatically by a 
change of prosody [i.e. by a change in the stem-shape, given that for him the change is really between 
Perfect CVCaC to Imperfect VCCoC] and in some cases by ablaut...’. He then mentions how across the 
rest of the Maltese verbs, ASP is solely realized by a change in the affixal material. As we will see in 
chapter 4, particularly §4.4, this is not the case, however, as a number of non-affixal changes are still 
available across the sub-paradigms’ stems.
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change targets the stem-vowel in the PL cell. It therefore looks as though more generally, such 
ablaut-changes target the Imperfect sub-paradigm as a whole, even much more readily than the 
ablaut-change in the Perfect sub-paradigm. However, there are examples like the paradigm of 
marad ‘be/become sick’ presented in table (3.23) which illustrate that the stem-vowels in the SG 
and the PL cells need not be both targeted for ablaut-change, illustrating another instance of 
morphological-stipulations targeting only specific cells, which will in turn require the listing of 
the stem in the PL cells as a principal part. The ablaut-change generalisation posited in (3.19) is 
thus unidirectional, whereby the presence of an alternation in the SG cell, which in turn entails 
the listing of the stem as a principal part, implies the presence of an ablaut-change in the PL cells 
as well. The absence of the Imperfect SG as a principal part would then entail that all remains 
lexically-driven. (3.19) reinforces the SG-PL cell relations that exist in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm.
(3.19) Imperfect sub-paradigm generalisation on ablaut-change:
If the verbal base is CVCVC and the Imperfect SG stem is listed as a principal part,
then the Imperfect PL stem is deduced both in terms of its shape and form
Morphosyntactic
values
marad ‘be/become sick’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mrad-t A
3SGM marad B
SGF mard-et C
3PL mard-u C
Imperfect
SG j-i-mrad A
PL j-i-mird-u ~ j-i-mord-u ~ j-o-mord-u D
Table 3.23 The paradigm for marad ‘be/become sick’
The other alternative, instead of positing a separate principal part is to propose the following:
(3.20) If the output morphological form is not the same as the output phonological form and the 
Imperfect SG is not a principal part, then change the PL stem-vowel to i
In order for Fabri (2009a) to get to the distinct stem-vowel forms in the PL cells of such R C2 verbs, he 
takes cues from both the formative and the stem-vowel in the Imperfect SG cells. This misses 
generalisations, apart from not covering the whole range of the data. (The shaded cells in fact provide 
amendments to Fabri’s (2009a) table). Furthermore, it requires access to the formative vowel. The model 
being developed here does not need to refer to this vowel, (although this has been accounted for in (3.15) 
in §3.3.2), given that it does not provide any additional contribution to the system of stem-altemations in 
Maltese.
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The stipulation in (3.20) would capture the a-io-i changes across a-a and e-a verbs, e.g. marad 
‘be/become sick’ - j-i-mird-u ‘they become sick’ and ‘swear’ - j-a-Mlf-u ‘they swear’, and 
the e-io-i changes across e-a and e-e vowel pattemed verbs, e.g.felah ‘be able, full of strength’ - 
j-i-filh-u ‘they are able, full of strength’ and qered ‘destroy, complain’ - j-e-qird-u ‘they destroy, 
complain’.”  ^ The a-to-o change in the case of jimordu ~ jomordu ‘they become sick’ will not
be captured, however. This is not an issue, as we will not be retaining this stipulation in our 
lexicon, and will opt for a principal part altemative. Additionally, the procedure required by the 
stipulation in (3.20) requires having to access stems that do not exist. This goes against the 
surface-based/paradigm-oriented spirit adopted in this study, given that this is the process one 
has to go through, in order to know that the phonological output: *j-i-mard-u is not equivalent to 
what one actually gets in the paradigm. It is thus more desirable to have the Imperfect PL stem 
listed as a principal part, instead of having to go through this additional step. In trying to reason 
why we get these ablaut-changes, morphology appears to be employing an internal drive that 
pushes for non-canonical paradigmatic behaviour, yielding reduced syncretic indexing, which in 
tum results in stems being less morphomic, in Baerman & Corbett’s (2012) use of the word. This 
yields increased coherence in the features realized by the stem, in line with the understanding 
that altemating stems are representative of a separate non-affixal conjugational system which 
provides another dimension to inflectional morphology in Maltese.
Having mainly concentrated on ablaut-changes targeting the Imperfect sub-paradigm, one should 
here add that a new phenomenon is emerging in the language. Across R Ci verbs, which seem to 
be restricted to the a-a vocalic pattem and which additionally involve an a-to-o ablaut-change, 
(at least as the data set illustrates, such that this paradigmatic behaviour is not observed in the 
paradigm of resaq ‘move’, for example), the Perfect M2 stems are overabundant. Apart from 
cells being filled in with the phonologically-conditioned: RCVC stem-shape, one also finds a 
VRCVC-t/na/t-u word-form, illustrated by nahar ‘snore’ and rabat ‘tie, bind’ in table (3.24), 
extending to other verbs such as mahat ‘blow one’s nose’, maxat ‘comb one’s hair’, and naxar 
‘hang out the clothes’. One may want to question whether the stem-shape is really VRCVC- or 
RCVC-. If we assume that the stem-shape is retained, then the initial o may be a vowel-harmony
Cluster breaker vowel melody
Imperfect SG Imperfect PL 
a-a a n-a-hraq n-a-harq-u
0 -0  o n-o-hlom n-o-holm-u
1-o o n-i-tlob n-i-tolb-u
i-a i n-i-flah n-i-filh-u
i-e -> i n-i-xref n-i-xirf-u
I a-e i n-a-qleb_______n-a-qilb-u____
e-e i n-e-hles n-e-hils-u
Table i. The stem-vowel stipulations in the Imperfeet PL stem of R C2 verbs
Keep in mind that the e-to-i change here cannot be captured by the morphologieal stress-shift induced 
ablaut-change presented in (3.12), given that in the Imperfect PL cells we have the same stress-placement 
as that in the base form, i.e. stress falling on the Vi, which equates to the lexical stress: qe.red ‘destroy, 
complain’ - i-e.-air.d-u.
Exactly the same account applies for R C2 CVCV[.g, selecting] verbs, represented by qala ’ ‘pull out, earn’ 
{a-a) and tela’ ‘go up’ {e-a) in table (3.14) in §3.3.3.3, where we get: a-to-i change: jaqilghu ‘they pull 
out’, and e-to-i change: jitilghu ‘they go up’. Jaqilghu ‘they pull out, earn’ also alternates with a non- 
ablaut-ehanging form: jaqalghu ‘they pull out, earn’, in which case we do not need to have the Imperfect 
PL stem listed as a priniepal part.
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effect on the helping vowel required to break the *RC onset cluster, as a result of a redundant 
ablaut-change in the stem. On the other hand, if  we assume that the stem-shape is VRCVC- then 
what we have is the Imperfect SG stem along with the formative vowel being reinterpreted as the 
Perfect M2 stem, with suffixes attached to it. While either interpretation helps us understand 
how this change might have come about, nothing motivates it. The restriction to the Perfect M2 
cells can be thought of as being phonologically-motivated, and is due to the fact that the Perfect 
M2 and Imperfect SG cells share the same stem-shape across CVCVC verbs, thus possibly 
easing the transfer of forms. The reason for wanting to know better what the best segmentation 
analysis is for these word-forms is because we would want to consider its pattem of stem- 
altemations. If the stem-shape is retained in the Perfect sub-paradigm, then what we have is the 
ABCC AD pattem of stem-alternations as stipulated by the phonology for non-R C2 CVCVC 
verbs, instead of the ABCC DE sub-pattem resulting from ablaut-changes targeting the 
Imperfect cells, as was the case across laqat ‘hit’ and talab ‘pray, beg’ in table (3.22). 
Phonology in the first place does not stipulate any ablaut-changes, however, and the observed 
change back to the phonologically-conditioned sub-pattem is akin to previous ablaut-changes 
taking place until stems with the same stem-shape are eventually levelled (refer to Albright 
2005).
Morphosyntactic
value
nahar ‘snore’ rabat ‘tie, bind’
Perfect
M2 nhar-t ~ onhor-t rbat-t ~ orbot-t
3SGM nahar rabat
SGF nahr-et rabt-et
3PL nahr-u rabt-u
Imperfect
SG j-o-nhor j-o-rbot
PL j-o-nhr-u j-o-rbt-u
Table 3.24 A representative set of a-a RVCVC verbs displaying overabundant Perfect M2 
stems
The system of ablaut-changes observed, particularly in their more likely presence in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm, despite being uncalled for, is not a random one. The dominant a-io-o 
ablaut-changes, for example, shown across the paradigms in tables (3.12) and (3.22), follow a 
general morphophonological pattern that is taking place synchronically in the language. The 
schema in (3.21) below postulates an apophonie path for Maltese, which can be understood as a 
trajectory of vowel-changes, with possible diachronic relevance, observed as taking place in both 
the paradigmatic domain and across the lexicon in general. The trajectory illustrates stem-vowel 
changes as exhibited both across general word-forms in diachrony, particularly as the dialectal 
varieties change to become more Standard-like, as well as other synchronic changes and ablaut- 
changes intemal to paradigmatic forms.” * The path also highlights the emergence of the o vowel
Instantiated examples include the following: Paradigm-internal data that takes place in the Western 
Gozitan dialects involve an a e.g. n-a-qghad ‘I stay’ which has changed to o: n-o-qghod in the Standard 
(refer to table 3.12). We also observe the opposite transfer direction, where a in the Standard, e.g. bzaj-t ‘I 
was afraid’ changes to bzoj-t in several Gozitan dialects in particular, notably the Eastern dialect of Nadur. 
There is also data from the North-Western Maltese dialect Mgarri to illustrate this same a-to-o change: 
qom for Standard qam ‘wake up’ and qolit for Standard qalet ‘she said’ (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 100, 
108). The emergence of o is also found at the lexical level intemal to the Standard variety, e.g. /owro:pa/ 
instead of /ewropa/ ‘Europe’, ojficcju ‘office’ instead of ufficcju, orini ‘show me’ instead of urini and
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as a new trend in the system along with e, but where the e has already been observed, given that 
it is the end outeome of the imâla process in Maltese, mentioned in (3.14), and is in the sehema 
integrated on the right hand as a horizontal linear path. Note however that the schema does not 
represent the countQx-imâla effeet that results out of an e-to-i stem-vowel change observed as a 
result of the stress-shift-induced rule in (3.13) in §3.3.2 or other morphologically-triggered 
influences to be discussed in the following section. We take this effect to be essentially itself 
representative of a paradigm-related behaviour that seems to be motivated by nothing other than 
morphology’s arbitrary influences within the paradigm, but whieh, unlike the changes we 
observe fi*om a-to-o or u-to-o, do not seem to apply outside of the paradigm’s domain. In the 
schema below, the A vowel is taken to be the souree, i.e. the primary vowel fi*om where vowel- 
changes originate, and out of which, three possible directions of change are envisaged: a-to-u, a- 
to-z and a-to-o.
(3.21) Schema of ablaut-ehanges/ Maltese apophonie path” ^
3.4.2.2 Ablaut-changes and other morphologically-influenced manifestations across CVCC and 
CV:C verbs
In the ease of the CVCC and CV:C verbs we have already seen in §3.3.3.1 (tables 3.5-3.6) how 
interactions of phonological and morphotactic result in a distinct stem-shape across the Perfect 
M2SG and M2PL cells. We will here see however that these verbs’ actual paradigms involve a 
uniform stem aeross the Perfect M2 cells, which in the case of CVCC verbs (but also refer to
skorja ‘score’ instead of skurja. The u-to-o ehanges observed synehronically shed light on a potential 
parallel change that might be reconstructed to have taken place intemal to the paradigmatie stems, when 
one compares across the Standard and dialectal data. The change did not quite take place directly from a- 
to-o, although this is what is observed synchronically. Rather, the a was initially mediated through u and 
then to o. Compare dialectal juhrug ‘he goes out’ for Standard joTirog, jubzuq ‘he spit’ instead of Standard 
jobzoq ~ jibzoq and dialeetal jumurdu instead of jomordu ~ jimordu ‘they beeome sick’. At the lexieal 
level, an illustration of the a origin comes from eases such as: dàr ‘tum/house’ realized as dur or dor in 
the different dialeets. The same is observed for optional mord- — mird- Imperfect PL stem-vowel, as 
represented in table (3.23), where the optional choiee eomes out of the a base Vi. The illustration of the 
interaction of a, o, and i can be shown from the verb-form rahas ‘become cheap’, whieh in the Standard 
altemates with the newer form rohos, but whieh verb has the form rihis in some dialeets; or the Standard 
form isodd ‘he obstmets’, for dialectal isidd e.g. in Mgarri (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 106), whereby it 
seems that while the dialeet moved forward on the horizontal path in (3.21), as a result of intemal changes 
within the Standard, the change moved forward on the eurved path instead. Sueh i-to-o ehanges can also 
be observed in the dialectal variety, such that we get: jotfa ’ instead of Standard jitfa ’ ‘he throws’ and 
nodhlu for Standard nidhlu ‘we enter’ (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 102, 108).
This schema is a first attempt at providing the apophonie path for the general Maltese system of vowel- 
changes, following closely the apophonie path built for Kabyle Berber (Bendjaballah 1995) and Classieal 
Arabic (CA) (Chekayri & Scheer 1996, 2004), even though there is rather little in common with the 
analyses provided. The apophonie path of changes for CA is presented in (i) below:
0 - ^ I - ^ A - ^ U - ^ U
(i) The CA apophonie path (Chekayri & Scheer, 2004: 2)
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§3.4.3 for discussions on additional morphologically-conditioned behaviours in the paradigms of 
CV:C verbs) are eharaeterised by a diphthongised ej stem-extension (refer to Ferguson (1959) 
who mentions this diphthongisation across the Arabic vernaculars). Both the stem unifieation 
across the Perfect M2 cells and the presence of the stem-extension cannot be aecounted for 
synehronieally. In this section we focus mainly on the stem-vowel across CVCC and CV;C 
verbs. The reason for grouping these together will be elearer particularly when discussing the 
way these verbs types appear to be influencing each other, apart from the ‘expected’ parallel 
behaviour they are bound to illustrate, given that these are also syllable-structures that are in 
parallel distribution in the language.
If we first start off by considering the Imperfect sub-paradigm of CVCC verbs, we note that 
although the phonology requires the Imperfeet stem to be syncretic with that in the Perfeet 3'^ '* 
PERS eells, it is only a few verbs that follow this requirement; notably e stem-vowelled verbs, 
including: temm ‘end/finish’, (whose paradigm is illustrated below in table (3.25)), qerr 
‘confess’*^**, hebb ‘attaek’, h e ff‘'m2kQ haste’,^ègg ‘emerge’, hem  ‘be merciful’, leqq ‘glow’ and 
sehh ‘happen’. The behaviour of this set of verbs differs from the majority of CVCC verbs, 
which behave like hass ‘feel’ and medd ‘lay down’ in table (3.26), involving distinetly-indexed 
stems across the Perfect 3'^ '* PERS and Imperfect cells as a result of vowel-changes.
Morphosyntactic
values
temm ‘end, finish’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 temmej-t A
3SGM temm B
3SGF temm-et B
3PL temm-u B
Imperfect
SG j-temm B
PL j-temm-u B
Table 3.25 The paradigm for temm ‘end, finish’
What we observe synehronieally in the paradigm for temm ‘end, finish’ is hypothesised to be an 
end result of a diachronic process that has led to the present paradigm. Evidence that proves this 
hypothesis comes from a consideration of dialeetal data. In trying to reconstruct the intemal 
paradigmatic changes that have taken plaee, we assume that initially these e verbs all had an a 
stem-vowel, before imâla-màwcQÔ. a-to-i-to-e stem-vowel ehanges took place. On this 
assumption, we would have then also started off with an ABBB BB sub-pattem of stem- 
altemations within stem pattem class V, which is quasi phonologically-conditioned, (if we 
exclude the morphologically-stipulated Perfect M2 PERS syncretic stem indexing). The gradual 
vowel-changes that took place diachronically must have at different stages altered the 
paradigm’s pattem of stem-alternations, (as we will see from other CVCC paradigms in §3.4.3, 
whieh we ean synchronically analyse as being in the in-between phase of stem-vowel changes). 
As an end result, once the vowel-changes (in this case induced by the imâla effect, at least for 
temm ‘end, finish’) target the whole of the paradigm, possibly as an effect of leveling, we get 
back to the original pattem of stem-altemations from where all started, albeit with a different 
stem, since we hypothesised this to have been *tamm. This paradigmatic effect thus parallels
u xtaq li matul iz-zminijiet li ghad iridu jigu tkun ukoll gawduta minn dawk kollha li, wara li jkunu 
qerru u tqarbnu, izuru 1-Knisja u jitolbu fiha nhar 1-anniversarju tal-Konsagrazzjoni ... 
http://www.stcatherineband.org.mt/275sena
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what we seem to be observing synehronically across the R Ci CVCVC set of verbs presented in 
table (3.24) in the previous seetion.
If we now consider other paradigms such as that of a CVCC hass ‘feel’, or e CVCC medd ‘lie 
down’, presented in table (3.26), the Imperfect sub-paradigm displays a separate stem akin to a 
change in the stem-vowel. Consequently we observe an ABBB CC sub-pattem of stem- 
altemations internal to stem pattem elass V, (as opposed to the ABBB BB sub-pattem intemal to 
the paradigm of temm ‘end, finish’), and where the Imperfect stem will need to be listed as a 
prineipal part in the lexieal entry. It is interesting that the a-io-o ablaut-ehange in the paradigm 
for hass ‘feel’, while following from the apophonie path schema in (3.21) in the previous 
section, parallels the behaviour in the paradigms of qaghad ‘stay, fit’ (table 3.12), laqat 
'\Aijtalab ‘pray, beg’ (table 3.22) and nahar ‘snore’/raèûf/ ‘tie’ (table 3.24). In the paradigm of 
medd ‘lay down’, we observe the same synehronic counter-zmô/a effeet we had across the base 
3SGM and Perfeet M2 cells in base e Vz CVCVC verbs (§3.3.2) as the e changes to i. The 
difference is that the change here is not triggered by the stress-shifr-indueed rale in (3.13).
Morphosyntactic
values
hass ‘feel’ medd ‘lay down’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 hassej-t meddej-t A
3SGM hass medd B
3SGF hass-et medd-et B
3PL hass-u medd-u B
Imperfect
SG j-hoss j-midd C
PL j-hoss-u j-midd-u C
Table 3.26 The paradigms for hass ‘feel’ and medd ‘lay down’
No stem-vowel changes target the Perfect sub-paradigm of these verbs. Yet we can take 
evidence from the very stem-vowels present in this sub-paradigm to display two opposing 
paradigmatie behaviours across hass ‘feel’ and medd ‘lay down’, when assessing the way these 
paradigms have diachronically changed and developed. While in the case of hass ‘feel’ the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm underwent a redundant stem-vowel change before the Perfeet stem- 
vowel could shift to anywhere, the medd ‘lay down’ paradigm presents us with an instance of an 
in-between paradigm. While the Perfeet sub-paradigm’s stems have fully undergone imala- 
indueed change, as was the case with temm ‘end, finish’: a-to-i-io-e, the stem-vowels in the 
Imperfect stems are still half way through: at the i stage, resulting in the countox-imdla effect, 
which can be understood as displaying a slower process of stem-vowel ehange in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm. ” * In contrasting the opposing pattems and directions of change, the end result is
Note that the certainty that this is what has taken place diaehronically in the Perfect sub-paradigms 
comes from synchronic data such as conservative Gozitan dialeets where the 3SGM’s stem for medd ‘lay 
down’ is madd. In the ease of the Imperfect sub-paradigm, the i stage may tum out to be a precarious stage 
where the stem-vowel may in reality either change to a or follow the imâla proeess till the end and 
beeome e. In data from other non-Standard dialeets, we find the word-form: jmedd for Standard jmidd ‘he 
lays down’, thus implying that the change that might take place in the Standard might continue further on 
the horizontal /wâ/a-based cline. Having said this, data from Mgairi shows that the verb habb ‘love’, 
which behaves just like hass ‘feel’ in the Standard variety, takes an e stem-vowel in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, instead of the a stem-vowel one finds in the Standard. Hence: nhebb ‘I love’ (Camilleri & 
Vanhove 1994: 106) for Standard nhobb.
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an ASP-based split. While we have already seen this split rather prominently when looking at 
how stem pattem elasses ean be generalised, where a defining charaeteristic involved the 
presenee/absence of a NUM-based split nested in the Imperfect sub-paradigm vs. a less eoherent 
altemation in the Perfect sub-paradigm, we see that the same split results from the very 
paradigmatic stem behaviour displayed through different opposing forces. Here we see that we 
have a non-altemating Imperfect vs. altemating Perfeet sub-paradigm, as well as knowledge that 
the direction and the nature of the stem-vowel ehanges have applied in opposite direetions across 
the two sub-paradigms: while no change applied in the Perfeet sub-paradigm of hass ‘feel’, the 
same sub-paradigm for medd ‘lay down’ manifested a quicker process of stem-vowel changes 
than the Imperfeet sub-paradigm.
The cross-sub-paradigm stem-vowels observed ean be summarised as follows in (3.22):*^^
(3.22) a. CVCC cfpsoM] (deduces) o[imperfect]
b. CVCC ^[3SGM] / / ^[Imperfect]
In the paradigms of a CVCC verbs sueh as sadd ‘bloek’ and radd ‘give’, we find additional 
complexity as illustrated in table (3.27), where we get overabundanee intemal to the Perfeet M2 
eells that is motivated by the presenee of both an a or an o stem-vowel. The same follows in the 
paradigm of the VCC verb ghadd ‘enumerate/count’ {ghaddejt ~ ghoddejt). What this ablaut- 
ehange appears to be showing us is that the o stem-vowel has started infiltrating the Perfect sub­
paradigm, apart from having completely taken over the Imperfeet sub-paradigm, just as in the 
case of RaCaC verbs. While this will not ehange the analysis provided here, where the stem still 
has to be listed as a prineipal part, given its diphthongised stem-extension, the insight this data 
adds to the overall pieture is that it shows us how synchronically, the Perfect sub-paradigm of a 
CVCC verbs is undergoing change, although distributed randomly across lexically-specified 
verbs. The direction of change is influeneed by the ehange already present in the Imperfeet sub­
paradigm.
Note that the changes here follow for the Standard variety, but need not necessarily extend to the 
dialectal varieties as well, given that it is more likely for the Perfect 3SGM a to change to i or u, say in 
Naxxari, as in hass -jhiss AqqVIsadd -  jsidd ‘block’ or radd-jrudd  ‘give’. The same follows for verbs 
listed with an a stem-vowel such as raqq ‘become thin’ (and sann ‘sharpen) in Aquilina (1990). While I 
do not analyse these verbs to be part of the Standard lexicon, but consider the riqqireqq ‘become thin’ 
counterparts as dialectal, and consider the forms sinn/senn ‘sharpen’ as Standard, if the forms raqq 
‘become thin’ (and sann ‘sharpen’) are however part of the lexicon of other Standard speakers, then the 
fact that we observe an eU ablaut-change instead of the expected o in the Imperfect sub-paradigm will 
entail that the Imperfect stem will have to be listed as a principal part, given that it does not display the 
otherwise expected behaviour.
When we come to consider all the set of available verbs, in the lexicon (refer to lexicon appendix) we 
will need to specify that the knowledge of the C variable requires to constraint this stem-vowel relation to 
apply only across CVCC verbal bases where the C\=^n. This is because the type 6 verb nghadd /nad:/ ‘be 
counted’ (refer to §4.5) takes this CVCC verbal base but where given that this is a non-type 1 verb, (which 
is identified through the n- Ci prefix), it does not undergo any stem-vowel changes across the Perfect and 
Imperfect sub-paradigm.
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Morphosyntactic
values
sadd ‘block’ radd ‘give’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 saddej-t ~ soddej-t raddej-t ~ roddej-t A
3SGM sadd radd B
3SGF sadd-et radd-et B
3PL sadd-u radd-u B
Imperfect
SG i-sodd j-rodd C
PL j-sodd-u j-rodd-u C
Table 3.27 The overabundant Perfect M2 stems across a sub-set o a CVCC verbs
If we now consider the CV:C verbs, these share the stem pattem class V with CVCC verbs, after 
having undergone the same type of stem-unification across the Perfect M2 cells, and participate 
in the same ABBB CC sub-pattem as a result of ablaut-changes targeting the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, at least in the Standard variety. Refer to appendix III where data from the dialect 
shows that this is not always the case. The CV:C verbal base set involves two distinct stem- 
vowels: à and ze, as presented across tables (3.23-24). In §3.4.4 we will be looking at 
individually lexically-specified CV:C verbs which do not display the behaviour that will be 
described here. A discussion of V:C verbs, which were diachronically CV:C verbs themselves, 
will be pursued further below. The interesting paradigm relation CV:C (and V:C) verbs present 
us with is a similar sort of bi-implicative dependency (Bonami 2012) we observed for CVCV[., 
selecting] verbs, where by listing two principal parts and by assuming that paradigmatic relations are 
available in the speaker’s lexicon, then the stem-vowel in the Imperfect sub-paradigm can be 
deduced. The presence of this network reinforces the importance of listing the Perfect M2 as a 
principal part more generally in the system, as we have observed to be essential in the case of the 
diphthong stem-extending stems across the CVCC and CVCV verbs. Having said this, however, 
as will be made clearer below, the relation between the Perfect M2 and the Imperfect stems is a 
bi-implicative one, and in principle any of these two stems can be listed as principal parts along 
with the Perfect 3SGM base.
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Morphosyntactic
values
sar ‘become’ 
S-J-R* '^*
zar ‘visit’ 
Z-J-R
fa r  ‘overflow’ 
F-W-R
sam ‘fast’ 
S-W-M
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 sir-t zor-t far/for-t*^^ som-t A
3SGM sa:r za:r fa:r sa:m B
3SGF sa:r-et za:r-et fa:r-et sa:m-et B
3PL sa:r-u za:r-u fa:r-u sa:m-u B
Imperfect
SG j-si:r j-zu:r j-fu:r j-su:m C
PL j-si:r-u j-zu:r-u j-fu:r-u j-su:m-u C
Table 3.28 a: CV:C verbs
Morphosyntactic
values
kien ‘be’ 
K-W-N
hiet ‘sew’ 
H-J-T
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kon-t hit-t A
3SGM kien hiet B
3SGF kien-et hiet-et B
3PL kien-u hiet -u B
Imperfect
SG j-ku:n j-hi:t C
PL j-ku:n-u j-hi:t-u C
Table 3.29 ie CV:C verbs
The reason for listing the C-root is to show that knowledge of the medial C does not condition 
the stem’s stem-vowels. While it is true that a w C2 always appears to render the same pattem of 
stem-vowels: o in the Perfect M2 stem and u: in the Imperfect, this is not the case withy-taking
URs, and ambiguous outcomes are observed. What we observe from the paradigms in tables
The reason for listing the C-root as assumed for Maltese at this point will become clearer in the course 
of the discussion, and will essentially show that reference to the C-root will not be able to get us to the 
appropriate paradigmatic word-forms.
This is the only verb in this set of Standard CV:C verbs that involves stem-vowel-induced 
overabundant stems. (Another such verb which is somewhat dialectal, which displays this overabundance 
is zal ‘get out of the way’). When the verb far-t ‘I overspilled’ is used, the Perfect sub-paradigm is then 
completely phonologically-driven, albeit the Perfect M2 cell stem-unification wrinkle which we have 
attributed to the morphological component.
Note that the mismatch we find in the a: set of verbs, where the medial C in the UR C-root does not 
match with the expected stem-vowel, is found in MSA as well, even if different cells are involved. In 
MSA, whenever a hollow verb is related with a -w- medial C and not a -J-, we get an u stem-vowel in the 
Perfect M2 and the Perfect 3PLF, e.g. qa:la ‘say’ becomes quit ‘I said’, whereas verbs with -j- such as 
ka:la ‘eat’, take an i stem-vowel in their Perfect M2 and Perfect 3PLF. Six exceptional cases defy the C- 
root stipulations, and are all related with verbs that have a -w- medial C in their C-roots: kha:fa ‘fear’, 
na:ma ‘sleep’, ma:ja ‘flicker’, ma:ta ‘die’, ka:da ‘close to do something’, and na:la ‘gain, obtain’ (El 
Dalea, 2010). Instead of getting an u stem-vowel in analogy with qa:la, as would be predicted, considering 
that we have a -w- medial vowel, these verbs take an i stem-vowel: khif-, nim-, and the rest. These can 
either be listed as exceptions to the C-root or, under a surface-based account, be specifically listed as 
principal parts or part of a generalised correlation along the lines of (3.23).
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(3.28-3.29) is that a bi-implicative cross-paradigmatic dependency exists. The formula in (3.23) 
represents this visually, and indicates that by having knowledge of the base’s stem-vowel and 
the ablaut-changed stem-vowel in the Perfect M2 cells, which is assumed to be itself a principal 
part, then the Imperfect stem can be deduced. Thus, if  an a:/ie-to-i change is present across the 
base and the Perfect M2 cells, then in the Imperfect we get an i: stem-vowel. If an ie-to-o 
change is present, then in the Imperfect sub-paradigm we get an u:. (Refer to appendix III, where 
there we show dialectal data from Mosti in particular, where the ie^ z^  ^pereon] does not ablaut- 
change to i: in the Imperfect, but retains the same stem-vowel, consequently illustrating an 
ABBB BB sub-pattem of stem-altemations.)
(3.23) The set of stem-vowel bi-implicative cross-paradigm relations across CV:C verbs
a. CV.C (2./Z^[3rdPerson] ^ n d  i[\'^ 2\ ^ ( d e d u C e )  /.[Imperfect]
b. CV.C 67. //^ [3rd Person] ^nd o/67[1a2] ^ 77. [Imperfect]
If we now consider the V:C verbs, due to their g^-initial loss, we are back to a semi- 
phonologically-conditioned pattem, given that ablaut-change is involved in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, which change takes the form of a diphthong across both e: and a: V:C verbs. If we 
here first focus on the e: sub-set, these share the same stem pattem class I with CV:C[g^ -mediai] 
verbs (excluding verbs such as qaghad ‘stay, fit’ however), discussed in §3.3.2, where for the 
paradigms of e: V:C verbs such as ghen /e:n/ ‘help’/g^ex /e:J7 ‘live’, we get an AA[ia2sg]BBB [3rd 
Pers]BB[iA2PL] CC[SG=PL] sub-pattem intemal to stem pattern class I (table 3.30).
Morphosyntactic
values
ghen ‘help’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG ghin-t /en-t/ A
3SGM ghen /e;n/ B
3SGF ghen-et /e:n-et/ B
M2PL ghin-na /e:n:a/ B
3PL ghen-u /e:n-u/ B
Imperfect
SG j-ghin /j-ejn/ C
PL j-ghin-u /j-ejn-u/ C
Table 3.30 The e: V:C verbal base ghen ‘help’
In the case of the a: V;C verb gham /aim/ ‘swim’, we get a number of distinct associated 
paradigms. One of these involves an ABBB CC sub-pattem of stem-alternations internal to stem 
pattem class V (table 3.31), which pattem was shown to be employed by most of the CV:C and 
CVCC verbs. The other distinct paradigmatic behaviours displayed include the additional 
diphthong stem-extension in the Perfect M2 stem, which has been shown to be present in the 
same cells in the paradigms of CVCC and CVCV verbs, where analogy might be the reason for 
the diphthong’s presence here. Other possible stem-alternation patterns are associated with this 
paradigm, including the sub-pattem ABCD EE internal to the ABCD SG=PL stem pattern class 
XII, the class in which a-a CWCWy selecting] verbs such as qam  ‘read’ participate (table 3.18 in 
§3.4.1). This behaviour could have been triggered by the very presence of the stem-extension in 
the Perfect M2 cells.
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Morphosyntactic
values
gham ‘swim’ stem pattem
Perfect
M2 /omej-t/ A A A
3SGM /a:m/ B B B
3SGF /a:m-et/ ~ /o:m-et/ ~ /o:m-ot/ B B C
3PL /a:m-u/ ~ /a:me-w/ ~ /o:m-u/ ~ /o:me-w/ B C D
Imperfect
SG /j-owm/ C D E
PL /j-owm-u/ C D E
Table 3.31 The multiple stem-altemation pattems displayed by gham ‘swim
In the associated paradigms that do not display a stem-extension in the Perfect M2 cells, gham 
‘swim’ participates in stem pattem class III on its own, instantiating the stem pattem class 
through the AA[ia2sg] BBB[3rdPere] CC[ia2pl] CC[sg=pl]j and AA[ia2sg] BBB^ rdPere] CC[ia2pl] DD[sg=pl] 
sub-pattems, as illustrated in table (3.32). Both paradigms may in fact be analysed as being in an 
overabundant relation vis-à-vis each other.
Morphosyntactic
values
gham ‘swim’ stem
pattem
gham ‘swim’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG ghom-t /om-t/ A ghom-t /o'^m-t/ ~ /e'^m-t/*^^ A
3SGM gham /a:m/ B gham /arm/ B
3SGF gham-et /a:m-et/ B gham-et /a:m-et/ B
M2PL ghom-na /owm-na/ C ghom-na /o:m-na/ C
3PL gham-u /a:m-u/ B gham-u /a:m-u/ B
Imperfect
SG j-ghum /j-owm/ C j-ghum /j-owm/ ~ /j-ewm/ D
PL j-ghum-u /j-owm-u/ C j-ghum-u /j-owm-u/ D
Table 3.32 The overabundant Perfect M2 stems in the Standard variety
(3.24) below presents the stem-vowel relations that take place across the Perfect and Imperfect 
sub-paradigms of V:C verbs.
The latter overabundant form (as well as /jewm/ in the Imperfect PL cells) is dialectal. I am here simply 
inserting it to suggest that possibly the change from o-io-ow in the Perfect M2 stem in the Standard 
variety may in fact have solid roots in the parallel stem-vowel quality in the dialectal variety, notably the 
North-Eastern Maltese variety of Naxxari. This M stem-vowel type is widespread across other dialectal 
varieties, particularly Gozitan ones. In the Mgarri dialect, in relation to this verbal paradigm, the V’s form 
does not change, although it changes its quality as it diphthongises: nawmu ‘we swim’ (Camilleri & 
Vanhove 1994; 93).
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(3.24) The set of stem-vowel cross-paradigm correlations that hold across V:C verbs’^ *
a. V:C a.-[3SGM] (deduces) ~ o.-[ia2] owpmperfect]
b. V:C e . ‘[3SGM] q/[Imperfect]
What the overview of these three verbal bases illustrated is that we will need to list the Perfect 
M2 stem as a principal part within the lexical entry, mainly due to the presence of the 
diphthong-extended Perfect M2 stem. Moreover, while across the CVCVy  selecting] and CVCVC 
verbs one could only display internal sub-paradigmatic relations, here we have shown that a 
stem-vowel cross-paradigmatic dependency exists intemal to CVCC, CV:C and V:C verbs, 
where in the case of CV:C and V:C verbs, this dependency is a bi-implicative one, and where 
two principal parts are strictly required. Morphology was kept responsible for the redundant 
stem-vowel changes observed, the pattems of paradigmatic relations shown to exist across type 1 
SM verbs, as well as the increase in the number of stems. This can in tum be interpreted as ways 
with which the morphology aims at more feature coherent realizations by the stem. What follows 
considers another dimension to the morphologically-influenced paradigmatic behaviour of 
CVCCWCC/CV:C verbs.
3.4.3 Stem pattem class oscillations
In this section we will assess morphology’s role in targeting the paradigmatic behaviour of 
lexically-specified verbs that are shown to oscillate between different stem-alternation pattems, 
displaying overabundance (Camilleri, 2012a,c,d), as was the case particularly in our discussion 
of V:C gham ‘swim’ in §3.4.2.2. Table (3.33) provides the stem-altemation pattems rendered by 
the paradigms for hass ‘feel’, building further upon the paradigm we had in table (3.26).
Morphosyntactic
values
hass ‘feel’ stem
pattem
hass ‘feel’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 hassej-t A hassej-t A
3SGM hass B hass B
3SGF hass-et B hass-et B
3PL hass-u B hasse-w C
Imperfect
SG j-hoss C j-hoss D
PL j-hoss-u C j-hoss-u D
Table 3.33 The two distinct parac igms associated with hass ‘feel’ i
pattems of stem-altemations
ustrating two distinct
The availability of paradigmatic stem-alternations results in a redundant overabundant stem in 
the Perfect 3PL cell. The added stem comes about as a result of a morphologically-triggered
 ^ Once again one must add that while this is true of the Standard variety under discussion here, evidence 
from Mgarri, which has had its phonetic and phonological behaviour thoroughly described, shows us that 
it is possible to have an aj diphthong form in the Imperfect stem of ghex ‘live’ /naijfu/ (Camilleri & 
Vanhove 1994: 91). There is no information however on the Perfect 3SGM stem-vowel, and whether we 
should expect it to be e: as in the Standard. If we assume that we have an e: as in the Standard variety, 
then clearly, the Perfect e: stem-vowel -  Imperfect ej diphthong relation does not hold for this non- 
Standard variety.
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selection of the -w exponent instead o f the -u, where phonology results in the resyllabification of 
the 3PL stcm-shapc, consequently in line with the morphophonological-stipulation on allomorph 
selection in (3.9). A discussion on the consequences and effects of this new pattern in relation to 
the original one will be pursued in §3.5. Not all CVCC verbs allow for this alternation however. 
While the majority do, lexically-identified verbs such as mess ‘touch’, at least in the Standard 
variety, do not, since there are no Imperfect forms that take the stem mess- e.g. *mess-u ‘they 
touch’. The paradigm for mess ‘touch’ however, still involves overabundant stems. These stems, 
both in the Perfect M2 and 3PL cells are triggered by the presence of an overabundant stem- 
vowel. The resultant stem-vowel-induced alternation may be once again taken to reflect a non­
stable state of affairs, representing different stages of the imala cline. While the process is a 
phonological one, the distinct cell targeting is entirely morphological, although neither of these 
overabundant stems alter the pattern of stem-altemation. So far it has only been a syllable- 
strueture-based overabundant stem present in the Perfect 3PL cell that renders a stem pattern 
class shift.
Morphosyntaetic
values
mess ‘touch’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 missej-t ~ messej-t A
3SGM mess B
3SGF mess-et B
3PL messe-w ~ misse-w C
Imperfect
SG j-miss D
PL j-miss-u D
Table 3.34 The lexieally-speeified ABBC DD stem-patterned mess ‘touch’ paradigm
Table (3.35) provides another paradigm associated with mess which involves an overabundant 
stem in the Perfect 3SGF cell of dialect-influenced Standard varieties, which stem-vowel 
alternation does result in a different pattern of stem-alternations: ABBC DD ~ ABCD CC. These 
patterns cut across stem pattern class VII and XII respectively. What one might argue is that the 
presence of such volatile stem-vowels may be due to ongoing and unsettled synchronic imala 
processes.
Morphosyntaetic
values
mess ‘touch’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 missej-t ~ messej-t A
3SGM mess B
3SGF miss-et C
3PL messe-w ~ misse-w D
Imperfect
SG j-miss C
PL j-miss-u C
Table 3.35 The alternating 3SGF stem in the mess ‘tone 
Standard varieties
i ’ paradigm of some dialect-influenced
If we now turn to consider the one verb that takes a VCC verbal base ghadd ‘enumerate’, we see 
that just like mess ‘touch’, this verb does not take an ABBB SG=PL pattern (stem pattern class
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V), but participates in the ABBC SG=PL stem pattern class VII. However, this is not the only 
stem pattern class the verb ghadd ‘enumerate’ participates in. Just like the paradigm for mess 
‘touch’ in table (3.35) it can participate in stem pattern class XII (ABCD SG=PL).
Morphosyntaetic
values
ghadd ‘enumerate’ stem
pattern
ghadd ‘enumerate’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 ghaddej-t ~ ghoddej-t^^^ 
/ad:ej-t/ ~ /od:ej-t/
A ghaddej-t ~ ghoddej-t 
/ad:ej-t/ ~ /od:ej-t/
A
3SGM ghadd /ad:/ B ghadd /ad:/ B
3SGF ghadd-et /ad:-et/ B ghaddie-t ~ ghoddie-t 
/ad:ie-t/ ~ /od:ie-t/
C
3PL ghadde-w /ad:e-w/ C ghadde-w -  ghodde-w 
/ad:e-w/ ~ /od:e-w/
D
Imperfect
SG j-ghodd /j-od:/ D j-ghodd /j-od:/ E
PL j-ghodd-u /j-od:-u/ D j-ghodd-u /j-od:-u/ E
Table 3.36 The alternating paradigms for the VCC verb ghadd ‘enumerate’
What we see in the paradigms associated with ghadd ‘enumerate’ is that essentially we get the 
same a-io-o stem-vowel change across the Perfect 3SGM stem and the Imperfect stems, just as 
was the ease across the a CVCC verbs (and a sub-set of CV;C verbs, discussed in §3.4.2.2). The 
stem-vowel-overabundant stems in the Perfect M2 cells parallel what we had in the sadd 
‘bloek’/ra^/ûf ‘give’ paradigms in table (3.27), where it was shown how the ablaut-change that 
takes place in the Imperfect cells is now infiltrating the Perfect M2 stem. Additionally we get 
stem-shape alternating stems in the Perfect 3SGF cell, apart from the stem-vowel 
overabundance. The stem-vowel change in the 3SGF cell parallels what we had in the paradigm 
of mess in table (3.35). There we discussed how the changes in the 3SGF stem are due to 
unstable and ongoing imala changes. Here imala effects play no role. All the changes observed 
are akin to the arbitrary syllable structure/stem-shape changes. It is interesting that since the 
stem pattern class we end up with is that in which a-a CWCVy selecting] verbs such as qara ‘read’ 
belong (refer to table (3.18)), although taking a different sub-pattern, one speculates whether the 
availability of the ABCD EE pattern is triggered by the fact that both the Perfect M2 and 3PL 
cells involve characteristics attributed to CVCV[., selecting] verbs, i.e. an arbitrarily extended stem 
in the Perfect M2 cells involving the ej diphthongised form, and the redundant e extension in the 
3PL cell. The change in the 3SGF cell brings the cycle to its completion, fitting within the stem 
pattern class in which CVCV[., selecting] verbs participate. The difference is that although it 
participates in the same stem pattern class XII with the a-a vowel-pattem sub-set (such as qara 
‘read’), the stem-vowel dependency followed in the Perfect sub-paradigm is the one followed by 
e-a vowel-patterned verbs (3.17b). It might be plausible, therefore, to assume that given the 
forward-looking nature of VCC verbs, these might have emerged as leaders in this sequence of 
analogical events and influences across the CVCC and CV:C verbs, where they come to take a 
distinct syllable-strueture stem in the 3PL cells, as well as additional diphthongised stem- 
extensions across a number of lexically-specified a: CV:C verbs, such as sam ‘fast’ and daq
Note how the stem-vowel-based stem overabundance in the Perfect M2 cell is not brought about by a 
change in the pattern of stem-altemations, unlike overabundance that involves a stem-shape change, 
targeting specific cells, such as that observed in the 3PL cells of verbs such as hass ‘feel’. However 
observe that stem-altemation patterns do influence stem-vowel-based overabundance in the 3SGF cell, as 
in table (3.35) and in the paradigms for ghadd ‘enumerate’ in table (3.36).
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‘taste’ (Camilleri 2012a,d), as presented in table (3.37), and as was the ease in one of the 
associated paradigms of the a: V:C verb gham /a:m/ ‘swim’ (table 3.31 in §3.4.2.2).^^° The 
difference between the two paradigms below is that while that of sam ‘fast’ involves an 
overabundant stem across both the Perfect M2 and 3PL cells, the paradigm of daq ‘taste’ only 
involves an overabundant stem in the 3 PL cell.
Morphosyntaetic
values
sam ‘fast’ daq ‘taste’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 som-t ~ somej-t doq-t A A
3SGM sa:m da:q B B
3SGF sa:m-et da:q-et B B
3PL sa:m-u ~ same-w da:q-u ~ daqe-w B ~ C
Imperfect
SG j-su:m j-du:q C D
PL j-su:m-u j-du:q-u C D
Table 3.37 The overabundant sam ‘fast’ and daq ‘taste’ paradigms
The analogical influences between CVCC and CV:C verbs appear to be bidirectional when we 
arrive at the point where both sets of verbal bases involve Perfect M2 stems with an ej 
extension. Reasons for thinking in this way come from observations with respect to the presence 
of an o stem-vowel in the Perfect M2 stems in the paradigms of a verbs such as sadd ‘block’ and 
radd ‘give’ in table (3.27) in §3.4.2.2. As the verbs start taking an o stem-vowel, CV:C verbs 
become more easily associated with, and closer to CVCC verbs. One can then speculate that as 
more a CV:C verbs that take an o in their Perfect M2 cells start taking overabundant stem- 
extended forms, it becomes more likely that one observes an increase in the presence of the o 
stem-vowel in the Perfect M2 cells of CVCC verbs.
In the next section, having here observed some idiosyncratic lexical behaviours which target 
members of closely-related sets of verbal bases, shown to influence each other analogically, we 
will now consider morphology’s role as it specifically targets idiosyncratic verbs that do not 
form a natural class, both in the sense that not all the verbs to be discussed belong to the same 
verbal base, but also in not displaying the same set of paradigmatic behaviours, unlike what we 
observed across the CVCCA^CC and CV:C data in this section.
3.4.4 Lexical conditioning
While the previous sections displayed a general morphologically-complex behaviour eonceming 
sets of verbs which were grouped together on the basis of their verbal base, in this section we 
will consider lexically specified verbs whose paradigmatic behaviour does not fit with the rest of 
their verbal base type, and yet at the same time nothing unifies the set of verbs to be discussed 
here. Recall that in §3.4.2.1 we have also referred to lexical-speeifications, when discussing 
CVCVC verbs. This was the case when some such verbs involved ablaut-changes in their 
paradigms, which we dealt with by postulating an the presence of the Imperfect SG stem as a 
principal part in the lexical entry. In that section, however, we did not have singly identified 
verbs, such as the ones we will have here. Here we will see how the same verb need not only
From my observations of the Standard variety there appears to be a restrietion that such stem-extending 
verbs are limited to a: CV:C verbs. While for now this appears to be true, one still requires to look at what 
goes on in the non-Standard varieties.
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display distinct sub-pattems of stem-alternations but can in fact also participate in a totally 
separate stem pattern class than the one in which the rest of the verbs in the verbal base belong. 
They provide issues to the C-root UR approaches, which are not able to explain and account for 
the variation observed across verbs that supposedly take uniform C-root types.
The lexical idiosyncrasies to be discussed here involve five sets of verbs from whose paradigms 
we will assess distinct non-canonical behaviours arising from morphology’s influence on the 
paradigm. Consequently these lexemes could not be grouped in any natural way, and are being 
provided here individually to account for the frill array of type 1 verbs in the language 
(excluding the discussion of kiel ‘eat’ and wera ‘show’ (also extending to wagq/'‘stop’) which 
will be discussed in §6.2.1 for reasons which we will see therein). In this section we will see 
how notwithstanding these verbs’ distinct behaviours, their paradigmatic behaviour still fits 
within the established stem-altemation dimensions we have seen so far across our data set 
throughout §3.3-§3.4.1-3.
3.4.4.1 mar/mair/ ‘go’
The lexical item mar ‘go’ is at the surface an ordinary CV:C verb. However, mar ‘go’ is the only 
CV:C verb that does not participate in the stem pattern class in which all other CV:C verbs 
participate. According to Borg (1978: 230), mar ‘go’ is diachronieally derived from the 
gemmate (i.e. CVCC) marr with the meaning ‘pass (by)’ in Arabic. This form has been 
synchronieally reanalysed as a hollow verb in Maltese, whereby in traditional grammar its C-root 
is M-W-R, and not *M-R-R, the latter being the expected C-root stmeture for geminates. 
Notwithstanding this traditional classification or diachronic origin, the surface pattern of stem- 
altemations mar ‘go’ takes is the ABCC DE sub-pattem intemal to stem pattem class XI, which 
is the pattem of altemations predominantly exhibited by CVCVC verbs.
Morphosyntaetic
values
mar ‘go’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mor-t A
3SGM mar /ma:r/ B
3SGF marr-et C
3PL marr-u C
Imperfect
SG i-mur /j-mu:r/ D
PL j-morr-u E
Table 3.38 The parad igm for mar ‘go’
Recall from §3.4.2.2 that CV:C verbs mainly take an ABBB SG=PL pattem of stem-altemations 
(stem pattem class V), unless we consider lexically-specified verbs such as sam ‘fast’ and daq 
‘taste’ presented in the previous section in table (3.37), where we saw an ABBC DD pattem of 
stem-altemations. If we want to retain the speculation that mar ‘go’ could in fact be some hybrid 
CV:C-CVCC verb, then one must here also recall that CV:C and CVCC verbs have in §3.4.2.2 
and in the previous section been shown to be highly influenced by each other, and that 
essentially these two syllable-stmetures in the language are in parallel distribution. What is of 
interest ffom a synchronic analysis of the paradigm is that while there is no relation to its 
possible origin and/or synchronic reanalysis in terms of the pattems of stem-altemations 
employed by the current paradigm, the stems in the Perfect 3SGF^3PL and in the Imperfect PL
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cells take the same phonological structure we find in the paradigm of CVCC verbs, i.e. a CVCC 
stem-shape, while in the rest of the cells, the stem-shape is that of a CV:C verb. The outcome is 
such that we get a conflation of both the CV:C pattem in (3.23a) and the a CVCC relation in 
(3.22a), repeated below as (3.25) with amendments specific to mar, given its distinct cell 
targeting.
(3.35) The relations intemal to the paradigm of mar
a. CV:C ûT.'psGM] (deduces) 0 [r2] w/pmperfectsG]
b. C V C C  fl[3SGF^3PL] Opmperfect PL]
Data from Mgarri (and the neighbouring dialects Mosti and Naxxari) show that we can get an u 
stem-vowel in the Imperfect PL CCVC stems; im-murr-u ‘we go’ (Camilleri & Vanhove 1994: 
105). If we follow the apophonie path in (3.21) then we may assume that the stem-vowel was the 
same across the SG and PL cells, i.e. stem-vowel u throughout the whole sub-paradigm, and that 
in the Standard, an u-Xo-o stem-vowel change targeted the Imperfect PL cells alone. Having said 
this, in the case of Naxxari, we also get stem-vowel u in the Perfect 3SGM and M2 Perfect cells. 
The hybrid paradigmatic nature displayed in the paradigm of mar ‘go’, where we observe the 
incorporation of the stem-vowel and stem-shape patterns of two distinct verbal bases, when 
considered from a paradigm-motivated surface-oriented approach, although never analysed in 
this way in the Maltese literature, has prompted the traditional grammarian Sutcliffe to consider 
this verb as irregular (Sutcliffe 1936: 138).^^  ^ In this study mar ‘go’ will only be considered as 
irregular by virtue of the fact that it needs additional principal parts such as the Perfect 
3SGF^3PL and Imperfect PL cells (as in 3.36), when we compare it with other verbs of its class, 
which were shown to only require the Perfect 3SGM as base and the Perfect M2 stem. Not 
listing the Imperfect SG is due to the assumed paradigmatic dependency in (3.23a/3.35). Listing 
the Imperfect PL stem is required to override the stem -mur /mu:r-/ from taking over the whole 
paradigm.
(3.36) m ar’s ‘go’ lexical entry
Base-form mar (CV:C verbal base)
Principal part[Perfect rq  mor- /-mw.r/pmperfectSG]
Principal p a r tp e r fe c t  s s g f ^s p l ] marr-
Principal partp m perfect p l ] -morr-
3.4.4.2 qal /?a:F ‘say’
While mar ‘go’ in the previous sub-section displayed a hybrid paradigmatic behaviour, taking 
forms from both a CV:C and a CVCC verbal source, qal ‘say’, which is also a CV:C verb, is 
idiosyncratic in that it is the only SM type 1 verb that involves suppletion between the stem in 
the Perfect M2 cells and that in the Imperfect sub-paradigm.
Sutcliffe is the only grammarian, apart from the diachronist Borg (1978) that observed how mar ‘go’ 
behaved differently and actually said something about it. Modem grammars including Borg & Azzopardi- 
Alexander (1997) and other pedagogical grammars do not give due importance to this verb and treat it just 
as any other traditional hollow verb, or in our terminology here, as a CV:C verb like the rest of its class. 
Given that they do not base their analyses on surface or paradigm-oriented accounts, in terms of its UR, 
mar ‘go’ (M-W-R) is analysed just as any other CV:C verb.
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Morphosyntaetic
values
qal ‘said’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 ghid-t /ed-t/ A
3SGM qa:l B
3SGF qa:l-et B
3PL qa:l-u B
Imperfect
SG i-ghid /j-ejd/ ~ /j-ajd/ C
PL j-ghid-u /j-ejd-u/ ~ /j-ajd-u/ C
Table 3.39 The suppletion-involving paradigm for qal ‘say’
What is interesting is that notwithstanding the presence of a suppleted stem in the Imperfect sub- 
paradigm, we still get the same stem-altemation pattern that characterises the verbal base in 
which this verb-form fits. The reason for this eould potentially be due to the faet that the two 
stems involved are CV:C/V;C verbs: qal ‘say’ and obsolete '^ghad ‘repeat’, although this need 
not have been the case, as nested pattems are possible in general (Baerman & Corbett 2012). 
Apart from retaining the same stem-altemation pattem, it is additionally also showing how 
diaclironically, when the suppleted forms were still fully-fledged forms with no lost phonemes, 
the paradigmatic dependency in (3.23b) was employed (a .-fssG M i -  4 i" 2 i -  f 'r im p e rfe c ti) , albeit with a 
different purpose, i.e. to realize the relation across suppleted forms. Synchronieally the 
dependency can be reinterpreted as involving the Perfect M2 and Imperfect bi-implieative cross­
paradigm dependency employed by e: V:C verbs such as ghen /e:n/ ‘help’ in (3.24b) (el^2^ -  
q /rim p erfec ti). Thcrcforc, even if the given Perfect M2 stem is a suppleted form, with the 
employment of the same dependency, we get to the other suppleted form in the Imperfect sub- 
paradigm. Other than the presence of a suppleted form, nothing is special about this verb, as its 
lexical entry below suggests.
(3.37) qal’s ‘say’ lexical entry 
Base-form
Principal partperfect ri]
qal (CV:C verbal based)
Zed-/ ->  (deduces)/-q/ûZ-/pinperfectsG]
3.4.4.3 ties  ‘kiss’/m/c/ ‘diejdieb  ~ dab ‘melt’/Zu'c/ ‘urinate’
Bies ‘kiss’, miet ‘die’, dieb ~ dab ‘melt’ and biel ‘urinate’ (with the first three verbs already 
mentioned as distinct in Sutcliffe 1936: 114) are yet four other CV:C verbs that are special in as 
much as the system of bi-implieative ablaut-ehanges intemal to their paradigms differs from the 
mainstream one provided in (3.23) repeated below.
This behaviour provides us with evidence of how it is true that ‘the relationship [across stems in the 
paradigm] proves to be independent of how regular the process of stem formation in question is’ (Pirelli & 
Battista 2000: 6).
Note that the same follows in the paradigms of Standard defective verbs haf ‘prowl about’ and sies 
‘persist to follow’, which in the dialectal varieties are non-defective.
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(3.23) The set of stem-vowel correlations that hold across the CV:C verbal bases
a. CV:C â/zc[3SGM] and i[r2] -------- ► (deduces) zV[imperfect]
b. CV:C a/zC[3SGM] and o/a[iA 2] -------------p. ^.'[imperfect]
If  we provide the paradigm of bies ‘kiss’ as our exemplary data, instead of the expected i: in the 
Imperfect stem, given the presence of the stem-vowel i in the Perfect M2 cells, we get u:. For 
this reason, the Imperfect stem will need to be listed as a principal part, in order to be able to 
override the default deductions.
Morphosyntaetic
values
bies ‘kiss’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 bis-t A
3SGM bies B
3SGF bies-et B
3PL bies-u B
Imperfect
SG j-bu:s C
PL j-bu:s-u C
Table 3.40 The parac igm for bies ‘ dss’
The paradigm for bies ‘kiss’ thus appears to operate at the intersection of the two stem-vowel 
dependencies across CV:C verbs (3.23). Wliile the Perfect sub-paradigm fits into the zperfect ri] 
system, the presence of the u: stem-vowel in the Imperfect sub-paradigm would have been 
associated with an o stem-vowel in the Perfect M2 cells. Note that this behaviour, while 
resulting in idiosyncratic lexical items, can be understood as being derived out of a slower 
process of stem-vowel changes in the Perfect M2 cell. Evidence for this comes from the faet that 
if these verbs were originally destined to end up behaving like kien ‘be’ (in table (3.29)), then 
the paradigm of these lexical items here is still in an in-between phase where the stem-vowel in 
the Perfect M2 stems has not changed to o, unlike the rest of u: Imperfect stem-vowel taking 
verbs. Once again note that this is interpreted as another instance of cell-targeting morphological 
complexity. However, while ablaut-ehanges target specific cells and not others, the process does 
not in turn apply across the board. The lexical entry for bies ‘kiss’ (as is analogically the case in 
that of miet ‘die’, dieb ~ dab ‘melt’ and biel ‘urinate’), with the additional Imperfect stem as a 
principal part to override *-bi:s, is as follows:
(3.38) bies’ ‘kiss’ lexical entry 
Base-form
Principal partperfect 1-2] 
Principal partpmperfect]
3.4.4.4 biegh /bih:/ ‘sell’
bies
bis-
-bu:s-
(CV:C verbal based)
Here we consider a verb which was diachronieally an g/z-final CV:C verb, which, unlike in the 
case of diachronieally g^-final CVCV verbs in §3.3.3.2, has retained the gh in the form of /h/, 
where instead of a CV:C verb we now have a reanalysed stem-vowelled i CVCC verb: /bih:/, 
and it is for this reason that this verb is being discussed here as opposed to a discussion in
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§3.3.3, where we considered a number of type 1 verbs that lost one of their stem phonemes. 
What is special about this verb’s paradigm is that due to its reanalysis, it is illustrating 
‘emerging’ Standard data which cuts across speakers of various ages. From a careful observation 
of the use of this verb we will be able to see a cycle of paradigmatic changes similar to that 
discussed for temm ‘end, finish’ (table 3.25) in §3.4.2.2. There, however, we could only 
hypothesise the diachronic cycle, since we eould only witness the end effect.
Table (3.41) below provides the orthographical paradigm, while table (3.42) then provides the 
two sets of paradigms present in the Standard variety. From the orthographic paradigm we see 
that we originally had an ie CV:C verb. In the synchronic non-orthographic rendering, on the 
other hand, we get a CVCC verb, and depending on the Standard variety spoken, identified as 
‘traditional’ vs. ‘emerging’ Standard, we get distinct paradigmatic behaviours.
Morphosyntaetic
values
biegh ‘sell’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 begh-t A
3SGM biegh B
3SGF biegh-et B
3PL biegh-u B
Imperfect
SG j-bigh C
PL j-bigh-u C
Table 3.41 The orthographical paradigm of the verb biegh ‘sell’
Morphosyntaetic
values
biegh ‘sell’ 
‘traditional Standard’
stem
pattem
biegh ‘sell’ 
‘emerging Standard’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 /bet-t/'"" A /bihhej-t/ ~ /behhej-t/ A -  A
3SGM /bihh/ B /bihh/ B B
3SGF /bij-et/ C /bihh-et/ B B
3PL /bija-w/ ~ /bije-w/^^^ D /bihh-u/ ~ /bi/ehhe-w/ B C
Imperfect
SG /j-bihh/ B /j-bihh/ B B
PL /j-bija-w/ ~ /j-bije-w/ D /j-bihh-u/ B B
Table 3.42 The distinct paradigms assoeiatec with the reanalysed lbih:l ‘sell’
 ^  ^ Comparing across the written and ‘spoken’ paradigmatic varieties one sees how in such contexts 
orthography does not quite represent what is actually pronounced, even if Maltese has a relatively shallow 
orthographic system, very much like the Italian orthography for example, where there is usually a direct 
correlation with the phonological form (Azzopardi-Alexander, p.c, 2009).
I have no explanation for where the t consonant in this stem comes from. However, note that in the 
Naxxari dialectal variety, apart from having the t in the Perfect M2 stem, one finds the t in the 3SGF stem; 
bët-. The stem in the 3PL cell is then: be- i.e. without the diphthong that is present in the traditional 
Standard.
/bijew/ has more of a dialectal feel to it and is likely to be present in dialectal varieties other than 
Naxxari, or Standard speech that is influenced by the dialect. The Naxxari form is Ibewl ‘they sold’.
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The difference across the two paradigms in table (3.42) is significant. Although associated with 
the same lexical item these paradigms pattem in three distinct stem pattem classes. The 
innovative change taking place in the ‘emergent’ Standard paradigm is however being currently 
looked at seomfiilly by Maltese purists, language planners and people in the education sector, 
who consider the ‘traditional Standard’ paradigm as reflecting how speakers ‘ought’ to 
pronounce these paradigmatic forms. In focussing on prescription, the systematic principles that 
characterise and guide this innovation have however been disregarded. What we can assess is 
that the paradigmatic pattems in the ‘emergent’ paradigm are pushing the paradigm back to 
where it all started. This is to say that the orthographic paradigm, which represents the ‘original’ 
paradigm in diachrony, takes an ABBB CC sub-pattern of stem-alternations intemal to stem 
pattem class V. This stem pattem class also hosts the pattem of stem-alternations displayed by 
the ‘emerging’ Standard paradigm. The ABCD BD stem-altemation pattem intemal to stem 
pattem class XIII in the ‘traditional’ Standard paradigm can be perceived as an effect of a 
paradigm whose final-g^ loss is realized both as an /h/ and an ij diphthong reflex, thereby 
illustrating what appears to be another in-between paradigm. The distinct paradigms may be 
thought of as illustrating a morphological trend that is in search of simplification, (just as is 
observed across the dialectal data presented in §3.3.3.1 and §3.3.3.2 in the discussion of dialectal 
qaghad ‘stay, fit’ (table 3.12) and dialectal CVRV[.e? selecting] verbs (table 3.15)), rendering the 
pattem of changes as perceived through changes in stem-altemation pattems, full circle, 
reanalysing the verb as a CVCC verbal base instead of a CV:C one. Also refer to the emergent 
paradigms associated with RVCVC verbs, which have in §3.4.2.1 in table (3.24) also been 
reinterpreted as representative of a paradigmatic representation of a pattem come full circle, i.e. 
via the ablaut-changes infiltrating the Perfect sub-paradigm. The complex paradigmatic 
behaviour observed in the ‘emergent’ Standard paradigm akin to the oscillating stem-altemation 
pattem present, (as also discussed in §3.4.3) simply reinforces the hypothesis whereby once the 
paradigm stabilises itself and ends up where it started (as opposed to the in-between phase 
exhibited by the ‘traditional’ Standard paradigm), the paradigm associated with this reanalysed 
verb starts to display the same characteristics observed for other CVCC verbs, i.e. illustrating the 
same stem-altemation pattems shifting across stem pattern class V and VII. This results 
primarily in the stem-shape change in the Perfect 3PL, and the stem-vowel-based overabundance 
in the Perfect M2 cells. While this might be indicative of the faet that the paradigm is in for a 
retum to additional complexity, this could only be possible after having anchored the paradigm 
back to its roots. Biegh ‘buy’ is thus unique only in its ‘traditional’ Standard paradigm, where 
the Perfect 3SGF and 3PL and Imperfect PL cells are required to be listed in the lexical entry. 
Given that the presence of this lexical item in general within the Standard lexicon (also refer to 
ficc  ‘search’ in §4.3.2.1) will require us to upgrade the cross-paradigm stem-vowel changes 
associated with CVCC verbs provided in (3.22) in §3.4.2.2 as follows in (3.39), we will assume 
that this will still allow us to deduce the stem-vowel in the Imperfect cells, except that the listing 
of the Imperfect PL stem as a principal part in the lexical entry as in (3.40) will override the use 
of the stem /bihh-/ from taking over the whole of the sub-paradigm.
(3.39) a. CVCC 0[3SGM] ( d e d u c e s )  o [imperfect]
b . CVCC ^[3SGM] -> //^[Imperfect]
e. CVCC /[3SGM] ^[Imperfect]
The diphthongisation reminds us of the similar effect observed in the case of the g/z-fmal set of CVCV 
verbs, mentioned in §3.3.3.2, although there we had an aj form maintained as a reflex of the original back 
context.
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(3.40) biegh's lexical entry for ‘traditional Standard’ speakers
Base-form biegh /bihh/ (CVCC verbal base) deduces Imperfect
SG
Principal part^erfect rz] bet-
Principalpart[Perfect3SGF] bij-
Principalpart[Perfect3PL] bija-
Principal partp m perfect p l ] bija-
3.4.4.5 ‘swear’ and ra g ^ a ‘herd’
Dagha ‘swear’ and ragha ‘herd’ are the two traditionally ‘regular’ lexical items that we can here 
interpret as having a CV: verbal base. (Refer to the traditional ‘irregular’ set in §6.2). The verb 
ragha ‘herd’ is being mentioned here to highlight the distinct behaviour of dagha ‘swear’, 
however one may argue that synchronieally ragha ‘herd’ is in fact defective for most speakers, 
and while the whole paradigm is still provided in table (3.43), yet, it is only the Imperfect cells 
that are mainly available or used. Dagha ‘swear’ (just like fehem  ‘understand’ andg^am ‘swim’ 
constitutes a stem pattem class member of its own, realizing an ABBC AC pattem of stem- 
altemations in stem pattem class VIII. If we consider the pattem of stem-altemations within the 
Perfect sub-paradigm, we see that both verbs display the same aj diphthong reflex in the Perfect 
M2 stems, paralleling the behaviour of CVCVpe, selecting] g^-final verbs discussed in §3.3.3.2, 
given that these two verbs have also lost their stem’s gh C2. This diphthongised stem is 
essentially what diverts the (non-defective version) paradigm of ragha ‘herd’ from being mainly 
derived from interacting phonological and morphotaetie constraints, and the (M) constraint. The 
distinction between ragha ‘herd’ and dagha ‘swear’ is thus in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, as the 
stem pattem class split (VII vs. VIII) suggests. The altemating Imperfect sub-paradigm 
associated with dagha ‘swear’ is derived from the presence of a redundant aj diphthong in the 
Imperfect SG stem, yielding a stem syncretic with that in the Perfect M2 cells, hence the SGt^PL 
altemating output. Additionally, possibly as a result of zmd/a-influeneed changes, the diphthong 
can also be an ej, in which case the sub-pattem obtained differs, and an additional stem is 
present in the paradigm.
Morphosyntaetic
values
dagha ‘swear’ stem
pattem
ragha ‘herd’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 dghaj-t /daj-t/ A A rghaj-t /raj-t/ A
3SGM dagha /da:/ B B r a ^ a  /ra:/ B
3SGF dgha-t /da:-t/ B B r ^ a - t  /ra:-t/ B
3PL dgha-w /da-w/ C C tgha-w /ra-w/ C
Imperfect
SG j-i-dghi /j-i-daj/ ~ /j-i-dej/ A ~ D j-i-rgha /j-i-ra/ C
PL j-i-dgh-u /j-i-da-w/ C C j-i-rgha-w /j-i-ra-w/ C
Table 3.43 The two CV: verbs and their distinct pattem of stem-altemations
While the lexical entry for non-defective ragha ‘herd’ will simply require the listing of the 
Perfect M2, which by now we have understood to be required across most of the type 1 verbal 
lexical entries, with the defective counterpart involving the single listing of the Imperfect SG 
stem, which, in the absence of a Perfect 3SGM base will solely yield the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, the lexical entry for dagha ‘swear’ in (3.41) requires the listing of the Imperfect SG
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stem to override the phonological CV output. The Imperfect PL stem will remain 
phonologieally-determined however, given that the presence of a final w will forbid the presence 
of a V; (refer to the syllable-stmetures in (3.6) in §3.3.1).
(3.41) dagha's ‘swear’ lexical entry
Base-form dagha /da:/
Principal part^erfect rz] /daj-/
Principal partp m perfect s g ] /daj-/
3.4.5 Summary
§3.4 has sought to illustrate morphology’s array of influences on the paradigms of type 1 verbs 
which yield the distinct thirteen pattems of stem-altemations with their individual sub-pattems. 
We have initially encountered morphology’s influence in the unification across the Perfect M2 
stems when this was not derived by interacting phonological and morphotaetie mles, as was the 
case across CVCC and CV:C verbs. Following that, we observed morphology’s imprint in the 
presence of stem-vowel changes, including both diphthongisation and ablaut-changes (§3.4.1-2), 
which contrast with the morphologically-conditioned ablaut-changes discussed in §3.3.2, 
brought about as a result of stress-shift. In §3.4.3, complex paradigmatic behaviours akin to 
morphological influences that seem to have resulted from analogical patterning were discussed, 
whereby oscillating stem-alternation pattems were shown to yield various overabundant stems, 
triggered by either ablaut-changes or syllable-stracture changes. In §3.4.4 five sets of lexical 
idiosyncrasies were discussed, whose paradigmatic behaviour included suppletion, arbitrary 
syncretic indexing, hybrid paradigms and multiple patterns of stem-altemations akin to 
synchronieally reanalysed verb-forms. Having provided all this type 1 data, it remains a faet that 
most stem-alternations in Maltese can be accounted for by interactions of phonological, 
morphotaetie and morphophonological stipulations. However, to have been able to get to those 
particular illustrations of morphologically-eomplex behaviour, it was necessary to tease apart all 
the contributing factors that yield the altemations present. The morphologieal-stipulations 
discussed here essentially bring about the understanding of stem-altemations in Spencer (2012), 
mentioned in §2.5, i.e. as distinctly-indexed stems, rather than variations of one stem, i.e. 
allostems, where the latter would equate to the phonologically- and morphophonologically- 
defined stem-altemations.
What emerged as we assessed the morphological component by looking at inflectional 
paradigms across this sub-set of SM verbs, is that the paradigm is indeed a system of networks, 
dependencies and relations. Across CVCVC verbs we particularly discussed the relation between 
the SG and PL cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm vis-à-vis the ablaut-ehange dependency 
which was shown to exist, affecting both sets of cells. Similarly, across the CVCV[., selecting] set of 
verbs, we observed a direct relation between the choice of stem-vowel in the SG cells and the 
choice of the suffixal exponent realizing the PL value. Relations intemal to the Perfect sub­
paradigm made reference to a dependency across stem-vowels. Within the CVCC, VCC, CV:C 
and V:C verbal bases, dependencies across both sub-paradigms were shown to obtain, displaying 
how through a bi-implieative relation in most of these dependencies, will get you to the 
designated paradigmatic forms, particularly the stem-vowel, given that the stem-shape is yielded 
by interactions of phonological and morphotaetie mles and constraints. In what follows we turn 
to consider the consequence of such morphological influences on the verbal paradigm.
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3.5 The effects of stem-altemations on the language’s morphological analysis
Having in the previous section identified the morphological motor behind a number of 
paradigmatic stem-altemations across Maltese verbal paradigms, it still remains a fact that more 
broadly, the very presence of stem-alternations present, contributes to the morphological 
analysis of the verbal system in the language. In this section, the effects and the contributions of 
such pattems of stem-altemations in the overall grammar are explored. §3.5.1 considers the non- 
canonical paradigmatic effect, while §3.5.2 discusses what this non-eanonical stem behaviour 
tells us about the way inflectional morphology is realized.
3.5.1 The effect on the paradigm’s eanonicity
No type 1 verb in Maltese displays a non-alternating paradigm. We find two-fold up to six-fold 
stems internal to a verbal paradigm. In this respect, therefore, given the criteria for canonical 
paradigmatic behaviour in §1.2.1, we can analyse these verbs as illustrating non-canonical 
behaving paradigms on the basis of the stem criterion, which is non-alternating, in the canonical 
paradigm. What has been observed in §3.4 is that as a result of morphologieal-stipulations and 
other accumulated factors mentioned through §3.3.2-3.4, including ablaut-ehanges or 
diphthongisation, lexical specifications, analogy, verbal base reanalyses following the loss of 
phonemes, and redundant oscillating stem pattems, the number of altemating stems in the 
paradigm increases, when compared to the minimum stem-alternations required by phonological 
and morphotaetie constraints. To illustrate our point we can refer to the paradigm of VCC ghadd 
‘enumerate’ in table (3.36) (§3.4.3), where phonology stipulates a three-fold stem-altemation but 
we then gradually get to four and then to five. One should here mention that the attested non- 
eanonieal behaviour is not attained uniformly. This was especially shown when juxtaposing the 
a vs. e CVCC verbs hass ‘feel’ and medd ‘lay down’ in table (3.26) (§3.4.2.2). The same driving 
force, i.e. ablaut-ehanges, were shown to push in opposite directions across the two paradigms, 
but yet still rendered the same paradigmatic behaviour in the end. Notwithstanding the additional 
complexity we have observed, we also encountered pattems of stem-altemations that appear to 
have come full circle, as was the case with the emerging paradigms of RVCVC verbs (table 
3.24) in (§3.4.2.1) and biegh ‘sell’ (table 3.42) in (§3.4.4.4), as was hypothesised to have been 
the ease in the paradigm for temm ‘end, finish’ (table 3.25) (§3.4.2.2), where across these 
paradigms we observed a reduction in the pattems of stem-altemations employed, once the 
paradigms levelled themselves in different ways.
3.5.2 Altemating stems and their effects on the language’s inflection
Following Baerman & Corbett (2012) the very presence of stem-altemations implies that the 
stem is not solely realizing lexical information, but co-exists with the affixal material and 
participates in realizing morphosyntaetic and morphosemantic features via regular stem- 
altemations. This faet thus requires that we consider what the other dimension to inflection, 
realized through the array of thirteen different non-affixal conjugational classes tells us about 
how grammatical information is realized across type 1 verbs, where the stem interacts with the 
affixal material in a multiple exponenee relation, involving either full or partial overlap of the 
feature realized, or split feature realizations. Moreover, our discussion of morphology’s 
influences on paradigms included data from the equipollent ghama ‘be/beeome blind, blind
Having said this, it is somewhat interesting to mention that the reverse appears to be taking place in the 
nominal paradigms in Maltese (refer to Camilleri & Gauci, to 2014), where as a result of leveling, less 
stems are present in the paradigm.
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s.one’ in table (3.21) in §3.4.1. In its associated paradigms we saw how changes in the stem- 
vowel in the Imperfect SG cells (and consequently the different suffixal form selection in line 
with the dependency that exists intemal to the Imperfect sub-paradigm as posited in (3.18)), 
correlated with a change in the verb’s argument-stmeture (Camilleri 2014). The question that 
arises at this point is whether we ought to say that the stem, as it comes to realize such argument- 
stmeture changes, is also realizing information related with the derivational morphological 
component, apart from inflectional information, at least on the assumption held in the Semitic 
tradition, where argument-stmeture alternations of this sort pertain to the derivational 
component. If this is so, then the stem’s function seems to itself be hazing further the inflection- 
derivation distinction (Bybee 1985).^^  ^If  we here focus on the stem pattem classes themselves, 
an important pattem emerges, which we have touched on lightly in the course of §3.4. The 
Maltese paradigm illustrates a prominent morphosemantie-split based on the ASP feature, 
illustrating a varied behaviour across the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms. The split is 
instantly evident through the distinct way the stem-alternation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm is 
organised, where it realizes NUM. In the Perfect sub-paradigm, the stem-altemation therein 
conflates the realization of the PERS, NUM and GEND features. The NUM-based split in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm has been important in providing the basis for a number of stem pattem 
class pairs: I/II, VAT, VII/VIII, IX/X and XII/XIII.
The ASP-based cline does not manifest itself solely in relation to stem-altemation pattems, but 
captures a broader faet about the way the Maltese morphological paradigmatic system works, as 
will be further shown across chapters 4 and 6 . We have observed how for example 
morphologically-stipulated stem-vowel changes only target the Imperfect sub-paradigm, except 
for emerging data illustrated by the presence of overabundant stem-vowel changes in the Perfect 
M2 cells in the paradigms of RVCVC verbs (table 3.24 in §3.4.2.1) and a CVCC verbs such as 
sadd ‘block’ and radd ‘give’ (table 3.27 in §3.4.2.2). Additionally we have seen how it is only 
stem-vowels in the Imperfect stems that can disambiguate the verb-form’s distinct argument- 
stmeture alternations. While suppletion fully targets the Imperfect sub-paradigm, only the M2 
PERS cells in the Perfect sub-paradigm are targeted in the paradigm of qal ‘said’ (table 3.39 in 
§3.4.4.2), resulting in a PERS-based split nested (refer to Corbett in prep.) within an already 
prominent ASP-motivated split. The paradigms for gara ‘happen’ (table 3.20 in §3.4.1) and 
ragha ‘herd’ (refer to the discussion in §3.4.4.5) also illustrated how defectiveness targets the 
Perfect sub-paradigm to different degrees (also refer to Spagnol 2007, 2009). In the paradigm of 
gara ‘happen’ we have additionally seen the presence of heteroelite behaviours targeting the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm alone, as will in faet also be the case in our discussion of other 
hétéroclite paradigms in §4.5 and §6.3.1. Additionally we also saw that while the Perfect sub­
paradigm dependencies established for CVCV[.^ selecting] verbs (3.17) in (§3.4.1) involve a relation 
between stem-vowels, those in the Imperfect sub-paradigm illustrate a dependency across the 
stem-vowel in the SG cells and the suffixal exponent in the PL cells. Furthermore, in the ease of 
the CVCVC verbs in §3.4.2.1, given that these mainly illustrated ablaut-ehanges in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm alone, a stem-vowel dependency that applies across SG and PL cells was also 
established, with no such dependency applying in the Perfect sub-paradigm.
We now tum to consider a sub-set of the pattems of altemations observed and see how 
grammatical information is realized across both the stem and the affixal material. If we take stem 
pattem class XI, which involves an ABCC pattem in its Perfect sub-paradigm, we get a 
morphomie realization of features by the stem, such that the stem indexed as C realizes the 
3SGF^3PL and Perfect values, and where the stem is in a multiple exponenee relation with the
§4.4 will provide us with similar behaviours across the paradigms of non-type 1 verbs.
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(b) ABBB (c) ABBC
affixal forms, given that for example the stem in the 3SGF cell realizes the same features as 
those realized by the suffix. In the 3PL cell, the stem realizes the 3"^  ^ PERS, PL NUM, and 
Perfect ASP, while the affixal form solely realizes the PL NUM value, hence only partial 
overlap occurs. This results in the stem realizing more grammatical information than the affix. In 
the ease of the ABCD pattem of altemations in the Perfect sub-paradigm in stem pattem class 
XII and XIII, we have every single stem realizing the same features and/or values that the 
inflectional affixes realize, along with the 3SGM stem realizing the full set of feature values by 
itself, as represented in (3.42a), where each available stem is represented as a terminal node on 
the tree. A PERS-based split nested within the ASP-cloven Perfect sub-paradigm is manifest in 
the ABBB pattem (stem pattem classes V and VI) as represented in (3.42b), where two stems are 
present, with one realizing M2 and the other realizing 3"^  ^PERS. Intemal to this PERS-based 
split, a NUM-distinetion can be nested, as illustrated in ABBC pattemed Perfect sub-paradigms 
(stem pattem classes VII/VIII) (3.42c), which pattern is driven rather redundantly as a 
consequence of oscillating paradigms, yielding overabundant paradigmatic forms. In this context 
we get NUM being realized by both the stem and the suffix.
(a) ABCD
M2 3SGM 3SGF 3PL
SG PL
(3.42) A schema representing a sub-set of feature-value realizations by the stem depending on
the stem pattem classes involved
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter accounted for pattems of stem-altemations present intemal to type 1 SM verbal 
paradigms on the basis of which pattems, verbs were reclassified within stem pattern classes, 
whilst reviewing the inflectional system in the language as involving a non-affixal dimension to 
it, where the very same stem-altemations equate to non-affixal conjugational classes. Through an 
analysis of this paradigmatic behaviour we aimed to tease apart what constitutes as 
morphological complexity in the inflectional verbal paradigmatic system, reanalysed as a 
stmeture of multiple networks.
The surface-based verbal classification that relied upon the pattern of stem-ehanges was 
advantageous, given that the motivation of this was all based on behaviours obtained from the 
(non-orthographie) verbal paradigm. The assumption o f the Perfect 3SGM as base was cmcial as 
we built our novel analysis, as this provided us with three key variables: the verbal base, the 
vocalic pattern/stem-vowel and any information that is required in relation to the quality o f the 
stem consonants. These influenced and interacted in different ways with the array of 
phonological, morphophonological, fossilised synchronic behaviours as a result of diachronic 
influences, and morphological factors that in tum affected the morphological behaviour intemal 
to the paradigm, while being themselves cmcial in facilitating the speaker’s deduction o f the 
paradigmatic forms. Notwithstanding this information, however, it was shown that the lexical 
entry sometimes requires the listing of additional information, taken to imply additional 
influences by the morphological factor. Additional information included the listing of principal 
parts other than the base, as well as the activation of one or the other of the dependencies shown 
to exist across Maltese verbal paradigms, often triggered by bi-implieative cross-paradigm 
relations.
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In this study’s quest to assess what is truly morphologieally-complex in the system, through an 
analysis of paradigmatic altemating stems, it was mainly shown how phonology is a key factor. 
In fact in most instances phonology, or better, the interacting phonological and morphotaetie 
constraints provide the stem-shape, as well as the skeletal mdimentary pattem of stem- 
altemations, where it becomes evident that it is never the ease that phonology would have 
yielded a non-altemating canonical paradigm across type 1 verbs. Additionally the 
morphophonological factor simply increases the number of altemating stems. This we saw to be 
the result of stem-vowel changes due to stress-plaeement; changes in the syllable-stmcture due 
to morphology overriding phonological requirements, including the requirement for stress to fall 
on the syllable which bears the prefix in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, unless overridden by other 
constraints; the blocking of the unstressed vowel deletion mle as a result of the nature of the 
verb’s initial consonant, as well as the arbitrary omission of the initial stem consonant. It was 
interesting to observe how a number of mostly phonological requirements are fossilised in the 
paradigm of verbs which have lost the very stem phoneme which had originally triggered these 
same requirements. The redundancy rendered was exhibited mainly when contrasting the 
paradigmatic behaviour of the Standard vs. dialectal data. We found that in spite of the dialectal 
system being labelled as conservative in a number of aspects in the grammar, including the 
retention of older stem-vowels within the paradigm, internal to the paradigms of stem consonant 
losing verbs, the stem-alternation pattem is simply affected by phonological requirements that 
apply to the synchronic surface forms. Consequently, although the Standard paradigms in these 
contexts were analysed as involving a number of fossils, their behaviour was still taken to 
represent a morphologically-triggered instance of morphological complexity, given that the 
paradigmatic forms are synchronieally resisting outer influences, such as the influence of 
phonology itself. The morphological factor was thus essentially identified through added 
redundancy, which implied the presence of additional stems. Apart from such increased stem- 
additions, morphology’s effect was mainly manifest through ablaut-ehanges, diphthongised 
stem-extensions, which typically involved what we have referred to as a cell-targeting 
behaviour, i.e. morphological behaviour which solely conditions an arbitrary cell or set of cells, 
instead of all expected cells, suppletion, heteroclisis, and oscillating stem-altemation pattems 
that in tum resulted in the presence of overabundance. In searching for all this morphologieal- 
stipulations, the paradigm has emerged as a system of multiple networks previously unknown. 
These networks are activated by the nature of the verb itself. Additionally, we have used the 
paradigm and its behaviour and networks, particularly in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, to provide 
us with evidence which helped us identify equipollent from labile verbs. In the light o f such data, 
apart from understanding stem-altemations to be realizing lexical and grammatical information, 
the possibility that the stem is simultaneously realizing inflectional and derivational information, 
was postulated, at least on the premise that argument-stmeture changes are derivational in 
nature, taken to be in line or in parallel to binyanim changes, which yield the same argument- 
stmeture changes.
Having in this chapter thus analysed the behaviour of the type 1 SM data within a stem-based, 
surface-oriented and paradigm-driven framework, we are now equipped with the machinery 
required to consider what happens in the paradigms of other verbal data sets in Maltese, such as 
the non-type 1 SM verbs to follow in the next chapter. It is through the analytical approach 
provided in this chapter that the unification across the SM and the non-SM data set, to be sought 
in chapter 5, is aimed at.
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Chapter 4 Stem-alternations across non-type 1 Semitic Maltese verbs
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we explored stem-altemations internal to the inflectional paradigm of 
type 1 verbs. Having established the analytical tools and machinery for type 1 verbs, the largest 
set of SM verbs, we will here extend this analysis to non-type 1 verbs, i.e. non-f‘ binyan verbs, 
which are of eight distinct types. Discussions of the distinct binyanim forms typically include 
analyses of and references to the semantics of the morphological pattems/templates (or rather 
distinct afffix involving verbal bases, as the binyanim are to be interpreted in this study), or how 
the derivational relations across verb-forms, (which I do not intend to justify or disprove here) 
are o b t a in e d . I n  this study, we will be mainly concerned with the verbs’ inflectional 
paradigms, and how these vary between derivationally-related verbs. An important difference 
which emerges across the inflectional paradigms of such related forms will in fact merit case 
studies of their own (§4.4-§4.5), where we will particularly focus on V-final[.; selecting] and 
CVCCA/CC verbs and see how while taking the same stem-shape as they shift from one verbal 
base to the other, a stem pattem alternation that seems to correlate with an argument-stmeture 
(a-5 tmeture) altemation, is observed.
To acquaint the non-Semitie familiar reader with the morphological details of the related verb- 
forms (equating to the binyanim distinctions), discussed in the introduction to Maltese 
morphology in §2.1, table (4.1) is a surface-oriented modification of SpagnoTs (2011b; 28-29) 
‘traditional binyanim classifications table’ across the ‘triliteral’ set of verbs, interpreted as verbal 
bases. Note that the verbal bases and the affixation that result are not exhaustive. This will be the 
task of §4.2 to provide the fully-fledged description of the system. Table (4.2) then provides the 
‘quadriliteraT counterpart. In sum, we observe that the different binyanim involve prefixes, 
verbal base changes, or a mixture of both.
For a discussion on this the reader is referred to Borg (1988), Spagnol (201 lb) and Camilleri (2012c).
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Verb type / binyan (Attached prefixes) & stem-shapes
‘Triliteral verbs’
1/1141 CVCVC
CVCC
CV:C
CVCV
2/II CVCCVC
cvccv
3/m CViCVC
CV:CV
4/V t-CVCCVC^^"
t-CVCCV
5/VI t-CV:CVC
t-CV:CV
6 /VII n-C-(t)-VCVC
n(t)-CVCC
7/VIII C-t-VCVC
C-t-VCC
C-t-V:C
C-t-VCV
8 /IX CCViC
9/X st-CVCCVC
st-VCCVC
Roman numerals refer to the traditional binyanim classifications while Arabic numerals refer to the 
distinct verb-types as enumerated in our description.
Recall from the previous chapter that we had nine verbal bases intemal to the ‘triliteral’ type 1 set of 
verbs, and not the four we find here. This therefore shows that this table is not an exhaustive 
representation of what we find on a surface-based account.
Whenever a t- prefix is present, this is representative of a set of phonologically-conditioned 
allomorphic exponents. When t- is progressively assimilated with the stem’s initial C, when this is a dorsal 
or coronal, the morph is realized as: {s, z, z, d, t, x, c, g}. It is interesting that while this assimilation 
follows the phonological requirements in the system, the last type of assimilation, i.e. g  is only present 
within the binyanim system, and such assimilation does not take place in determiner-noun phrasal 
relations, for example. When the -t- is infixed, (as is the case optionally across type 7 verbs), then this 
involves regressive voiced/voiceless assimilation with the stem’s Ci that precedes it, e.g. z-d-ied ‘be 
added’ vs. x-t-aq ‘wish’.
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st-CVCC
st-VCCV
Table 4.1 Displaying t le distinct affixation involved across t le ‘triliteral’ Y&ib-XypQslbinyanim
Verb type / binyan (Attached prefixes) & stem-shapes
‘Quadriliteral verbs’
Q l/I CVCCVC
cvccv
Q2/II t-CVCCVC
t-CVCCV
Table 4.2 The set of stem-shapes and the relevant affixes aeross the ‘quadriliteraT verb- 
ty^Qs! binyanim
What is assumed to be important for the lexieon is a detailed list of the derivational affixes. Such 
a list provides us with the information required that will help differentiate between the affix vs. 
stem Cs that constitute a given verbal base, which the knowledge of the C variable will then be 
able to have access to. The knowledge of such affixes provides us with a link between the verb’s 
morphology, semantics and its related a-strueture, which as mentioned in §2 .1 , is the essence of 
the binyanim altemations, rendering the causative, passive, anticausative, reflexive, reciprocal, 
intensive, the inchoative and other such interpretations; e.g. type 1 habb ‘love’ with the addition 
of a n- prefix, changing the verbal base from CVCC to a type 6  CCVCC verb nhabb, renders the 
meaning ‘was loved’. Through the internal gemination of the type 1 stem’s C2 we get the type 2 
verb habbeb ‘cause to befriend’. Onto this stem, the prefix t- can be attached to yield the type 4 
CCVCCVC verb thabbeb ‘be befriended/befriend’. The relations just discussed for habb ‘love’ 
and its derived and related forms do not only display our reanalysis of the different binyanim as 
distinct stocks of verbal bases, but it also illustrates that there are a number of relations intemal 
to the binyanim system and how forms can be built and derived from one another. Table (4.3) 
below is provided to help the reader not familiar with the binyanim system to observe a synthesis 
of the core relations that exist between verbs across the different binyanim, such that one can 
understand that the relations between the different verbs are not of the random sort, and are 
rather constrained, at least in the Maltese system, such that for example no type 2 verb has any 
morphological relation with a type 6  verb. Rather, type 2 verbs can only be in some sort of 
morphological relation with a type 1 and type 4 verb (or even a type 8  verb, at times). For a 
fuller description on the networks and relations intemal to the binyanim system, the reader is 
referred to Spagnol 2011b). Such relations will be highlighted further throughout the course of 
this chapter, and by making reference to the major set of binyanim relations from the outset, our 
discussion of the different related verbs and the paradigmatic behaviours observed can be further 
facilitated.
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Verb-type
altemations
Related verbs
‘Triliteral verbs’
1 - 2 - 4 dara ‘got used to’ -  darra ‘cause to get used to’ -  ddarra ‘was made used to’
1 - 6 dara ‘got used to’ -  ndara ‘become get used to’
1 -7 mela ‘fill’ -  mtela ‘become full’
1 -9 heba ‘hide s.th’ -  stahba ‘hide oneself
3 - 5 bierek ‘bless’ -  tbierek ‘be blessed’
7 - 6 xtara ‘buy’ -  nxtara ‘be bought’
‘Quadriliteral verbs’
Q 1 -Q 2 farfar ‘dusf -  tfarfar ‘be dusted, grow up’
Table 4.3 The core verb-type relations aeross SM verbs
This chapter will not repeat the phonological analysis presented in the previous chapter. Chapter 
3 was meant to be more exhaustive, as it aimed to exhibit the methodology with which this study 
is to decipher and interpret that which is morphologically complex within the morphological 
component. We will here observe how the same interacting phonological and morphological 
rules and constraints apply aeross this set of data, except when blocked by morphology. §4.2 will 
include the full set of verbal base stocks internal to each individual verb type, along with a full 
description of all the vocalic pattems and stem-vowels available for each verbal base, expanding 
further upon tables (4.1-4.2). §4.3 then provides a conflated representation of all the verbal 
bases. A discussion will follow on what differences we observe aeross the type 1 and non-type 1 
sets of verbal bases in terms of paradigmatic behaviours. We will see the four-fold logical set of 
possibilities taking place:
(a) no distinct behaviour aeross the type 1 and non-type 1 counterparts;
(b) different behaviours and different pattems of stem-altemations, but derived as a result of the 
same set of interacting phonological, morphotaetie and morphophonological mles and 
constraint;
(e) different behaviours that are shown to require supplemental phonological information, 
including constraints that we did not use for the non-type 1 data set in chapter 3 ;
(d) the presence of distinct behaviours that result from mles in conflict with those established in 
chapter 3, whose behaviour will be attributed to morphological specifications. These include the 
redundant non-applieation of the delete-unstressed-V mle which phonology requires (mle 2  in 
table 3.2) in §3.3.1, for example, resulting in the consequential presence of overabundant stems.
Following this discussion in §4.3, which also provides insights on how the array of stem pattern 
classes and sub-pattems change from the counterparts discussed in chapter 3 (also see appendix 
IV), §4.4 and §4.5 focus on ease studies representing key differences aeross the non-type 1 data 
set. §4.4 assesses the behaviour of V-final[., selecting] verbal bases. §4.5 discusses CVCC and VCC 
derived verbs and other stmcturally parallel verbs. §4.6 then concludes the chapter and makes 
reference to the updated landscape of stem pattem classes, their sub-pattems and their 
representative SM members, provided in appendix V.
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4.2 An overview of the affix-involving verbal bases and their voealic pattern/stem-vowel 
aeross non-type 1 SM verbs
This section for the first time enlarges and provides all the distinct non-type 1 verbs that exist 
within this study’s surface-oriented approach, yielding more detailed renderings of tables (4.1- 
4.2), along with the frill set of vocalic pattems and stem-vowels. Table (4.4) below looks at the 
‘triliteral’ non-type 1 verbs, with data gathered from the list of verbs as grouped within their 
distinct binyanim in Spagnol (201 lb). Note that SpagnoTs list tums out to not be 
comprehensive, and verbs not present in that list are also added here.
This study here is not eoneerned with how the derivation aeross verb types takes place in itself. 
Under a lexeme-based approach. Perfect 3SGM verbs are assumed to be listed as bases. Type 1 
kiber ‘grow’ and type 2  kabbar ‘cause to grow’, for example, are two separate lexical entries that 
happen to be in a morphological relation (be it derivational or not), in this ease a eausatiye 
relation, where the type 2 verb illustrates a gemination of the stem’s C2. More precisely, it is the 
C that closes off the initial syllable coda in these bisyllabie verb-forms (thus accounting for the 
diachronieally phonologically deficient V:CCV(C) verbal bases). In the case of type 1 non- 
phonologieally-deficient C-final verbs whose stems always involved two Cs, such as sar 
‘become’ and dar ‘tum’, under a C-root-based approach, what is said to happen in the derivation 
from the T‘ to the IF*^  binyan (type 1-to-type 2) in the rendering of a CV:C verbal base into a 
CVCCVC one, is the resurfacing of the C-root’s weak C2. This effect is taken to provide 
evidence for C-root-as-morpheme approaches for the existence of a UR. In the surface-based 
account being adhered to in this study, if we are to consider how the type 1 -to-type 2  derivation 
takes place it is hypothesised that this involves an instance whereby in order for the two Cs 
present in the type 1 counterpart to map onto the CVCCVC verbal base, we use what we may 
here refer to as the last resort weak Cs: w or j .  They act as last resort C-slot filler strategies, in 
this case filling in the C2 and C3 slots. Under a C-root approach, it is assumed that the root’s C2 
determines the presence of a w/j C2 and C3. However, we have in §2.2.1 shown how the 
choice of either j  or w to fill in these slots is lexically-determined. If it were really the ease that 
the C2 and C3 simply involve the surfacing of the weak radical from within the UR, nothing 
explains why this follows for dar ‘tum around’ (D-W-R) - dawwar[type 2] ‘cause to tum’ and miet 
‘die’ (M-W-T) -  mewwet ‘cause to die’ but not for qam ‘wake up/rise’ (Q-W-M) - qajjem[typc 2] 
‘cause to wake up’.^ "*^
The reader should bear in mind that this ‘triliteral’ vs. ‘quadriliteraT classification is simply based on 
the traditional classification. As we work our way through all the data set, we will see how on the verbal- 
base model on which we are building our lexicon and stem pattem deductions, it will make no sense to 
keep distinguishing across verbs in this way, further sustaining the surface-based approach upheld in this 
study, as opposed to a C-root-as-base traditional classification approach, which essentially is what 
underlies the traditional ‘triliteral/quadriliteraT labels, as mentioned in §2.2.1.
Additional evidence favouring the surfacing of w or j  was mentioned in §2.2.1, where we mentioned 
how the loss of phonemes such as the alif (?) have been replaced by w when filling in the stem’s C, slot: 
type 2 wikkel ‘cause to eat’ and type 5 twemmen ‘be believed’, for example.
Given our lexeme-based interest here, we will not ponder upon the issue as to how the stem-vowel in 
the type 1 verb results in the vocalic pattem of the type 2 set, e.g. a-a {dar-dawwar), e-a (daq-dewwaq), a- 
e (qam-qajjem) and e-e (dam-dewwem)' are related to the a stem-vowel of the type 1 verbs, or why given 
0-0 qorob ‘draw close’, we get a-e qarreb ‘cause to draw close’ when changing from type 1-to-type 2. All 
this suggests a lot of idiosyncrasy.
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From table (4.4) we see that most of the non-type 1 verbs retain the same set of vocalic pattems 
or stem-vowels as those of their type 1 counterpart. As we will see in the course of this chapter, 
however, having the same stem-voweFvocalic pattem does not necessarily imply the same 
paradigmatic behaviour. From the representation of the binyanim as verbal base stocks, and to 
give a phonological characterisation of the different binyanim, then verb types 2 and 3 are 
exceptional in that while most make use of affixation, gemination takes place in the type 2 verbs 
and Vi-lengthening takes place in type 3.
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Table (4.5) below provides the system for the ‘quadriliteral’ verb set. These are then juxtaposed 
with the verbal base equivalent ‘triliteral’ type 2 and type 4 verb-types respectively, for reasons 
to become clear below. Notwithstanding their ‘quadriliteral’ vs. ‘triliteral’ distinctions, we argue 
that these verbal bases display the same stem-alternation behaviours, illustrating a verbal base 
motivation, rather than a C-root one.
Verb
type
Verbal base Vocalic pattern Verb
type
Verbal base Vocalic pattern
Qi CVCCVC a-a, a-e, e-a, e-e, i-e, 
lo-o
2 CVCCVC a-a, e-a, a-e, e-e, i-e
CVCCV a-a, i-a CVCCV a-a, e-a
V:CCVC a-e, 0-0, la-a ViCCVC a-a, a-e, e-e
VCCVC e-e
Q2 t c v c c v c a-a, a-e, e-a, e-e, i-e 4 t c v c c v c a-a, e-a, a-e, e-e, i-e
t c v c c v a-a, i-a t c v c c v a-a, e-a
tv - .c c v c a-e, la-a tViCCVC a-a, a-e, e-e
c < t> v c cv '" " a-a
Table 4.5 The ‘quadriliteral’ verb-types along with their array of vocalic patterns in comparison 
with the ‘triliteral’ type 2 and 4 counterparts
Table (4.6) below provides a condensed summary out of table (4.4) of all the verbal base 
possibilities available across the non-type 1 verbal data set, including the stem-shape 
possibilities, and the associated prefixes, where applicable. In §4.3 we will essentially be taking 
the data in this table and abstracting it further to exploit the ways with which the verbal base can 
be used to help us better deduce the pattern of stem-altemations.
For the first time I am here assuming that an infixal -t- should be added to inventory of quadriliteral 
type 2 affixation. This will help account for the verb-form staqsa ‘ask’, which means exactly like Q1 
saqsa ‘ask’. Note that, although this verb-form does not appear to take the expected meaning associated 
with Q2 type verbs, we will in §4.4 discuss further how this is not an issue, and it is in parallel with the 
verb xtara ‘buy’ for example, whose meaning has no relation with the VIII* binyan it formally 
participates in.
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Cr+/_wiCV:C (n-)Cr+/.wi<t>V:(C)VC
(t-)Cf+/.wiV:CVC^"^ (n-)C<t>V:C
(t-)CV:VC (n-)C<t>VCV
(t-)V:CCVC st-V-CCV(C)
(t-)Cn,wiVCCVC st-V-CV
(t-)Cr^iVCCV nt-(Crwi)VCVC
(t-)CV:CV n- |nt-C r-wi V C VC
(t-lst-)Cr^iVCCVC'" n-|nt-V:C
(t-lst-)Cr^wiVCCV n-|nt-VCC
(n-|t-)V:CCV n-|nt-CVCV
(n-|nt-lt-)CV:C‘"' n-|nt-|st-V:CVC
C<t>CV:C n-|nt-|st-V:CV
C<t>V: n-|t-|nt-|st-CVCC
C<t>VCCV n-C<t>VCVC
(n-)C<t>VCC
Table 4.6 The list of possible verbal bases including the affixes allowed vis-à-vis the stem- 
shapes available across non-type 1 SM set of verbs
4.3 Non-type 1 verbs and their pattern of stem-altemations
This section aims to reanalyse different non-type 1 verbs and group them in smaller sets of 
verbal base taxonomies (§4.3.1), out of which we can then generalise on the distinet patterns of 
stem-altemations associated with them (§4.3.2). §4.4 and §4.5 will provide ease-studies based on 
key paradigmatic changes illustrated by related verbs.
4.3.1 Non-type 1 verbs as an array of verbal bases and their associated stem pattem 
deduetions
In this section we generalise across the different verb types and stem-shapes presented in tables 
(4.4-4.5) and work with verbal bases, whieh involves a reanalysis of the data in table (4.6). For
The brackets imply optionality. Therefore, the verbal base possibilities can here be either CV:CVC, in 
which case there is no affixation involved, but only V-lengthening, or CCV:CVC where the initial C is a 
prefix.
Note that I am here segmenting verbs such as s ta h b a  ‘hide o.self and staP ia  ‘be shy’ as st-V-CCV and 
st-V-CV respectively, as following Darden (1992: 12) in his discussion of Egyptian Arabic, it may in fact 
not be accurate to assume that the initial V is part of the stem. In fact refer to the discussion in §4.4 where 
I mention that the presence of the two Vs within X* b in y a n  (type 9) word-forms should not be equated to 
the two Vs which constitute the vocalic pattem within verb-forms of other b in y a n im .  Such internal 
segmentations do not matter for the purpose of this table here, as it is the array of verbal bases which we 
end up with, along with their internal afiSx possibilities, which is most cmcial.
The I symbol in this table and elsewhere should be taken to represent membership in a set of 
possibilities. In this instance, therefore, a CVCCVC stem-shape whose Cl is not a w, can optionally 
involve attached prefixes. These prefixes can either be t -  (or its allomorphs), as in s s a d d a d  ‘become msty’ 
or St-, as in s tk e r ra h  ‘bear gmdges towards s.th/s.one’.
This refers to n tq a l  ‘be said’ and tf ie q  ‘be cured’, but also to phonologically-deficient type 3 ra h a n  
/ra:n/ ‘pawn’.
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example the st- prefixed VCV stem and -t- infixed C<t>VCV verbal base are distinguished in 
table (4.6), but are collapsed together as: CCVCV, in terms of a verbal base analysis. Affixal and 
stem/root consonants can still be distinguished by virtue of the knowledge of the C variable. 
When the pattem of stem-altemations is shared by verbs with the same verbal base, irrespective 
of their verb-type, then this means that the pattem is motivated by the verbal base itself. 
However, when variation takes place, we will first consider whether this variation can be 
attributed to another factor, for example, such as the dominant [-/ selecting] vs. [-et selecting] 
idiosyncrasies specification in relation to V-final verbs. When nothing seems to motivate the 
variation, then it is lexical specification that accounts for the altemations. The set of verbal bases 
we will be dealing with across non-type 1 verbs are illustrated in table (4.7).
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Following the rendering of generalised non-type 1 verbal bases in table (4.7), we here compact 
the observations further into seventeen specifications, which most of the time involve the 
collapse of more than one verbal base that renders the same pattem of alternations. Additionally, 
as part of the specifications in table (4.8) a general [-et selecting] specification is listed. This 
specification cuts across a number of n o n -C V C V [.et selecting] verbal bases as they all come to 
display the same ABCB BB pattem of stem-altemations.
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1. (C)(C)CVCCVC^V2=^7 ^  AABB AB
(C)(C)CVCCVC^V2=e ^  ABCC BC
- CVCiCiVCrV2=a ^  AABB AB ~ AABC AB ~ ABCD BC
- CVCiCiVCrV2=g ABCC BC ~ ABCD BC
- CCVCiCiVCCV2=a AABB AB ~ AABC AB ~ ABCD BC ~ AABC AC 
-A B C D  BD
- CCVCiCiVCCV2=e ABCC BC ~ ABCD BC -  ABCD BD
2. (C)(C)V:C(C)VC ABCC BC
- Igh/h-medial] AAABB BB AB ~ AAABB BB BB ~ AABCC CC BC 
-A A B CC CC CC
- CV:CiVCi ABCC BC -  ABCD BC
- CCViCiVQ ABCC BC -  ABCD BC -  ABCD BD
- ViCiCiVCi ^  ABCC BC ~ ABCD BC
- CV:CiCiVCi ^  ABCC BC ~ ABCD BC -  ABCD BD
3. CCV: ABBC BC
4. -CVCV^[-e/ selecting] -> ABCB BB
5. CCVCCV ^  ABCD BD
staqsa ‘ask’ ABCD EF
stahba ‘hide o.self ABCD BD ~ ABCB BB
6. CCCVCCV ^  ABCD EF
7. CVCCV -> ABCD EF
8. CCV:CV ^  ABCD BD
- tnieda ^  ABCD BD ~ ABCD EF
9. CV:CV ^  ABCD EF
- Cf=n -> ABCD BD
10. CViCCV ^  ABCD BD
11. ViCCV -> ABCD EF
ghejja /e:j;a/ ‘be/become tired, tire s.one’ ABCD EF ~ ABCD BD
12. (C)CCVCV ^  ABCD BD
xtara ‘buy’ ABCD EF
staha ‘be shy’ ABCD EF | Ci'^C2=5/ in CCVCV (although it is really just this 
verb)
13. (C)(C)CVCC ABBB BB -  ABBB BC ~ ABBC BB ~ ABBC BC
14. (C)CV:VC AAABB BB AB -  AAABB BB BB -  AABCC CC BC ~ AABCC CC CC
15. (C)(C)CV:C^[gA/h-medial] ^  AABBB BB BB
16. (C)CCV:C ABBB BB
- strah ‘rest’ ^  ABBB BB ~ ABBB CC ~ ABBC BB ~ ABCD CC ~ ABCD EE
xtaq ‘wish’ -> ABBB CC
17. (C)CCVCVC^ {CrC2=«r ^ V2=a^[stem]Ci=R | V2=o^C2=r} ^  AABB AB
(C)CCVCVC^{-'{Ci^C2=«?^V2=a} 1 -{V2-a^C2=r}}^ ABCC BC
(C)CCVCVC^[stem]Ci=w ^  ABCC BC -  ABCC DE
((C)CCVCVC/^V2=a^-{CrC2=»/1 C2=t} -> ABCC BC ~ AABB AB)*""
Table 4.8 The set of compacted generalisations present in the lexicon to help deduce the stem- 
altemation patterns across non-type 1 verbs
This illustrates the optionality of stem-altemation patterns which a lexically idiosyncratic sub-set of 
verbs with these specifications can allow for.
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4.3.2 Similarities between type 1 and non-type 1 paradigmatic behaviours
This section compares the behaviour across derivationally-related verbs, particularly between the 
type 1 and non-type 1 relations when possible, showing a number of instances where the 
behaviour is the same, particularly across a sub-set of verbs which have diachronically lost some 
stem phonemes, and CVCCVC verbs (§4.3.2.1). In §4.3.2.2 on the other hand we will consider 
what differs, and will particularly assess the behaviour across CVCVC related verbs, w-initial 
verbs and the V-final[.e  ^selecting] verbs.
A sub-set of non-type 1 verbs whose pattem of paradigmatic stem-altemations remains the same 
as their type 1 counterparts, are a:le:lo\ (C)CCV:C[gA-mediai] identified verbs, such as type 6 
ntlaghab ‘be played/cheated’ nxteghel ‘be l i f , and type 7 rtoghod ‘quiver’. These display the 
same AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rd pers]BB[ia2pl] BB[sg=pl] pattem intemal to stem pattem class I, as 
illustrated in table (4.9). To remind the reader, and to help facilitate comparisons, table (4.10) 
provides the paradigms of the type 1 equivalents laghab ‘play’ and xeghel ‘switch on’, the 
former repeated from table (3.9) in §3.3.3.1.
Morphosyntactic
values
ntlaghab ‘be 
played/cheated’ 
(type 6)
nxteghel ‘be lit’ 
(type 6)
rtoghod ‘quiver’ 
(type 7)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG nt-lghab-t
/nt-lab-t/
n-x<t>eghl-t
/n-J<t>el-t/
r<t>ghod-t /r<t>od-t/ A
3SGM nt-laghab
/nt-la:b/
n-x<t>eghel
/n-J'<t>e:F
r<t>oghod /r<t>o:d/ B
3SGF nt-laghb-et
/nt-la:b-et/
n-x<t>ghel-et
/n-J<t>e:l-et/
r<t>o^d-ot
/r<t>o:d-ot/
B
M2PL nt-lghab-na
/nt-la:b-na/
n-x<t>eghl-na
/n-J<te:l-na/
r<t>ghod-na
/r<t>o:d-na/
B
3PL nt-laghb-u
/nt-la:b-u/
n-x<t>ghel-u
/n-f<t>e:l-u/
r<t>oghd-u
/r<t>o:d-u/
B
Imperfect
SG j-i-nt-laghab
/j-i-nt-la:b/
j-i-n-x-t-eghel
/j-i-n-J<t>e:F
j-i-r<t>ghod
/j-i-r<t>o:d/
B
PL j-i-nt-laghb-u
/j-i-nt-la:b-u/
j-i-n-x-t-ghel-u
/j-i-n-J<t>e;l-u/
j-i-r<t>oghd-u
/j-i-r<t>o:du/
B
Table 4.9 The [g^-medial]-specified set o:" affixed CV:C verbs
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Morphosyntactic
values
laghab ‘play’ 
(type 1)
xeghel ‘light’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG /lab-t/ /Jel-t/ A
3SG /la:b/ /fe:F B
3SGF /la;b-et/ /Je:l-et/ B
I^2PL /la:b-na/ /Je:l-na/ B
3PL /la:b-u/ /Je:l-u/ B
Imperfect
SG /j-i-la:b/ /i-i-Fe:F B
PL /j-i-la:b-u/ /j-i-Je:l-u/ B
Table 4.10 The paradigm for laghab ‘play’ m d xeghel ‘ ight’
Prefixed V:CVC and CVCCVC stem-shaped verbs, for which there is a type 1 counterpart, 
display the same behaviour: both type 1 a V% ghalaq ‘close’ and type 6 nghalaq ‘be closed’, and 
e Y 2 type 1 ghamel ‘do’ and type 6 ntghamel ‘be done’ take an ABCC BC sub-pattern intemal to 
stem pattem class XI (table 4.11); both a V2 Q l farfar ‘dust’ and Q2 tfarfar ‘be dusted’ take an 
AABB AB pattem of stem-altemations in stem pattern class IV (table 4.12).
Morphosyntactic
values
ghalaq ‘close’ 
(type I)
nghalaq ‘be 
closed’
(type 6)
ghamel
‘do’
(type 1)
ntghamel ‘be 
done’
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 /alaq-t/ /n-alaq-t/ /amil-t/ /nt-amil-t/ A
3SGM /a:la?/ /n-a:la?/ /a:me:F /nt-a:meF B
3SGF /a:l?-et/ /n-a:l?-et/ /a:ml-et/ /nt-a:ml-et/ C
3PL /a:l?-u/ /n-a:l?-u/ /a:ml-u/ /nt-a:ml-u/ C
Imperfect
SG /j-a:la?/ /j-i-n-a:la?/ /j-a:meF /j-i-nt-a:meF B
PL /j-a:l?-u/ /j-i-n-a:l?-u/ /j-a:ml-u/ /j-i-nt-a:ml-u/ C
Table 4.11 a: and e: Y 2 V:CVC stem-shaped verbs
Morphosyntactic
values
farfar ‘dust’
(Qi)
tfarfar ‘be dusted, 
grow older’ (Q2)
stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 farfar-t t-farfar-t A
3SGM farfar t-farfar A
3SGF farfr-et/ t-farfr-et B
3PL farfr-u t-farfr-u/ B
Imperfect
SG i-farfar i-i-t-farfar A
PL j-farfir-u j-i-t-farfr-u B
Table 4.12 a V2 ‘quadriliteral’ CVCCVC stem-shaped verbs
Having shown the same stem-alternation pattem obtaining across derivationally-related verbs, 
we here display the same behaviour that obtains across verbs sharing a verbal base, albeit being 
of different verb types or even belonging to the ‘triliteral’ vs. ‘quadriliteral’ group of verbs. 
Table (4.13) compares the behaviour of (C)(C)CVCCVC type 2 and type 4 e V2 ‘cause to
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lose’, tbiddel ‘be exchanged’, and type 9 stharreg ‘investigate’ along with QI fixkel ‘obstruct’ 
and Q2 tberfel ‘be embellished’.*^  ^ Each has an ABCC AB pattem of stem-altemations. Verbs 
with an a V] (table 4.14) take an AABB AB pattem of stem-altemations (as in table 4.12).
Morphosyntactic
values
tellef 
‘distract, 
cause to 
lose’ 
(type 2)
tbiddel ‘be 
exchanged’ 
(type 4)
stharreg 
‘investigate’ 
(type 9)
fixkel
‘obstmct’
(Q2)
tberfel ‘be 
embellished’
(QI)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG tellif-t t-biddil-t st-harrig-t fixkil-t t-berfil-t A
3SGM tellef t-biddel st-harreg fixkel t-berfel B
3SGF tellf-et t-biddl-et st-harrg-et fixkl-et t-berfl-et C
3PL tellf-u t-biddl-u st-harrg-u fixkl-u t-berfl-u C
Imperfect
SG i-tellef i-i-t-biddel i-i-st-harreg i-fixkel i-i-t-berfel B
PL j-tellf-u j-i-t-biddl-u j-i-st-harrg-u j-fixkl-u j-i-t-berfl-u C
Table 4.13 The ABCC BC pattem of stem-altemations across ‘triliteral’ type 2 CVCCVC 
verbs*""
165 The only exception to this is when (C ) C V C C V C  verbs, identified by virtue of having the same C  
across C2/C3/C4, optionally take an overabundant stem in the Perfect 3PL cell. Refer to §4.5.
The type 2 verb fittex ‘search’ provides us with an instance where although this verb has no previous 
relation with any other C V C C  type 1 counterpart, its paradigm is specifically behaving in a way where we 
are synchronically observing a type 1 C V C C  reanalysis of this C V C C V C  verb (also refer to Mifsud (1995: 
316)). This might be due to the fact that synchronically, overabundant Perfect 3PL and Perfect M2 stems 
are present. We get a syllable-structure difference across the forms in the Perfect 3PL cells, while the 
Perfect M2 cells take a diphthongised extended stem. For fittix-t /fit:ill/ ‘I/you searched’ and fittix-na 
/fit:ijna/ ‘we searched’, for example, we get: fittxejt /fitj:ejt/ and fittxejna /fitfejna/ respectively. The /fitj:/ 
part of the stem in the 3PL cell could have been what triggered the change across the paradigm and is what 
might have triggered the reanalysis of the base as a C V C C  verb and the corresponding diphthong stem- 
extension changes in the Perfect M2 cells. Once the 3SGM form estabilishes itself as a CVCiC; verb, the 
Perfect 3PL cell started reanalysing its verb-form as if it were derived from a C V C .C i verb, similar to what 
we hypothesised across biegh ‘buy’ (table 3.42) in §3.4.4.4, followed by the stem-shape changes in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm. The fully-fledged paradigms associated with the different lexical items, Lq. fittex 
and recently-formed ficc are presented in tables (i-ii) below.
Morphosyntactic
values
fittex  ‘search’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 fittix-t /fitrif-t/ A
3SGM fittex /fitref/ B
3SGF fittx-et /fitji-et/ C
3PL fittx-u /fitF-u/ C
Imperfect
SG j-fittex /j-fitx f/ B
PL j-fittx-u /j-fitj:-u/ C
Morphosyntactic
values
f ic è  ‘search’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 ficcej-t /fitf:ej-t/ A  A
3SGM ficc /fitf:/ B B
3SGF ficc-et /fitj:-et/ B B
3PL ficc-u /fitj;-u/
~  ficce-w  /fitHe-w/
B C
Imperfect
SG j-ficc /j-fitf:/ B B
PL j-ficc-u /j-fitji-u/ B B
Table i. The expected paradigm of fittex ‘search’ 
‘search’
Table ii. The paradigiu of the recently formed ficc
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Morphosyntactic
values
wassal ‘cause 
to arrive’*"^  
(type 2)
rebbah 
‘cause to 
win’ (type 2)
thallas ‘was 
paid’ (type 4)
berbaq
‘squander’
(QI)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 wassal-t rebbah-t t-hallas-t berbaq-t A
3SGM wassal rebbah t-hallas berbaq A
3SGF wassl-et rebbh-et t-halls-et berbq-et B
3PL wassl-u rebbh-u t-halls-u berbq-u B
Imperfect
SG i-wassal i-rebbah i-i-t-hallas j-berbaq A
PL j-wassl-u j-rebbh-u j-i-t-halls-u j-berbq-u B
Table 4.14 The AABB pattem of stem-altemations across a V 2  ( C ) C V C C V C  verbs
Another such comparison across verbs of different types are verbal bases that we can generalise 
as: ( C ) ( C ) V : C ( C ) V C [ n o n - g M - m e d i a i ]  verbs, (whieh incorporates the derivationally-related V ; C V C  
stem-shaped verbs in table (4.11)), including types 3 and 5 hierekltbierek ‘bless/be blessed’, type 
4 tghammex ‘be blinded’ and type 9 staghgeb ‘be in awe’), as exhibited in (table 4.15). While we 
get the same behaviour, we see that in the case of C V :C V C [n o n -gm-mediai] verbs and their prefixed 
counterparts, it is possible to get a Vi ie-Xo-i/e vowel-change when shortening of the base’s Vi 
takes place in the Perfect M2 cells: bierek ‘bless’ berik-t ‘I/you blessed’. Across the 
CV:C[non-g^ Æ-mediai] verbs wc Only had ie-Xo-i/o vowel-changes, as in (3.23) in §3.4.2.2, e.g kien 
‘be’ kon-t ‘I was/you were’ and hiet ‘sew’ -> hit-t ‘I/you sewed’. Note that the Vi is not 
deleted in the derivation because this is not a short stem V  (refer to mle (2) in table (3.2) in 
§3.3.1). Hence in the course of the derivation it is only shortened to meet the syllable-stmcture 
requirements of the word-form.
Morphosyntactic
values
bierek ‘bless’ 
(type 3)
tghammex ‘be blinded’ 
(type 4)
staghgeb ‘be amazed’ 
(type 9)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 berik-t 
~ birik-t
t-ghammix-t
/t-am:ij-t/
st-aghgib-t /st-a(%ib-t/ A
3SGM bierek t-ghammex /t-a:m:ef/ st-aghgeb /st-a:(%eb/ B
3SGF bierk-et t-ghammx-et
/t-a:m:f-et/
st-ghagb-et
/st-a:d^b-et/
C
3PL bierk-u t-ghammx-u
/t-a:m:J-u/
st-ghagb-u
/st-a:d5b-u/
C
Imperfect
SG j-bierek j-i-t-ghammex
/j-i-t-a:m:ej/
j-i-st-a-ghgeb
/j-i-st-a:(%eb/
B
PL j-bierk-u j-i-t-ghammx-u
/j-i-t-a:m:J-u/
j-i-st-a-ghgb-u
/j-i-st-a:(%b-u/
C
Table 4.15 
verbs
The ABCC BC pattem of stem-alternations across (C)(C)V:C(C)VC[non.gm-mediai]
As can be observed, this Ci=w (C)CVCCVC non-type 1 verb shows that the w-omission rule (refer to 
(3.11) in §3.3.2) strictly does not apply: wassal ‘cause to arrive’ -  nwassall*nassal ‘I cause to arrive’, as 
opposed to the case in the type 1 counterpart wasal ‘arrive’ -  nasall*nwasal ‘I arrive’.
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4.3.3 Differences between type 1 and non-type 1 paradigmatic behaviours
The differences that result when considering non-type 1 verbs involve the addition of five stem 
pattem classes, which yield the eighteen stem pattern classes of stem-alternations across 
Standard Maltese verbs; additions of sub-pattems internal to stem pattem classes discussed 
across type 1 verbs; unifications of paradigmatic behaviour as opposed to splits present in the 
type 1 counterparts, and paradigmatic shifts from one stem pattem elass to the other or from one 
sub-pattem to the other within the same stem pattern class.
4.3.3.1 Stem pattem class additions
Of the five additional stem pattern classes, the four other additions are characterised by the ije 
(C)CV:CVC[gm-mediai] and (C)CV:VC[gm-mediai] verbs such as fiehem  /fi:(j)em/ ‘make understand’ 
and t-tieghem /tti:(j)em/ ‘be tasted’. These verbs allow for the following four pattems: AA[ia2sg] 
ABB [3rd Pers] BB[]A2pl] BB[sg=PL] (XIV), AA[ia2sg] ABB[3rd Pers] BB[ia2pl] AB[SG#L] (XV), AA[ia2SG] 
B C C [3 rd  Pers] CC[ia2pl] CC[sg=pl] (XVI) and AA[ia2sg] B C C [3 rd  Pers] CC[ia2pl] B C [S G # L ] (XVII), as 
displayed in table (4.16) (also refer to appendix V). While we would expect an ABCC BC 
pattem, due to these verbs’ (C)CV:CVC verbal base, as illustrated in table (4.15), however, due 
to these verbs’ [g^//?-medial] lexical specification resulting from the diachronic loss of stem 
phonemes, they come to display distinct pattems of stem-alternations. When the base’s form is 
retained in the Perfect M2 SG cells, there is simply a shift in stress-placement, hence accounting 
for the syncretic AA stem-indexing across the Perfeet M2 SG and 3SGM set of cells. On the 
other hand, when we get a stem-shape change, e.g. /femt/ for /fi:(j)emt/ ‘I/you made understand’, 
this may be possibly triggered as part of a levelling process. The distinction between the stems in 
the Perfect 3SGF'^3PL and M2PL cells, and the 3SGM cell is due to a change in the stem-shape, 
along with an i:-to-e: ablaut-change. Note how the fact that the observed change is only present 
in the 3SGF'^3PL cells provides us with another instance of a stem-change that targets specific 
cells alone. One may want to say that at least for verbs that have a type 1 counterpart, such as 
fehem  ‘understand’ ~ fiehem  ‘eause to understand’, the ablaut-change observed might be a by­
product of the presence of heteroclisis within the paradigm of the non-type 1 verb, where the 
3SGF^3PL and M2PL cells in the Perfect sub-paradigm take the stem: /fe:m/; the non-M2 
Perfect and the non-imperfect SG stem in the paradigm of the type 1 counterpart (refer to table 
(3.17) in §3.3.3.3). If heteroclisis is what we have here, then this is our first encounter of 
heteroclite behaviour in the Perfect sub-paradigm. However, while heteroclisis explains what 
might be the case with fiehem  ‘cause to understand’, this explanation is not motivated in the case 
of verbs which have no type 1 counterparts. When it comes to the overabundance we get in the 
Imperfect SG cells, we see that the cell can be optionally either filled by the stem shared by the 
Perfect M2SG and 3SGM cells, or that shared by the Perfeet 3SGF^3PL and M2PL cells. When 
the latter is the stem employed, we get a levelled Imperfeet sub-paradigm. The choice of the 
distinct pattems of altemations is based on an interplay with what principal part we find in the 
lexical entry. The optional listing of the Perfect M2SG stem depends on the presence/absence of 
a stem-alternation (i.e. AA[ia2sg] A[3sgm] or AA[ia2sg] B[3sgm] indexing) between the Perfect 3SGM 
and M2 SG cells. The listing of the Perfect 3SGF^3PL, and the Perfect M2PL is required to 
yield the 3SGM vs. 3SGF'’'3PL split and the M2SG and M2PL split, respectively. The 
altemation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm is derived from the additional listing of the Imperfect 
PL stem as a principal part. When the speaker’s ehoice is that of an invariable stem, the 
Imperfect SG’s listing will simply allow us to determine the form in the PL cell as well. This 
follows from an extension of the generalisation in (3.19) in §3.4.2.1, where the listing of the 
Imperfect SG as a principal part that involves an ablaut-change entails the presence of a stem in 
the PL cell which is also characterised by the same stem-vowel change. Table (4.16) exhibits
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four of the additional stem pattem classes and the sub-pattems illustrated as the logically 
available stem-altemations possibilities intemal to these paradigms. The reason for claiming that 
the pattem of stem-altemations here is the logical array of possibilities is because it still remains 
to be seen whether all such pattems constitute actual instantiated pattems that are possibly all 
used by different speakers.
Morphosyntactic
values
fiehem  ‘cause 
to
understand’ 
(type 3)
wieghed 
‘promise’ 
(type 3)
twieghed ‘be 
promised’
(type 5)
stem pattem
Perfect
M2SG fihem-t 
/fi:(j)em-t/ 
~ /frm-t/
wghid-t
/wed-t/
~ /wi:(j)ed-t/
t-wghid-t
/t-wed-t/
~ /t-wi:(j)ed-t/
A A A A
3SGM fiehem
/fi:(j)em/
wieghed
/wi:(i)ed/
t-wieghed
/t-wi:(i)ed/
A A B B
3SGF fehm-et
/fe:m-et/
weghd-et
/we:d-et/
t-weghd-et
/t-we:d-et/
B B C C
M2PL fihem-na
/fe:m-na/
wghid-na
/we:d-na/
t-wghid-na
/t-we:d-na/
B B C C
3PL fehm-u
/fe:m-u/
weghd-u
/we:d-u/
t-weghd-u
/t-we:d-u/
B B C C
Imperfect
SG j-fiehem 
/j-fi:(j)em/ 
~ /j-fe:m/
j-wiegh-ed 
/jwi:(j)ed/ 
~ /jwe:d/
j-i-t-wiegh-ed 
/j-i-t-wi:(j)ed/ 
~ /J-i-t-we:d/
B A C B
PL j-fehm-u 
/j-fe:m-u/
j-weghd-u
/jwe:d-u/
j-i-t-weghd-u 
/j-i-t-we:d-u/
B B C C
Table 4.16 The possible four-fold pattern of stem-altemations yielding four additional stem 
pattem classes across the SM data set
4.3.3.2 Stem pattem class shifts and unifications
Another stem pattem class shift which distinguishes a type 1 verb from its non-type 1 
counterpart concerns the behaviour of CCV; rtagha ‘be herded’. While type 1 ragha ‘herd’ 
(exeluding the possible ASP-based defectiveness associated with this verb-form, as discussed in 
§3.4.4.5), displays an ABBC CC pattem of stem-altemations intemal to stem pattem class VII, 
its related type 7 rtagha ‘be herded’ displays an ABBC BC pattem of stem-altemations, 
illustrating a shift to stem pattem class VIII, as represented in (table 4.17). As this type 7 verb 
shifts its stem pattern class (ABBC SG^PL) it participates in the same stem pattern class as CV: 
dagha ‘swear’, (although as shown in table (3.43), dagha ‘swear’ takes ABBC AC/DC sub- 
pattems rather than ABBC BC). Refer to §6.2.1 where we will see that a sub-set o f CV: 
‘irregular’ verbs also participate in this stem pattern class.
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Morphosyntactic
values
ragha ‘herd’ (type I) stem
pattem
rtagha ‘be herded’ (type 7) stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 rghaj-t /raj-t/ A r<t>ghaj-t /r<t>aj-t/ A
3SGM ragha /ra:/ B r<t>agha /r<t>a:/ B
3SGF rgha-t /ra:-t/ B r< t> ^a-t /r<t>a:-t/ B
3PL rgha-w /ra-w/ C r< t> ^a-w  /r<t>a-w/ C
Imperfect
SG j-i-ra ^ a  /j-i-ra/ C j-i-r<t>agha /J-i-r<t>a:/ B
PL j-i-rgha-w /j-i-ra-w/ C j-i-r<t>gha-w /j-i-r<t>a-w/ C
Table 4.17 The distinct pattems of stem-altemation across the type 1 and type 7 counterpart
4.3.3.3 Stem pattem class shifts and unifications, and distinct phonological mle applications and 
conditioning
We here consider the stem pattem class shifts that take place when comparing the behaviour of 
non-type 1 verbs and their type 1 counterparts as a result of distinct phonological mle 
applications, unlike for example, the case with ragha ‘herd’ and rtagha ‘be herded’. If we start 
off with the [/z-medial] set of verbs, we see that while type 1 e: verbs such as xehed ‘witness’ 
and deher ‘appear’ participate in the AA[ia2sg] BBBprd pers] BB[ia2pl] SG^PL stem pattem class 
{II), fehem  ‘understand’, on the other hand, participates in the ABBB SGt^^PL stem pattem class 
(VI) (table 4.18). These different behaviours are repeated below in table (4.18) from table (3.17) 
in §3.3.3.3. The related type 6 nxtehed /njte:d/ ‘be witnessed’ and nftehem /nfteim/ ‘be 
understood, agreed upon’, and type 5 tfehem /tfeim/ ‘be understood’, on the other, as shown in 
table (4.19) hand, display the same stem pattem behaviour, where they shift their stem pattern 
class membership and participate in stem pattem class I together with the lexically-specified set 
of (C)(C)CV:C[gfi-mediai] vorbs; a sub-set of which was presented in table (4.9) in §4.3.2. This 
behaviour does not extend for all [/z-medial] verbs, as shown for fiehem  ‘cause to understand’ in 
table (4.16), for example, whieh exhibits the possibility of up to four distinct stem-altemation 
pattems. However, it is possible to posit a stem-vowel based distinction whereby ije vs. a: and e: 
[/z-medial] verbs are related with two distinct verbal bases: ije with the (C)CV:(C)VC verbal 
base and a: and e: with the (C)(C)CV:C one.*"^
Once we integrate rahan ‘pawn’ /ra:n/ into the larger lexicon, the distinct behaviour whieh this verb 
has when opposed to both fehem ‘understand’ andxe/ze<i ‘witness’, diseussed in §3.3.3.3, will be eaptured 
through the distinct stem-vowel intemal to the (C)(C)CV:C[gA//,_mediai] verbs: a: CV:C[gM,-médiat] (including 
type 3 rahan ‘pawn’) display an AA[ia2sg] BBB[3rdPers] BB[r2PL] BB^ imperq sub-pattem in stem pattem class 
I; e; CV:C[A-mediai] (excluding fehem ‘understand’) display an AA[ia2sg] BBBp^d Pers] BB[ia2plj BC[imperf] 
pattem (stem pattem class II), and (C)CCV:C[gm-mediai] verbs uniformly participate in stem pattem class I, 
displaying an AA[ia2sg] BBB[3rdPers] BB[ia2pl] BB[imperq pattem of stem-altemations.
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Morphosyntaetic
values
xehed ‘witness’ stem
pattem
fehem  ‘understand’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG /Jed-t/ A /fim-t/ A
3SGM /(e:d/ B /fe:m/ B
3SGF /fe:d-et/ B /fe:m-et/ B
M2PL /Je:d-na/ B /fim-na/ A
3PL /Je:d-u/ B /fe:m-u/ B
Imperfect
SG /j-i-fe:d/ B /i-i-fe:m/ B
PL /j-i-Jd-u/ C /j-i-fm-u/ C
Table 4.18 The distinct stem pattem classes illustrated by type 1 CV:C[A_mediai] verbs
Morphosyntactic
values
rahan ‘pawn’ 
(type 3)
tfehem ‘be made to 
understand’ (type 5)
nxehed ‘be a 
witness’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG rhan-t /ran-t/ t-fhim-t /t-fem-t/ n-xhed-t /n-fed-t/ A
3SGM rahan /rain/ t-fehem /t-fe:m/ n-xehed /n-Je:d/ B
3SGF rahn-et
/ra:n-et/
t-fehm-et
/t-fe:m-et/
n-xehd-et
/n-Je:d-et/
B
M2PL rhan-na
/ra:n-:a/
t-fhim-na
/t-fe:m-na/
n-xhed-na
/n-Je:d-na/
B
3PL rahn-u /ra:n-u/ t-fehm-u /t-fe:m-u/ n-xehd-u /n-Je:d-u/ B
Imperfect
SG j-i-rhan /j-i-ra:n/ j-i-t-fehem
/j-i-t-fe:m/
j-i-n-xehed
/j-i-n-Je:d/
B
PL j-i-rahn-u
/j-i-ra:n-u/
j-i-t-fehm-u
/j-i-t-fe:m-u/
j-i-n-xehd-u
/j-i-n-Je:d-u/
B
Table 4.19 The stem pattem class changing non-type 1 CV:C[/,.mediai] stem-shaped verbs
Another instance of a stem pattem elass shift as well as unifications are present intemal to the 
CVCVC stem-shaped set of non-type 1 verbs. This is evident when eomparing (C)CCVCVC 
verbs to their type 1 counterparts. Verbs ntlaqat ‘be hit’ and ftaqar ‘become poor’ take an 
AABB AB pattem of stem-alternation (stem pattem class IV) as a result of their a-a vocalie 
pattem as well as the violation of the *CCC phonologieal constraint, which consequently 
requires the Perfect M2 cells to display the same stem-shape as that in the 3SGM cell. Non-a-a 
verbs such as nfetah ‘be opened’, ntrikeb ‘be ridden’ and nkiteb ‘be written’ as well as verbs 
with an a-a voealie pattem whose affixation is neither C fC y^n t  or C2=t, such as nhataf ‘be 
grabbed’, display an ABCC BC pattem (stem pattem class XI) in their paradigm, as illustrated in 
table (4.20).
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Morphosyntactie
values
ntlaqat 
‘be hit’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
nkiteb ‘be 
written’ 
(type 6)
ntrikeb ‘be 
ridden’ 
(type 6)
nfetaPi ‘be 
opened’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 nt-laqat-t A n-ktib-t nt-rikib-t n-fiah-t A
3SGM nt-laqat A n-kiteb nt-rikeb n-fetah B
3SGF nt-laqt-et B n-kitb-et nt-rikb-et n-feth-et C
3PL nt-laqt-u B n-kitb-u nt-rikb-u n-feth-u C
Imperfect
SG j-i-ntz
laqat
A j-i-n-kiteb j-i-nt-rikeb j-i-n-fetah B
PL j-i-nt-laqt-
u
B j-i-n-kitb-u j-i-nt-rikb-u j-i-n-feth-u C
Table 4.20 Contrasting the morphophonologically-conditioned behaviour of (C)CCVCVC verbs
The reason for mentioning this set of data here under stem pattem class shifts and unifications is because 
none of the CVCVC type 1 counterpart verbs ever participate in stem pattem class IV: AABB SG#L. In 
appendix IV and in (3.1) in §3.2.1 we see that members internal to this class include CVCCVC 
verbs that take an a-a vocalie pattem. On the other hand, the unification across these 
(C)CCVCVC verbal based type 6 verbs (excluding the phonologically-conditioned behaviour of 
a-a verbs) is exhibited through the large seale migration into the ABCC BC sub-pattem internal 
to stem pattem class XI. This sub-pattem never involved type 1 CVCVC eounterparts (refer to 
(3.2) in §3.2.2) as its members, and have participated in the four other sub-pattems intemal to 
stem pattem class XL The B indexation in the imperfect SG, which characterises the 
paradigmatic behaviour of most of the non-type 1 verbs, as one can immediately see by looking 
at the pattems in table (4.8), is a result of lexical stress retention. Hoberman (2007: 268) also 
observes this, when in his own deseription of the system he refers to the fact that there is a 
shared stem across the non-type 1 data set, between the Perfect and the Imperfect sub-paradigms. 
This comes about due to the non-application of the M mle presented in (3.7) in §3.3.1, where 
consequently we observe no distinctly-indexed stems in the Imperfect SG cells. The non­
application, which is justifiable on the basis that we are not dealing with a formative vowel 
anymore, but rather with an epenthetic vowel aeross non-type 1 verbs (as argued in §2.4), thus 
results in phonologically-conditioned syllable-placement mles whieh consequently yield no 
change fi*om when compared with the base form.
The interacting phonological and morphotactic constraints that underly the AABB AB -  ABCC 
BC split behaviour involve the familiar morphophonologieally stress-induced e-Xo-i ablaut- 
change in the case of V2 e verbal bases (refer to (3.13)), eoupled with knowing whether there is 
the possibility of a *CCC onset violation. Therefore, while as a result of phonological 
requirements, the Perfect M2 stem, (which is the key distinct factor), in the verb nfetah ‘be 
opened’ is nftaht ‘I/you was/were opened’, the forms ^ntlqatt in ntlaqat ‘be hit’ for the form 
ntlaaat-t ‘I/you was/were hit’ or ^ftqart in ftaqar ‘beeome poor’ for ftaqart ‘I/you become poor’, 
are not possible, due to a violation of the *CCC {tlq)l(ftq) onset. (Recall in the ease o f ntlaqat 
‘be hit’, that fi*om the phonotaetic mles in table (3.2), R Cs sueh as n cannot form an onset 
cluster with a following C (*RC onset), and an epenthetie V is thus required to break the cluster, 
yielding: {\)n.-ftaht ‘I/you opened’ -  (i)n.t-la.qat ‘I/you was/were hit’). In the case of ntlaqat ‘be 
hit’ (and similar type 6 verbs), as a result of the stem’s R C| not being able to form an onset with 
the following C, phonology uses two strategies: one which affects the choiee of the prefix’s form 
(yielding a change in the verbal base), and the other affects the stem-shape itself. To start with
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the former, although never accounted for in this way in previous discussions on the Maltese 
binyanim, stems with a R Ci take the nt- préfixai form as opposed to the n- or n- ...-t- 
possibilities e.g. ntrebah ‘be won’, ntlaqat ‘be hit’, ntmesah ‘be wiped’. This strategy also 
appears to be true for CVCC stemmed verbs whose Ci=R, e.g. ntmess ‘be touched’, ntrass ‘be 
squeezed’, and ntradd ‘be given’; a s  well as CVCV[., selecting] stemmed verbs: ntrema ‘be 
thrown’; CVCV[.g, selecting] stemmed verbs: ntrefd’ ‘be lifted’*’®. Throught this strategy, the t 
beeomes the eluster’s onset Ci, thus overeoming the *RC onset restrietion. Additionally then, 
because the phonology does not allow for *CCC onsets, (unless the Ci^C2=^/ that is), as also 
takes place across type 7 verbs such as ftaqar ‘become poor’ with a Ci=t infix, the Vi stem- 
vowel is not deleted, (even when stress shifts onto the last syllable, which is the heaviest, in 
accordanee with phonologieal rule (1) in table (3.2)), the Perfect M2 forms n-t-laqat-t ‘I/you 
was/were hit’ and ftaqar-t ‘I/you became poor’ are yielded. This form’s stem-shape is the same 
as that of the Perfect 3SGM; hence the AA syncretie indexing aeross the Perfect 3SGM and M2 
cells. Other Ci=R verbs that do not take an a Y 2 vocalic pattern, such as ntrikeb ‘be ridden’, 
although also requiring the CVCVC stem-shape in the Perfect M2 cells, do not display an 
AABB AB pattem of stem-altemations. This is because distinct stems are present across the 
Perfect 3SGM and M2 cells due to the morphophonological e-to-i vowel-change mle (3.13) that 
applies on the Perfeet M2 stem once stress-plaeement shifts: nt-rikib-t ‘I/you was/were ridden’, 
and henee the ABCC BC pattem observed.
Although in the vast majority of instances we get the AABB AB sub-pattem of stem-alternations 
internal to stem pattem class IV across (C)CCVCVC type 6 verbs as a result of interaeting 
phonological and morphotactic constraints due to the presence of a R Ci, morphology ean be 
elearly observed to condition the paradigmatic behaviour of some lexically-specified 
(C)CCVCVC verbs, which although not taking an R C%, still optionally display this pattem of 
stem-altemations, e.g. ntalab ‘be asked’ and nstamat ‘be scalded/embarrassed’ (tables 4.21) 
below. These verbs display altemating stems in their Perfect M2 cells. The effect is such that we 
observe a decrease in the number of stems; something quite rare when one considers that it is 
morphology whieh is yielding this, and as observed in the previous ehapter, morphology was the 
cause of a number of increased stems. Thus, while phonology results in the ABCC BC pattem of 
stem-altemations, where CR (//) and CCR (if Ci'^C2=5/) {stm) are possible onset clusters, 
morphology redundantly allows for the optional bloeking of the delete-unstressed-V mle (2) in 
table (3.2) in §3.3.1.
Having said this, in colloquial speech it is in fact rather frequent to get the verbs tm ess and trass  for the 
Standard ntm ess and ntrass  respectively (represented in table (4.4) in §4.2). This faet provides us with 
additional data that suggests that the addition of a t- prefix to the inventory of affixes present in the VII* 
binyanltype 6 verbs, was on the right track, when discussing the availability of verbs such as tq iem  ‘be 
adored’ and tqies ‘be valued/estimated’, as well as the colloquial trass  ‘squeeze’ and tm ess ‘be touched’ in 
§4.2.
These latter V-final verbs illustrate the same avoidance of the *RC restriction in their stem-shape and 
consequently take a -RVCaj/ej- stem-shape in their Perfeet M2 cells, for example, rather than a *-RCaj/ej- 
: ntrem ejt ‘I was thrown’, ntrefa jtu  ‘you were lifted’. The syllable-stmeture changes that occur across 
these verbs illustrate both stem-altemations derived out of interacting phonological and morphological 
constraints, as well as morphological-stipulations as a result of the diphthong.
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Morphosyntactie
values
ntalab ‘be asked’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
nstamat ‘be scalded, 
embarrassed’ (type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 n-tlab-t ~ n-talab-t A - A n-s<t>mat-t -  n-s<t>amat-t A - A
3SGM n-talab B A n-s<t>amat B A
3SGF n-talb-et C B n-s<t>amt-et C B
3PL n-talb-u C B n-s<t>amt-u C B
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-talab B A i-i-n-s<t>amat B A
PL j-i-n-talb-u C B j-i-n-s<t>amt-u C B
Table 4.21 Morphologically-stipulated oscil ating stem-alternation pattems aeross (C)CCVCVC
verbs
Another morphologically-stipulated behaviour targets this set of verbs. This time we consider 
the sole stem Ci=w (C)CCVCVC verb ntwiret ‘be inherited’. This type 6 verb can either allow 
for a phonologically-determined ABCC BC pattem of stem-altemations, or else retains the same 
pattem as displayed by the type 1 counterpart, as in table (4.22). This retention results from 
morphological-stipulations that allows for the optional application of the w-omission mle 
presented in (3.11) in §3.3.2. This is extended in (4.1) below to illustrate its optionality when the 
stem’s w Cl is present within a CCCVCVC verbal base, whilst at the same time retaining the 
obligatory eonstraint on w Ci CVCV and CVCVC verbal bases.
(4.1) w-omission mle: If we have a CVCVC or CVCV, and optionally in the case of
CCCVCVC verbal bases, where Ci = w, then the initial w  is omitted in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm’s stems
It is also the case that for some speakers the form of the type 6 verb is ntiret, rather than ntwiret 
‘be inherited’. When this is the ease, we here assume that the verb has been reanalysed as taking 
a VCVC stem-shape, whereby the resultant pattem of stem-altemations is that whieh interaeting 
phonological and morphotactic constraints yield, i.e. ABCC BC. We here also assume that 
speakers who do not have a w in the base will not retain the w in the Imperfeet cells, either. In 
prmeiple, the presenee of stem initial w in the Perfeet sub-paradigm could be possible however, 
and in which case, we will retain the ABCC DE pattem and will have to assume the listing of the 
Imperfect SG stem -wiret as a principal part.
Morphosyntactie
values
ntwiret ‘be 
inherited’ 
(type 6)
ntiret ‘be 
inherited’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
wiret 
‘inherit’ 
(type 1)
ntwiret ‘be 
inherited’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 nt-writ-t nt-writ-t A writ-t nt-writ-t A
3SGM nt-wiret nt-iret B wiret nt-wiret B
3SGF nt-wirt-et nt-irt-et C wirt-et nt-wirt-et C
3PL nt-wirt-u nt-irt-u C wirt-u nt-wirt-u C
Imperfeet
SG j-i-nt-wiret j-i-nt-iret B j-i-ret j-i-nt-iret D
PL j-i-nt-wirt-u j-i-nt-irt-u C j-i-rt-u j-i-nt-irt-u E
Table 4.22 Contrasting the pattems of stem-altemations across the related type 1 and type 6 w- 
initial i-e verbs
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4.33.4 Sub-pattem shifts while retaining the same set of phonologieal- and morphotactic- 
conditioning and [-et selecting] and CV:C conditions
An important shift that results in the addition of a new sub-pattem, cutting across distinct verb- 
types and verbal bases, is the behaviour of V-final[.e, selecting] verbs, illustrated in table (4.23). 
Aeross the type 1 CVCV[.e, selecting] counterpart, we had an ABCB DD or ABCB DE pattem that 
depended on whether a R C2 is present, at least for the Standard variety in partieular (refer to 
table (3.14) in §3.3.3.2). Here we get an ABCB BB sub-pattem intemal to the ABCB SG=PL 
stem pattem class IX. The reason for the distinet Imperfeet sub-paradigmatie behaviour comes 
about from the non-application of morphologically-triggered M constraint ((3.7) in §3.3.1) such 
that lexical stress is maintained, as also discussed in the previous seetion aeross (C)CCVCVC 
verbs. Consequently we get a CVCV stem-shape {nqata ’ ‘be cut’ -  j-i-n-gata ’ ‘he was cut’) with 
a stressed Vi in the Imperfect SG cells, whieh will in tum not allow the application of the delete- 
unstressed-V mle that would have otherwise resulted in a distinct stem-shape and hence a 
distinct stem-index. The same overriding of mle 1 in table (3.2) takes place however, as the final 
heavy syllable does not attraet stress, as a result of the application of constraint Y, activated 
through the identifieation of these diachronically g^-final verbs as {-et selecting]. This allows us 
to retain the stem-shape we have in the 3SGM cell. Constraints X and Y are repeated below from 
(3.10) in §3.3.1 and extended more broadly to apply across all {-et selecting] verbal bases.
(4.2) If a lexical item is speeified as {-et seleeting], apply Constraint X and Constraint Y:
a. Constraint X: Morphological boundary constraint: CV_et# -> C_et#
b. Constraint Y : Suppress mle (1) from table (3.2) in the Perfeet 3PL cell
Morphosyntactic
values
qatta ’ 
‘tear’ 
(type 2)
tqatta ' 
‘become 
tom’ (type 4)
nfaqa ’ ‘be 
burst’ 
(type 6)
Itaqa’ ‘meet’ 
(type 7)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 qattaj-t t-qattaj-t n-fqaj-t l<t>qaj-t A
3SGM qatta’ t-qatta’ n-faqa’ l<t>aqa’ B
3SGF qattgh-et
/?at:-et/
t-qattgh-et
/t-?at:-et/
n-faqgh-et
/n-fa?-et/
-  /n-fa?-at/
l<t>aqgh-et
/l<t>a?-et/
C
3PL qattgh-u
/?at:a-w/
t-qattgh-u
/t-?at:a-w/
n-faqgh-u
/n-fa?a-w/
l<t>aqgh-u
/l<t>a?a-w/
B
Imperfect
SG j-qatta’ j-i-t-qatta’ j-i-n-faqa’ j-i-l<t>aqa’ B
PL j-qattgh-u
/j-?at:a-w/
j-i-t-qattgh-u
/j-i-t-?at:a-w/
j-i-n-faqgh-u
/j-i-n-fa?a-w/
j-i-l<t>aqgh-u
/j-i-l<t>a?a-w/
B
Table 4.23 The ABCB BB pattem across non-type 1 {-et selecting] verbs
A sub-pattem shift also eharacterises the behaviour of diaehronically g^-initial type 6 (C)CV:C 
verbs e.g. ngPiad /na:d/ ~ ntghad /nta:d/ ‘be said’ and ntghex /nte:J7 ‘was lived’. The type 1 V:C 
verbs displayed an ablaut-ehange in the Imperfeet sub-paradigm, rendering an ABBB BB CC 
pattem of stem-altemations intemal to stem pattem class I, based on cross-paradigmatie 
dependencies, as observed in (3.24) in §3.4.2.2, repeated in (4.3) below. Contrast the behaviour 
of type 6 ntghex ‘was lived’ with type 1 ghex ‘live’ in table (3.24).
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(4.3) The set of stem-vowel eorrelations that hold across the V:C stemmed verbs 
V.C a. [3SGM] ^FFpujperfect]
b. V.C [3SGM] ^'[Imperfect]
Across the non-type 1 set of verbs, we observe how these verbs come to pattem with the rest of 
the non-type 1 a:!e: (C)(C)CV:C[g .^/A.mediai] set of verbal bases, (discussed in §4.3.2.1) displaying 
the phonologically- and morphotactically-conditioned A A [ i a 2s g ]  B B B ^ r d  pers] B B [ i a 2p l ]  B B [ s g = p l ]  
pattem of stem-altemation.
Morphosyntactic
values
nghad ‘be said’ 
(type 6)
ntghex ‘be lived’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
ghex ‘live’ 
(type I)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2SG n-ghad-t /nad-t/ nt-ghix-t /nt-ef-t/ A ghix-t /ej-t/ A
3SGM n-ghad /n-a:d/ nt-ghex /nt-e:J/ B ghex /e:J7 B
3SGF n-ghad-et
/n-a:d-et/
nt-ghex-et
/nt-e;f-et/
B ghex-et
/e:f-et/
B
M2PL n-ghad-na
/n-a:d-na/
nt-ghex-na
/nt-e:J'-na/
B ghix-na
/e:J-na/
B
3PL n-ghad-u
/n-a:d-u/
nt-ghex-u
/nt-e:f-u/
B ghex-u
/e:f-ii/
B
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-ghad
/j-i-n-a:d/
j-i-nt-ghex
/j-i-nt-e:J/
B j-ghix /j-eif/ C
PL j-i-nt-ghad-u
/j-i-n-a:d-u/
j-i-nt-ghex-u
/j-i-nt-e:J-u/
B j-ghix-u
/j-eif-u/
C
Table 4.24 TheAA, 
verbs in eontrast to
[r2SG] BB BprdPers]
type 1 ghex ‘live’
B B [ia2pl] BB[SG=PL]patteming non-type 1 V :C -stem -shaped
Another sub-pattem shift that results due to pure phonological-conditioning, (at least if we 
exclude the morphologically-stipulated Perfeet M2 cell unifieation that has also charaeterised 
type 1 verbs) is the behaviour across (C)CCV:C[non.gm-mediai] verbs. CV:C[non-gm.mediai] type 1 
eounterparts, display an ABBB CC sub-pattem of stem-altemations in stem pattem elass V due 
to ablaut-changes that target the Imperfeet sub-paradigm (§3.4.2.2), unless illustrating 
overabundanee in the Perfect 3PL cell, as in the paradigm of sam ‘fast’ and daq ‘taste’ presented 
in table (3.37) in §3.4.3. What we see here, in the membership of non-type I verbs in the ABBB 
BB sub-pattem (the pattem of stem-altemations displayed by a lexieally-speeified sub-set of 
CVCC type 1 verbs e.g. temm finish/end'' in table (3. 25)), is that the bi-implieative cross­
paradigm relations aeross type 1 verbs do not feature aeross the non-type 1 equivalents, sinee no 
ablaut-changes take place, and the base stem-vowel is retained. Once again, note that the ABBB 
BB pattem of stem-altemations yielded, cuts across distinct verb types: 6 {tqies ‘be measured’, 
tfieq ‘be eured/healed’), 7 {stad ‘fish’, zdied ‘add’), and 8 {djieq ‘beeome narrow’, ‘become 
light’), as illustrated in (table 4.25). The pattem derived is purely verbal base conditioned, such 
that this is what results onee interacting phonological and morphotactic constraints apply on a 
(C)CCV:C verbal base once affixes are added. The exceptions to this pattem of stem-altemation 
unification across (C)CCV:C verbs are the paradigms of xtaq ‘wish’ and strah ~ strieh ‘rest’ (to 
be diseussed below in the following section).
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Morphosyntactie
values
tfieq ‘be 
cured/healed’
stad ‘fish’ zdied ‘add’ ‘become
light’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 tfiq-t s<t>ad-t z<d>id-t hfif-t A
3SGM tfieq s<t>a:d z<d>ied hfief B
3SGF tfieq-et s<t>a:d-et z<d>ied-et hfief-et B '
3PL tfieq-u s<t>ad-u z<d>ied-u hfief-u B
Imperfect
SG j-i-t-fieq j-i-s<t>ad j-i-z<d>ied j-e-hfief B
PL j-i-t-fieq-u j-i-s<t>ad-u j-i-z<d>ied-u j-e-hfief-u B
Fable 4.25 The ABl3B BB pattem aeross (C)CCV:C verbs
43.3.5 Lexical specifications.* type 7 xtaq ‘wish, want’ and strah ~ strieh ‘rest’
The lexieally-speeified exeeptional type 7 xtaq ‘wish, want’ involves an ablaut-change in the 
Imperfeet eells, just as was the case in the type 1 CV:C counterparts, hence exhibiting the same 
ABBB CC pattem of stem-altemations. What is different in this respect, however, is the fact that 
we get a new interparadigmatic eorrelation here (4.4), as opposed to what we had in the majority 
of the type 1 set, repeated here in (4.5) from (3.23) (or the paradigmatie relations across bies 
‘kiss’, miet ‘die’, biel ‘urinate’ and dieb ~ dab ‘melt’ in §3.4.4.2). The vowel-change observed in 
the paradigm of xtaq ‘wish, want’ involves what we ean analyse as an zmâ/a-induced effect 
which only targets the Imperfect sub-paradigmatic cells. Note however, that the derivationally- 
related type 6 verb nxtaq ‘be wished, wanted’, follows the expeeted behaviour as yielded by the 
(C)CCV:C verbal base, taking an ABBB BB pattem of stem-alternations, with the additional the 
Perfect M2 stem levelling.
(4.4) xtaq ‘wish, want’ ^•’[3SGM] a n d  a[i^2] ^^[Imperfect]
(4.5) The set of stem-vowel bi-implicative cross-paradigm relations that hold across the type 1 
non-lexically-specified CV:C verbal bases
CV:C a:/ie[iSGM] and Z[ia2] - 
CV:C a:/ie[3SGM] and o/a[\^2]
-► ( d e d u c e )  Z. [imperfect]
tl- [Imperfect]
Morphosyntaetic values nxtaq ‘be wished’ stem pattem xtaq ‘wish’ stem pattem
Perfect
M2 n-x<t>aq-t A x<t>aq-t A
3SGM n-x<t>a:q B x<t>a:q B
3SGF n-x<t>a:q-et B x<t>a:q-et B
3PL n-x<t>a:q-u B x<t>a:q-u B
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-x<t>a:q B i-i-x<t>ieq C
PL j-i-n-x<t>a:q-u B j-i-x<t>ieq-u C
Table 4.26 The lexically-specified ABBB CC pattem of altemations in xtaq ‘wish, want’ as 
opposed to the ABBB BB pattem for type 6 nxtaq ‘be wished, wanted’
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The other lexieally-speeified verb strah ‘rest’, on the other hand, allows for up to five oscillating 
pattems of stem-alternations that cut across three distinct stem pattem classes with two-fold sub- 
pattems intemal to the ABCD SG==PL stem pattem class (XII): ABBB BB ~ ABBB CC ~ ABBC 
BB ~ ABCD CC ~ ABCD EE. Depending on the ehoice of the 3SGM’s verb-form, when this is 
an a:, we get the same a:-io-ie vowel-change across the Perfeet 3SGM and the Imperfeet cells as 
we just saw for xtaq ‘wish, want’, while when the base’s stem-vowel is an ie, we find no change. 
In parallel to what we had across some lexieally-speeified type I CVCC and C V : C [ n o n - g m  -medial] 
verbs in §3.4.3, morphology selects for a different suffixal exponent whieh in tum yields the 
overabundant forms in the Perfect 3PL cell. Additionally we also find the diphthongised stem- 
extension that has been observed in the Perfect M2 cells across V-final, CVCC verbs and 
lexieally-speeified CV:C verbs. What is different, however, is that strah ‘rest’ provides us with 
an aj extension. We always had an ej extension across CVCC and CV:C stem-shaped verbs. 
From our discussions of V-final[.g/selecting] verbs in §3.3.3.2 an aj extension was analysed as a 
reflex of a lost back C, while the aj extension across V-fmal[., selecting] verbs type 1 verbs in §3.4.1 
was correlated with an a-a vocalie pattem, at least synchronically. (Refer to §4.4 below for more 
discussions on the diphthong’s form across the non-type 1 V-final[.^ selecting] set of verbs). In the 
ease of strah!strieh ‘rest’, we get an aj extension that is not correlated to the stem-vowel. One 
may argue that the choice of aj diphthongised extension instead of ej could be due to the stem’s 
back h, in which case the ej vs. aj choice becomes a phonological-conditioning that is still 
relevant synchronically. Having said this however, the verb staha ‘be shy’, (to be mentioned in 
the next section), allows for the overabundant Perfeet M2 stems sthej- and sthaj-, in which case, 
it does not necessarily entail that the presence of a back C will yield an aj diphthong, as opposed 
to an ej. The presence of the diphthongised extension (or the nature of its form, for that matter, 
i.e. whether it is an aj or an ej) does not create any distinct behaviour, exeept the need to list the 
Perfect M2 as a principal part, when the speaker chooses to use this form, given that the simple 
CCCVC-t Perfect M2 word-form is what the interacting phonological and morphotactic 
constraints yield.
Morphosyntactic
values
strah ~ strieh ‘rest’
ABBB BB ABBB CC ABBC BB ABCD CC ABCD EE
Perfect
M2 s<t>rah-t s<t>rah-t s<t>rihaj-t s<t>rihaj-t s<t>rihaj-t
3SGM s<t>rieh s<t>ra:h s<t>rieh s<t>ra:h s<t>ra:h
3SGF s<t>rieh-et s<t>ra:h-et s<t>rieh-et s<t>rieh-et s<t>riha:-t
3PL s<t>rieh-u s<t>ra:h-u s<t>riha-w s<t>riha-w s<t>riha-w
Imperfect
SG j-i-s<t>rieh j-i-s<t>rieh j-i-s<t>rieh j-i-s<t>rieh j-i-s<t>rieh
PL j-i-s<t>rieh-u j-i-s<t>rieh-u j-i-s<t>rieh-u j-i-s<t>rieh-u j-i-s<t>rieh-u
Table 4.27 The five-fold pattem s o f  stem -altem ations employed by the verb strah -  strieh 
‘rest’
Two further distinctions across type 1 and non-type I counterparts which also display a 
unification in terms of their pattem of stem-altemations on one hand, as well as other motivated 
splits on the other, involve V-final[., selecting] verbs and affixed CVCCA/CC stem-shaped verbal 
bases. The patterns of stem-altemations displayed will feature as separate case studies across 
§4.4 and §4.5 respectively.
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4.4 Argument-structure altemations in relation to stem-altemations: V-final[./selecting] verbs
What follows is a case study whieh assesses the behaviour of V-final[_, selecting] non-type 1 verbs, 
where we will aim to analyse what motivates the stem-altemation pattem of related verbs aeross 
different binyanimlvQvh-ty^QS. From the outset one must say that the sub-pattem and stem 
pattem class shifts involved are neither phonologieally- nor morphophonologically-conditioned. 
The focus on V-final[., selecting] verbs comes from the faet that [-et selecting] verbs do not display 
the same pattem-changing flexibility to be discussed here, and have been shown in the previous 
section to display the same behaviour across all non-type 1 verbs (table 4.23). Most important, 
however, is that V-fmal[., selecting] verbs will be here shown to exhibit stem-alternation pattems that 
correlate with argument-stmcture (a-stmcture) altemations, in which case the stem does not 
solely realize the usual morphosyntaetic and morphosemantic information, but also comes to 
encode a-stmcture information, grammatically (Camilleri 2014).
Across the type 1 set of V-final[., selecting] verbs (§3.4.1) we have established a relation that exists 
synchronieally between the vocalic pattem and the choice of the stem-vowel dependeney in the 
Perfeet sub-paradigm (3.17), repeated below in (4.6).*’* The dependeney between the Imperfect 
SG stem-vowel and the choice of suffixal exponent is repeated here from (3.18) in (4.7).
(4.6) The stem-vowel dependencies intemal to the Perfect sub-paradigm of CVCV[., selecting] 
verbs:
a. a-67[3SGM] q/[r2] (deduces) a.'psGF] ûippL]
b .  ^-<^[3SGM] ^ [ r 2 ]  /^[3SGF] ^[3PL]
(4.7) The stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependencies intemal to the Imperfect sub­
paradigm of V-final verbs in the language
a. a stem-vowel[sG] -4—► -w suffixal exponentpi]
b. i stem-vowel[SG] <—► -u suffixal exponent[PL]
While a eross-paradigm relation was observed for a-a verbs (excluding defective gara 
‘happen’), whieh took an a -w stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependeney in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, e-a verbs took either an a -w or / -u dependency. These relations provided us with 
three distinct pattems of stem-alternations : a-a verbs displayed an ABCD DD pattem of stem- 
altemations intemal to stem pattem class XII, while e-a verbs that took an a -w Imperfect sub­
paradigm dependency displayed an ABCD ED pattem in stem pattem class XIII, and the e-a 
sub-set that displayed the i -u dependeney illustrated an ABCD EF pattem. Across the non-type 
1 counterparts we will observe a stem pattem class unification where all verbs participate in 
stem pattem class XIII. However, while some verb-types will be shown to illustrate an ABCD 
EF pattem, others illustrate an ABCD BD sub-pattem. This sub-pattem, although available for 
V:CV verbal bases and the ‘traditional’ Standard biegh ‘sell’, is not displayed by any CVCV 
verbal based verb.
While in the Perfect sub-paradigm the stem-vowel dependency is correlated with the vocalic pattem, 
this is not the ease across type 2 and type 4 verbs, as we will see, and hence (4.6) illustrates a modification 
from the dependency present across CVCV[./selecting] verbs.
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Tables (4.28-4.38) provide us with the representative set of data involving different verb-type 
relations and the paradigmatie changes observed, whilst also presenting the behaviour of the type 
1 counterpart. Here we also add QI and Q2 V-final verbs, which will be shown to illustrate the 
same parallel behaviour, hence providing us with yet another instanee where the stem- 
altemations observed cut across ‘triliteral’ and ‘quadriliteral’ verbs alike, and that the motivation 
for the parallel behaviour is the verbal base sameness aeross type 2 and QI verbs, and type 4 and 
Q2 verbs.
Morphosyntaetic
values
dara
‘get used to 
s.th’
(type 1)
stem
pattem
darra 
‘make get 
used to s.th’ 
(type 2)
stem
pattem
ddarra ‘be 
made used to 
s.th’
(type 4)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 draj-t A darrej-t A d-darrej-t A
3SGM dara B darra B d-darra B
3SGF dra:-t C darrie-t C d-darrie-t C
3PL dra-w D darre-w D d-darre-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-dra D j-darri E j-i-d-darra B
PL j-i-dra-w D j-darr-u F j-i-d-darre-w D
Table 4.28 The distinet stem-altemation pattems across the related ver 3s: dara ‘get usee to s.th’-
darra ‘make get used to"-ddarra ‘be made used to s.th’
Morphosyntactic
values
mexa 
‘walk’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
mexxa ‘cause 
to walk, lead’ 
(type 2)
stem
pattem
tmexxa ‘be 
led’ (type 4)
stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 mxej-t A mexxej-t A t-mexxej-t A
3SGM mexa B mexxa B t-mexxa B
3SGF mxie-t C mexxie-t C t-mexxie-t C
3PL mxe-w D mexxe-w D t-mexxe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-mxi E j-mexxi E j-i-t-mexxa B
PL j-i-mx-u F j-mexx-u F j-i-t-mexxe-w D
Table 4.29 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: mexa ‘walk’-wexxa 
‘eause to walk, load’-tmexxa ‘be walked, led’
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Morphosyntactie
values
ghala 
‘boil’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattern
ghalla ‘cause 
to boil’
(type 2)
stem
pattern
tghalla 
‘be boiled’ 
(type 4)
stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 ghalej-t
/alej-t/
A ghallej-t
/al:ej-t/
A t-ghallej-t
/t-al:ej-t/
A
3SGM ghala
/a:la/
B ghalla /a:l:a/ B t-ghalla
/t-a:l:a/
B
3SGF ghalie-t
/a:lie-t/
C ghallie-t
/a:l:ie-t/
C t-ghallie-t
/t-a:l:ie-t/
C
3PL ghale-w
/a:le-w/
D ghalle-w
/a:l:e-w/
D t-ghalle-w
/t-a:l:e-w/
D
Imperfect
SG j-a-ghli
/j-a:li/
E j-ghalli
/j-a:l:i/
E j-i-t-ghalla
/j-i-t-a:l:a/
B
PL j-a -^ l-u
/j-a:l-u/
F j-ghall-u
/j-a:l:-u/
F j-i-t-ghalle-w
/j-i-t-a:l:e-w/
D
Table 4.30 The distinct stem-altemation patterns aeross t le relatec verbs: ghala ‘ DOil’-g^fl/
‘cause to hoiV-tghalla-''hQ boiled’
Morphosyntactie
values
ghola 
‘rise up’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattern
gholla 
‘raise up’ 
(type 2)
stem
pattern
tgholla 
‘be raised up’ 
(type 4)
stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 gholej-t
/olej-t/
A ghollej-t
/ol:ej-t/
A t-ghollej-t
/t-ol:ej-t/
A
3SGM ghola /o:la/ B gholla /o:l:a/ B t-gholla
/t-o:l:a/
B
3SGF gholie-t
/o:lie-t/
C ghollie-t
/ol:ie-t/
C t-ghollie-t
/t-ol:ie-t/
C
3PL ghole-w
/o:le-w/
D gholle-u
/ol:e-w/
D t-gholle-w
/t-ol:e-w/
D
Imperfect
SG j-o-ghla
/j-o:la/
B j-gholli
/j-o:l:i/
E j-i-t-gholla
/j-i-t-o:l:a/
B
PL j-o-ghle-w
/j-o:le-w/
D j-gholl-u
/j-o:l:-u/
F j-i-t-gholle-w
/j-i-t-ol:e-w/
D
Table 4.31 The distinct stem-altemation patterns aeross the related verbs: ghola ‘rise up'-gholla 
‘raise up"-tgholla ‘be raised up’
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Morphosyntaetic
values
dara
‘get used to s.th’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
ndara ’ ‘come to 
get used to’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 draj-t A n-draj-t A
3SGM dara B n-dara B
3SGF dra:-t C n-dra:-t C
3PL dra-w D n-dra-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-dra D j-i-n-dara B
PL j-i-dra-w D j-i-n-dra-w D
Table 4.32 The distinet stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: dara ‘get used to s.th’- 
ndara ‘come to get used to s.th’
Morphosyntaetie values bena ‘build’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
nbena ‘be built’ 
(type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 bnej-t A n-bnej-t A
3SGM bena B n-bena B
3SGF bnie-t C n-bnie-t C
3PL bne-w D n-bne-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-bni E j-i-n-bena B
PL j-i-bn-u F j-i-n-bne-w D
Table 4.33 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: bena ‘bui ld’ ‘be 
built’
Morphosyntactie
values
mela ‘fill’ (type 1) stem
pattem
mtela ‘be filled’ 
(type 7)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mlej-t A m<t>lej-t A
3SGM mela B m<t>ela B
3SGF mlie-t C m<t>lie-t C
3PL mle-w D m<t>le-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-mla E j-i-m<t>ela B
PL j-i-mle-w D j-i-m<t>le-w D
Table 4.34 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: mela 'fûV-mtela ‘be 
filled’
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Morphosyntactie
values
heba ‘hide’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
stahba ‘hide o.self (type 9) stem
pattem
Perfect
1^2 hbej-t A st-a-hbaj-t ~ st-a-hbej-t A ~ A
3SGM heba B st-a-hba B B
3SGF hbie-t C st-a-hba:-t ~ st-a-hbie-t C C
3PL hbe-w D st-a-hba-w ~ st-a-hbe-w B D
Imperfect
SG j-a-hbi E j-i-st-a-hba B B
PL j-a-hb-u F j-i-st-a-hba-w ~ i-i-st-a-hbe-w B D
Table 4.35 The distinet stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: heba '\Ààé'-stahba 
‘hide o.self
Morphosyntactie
values
miera ~ mera 
‘contradict’ (type 3)
stem
pattem
tmiera ~ tmera ‘be 
contradicted’ (type 5)
stem
pattem
Perfect
1^2 merej-t ~ mirejt A t-merej-t ~ t-mirejt A
3SGM miera ~ mera B t-miera ~ t-mera B
3SGF merie-t ~ mirie-t C t-mirie-t ~ t-merie-t C
3PL mire-w ~ mere-w D t-mire-w ~ t-mere-w D
Imperfect
SG j-mieri ~ j-meri E j-i-t-miera ~ j-i-t-mera B
PL j-mier-u ~ j-mer-u F j-i-t-mire-w ~ j-i-t-mere-w D
Table 4.36 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: miera ‘contradict’- 
tmiera ‘be constradieted’
Morphosyntactie
values
xtara ‘buy’ 
(type 7)
stem
pattem
nxtara ‘be 
bought’ (type 6)
stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 x<t>raj-t A n-x<t>raj-t A
3SGM x<t>ara B n-x<t>ara B
3SGF x<t>ra:-t C n-x<t>ra:-t C
3PL x<t>ra-w D n-x<t>ra-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-x<t>ri E j-i-n-x<t>ara B
PL j-i-x<t>r-u F j-i-n-x<t>ra-w D
Table 4.37 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across the related verbs: xtara 'h\xy"-nxtara ‘be 
bought’
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Morphosyntactie
values
fisqa  ‘nurture/nourish 
a child’ (Ql)
stem
pattem
tfisqa ‘be
nurtured/nourished’ (Q2)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 fisqej-t A t-fisqej-t A
3SGM fisqa B t-fisqa B
3SGF fisqie-t C t-fisqie-t C
3PL fisqe-w D t-fisqe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-fisqi E j-i-t-fisqa B
PL j-i-fisq-u F j-i-t-fisqe-w D
Table 4.38 The distinct stem-altemation pattems across t re related verbs: fisqa  ‘nurture/nourish
a c\àW-tfisqa ‘be nurtured/nourished’
If we concentrate speeifically on the type 2/type 3 CVCCV/CV:CV and type 4/type 5 
CCVCCV/CCViCV V-final[., selecting] verbs, we find that we have an ABCD EF pattem across the 
former set, and an ABCD BD aeross the latter, showing us how the pattems obtained do not take 
into consideration the verb type, the verbal base or vocalic pattern differences. While the vocalic 
pattem is not correlated with the choiee of dependency in the Perfect sub-paradigm, the 
paradigmatic dependencies themselves are still maintained. Thus, as observed from the data set 
just presented, while dara ‘get used to’ in tables (4.28) and (4.32) is a-a and follows (4.6a), 
which also applies in the paradigm of type 6 ndara ‘come to get used to’ (table 4.32), this is not 
the case across darra ‘cause to get used to’ and ddarra ‘be made to get used to’, (type 2 and type 
4 respectively), which as shown in table (4.28) take the relation in (4.6b). In this respeet, the 
pattem of stem-altemations of the type 2 darra ‘eause to get used to’ and mexxa ‘cause to walk, 
lead’ and type 4 ddarra ‘be made get used to’ and tmexxa ‘be walked, led’ in tables (4.28-29) do 
not differ. The reason why type 2 and 4 verbs are speeial is therefore not only due to the 
morphological sub-pattem split displayed, but also due to the uniform ej stem-extension in the 
Perfeet M2 stems of these verbs. This thus differs from the aj vs. ej split across verbs in other 
verb-types, which choice remains conditioned via the vocalie pattem. When it comes to the 
choice of dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, we observe a generalisation whereby type 
2/3 verbs take an i -u dependency, yielding an ABCD EF pattem, while type 4/5/6/7 take an a -w 
dependeney.^^^ One exception is type 7 xtara ‘buy’, which takes an ABCD EF pattem (table 
4.37). The same exception follows for Q1 and Q2 verbs: saqsa —  staqsa ‘ask’ and ssaqsa ‘be 
asked’. These take an a-a vocalic pattem, but then take an i -u dependeney in the Imperfeet sub­
paradigm. Type 9 verbs, on the other hand, illustrate a somewhat mixed set, where e.g. staha ‘be 
shy’ displays ABCD EF (as well as obsolete sthewwa ‘lust’) and stahba ‘hide onself (table 
4.35), whose paradigm involves two altemating patterns, includes the ABCB BB pattem of 
stem-altemations that is otherwise exclusive to [-et seleeting] verbs, as illustrated in §4.3.3.4, as
Note that a-a and i-a Q1 verbs (table 3.48) take the same ABCD EF pattem as type 2/3 verbs. One may 
want to speculate that this comes about as a verbal base conditioning, whereby the CVCiCjV 
‘quadriliteral’ stem-shape and the CVC;CiV ‘triliteral’ stem-shape both yield the same pattem of stem- 
altemations. This behaviour provides us with evidence suggesting the importance of the surface-base 
analysis posited in this study, where we see how the verbal base exhibits itself as a key variable in the 
analysis, and the paradigmatic behaviour that it triggers is able to generalise across verbs with presumably 
distinct URs: triliteral vs. quadriliteral in our case. Having said this, while staqsa ‘ask’ and stahba ‘hide 
o.self have the same verbal base with the same a-a vocalic pattem, the pattems of stem-altemations they 
display are distinct. We will here see that having the same pattem of stem-altemations across same verbal 
bases is itself dependent on the a-stmcture associated with the verb in question, as we will see in more 
detail below.
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well as displaying an ABCD BD pattem, which is also the pattem which stenna ‘wait’ exhibits. 
The two-fold stem-altemation pattems within the paradigm of stahba ‘hide o.self come about 
via an interaction that depends on the choice of stem-vowel dependencies. When the aj-a:-a 
(4.6a) dependency is preserved, this is the outcome of interacting phonological and morphotactic 
constraints, at least except for the diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells. {Staghna /sta:na/ ‘become 
prosperous’ also displays a choice of an aj-a-a or ej-ie-e stem-vowel dependency in the Perfect 
sub-paradigm, however given the nature of the verbal base: CCV:CV, the pattem of stem- 
altemations is not affected. What does affect the pattern is the ability to display either of the 
dependencies in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, at least if we are to consider the availability of 
jistaghni ‘he becomes prosperous’, which is present in the Bible). This behaviour, which is 
assumed to be also the case in the paradigm of staha be shy’ where the optional presence of an 
aj or ej diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells triggers the associated stem-vowel dependencies in the 
Perfect sub-paradigm, differs from what was the case with strah ~ strieh ‘rest’ (table 4.27) in the 
previous section, where the aj diphthong in the perfect M2 stems allowed for the presence of 
both an ie or à .stem-vowel in the 3SGF cell.'^^
The Perfect sub-paradigms’ unification across type 2 and 4 verbs, as it stands, is inexplicable. 
On the other hand, there seems to be an underlying motivation that conditions the ABCD EF -  
ABCD BD stem pattem class shifts. There appears to be a relation between the stem-altemation 
and a change in the verb-form’s a-stmcture, more specifically, in terms of the verb’s transitivity 
(Camilleri 2013).'^'^ Table (4.39) attempts to represent this relation between transitivity and 
pattem of stem-altemation.
Transitive verb type <x, y>^ ^^ Morphologically-related intransitive equivalent 
verb type <x>
ABCD EF ABCD BD
bena ‘build’ (verb type 1) nbena ‘be built’ (verb type 6)
rema ‘throw away/sprout’ (verb type 6) ntrema ‘be thrown away’ (verb type 6)
heba ‘hide’ (verb type 1) stahba ‘hide o.self (verb type 9)
darra ‘cause to get used to’ (verb type 2) ddarra ‘was got used to’ (verb type 4)
miera ‘contradict’ (verb type 3) tmiera ‘be contradicted’ (verb type 5)
xtara ‘buy’ (verb type 7) nxtara ‘be bought’ (verb type 6)
fisqa  ‘nourish a child’ (verb type Ql) tfisqa ‘be nourished’ (verb type Q2)
It is of course in principle still possible that speakers mix across dependencies. While this needs to be 
researched further, what this would suggest is that while the perfect sub-paradigmatic dependencies might 
be robust across aj or ej only taking Standard verbs, when it comes to lexically-specified instances as is 
the case with strah ‘rest’, stahba ‘hide o.self, staha ‘be shy’ and staghna, where both overabundant 
diphthong forms are possible, the dependencies may not hold in such as strict fashion.
The reason for specifying transitivity is because this is mainly concerned with the presence/absence of 
an OBJ. Although an OBJ may not be part of the verb-form’s a-stmcture, OBL grammatical functions or 
non-selected datives are still possible, e.g. sella ‘send regards’, sellem ‘greet’, and cempel ‘phone s.one’ 
(Camilleri & Sadler 2012).
X and y  are simply representative of argument place holders, and are not meant to say anything with 
respect to thematic roles.
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If we for now exclude the lexical specification related with type 7 xtara ‘buy’, it appears that the 
valence reduction expressed by the alternation between type 2/3 and type 4/5 verbs, is also 
reflected in the paradigmatic alternation between the ABCD EF ~ ABCD BD sub-patterns/^^ In 
this respect, the stem-altemation pattern itself becomes an expression of an ûr-xtmcture 
altemation, similar to the phenomenon we have seen in §3.4.1 in the case of equipollent ghama 
(repeated in table 4.40), where the intransitive/inchoative ‘be/become blind’ which displays an 
ABCD BD sub-pattem, altemates with the transitive ‘blind s.one’, which takes an ABCD EF 
sub-pattem of stem-alternations. What we have across non-type 1 verbs, however, is that the 
derivational morphology, (at least as assumed to be the case following Borg (1988), Borg & 
Mifsud (1999), and Spagnol (2011b)), is already realizing this a-stmcture alternation. By its 
behaviour, the stem here appears to be in a multiple exponence relation not solely with the 
inflectional affixes, but also with the derivational morphology, both templatic, i.e. in terms of the 
CVCCVC or CV:CVC verbal bases associated with type 2 and type 3 verbs, respectively, and 
affixal (the rest). In the case of ghama it is solely the stem which is bringing about this 
information related with a-stmcture altemations.
Morphosyntactie
values
ghama ‘be/become blind’ stem
pattem
ghama ‘blind s.one’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 ghamej-t /a:mej-t/ A ghamej-t /a:mej-t/ A
3SGM ghama /a:ma/ B ghama /a:ma/ B
3SGF ghamie-t /a:miet/ C ghamie-t /a:miet/ C
3PL ghame-w /a:me-w/ D ghame-w /a:me-w/ D
Imperfect
SG j-a-ghma /j-a:ma/ B j-a-ghmi /j-a:mi/ E
PL j-a-ghame-w /j-a:me-w/ D j-a-gfrm-u /j-a:m-u/ F
Table 4.40 The distinct paradigms associated with ghama ‘be/become blind, blind s.one’
Synchronically, type 2 V;CCV ghejja ‘tire s.one’ is also developing as an equipollent verb, and 
is in tum resulting in an exception to the V:CCV set of verbs, which otherwise all take an ABCD 
EF pattem of stem-altemations. The distinct behaviour of ghejja ‘tire s.one’ emerges from the 
fact that as a result of a change in the Imperfect SG stem-vowel and consequently the 
conditioning of the Imperfect PL exponent’s choice, we synchronically also have an ABCD BD 
sub-pattem displayed in this verb’s paradigm (table 4.41). As this verb develops into an 
equipollent verb, it comes to mean both the original transitive ‘tire s.one’ as well as ‘be/become 
tired’. In the latter meaning, the type 2 verb comes to substitute type 1 gheja ‘be/become tired’. 
Here the gheja-ghejja ‘be/become tired’-‘tire s.one’ type 1-type 2 distinction has neutralised and 
the same effect is brought about through the presence of distinct stem-altemation pattems home
Note that table (4.39) is solely meant to highlight the ABCD EF ~ ABCD BD correlation with a- 
structure, but in fact the same follows across other type 1 -  type 6/7 verbal relations, for example. These 
were not represented here solely because they represent a distinct sub-pattem pair: e.g. type 1 dara ‘be 
used to’ -  type 6 ndara ‘come to get used to’ (table 4.32) display an ABCD DD and ABCD BD pattem of 
stem-altemations respectively, while type 1 mela ‘fill’ -  type 7 mtela ‘be filled’ (table 4.34) display an 
ABCD ED - ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations respectively.
Recall from the discussion in §3.4.1 that the key morphological form is the presence of the i in the 
Imperfect SG cell (which then triggers the appropriate dependeney). As mentioned in Sutcliffe (1936) and
Saydon (1958) this is reminiscent of the IV 
template, and hence entails transitivity.
binyan morphology, which is the main causative rendering
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out in the two paradigms that are emerging in assoeiation with type 2 ghejja, as illustrated in 
table (4.36).
Morphosyntactie
values
ghejja ‘be/become 
tired’
stem
pattem
ghejja ‘tire s.one’ stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 ghejjej-t /ej:ej-t/ A ghejjej-t /ej:ej-t/ A
3SGM ghejja /e:j:a/ B ghejja /e:j:a/ B
3SGF ghejjie-t /ej:ie-t/ C ghejjie-t /ej:ie-t/ C
3PL ghejje-w /ej:e-w/ D ghejje-w /ej:e-w/ D
Imperfect
SG j-ghejja /j-e:j;a/ B j-ghejji /i-ej:i/ E
PL j-ghejje-w /j-ej:e-w/ D j-ghejj-u /i-ej:-u/ F
Table 4.41 The emergence of type 2 ghejja ‘be/become tired, tire s.one’ as a verb associated 
with two distinct paradigms on the basis of the transitive or intransitive use of the verb
What is interesting, in the light of paradigms in table (4.41) is that a type 2 verbal base which is 
typically associated with a transitive a-structure frame is now being used to realize an 
intransitive meaning. This is not the only instance. In fact, this very fact was pointed when 
discussing the verb staqsa ‘ask’ in §4.2, where while morphologically this form is not a Ql verb, 
it nevertheless takes the transitive interpretation of the its Ql counterpart saqsa ‘ask’. 
Additionally, it displays a distinct pattem of stem-alternations than the rest of Q2 verbs. An 
equivalent binyan/interpretation mismatch, which for our purposes here translates in an 
Imperfect sub-paradigmatic dependency -  a-structure mismatch, are the two exceptional verbs 
salla ‘swear, blasphemise’ and sella ‘send regards’. While these are type 2 CVCCVpt selecting] 
verbs that display the same ABCD EF pattern of stem-altemations as the rest of the elass, the 
Imperfect i -u stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependency is not associated with a transitive 
frame.
Morphosyntaetic
values
salla ‘swear, 
blasphemise’
stem
pattem
sella ‘send regards’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 sallej-t A sellej-t A
3SGM salla B sella B
3SGF sallie-t C sellie-t C
3PL salle-w D selle-w D
Imperfect
SG j-salli B j-selli E
PL j-sall-u D j-sell-u F
Table 4.42 The ABCD EF pattem of stem-altemations assoeiated wit 1 intransitive type 2 salla
‘swear, blasphemise’ and sella ‘send regards’, 
mismatch they represent
and the instanee of a-stmcture -  verb type
Another instance where we observe a verb-type -  a-stmcture mismateh is the ease of type 7 
xtara ‘buy’. Yet, unlike the ease with type 2 salla ‘swear, blasphemise’ and sella ‘send regards’, 
whieh also display this mismatch, xtara ‘buy’ is special as it does not displaying the same 
paradigmatic behaviour as the rest of its verbal base and other [-? selecting] verbs in its verb 
type. Instead of the expected ABCD BD pattem, it takes an ABCD EF pattem. The derived 
pattem may be due to its transitive frame as opposed to the intransitive binyan. Yet, as illustrated
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in the case of type 2 salla ‘swear, blasphemise’ and sella ‘send regards’, it is not a necessary 
requirement for the pattem of stem-altemations to be different, despite displaying a distinct a- 
stmcture from the rest of the verbs membering the partieular verb type. Additionally, type 9 
staha ‘be shy’, which shares the verbal base w ithxtora ‘buy’ (CCVCV), while also taking an i - 
u relation, is intransitive. (The same is the case with tnieda ‘be launehed’, whieh is intransitive, 
but can optionally display an ABCD EF sub-pattem, as illustrated in table (4.43) below. Other 
verbs which illustrate an ABCD EF sub-pattem but are not transitive exist in the non-SM 
lexicon: e.g. ninna ‘sleep’, skada ‘expire’ and others.) Recall however, from the discussion 
above that type 9 verbs appear to be outside the system, and there is no neat relation between the 
subcategorisation-frame and the pattems of stem-altemation. Transitivity is thus encapsulated 
from within the Imperfect stem, resulting in a potential clash with the -t- infix. (Such clash is 
only present at the lexieal «-.ytmcture level, in the case of type 2 salla ‘swear, blasphemise’ and 
sella ‘send regards’. One may speculate whether such behaviours could be attributed to the 
diachronic deficiencies that characterise the binyanim system, given that xtara ‘buy’, for 
example, is a base in itself, and is not correlated with a non-affixed form, synchronically at least, 
and its detransitivised type 6 nxtara ‘be bought’, behaves like the rest of the verbs there; i.e. 
taking an ABCD BD pattem (refer to table 4.37), or whether possibly, as may be the ease with 
the verb salla ‘swear, blasphemise’ and sella ‘send regards’, these could display lexically 
idiosyncratic behaviour.
Xtara ‘buy’ is then further exceptional in that it is the one of two verbs in the language in whose 
paradigm we find the obligatory presence of an aj-a:-a  stem-vowel relation (4.6a) in the Perfect 
sub-paradigm and the presenee of the i -u stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent relation in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm (4.7b). For this reason we get an ABCD EF pattem. The other verb 
which behaves in the same way is ta ‘give’, to be discussed in §6.2.1. Staha ‘be shy’ is another 
verb that can optionally participate in this pattem of relations. Its optionality is due to the 
presence of overabundant stems throughout the Perfect sub-paradigm, and parallels what was 
shown to be the case in the paradigm for stahba ‘hide o.self in table (4.35) (although stahba 
never takes an ABCD EF pattem).
Given our establishing of a choice between two distinet dependencies intemal to the two sub­
paradigms, these yield four logical possible eombinatory pattems, as represented in (4.8). Recall 
in §3.4.1 that we only had pattems 1-3 displayed aeross the set of type 1 verbs. As will be made 
clearer when integrating the non-SM data in chapter 5, these distinet pattems are not evenly 
distributed, and are here listed in ascending order of distribution and availability across the 
language’s V-final[., selecting] verbal paradigms, where the majority of Maltese verbs (at least once 
we integrate the non-SM data) fit within pattem 1. This representation of the four-fold 
possibilities differs from what Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 78) present, where they claim that 
what we here refer to as Pattem 4 is non-existant in SM (as well as non-SM).
While it is tme that this pattem of dependencies intemal to the different sub-paradigms is solely 
realized in the paradigm of up to four verbs across the SM and non-SM Standard lexicon, saying that it 
does not exist is not loyal to what is actually found in the system.
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Pattem 1.
Pattem 2.
Patten 3.
Perfeet oj -  a: -  a 
Imperfeet a - -w
Perfeet ej - i e - e  
Imperfeet i - -u
Perfeet ej - i e - e  
Imperfeet a - -w
Pattem 4. Perfeet aj -  a: -  a 
Imperfeet i - -u
{dara ‘get used to’, nqara ‘be read’, ttama ‘hope’, 
{stahba ‘hide o.self))
{mexa ‘walk’, miera ‘eontradicf, darra ‘make get used 
to’, mexxa ‘cause to walk, lead’, staqsa ‘ask’, {staha 
‘be shy’))
{nesa ‘forget’, mtela ‘be filled’, nbena ‘be built’, tnieda 
‘be launched’, ddarra ‘be made used to sXhjtnessa ‘be 
made to forget’, staghna ‘beeome prosperous’, {stahba 
‘hide o.self))
{xtara ‘buy’, ta ‘give’ (refer to §6.2.1) {staha ‘be shy’))
(4.8) The four-fold logical pattem of possibilities that result from the application of one or the 
other of the paradigmatie relations intemal to the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms
If we now focus solely on the morphological forms in themselves, partieularly the dependency 
involved intemal to the individual sub-paradigms, and the relation with the base’s vocalic 
pattern, we find that we get five distinct relations, as represented in (4.9). The correlation in (f) 
presents itself as a hypothesised logical remaining possibility, given the lack of sufficient data, 
as it is only a pair of ie-a verbs that synchronieally display the altemation between the IIT'* and 
binyanim (type 3 and type 5). The reason for claiming that the pattern in (4.9f) is solely 
hypothetical is because while we have only one a:-a vowel pattemed type binyan verb
ttama ‘hope’, which takes an aj diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells, there is no type 3 eounterpart 
with whieh to be able to compare. On the basis of what takes plaee in the type 6 set (4.9d), it is 
thus assumed that by analogy, we get the same type of relation, such that as opposed to what 
takes plaee across the type 2 and type 4 verbs, but similar to what we had across the equivalent 
type 1 data set, we get a choice of stem-vowel relations in the Perfect sub-paradigm that is 
determined/conditioned by the vocalie pattem. The visual representation in (4.9) brings out the 
uniform behaviour observed across type 2 and type 4 verbs across the Perfeet sub-paradigm of 
distinctly vowel patterned verbs, which uniformity is not extended to the other verb-types. The 
representation also projects xtara ‘buy’ (and in parallel staqsa ‘ask’ within the ‘quadriliteral’ 
verbal system) as a lexical exception in the system, where excluding type 1 verbs, we otherwise 
find unification across the Imperfect sub-paradigm of the different a-a and e-a verbs intemal to 
their verb-type. Type 9 verbs do not display a uniform behaviour, and individually, such type 9 
verbs illustrate similar behaviours as other same verbal-based verbs. Additionally, what differs, 
with respect to type 9 verbs is that the notion of vocalie pattem might not extend neatly to this 
set of verbs, sueh that the a-a of type 2 darra ‘make get used to s.th’ might not in fact be the 
same as the a-a stem-vowel pattem we have aeross type 9 staqsa ‘ask’, stahba ‘hide oneself and 
staha ‘be shy’.
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Choice of paradigmatic 
dependency in the Perfect 
sub-paradigm
Vocalic pattem
Choice of paradigmatic 
dependency in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm
(a) I/l ej
e-a
q/ (b) n/2
a-a e-a a-a
I -u a -w  a-w
ABCD EF ABCD ED ABCD DD
I - u
ABCD EF
Choice of paradigmatic 
dependency in the Perfect 
sub-paradigm
Vocalic pattem
Choice of paradigmatie 
dependency in the Imperfeet 
sub-paradigm
(c) V/4 ej (d) VI/VII/5/6 ej aj
ie/e-a a-ae-a a-a
a -w
ABCD BD
a -w
ABCD BD
Choiee of paradigmatic 
dependency in the Perfeet 
sub-paradigm
Voealie pattem
Choice of paradigmatie 
dependency in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm
(e) VIII/7 ej aj[xtaraf^  (f) HI/3 ej
e-a
a -w
a-a
1 -u
le-a a-a
ABCD BD ABCD EF
z -u
ABCDEF
(4.9) The paradigmatic relations that obtain in à propos the voealie pattem aeross non-type 9 
V-final[., selecting] verbs in the SM system'^®
The same applies for staqsa ‘ask’ across the Q2 CCVCCV set of verbs, except that staqsa ‘ask’ only 
differs in the behaviour displayed within the Imperfect sub-paradigm. The rest of CCVCCV verbs, i.e. 
ssaqsa ‘be asked’ and tfisqa ‘be nurtured, nourished’ take an ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations, 
displaying the ej-ie-e a -w Perfect and Imperfect dependencies, while staqsa ‘ask’ displays ej-ie e i -u 
Perfect and Imperfect dependencies.
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Having provided an overview of the different paradigmatic behaviours and correlations 
distinguishing type 1 and non-type 1 V-fmal[., selecting] counterparts, we saw how staha ‘be shy’, 
Biblical staghna ‘become prosperous’, salla ‘swear, blasphemise’, sella ‘send regards’, and 
ghejja ‘be/become tired’, are all intransitive verb which appear to be marring the neat i -u 
Imperfect paradigmatic correlation with transitivity. Other emerging data that seems to be 
marring this relation, is the verb tnieda ‘be launched’. Unlike the behaviour of tmera!tmiera ‘be 
contradicted’ illustrated in table (4.36) (as well as other non-SM patterning verbs), tnieda ‘be 
launched’ does not only display the expected a -w stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependency, 
but also illustrates an i -u stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent relation in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm, creating a lexical exception across the expected behaviour of type 3-type 5 V-final 
verb-relations, when compared with type 3 nieda ‘launch’. While the expected pattem of stem- 
altemations for tnieda ‘be launched’, as a CCV:CV verb, is an ABCD BD pattem, as a result of 
overabundant verb-forms in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, possibly illustrating heteroclisis, we 
can also get an ABCD EF pattem of stem-alternations, as shown in table (4.43).
Morphosyntactie
values
nieda ~ neda ‘launch’ stem
pattem
tnieda ~ tneda ‘be 
launched’
stem
pattem
Perfect
U2 nidej-t ~ nedejt A t-nidej-t ~ tnedej-t A A
3SGM nieda ~ neida B t-nieda ~ t-neda B B
3SGF nidie-t ~ nedie-t C t-nedie-t ~ t-nidie-t C C
3PL nide-w ~ nede-w D t-nede-w ~ t-niede-w D D
Imperfect
SG j-niedi~j-ne:di E j-i-t-nieda ~ j-i-t-ne:da 
~ j-i-t-niedi ~ j-i-t-ne:di
B ~ E
PL j-nied-u ~ j-ne:d-u F j-i-t-niede-w ~ j-i-t-nede-w 
~ j-i-t-nied-u ~ j-i-t-ne:d-u
D F
Table 4.43 The parac igm for type 3 nieda ‘launch’ and t le overabundant type 5 tnieda ‘be
launched’
Evidence that this is what is happening synchronically comes from data from the MLRS Corpus. 
Compare (a/b and c/d):
{A.\0)2i. Fil-hames snin li
in.DEF-five year.PL that coming. ACT.PRT-PL
j-i-t-nede-w ...
3-epent.V-PASS-launch.IMPERF-PL
In the five years to come X will be launched... (23 hits)
b. Qed j-i-t-nied-u anke...
PROG 3 -epent. V-PAS S -launch. IMPERF-PL as well
X are also being launched... (38 hits)
Ser j-i-t-nieda k tieb ...
FUT 3-epent.V-PASS-launch.IMPERF.SGM book
The distinct behaviour of ghejja ‘be tired/tire s.one’ discussed above and tnieda ‘be launched’ to be 
discussed just below is excluded from the representation.
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A book will be launched ... (50 hits)
d. Il-process li qed j-i-t-n iedi...
DEF-process that PROG 3-epent.V-PASS-launch.IMPERF.SGM
The process that is being launched ... (5 hits)
From the number of hits representing the uses of the two distinct forms in the Imperfect 3SGM 
and 3PL cells, it is the PL cell which is showing the most use of the -u suffixed verb-form, even 
surpassing the expected -w suffixed counterpart (38 vs. 23) (4.10b)-(4.10a). The opposite 
scenario is the case, however, in the 3SGM cell. One might want to hypothesise, therefore that it 
is the PL stem that is motivating the activation of the i -u correlation in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm. What could be yielding this overabundant behaviour may be either heteroclisis, such 
that the distinct stems in the Imperfect sub-paradigm of nieda ‘launch’ are adopted as the stems 
in the paradigm for tnieda ‘be launched’ as well, or else the frequent use of the PL form of the 
archaic verb tnieghed ‘cry for mercy’, somewhat fossilsed in a common prayer in the imperfect 
IPL form: nitneghdu /nitnie:du/ ~ /nitne:du/. Irrespective of what triggers this overabundance in 
the paradigm, it appears that the PL cells are the driving force here, pushing for an ABCD EF 
pattem. Consequently one might want to say that rather than retaining the bidirectional 
correlation which characterised the i -u stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent relation, we could here 
in the use of tnieda posit the PL stem as a principal part, which then starts affecting the stem in 
the Imperfect SG stems, yielding the paradigmatic osscillations: ABCD BD ~ ABCD EF. This 
provides us with yet another morphologically-conditioned complex behaviour intemal to the 
paradigm, where we do not get a verbal base or verb-type determined paradigmatic conditioning. 
If such a trend is to get going, û!-5tructure changes will no longer motivate the behaviour 
observed, very much as we have mentioned in the case of staha ‘be shy’ and others, (which also 
takes an ABCD EF sub-pattem but is intransitive). In the use of the heteroclite stem -niedi 
instead of -nieda, the stem takes an i but is yet associated with an intransitive verb, which 
argument-frame is brought about through the verb-type itself, where the CCV:CV verbal base 
involves a t- prefix. This behaviour parallels the same stem-vowel -  verb-type mismatch we 
have observed in the case of xtara ‘buy’, salla ‘swear, blasphemise’, sella ‘send regards’, and 
ghejja ‘be/become tired’. Additional heteroclite behaviours present across other non-type 1 verbs 
will feature in §4.5 below, targetting the CVCCWCC-derived non-type 1 sub-set.
4.5 Heteroclisis in the paradigms of non-type 1 CVCCA/CC derived verbs
In this section we will consider the non-type 1 counterparts of CVCC and VCC verbs, which in 
the previous chapter (§3.4.2.2, §3.4.3) were shown to provide us with different arrays of 
morphological complexity. Initially these verbs involve a unification across the Perfect M2 
stems, which additionally involve a redundant diphthongised stem-extension. Except for the 
paradigm of temm ‘end, finish’ and other verbs that illustrate the same behaviour, ablaut-changes 
are present in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. These changes were shown to depend on the stem- 
vowel of the base. In §3.4.3 we assessed how a number of lexically-identified verbs within this 
set of verbal bases display oscillating paradigms which yield an increase in the number of stems 
internal to the paradigm. This was shown to result in more feature coherent realizations by the 
stem (§3.5.2). The presence of such oscillating patterns provided us with additional proof that 
what we have is the application of morphological behaviour, where while phonology provides us 
with one pattem of stem-alternations, morphological-conditioning provides us with multiple 
pattems. Across the non-type 1 counterparts, CVCCA^CC derived verbs can be grouped into two 
distinct verbal base sets: (C)(C)CVCC (e.g. type 6 ntmess ‘be touched’, nhass ‘be felt’, 
n(t)ghadd ‘be counted/enumerated’ and type 7 mtedd ‘lay down’) on the one hand, and
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(C )C V C iC iV Q  (e.g. type 2 habbeb ‘cause to love/befriend’, raqqaq ‘grow thin’ and type 4 
thazzez ‘be scribbled’ and (C )C V :C iV Q  (e.g. type 3 qarar ‘to administer sacrament of 
confession’) verbs, on the other.
If we first consider CVCC stem-shaped verbs, we find that across the non-type 1 counterparts, 
we have the presence of up to four oscillating patterns of stem-altemations. Note that due to lack 
of frill paradigmatic data, the four-fold pattem of possibilities is hypothetical here, given that it 
might be the case that speakers who take a B-indexed stem in the Perfect 3PL would not allow 
for a C-indexed stem in the Imperfect PL. The same mles as we had across the type 1 
counterpart apply in order to account for the way the stem-forms’ overabundance comes about. 
The distinct stem-shape in the Perfect 3PL cell is derived from a phonological requirement to 
adjust the stem-shape following a redundant morphological application that selects for one 
allomorphic exponent instead of the other. What is new is that this behaviour now also targets 
the Imperfect PL cells, which application takes place by mutually-excluding the presence of 
ablaut-change in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, consequently yielding syncretically-indexed stems 
shared across the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms. Tables (4.44) below illustrate this.
Morphosyntaetic
values
nhass ‘be felt’ 
(type 6)
ntmess ‘be touched’ 
(type 6)
mtedd ‘lie down’ 
(type 7)
stem pattem
Perfect
M2 n-hassej-t nt-messej-t m<t>eddej-t A A A A
3SGM n-hass nt-mess m<t>edd B B B B
3SGF n-hass-et nt-mess-et m<t>edd-et B B B B
3PL n-hass-u 
~ n-hasse-w
nt-mess-u 
~ nt-messe-w
m<t>edd-u 
~ m<t>edde-w
B B C C
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-hass j-i-nt-mess j-i-m<t>edd B B B B
PL j-i-n-hass-u 
~ j-i-n-hassew
j-i-nt-mess-u 
~ j-i-nt-messe-w
j-i-m<t>edd-u 
~ j-i-m<t>edde-w
B C B C
Table 4.44 The four distinct possible pattems of stem-altemations possible across CVCC stem­
shaped verbs
The observed pattems split across the ABBB SG=PL (V), ABBB SG^PL (VI), ABBC SG=PL 
(VII) and ABBC SG^^PL (VIII) stem pattem classes, where the ABBC BB pattem of stem- 
altemations is the new sub-pattem encountered in one of the paradigms associated with strah 
‘rest’ (table 4.27), internal to stem pattem class VII. Type 1 counterparts have been shown in 
§3.4.2.2 and §3.4.3 to manifest ABBB CC (and ABBB BB for temm ‘end, finish’ and a small 
sub-set of verbs that display the same behaviour) and ABBC DD patterns of stem-altemations. 
We also had the lexically-specified mess ‘touch’, where, as a result of ongoing zmâ/a-induced 
processes of ablaut-change across some dialectal varieties, we get an in-between paradigmatic 
effect that results in an ABCD CC pattem. What is distinct, therefore, in the case of the type 6/7 
counterparts is the large scale shift to the ABBB BB sub-pattem, which previously only hosted a 
small set of CVCC verbs across the type 1 data set. On the other hand, the NUM-based split in 
the Imperfect sub-paradigm which features across these non-type 1 CVCC-derived verbs, 
implies added paradigmatic complexity. What is additionally different and striking is that while 
in the type 1 counterpart, it was the case that verbs such as mess ‘touch’ required a redundantly 
distinct syllable-stmctured stem in the 3PL cell than the rest of the Perfect 3*^  ^ person cells: 
messe-w ‘they touched’, given that *mess-u is not possible in the paradigmatic cell, we see that 
the type 6 equivalent ntmess ‘be touched’ allows for both nt-mess-u ~ nt-messe-w ‘they were 
touched’.
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In parallel to the non-type 1 CVCC-derived verbs is the behaviour of VCC-derived type 6 
nghadd ‘be counted’, whose type 1 counterpart ghadd ‘enumerate’ participated in the ABBC DD 
(stem pattern class VII) and ABCD EE (stem pattem class XII) pattems of stem-altemations. 
The type 6 verb counterparts, while being able to participate in the same four possible pattems 
that characterise the CVCC-derived verb-types, only display up to three distinct stems, as 
opposed to the four-fold or five-fold possibilities we had in the paradigms associated with the 
type 1 ’s equivalent. The four-fold combinations come about on the basis of our assumption that 
the choice of a particular form in the Perfect 3PL cell should not constrain the choice of the form 
in the Imperfect PL cells or vice-versa.
Morphosyntactie
values
nghadd ‘be counted’ (type 6) ntghadd ‘be counted’ (type 6) stem pattem
Perfect
M2 n-^addej-t /n-ad:ej-t/ nt-^addej-t /nt-ad:ej-t/ A A A A
3SGM n-ghadd /n-ad:/ nt-^add /nt-ad:/ B B B B
3SGF n-n^add-et /n-ad:-et/ nt-nghadd-et /nt-ad:-et/ B B B B
3PL n-^ad-u ~ n-^adde-w 
/n-ad:-u/ ~ /n-ad:e-w/
nt-ghadd-u ~ nt-^adde-w 
/nt-ad;-u/ ~ /nt-ad: e-w/
B B C C
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-ghadd /j-i-n-ad:/ j-i-nt-ghadd /j-i-nt-ad:/ B B B B
PL j-i-n-ghadd-u ~ j-i-n-^adde-w 
/j-i-n-ad:-u/ ~ /j-i-n-ad:e-w/
j-i-nt-ghadd-u ~ j-i-nt-ghadde-w 
/j-i-nt-ad:-u/ ~ /j-i-nt-ad: e-w/
B C B C
Table 4.45 The four-fold pattem possibilities across VCC stem-shaped verbs
If we now tum to consider type 2/4 (C)CV C;C iV Ci and type 3/5 (C )C V :C V C  verbal counterparts 
to type 1 CVCiCi verbs, we get the expected behaviour, which depends on the nature of the V% 
and the verbal base involved: AABB AB for a V] (C )C V C C V C  verbs (e.g. type 2 xahhah ‘cause 
s.one to act like a miser’ and type 5 ssahhah ‘cause to become strong’) and ABCC BC for e V2 
(C )C V C C V C  verbs and the a:-a (C )C V :C V C  verbs. However, optionally, we can have 
additional variation. This depends both on the vocalic pattem involved and the verbal base, e V2 
type 2 (and the type 3 a:-a C V :C V C ) verbs allow for an ABCC BC ~ ABCD BC alternation, 
while the type 4 (and type 5 C C V :C V ) equivalent additionally allow for ABCD BD. a V2 type 2 
verbs allow for an AABB AB ~ AABC AB ~ ABCD BC stem-altemation pattem. Across the 
type 4 counterpart it is possible to have the additional AABC AC and ABCD BD stem- 
altemation possibilities. The AABC AB/AC sub-pattems yield the new stem pattem class AABC 
SGy^PL (XVIII) in the system. The ABCD BC sub-pattem, on the other hand, yields a new sub- 
pattem of stem-alternations intemal to the ABCD SGt^PL stem pattem class (XIII). In table 
(4.46) below, which data is adapted from Camilleri (2012c: 108-110) are the paradigms of type 1 
and type 2 related verbs: habb ‘love’ -  habbeb ‘cause to love/befriend’, along with the type 4 a 
V2 ssahhah ‘be strengthened’. We see that across the Perfect 3SGF'^3PL cells in the paradigm 
for habbeb ‘cause to love, befriend’, the same stem as we had across the 3*^  ^PERS cells in the 
Perfect sub-paradigm of habb ‘love’ is present. This however is phonologically- and 
morphotactically-derived.
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Morphosyntaetic
values
habbeb 
‘cause to 
love, 
befriend’ 
(type 2)
stem
pattem
habb 
‘love’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
ssahhah 
‘become 
strengthened’ 
(type 4)
stem pattem
Perfect
M2 habbib-t ~ 
habbej-t
A A habbej-t A A s-sahhah-t~
s-sahhej-t
A A A A A
3SGM habbeb B B habb B B s-sahhah A A B A B
3SGF habb-et C C habb-et B B s-sahh-et B B C B C
3PL habb-u ~ 
habbe-w
C D habb-u ~ 
habbe-w
B C s-sahh-u ~ 
s-sahhe-w
B C D C D
Imperfect
SG j-habbeb B B j-hobb C D j-i-s-sahhah A A B A B
PL j-habb-u C C j-hobb-u C D j-i-s-sahh-u ~ 
j-i-s-sahhe-w
BB C C D
type 1 habb Tove’ and type 4 ssahhah ‘become strengthened’
In the overabundance Perfect 3PL cell that is present across both the type 2/4 and type 1 verbs, 
habbe- is indeed a shared stem-form across the type 2 habbeb ‘cause to love, befriend’ (and type 
4 thabbeb ‘be befriended’) and type 1 habb ‘love’. Unlike what we had across type 6 and 7 
verbs, it is interesting to see that overabundance in the Imperfect PL cell is only present across 
type 4 verbs (as illustrated by ssahhah ‘become strengthened’ in table (4.46), which also extends 
for e V2 counterparts such as thabbeb ‘be befriended’), and is not present across the type 2 data 
set. Nothing motivates why this should be so, however, and we will take this restriction to be a 
morphologically-induced constraint in the system. If we now consider the overabundance in the 
Perfect M2 cell, where we redundantly get a diphthongised stem-extension, this either results 
from a heteroclite behaviour that targets this set of Perfect cells, or else as is the case of sahhah 
‘strengthen’ and ssahhah ‘become strengthened’, where there is no type 1 CVCC counterpart, 
then this might redundantly have resulted through an analogical patterning. (Refer to the 
discussion of type 1 (C)V:C verb-forms such as sam ‘fast’ and gham ‘swim’, which also 
displayed this diphthongised extension in a redundant manner). The additional complexity that 
results across these paradigms, especially when heteroclisis is that which gives rise to these 
overabundant behaviours, implies that morphology no longer suffices to render the correlated a- 
structure distinctions, i.e where the use of the stem habbej- is ‘canonically’ associated with the 
two-place predicate habb ‘love’ and the stem habbib-, is associated with the type 2 or type 4 
counterpart, given that now both the stems habbej- and habbib- participate in the Perfect M2 
cells of the CVCiCiVCi verb habbeb ‘cause to love, befriend’. From a robust morphological 
system that disambiguates the distinct verb-forms’ sub-categorised frame, as in (4.11), we get to 
an ambiguous use in (4.12), at least in the type 2 verb-form’s interpretation, where the form 
habbej-t ‘I love’ does not solely mean the transitive ‘love’, but has now taken up a causation 
predication such that the argument-structure is also extended with the same use of the form. 
Thus, in (4.12b), it is only the fact that a preposition introduces the OBL argument that helps 
disambiguate the verb-form’s a-structure. The same ambiguous behaviour follows with the use 
of this stem in the type 4 paradigm, as in (4.12c), except that the t prefix will provide us with the 
relevant a-structure disambiguation just the same.
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(4.11a) Habbej-t lit-tfal
loved.PRF-lSG ACC.DEF-children
T loved the children’ habb Tove’ <SUBJ, OBJ>
b. Habbib-t-hom m a’ xulxin
loved. CAUSE.PRF-1.SG-3PL. ACC with eaeh other
T made them love eaeh other’
habbeb ‘eause to love’ <SUBJ, OBJ, OBL>
(4.12a) Habbej-t lit-tfal
loved.PRF-lSG ACC.DEF-children
‘I loved the ehildren’ habb ‘love’ <SUBJ, OBJ>
b. Habbej-t!habbib-t lit-tfal m a’ xulxin
love.CAUSE.PRE-lSG ACC.DEF-ehildren with each other
‘I made the children love eaeh other’
NOT: ‘I loved the children with eaeh other’
habbeb ‘cause to love’ <SUBJ, OBJ, OBL>
e. T-habbej-t!t-habbib-t mat-tfal
REFL-love.CAUSE.PRF-1 SG with.DEF-ehildren
‘I befriended the children’ thabbeb ‘befriend’ <SUBJ, OBL>
The same such parallel behaviour takes plaee aeross type 1 -  type 3/6 (C )C V :C iV C i verbs, where 
in the type 3/6 counterparts, the Perfect M2 cells take an overabundant form, and where one of 
the forms is the same as that in the type 1 counterpart. Qarar- ‘administer sacrament of 
eonfession’ is the expected stem in the Perfect M2 cells of both type 3 qarar ‘administer 
saerament of confession’ and type 6 tqarar ‘be administered sacrament of eonfession’. The 
overabundant stem available: qarrej-, on the other hand, is the one shared with the related type 1 
qarr ‘confess’. Note that the forms in the Perfeet 3SGF^3PL cells and the stem in the Imperfect 
PL cells happen to be the same as those in the paradigm of type 1 qerr ‘confess’ due to the 
nature of the interacting phonological constraints, and hence have nothing to do with heteroclite 
behaviour as sueh.
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Morphosyntactie
values
qarar 
‘administer 
sacrament of 
confession’ 
(type 3)
stem
pattem
tqarar ‘be 
administered 
the sacrament 
of confession’ 
(type 5)
stem
pattem
qerr ‘confess’ 
(type 1)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 qarar-t ~ 
qarrej-t ~ 
qerrej-t
A ~ A t-qarar-t ~ 
t-qarrej-t
A ~A  A qarrej-t ~ 
qerrej-t
A A
3SGM qarar /qa:rar/ B B t-qarar /qa;rar/ B B B qarr ~ qerr B B
3SGF qarr-et C C t-qarr-et C G C qarr-et ~ 
qerr-et
B B
3PL qarr-u ~ 
qarre-w ~ 
qerre-w
C D t-qarr-u ~ 
t-qerr-u ~ 
t-qarre-w
C ~D  D qarr-u ~ 
qerr-u ~ 
qarre-w ~ 
qerre-w
B~ C
Imperfect
SG j-qarar
/j-qa:rar/
B B j-i-t-qarar
/j-t-qa:rar/
B B B j-qerr B B
PL j-qarr-u ~ 
j-qerr-u
C C j-i-t-qarr-u ~ 
j-i-t-qarre-w
C C ~D j-qarr-u ~ 
j-qerr-u
B B
Table 4.47 The CVCiCi-derived verb partieipating in the (C )C V :C iV Q  verbal bases
The heteroclite behaviour that cuts across (C)(C)CVCCVC and (C)CV:CVC verbs just described 
is manifest in a neater way in the dialeetal paradigm of sieh ‘call someone’ (table 4.47) 
(Camilleri 2012c: 105). While in the Standard variety the type 1 sieh ‘eall s.one’ is obsolete, in 
the Naxxari dialect, the type 1 form is present across all the Perfeet sub-paradigmatie cells, while 
the type 2 eounterpart is present in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. (Also refer to §6.3.1 when 
diseussing the paradigm of the Standard impersonal verb fettel- ‘decide abruptly’). What 
differs between the heteroclite behaviour aeross the paradigm for sieh ‘call s.one’ below, and 
that of type 3/5 qarar ‘administer sacrament of conÎQ?,s\onj tqarar ‘be administered saerament of 
confession’ and type 2/4 habbeb ‘cause to love, htixiQndi’/thabbeb ‘cause to be loved, 
befriended’, is that while in the former the paradigm is neatly eloven on the basis of an ASP- 
split, this is not the case aeross qarar ‘administer sacrament of confession’/?garar ‘be 
administered sacrament of confession’ and habbeb ‘cause to love, hQfziQwà/’/thabbeb ‘eause to be 
loved, befriended’, where the heteroclite behaviour targets the Perfect M2 cells, and the 3PL 
eells. (See table 4.49 however). This verb would need to be listed as a lexieally-idiosyncratic 
verb in the lexieon of Naxxari dialectal speakers, given that it is the only CV:C[non-gm-mediai] verb 
that takes an ABBB CD pattem of stem-altemations intemal to stem pattem class VI. While the 
Imperfeet sub-paradigm is dedueed from the stem-vowel dependencies (3.23a/4.5a), the 
Imperfeet SG stem will need to be listed as a prineipal part.
This ASP-cloven behaviour parallels a Hebrew cross,-binyan based heteroclite behaviour in the 
paradigm of the verb N-G-S ‘appear’ (Stump 2006: 316), where the pPerfect sub-paradigm follows the 
Niph’al binyan, while the rest of the paradigm’s cells are filled in by the Qal binyan elsewhere.
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Morphosyntactie
values
sieh ‘call someone’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 sih-t A
3SGM sieh B
3SGF sieh-et B
3PL sieh-u B
Imperfect
SG j-seijah ~ *j-sieh 0
PL j-sejh-u ~ *i-sieh-u D
Table 4.48 The paradigm for dialectal sieh ‘call someone’
A similar ASP-cloven heteroclite split appears to be also available in case of qarr ‘hear 
penitent’s confession/administer sacrament of confession’, at least as given in Aquilina (1990). 
While I, for one never use this type 1 verb to refer to this meaning, but would instead use type 3 
qarar ‘administer sacrament of confession’, it is interesting that Aquilina provides the associated 
Imperfect form jqarar ‘he administers sacrament of confession’. If we therefore assume that this 
use is Standard, then we have a parallel heteroclite behaviour as in table (4.48), except that the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm is here filled in by a type 3 verb, rather than a type 2. Additionally, if  
this data is really Standard data, then stem pattern class VI will display a new sub-pattem ABBB 
CB that is employed only intemal to the paradigm of this heteroclite verb.
Morphosyntactie
values
qarr ‘administer 
sacrament of confession’
stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 qarrej-t A
3SGM qarr B
3SGF qarr-et B
3PL qarr-u B
Imperfect
SG j-qarar 0
PL j-qarr-u B
Table 4.49 The paradigm for qarr ‘administer sacrament of confession’ based on Aquilina (1990)
To conclude, we saw that type 2 CVCCVC and type 3 CV:CVC verbs related to type 1 CVCC 
verbs displayed overabundant Perfect M2 and 3PL cells in the perfect sub-paradigm as a result 
of morphological-conditioning. This behaviour involved the presence of heteroclisis targeting 
random cells in the Perfect sub-paradigm. Type 4 and 5 verbs additionally displayed this similar 
overabundant/heteroclite behaviour in the Imperfect PL cells. We assessed how this 
morphologically-stipulated heteroclite behaviour across type 1 and type 2/3 verbs is resulting in 
ambiguous constmctions, where, prior to the morphological-stipulations, the inflectional form 
associated with the given template was enough to realize the a-stmcture of that predicate. This is 
synchronically no longer the case, as when the heteroclite form is used, a reliance on syntax is 
now required to help disambiguate the morphological context. Our model will be able to account 
for the distinct pattems which arise within the (C)CVCCVC and (C)CV:CVC verbal bases by 
distinguishing these verbs on the basis of their stem € 2=0 3 = 0 4  or stem € 2 = 0 3  characteristic 
respectively, by virtue of the knowledge of the 0  variable. However, while this is a possible 
identification tool as to which verbs out of the (O)OVOOVO and (0)0V :0V 0 verbal base sub­
set are able to take this distinct paradigmatic behaviour, principal parts still play an important
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role in the lexical entry, especially the listing of the heteroclite Perfect M2 stem-extended form 
and the distinct syllable-shaped stem in the Perfect 3PL and Imperfect PL cells.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has integrated the non-type 1 verbal data into the model outlined in the previous 
chapter, retaining the same analytical tools developed: i.e. the verbal base, the vocalic pattern, 
and the knowledge of the C variables. In doing so we have here provided a new dimension to the 
study of the binyanim in Maltese. Unlike previous approaches where the binyanim were assessed 
on the basis of their semantic interpretation and/or their morphological forms, in this chapter we 
have focussed on the pattem of stem-altemations across derivationally-related verbs. Other 
paradigmatic differences were also accounted for, such as overabundant stems in certain verbal 
bases as opposed to others, the presence of heteroclite behaviours targeting specific cells, and 
consequential analogical behaviours across verbs of the same verb-type. All such instances were 
attributed to morphological-stipulations. The distinct verbs across the same verb-type/Zzzwyan 
were reinterpreted as stocks of distinct verbal bases, as opposed to UR analyses which consider 
mappings from a C-root onto a template along with other processes of affixation. An analysis 
that made use of verbal bases was taken a step further, where it was shown how the verbal base 
is often the trigger of stem-alternation behaviours which cut across and conflated distinct verb- 
types, as well as ‘triliteral’ vs. ‘quadriliteral’ classified verbs. Conflating ‘triliteral’ vs. 
‘quadriliteral’ verb-forms showed how these verbs’ distinct identification on the basis of C-root 
accounts equates to no such distinct behaviour/classification at the surface, in tum promoting the 
approach being posited in this study as a more logical altemative to verbal paradigm analyses 
and verb classifications. While in most of the instances we had, the verbal base was an important 
motivation that enabled the determining of the pattem of stem-altemations, additional reference 
to the vocalic pattem and knowledge of the C variable or other lexically-specified 
generalisations that depend on {-et selecting] vs. {-t selecting] specifications, were resorted to.
What was striking across the non-type 1 verbal data set is the overall decrease in the number of 
distinct stems. This was brought about through increased phonological-conditioning. An 
influential effect that has yielded this decreased number of stems includes the presence of no 
ablaut-changes across the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms, with the notable exceptions of 
xtaq ‘wish/want’ and strah ‘rest’, as well as the type 2  {-t selecting] verbs; the non-application of 
the M constraint that has been introduced in (3.7) in §3.3.1, whereby lexical stress is retained 
and hence we get the same stem-shape across the Perfect 3SGM and Imperfect SG cells, which 
explains the predominant B index in the Imperfect SG cells; the non-application of the w- 
omission mle (3.11) in §3.3.2; and morphology’s intervention in not allowing phonology to take 
its course, as is the case in the blocking of the delete-unstressed-V across R Ci a  V2 or C i^t non­
type 1 CVCVC-stem-shaped verbs. A notable exception to the lesser stem-form drive involved a 
sub-set of diachronically g^//z-medial i(j)e verbal bases, as a result of which we get four of the 
five newly added stem pattem classes. The fifth new stem pattem class comes about through the 
presence of overabundant and heteroclite paradigmatic behaviours across a-a (C)CVCiCiVCi and 
a:-a (C)CV:CiVCi verbs. Another striking paradigmatic behaviour which emerged across non­
type 1 verbs is the unification that could be observed across verbs of the same verbal base type. 
This was manifest through the large migration to the ABCC BC sub-pattem intemal to the 
ABCC SG^PL stem pattem class XI, as well as the stem pattern class unification across 
( C ) C V :C [ h - m e d ia i ]  vcrbs, which participate within the AA[ia2sg] B B B [ 3 r d  pers] BB[ia2pl] SG=PL stem 
pattem class, as opposed to the AA[ia2sg] BBBprd Pers] BB[ia2pl] SG^PL and ABBB SG^PL stem 
pattem class split membership across type 1 counterparts. The same follows for the V-final {-t 
selecting] set of verbs, where unlike the vocalic pattem-conditioned stem pattem class
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membership across type 1 verbs, non-type 1 verbs unify and display an ABCD BD pattem of 
stem-altemations, with the exception of type 2 and 3 verbs, which take an ABCD EF pattem of 
stem-altemations. Additionally, while the vocalic pattem conditions the nature of the 
diphthong’s form in the Perfect M2 cells across the type 1 verbs, we observed a unified ej 
diphthong across type 2 and type 4 verbs. This unification cannot be attributed to anything 
outside of morphology proper. Non-type 1 [-et selecting] verbs also displayed a similar sub- 
pattem of unification, where all come to participate within the ABCB BB sub-pattern of stem- 
altemations, without splitting across two distinct stem pattem classes, at least in the Standard 
variety, based on a R C2 conditioning, as was the case across the type 1 counterpart. 
Additionally, intemal to the CVCiCi-stemed non-type 1 verbs we found that the presence of 
overabundant forms in the Perfect 3PL cell target all such verbs, and not a lexically-specified 
sub-set, as was the case with type 1 verb equivalents. This is itself taken to illustrate a 
morphological stipulation whereby the very presence of overabundance in the designate 
binyanim but not others, could be itself indicative of possible a-stmcture sensitive 
morphological-conditioning. Across the type 2/3 and type 4/5 related equivalents to CVCiC,- 
related verbs, we have observed the presence of heteroclisis manifest through the presence of 
overabundance which targets the Perfect M2 and 3PL cells in the type 2/3 verbs and additionally 
the Imperfect PL cells in the type 4/5 verbs. Apart from the expected type 2/4 stem, we also find 
the employment of stems in the type 1 equivalent. Two other paradigms, one from the Naxxari 
dialect and the other from the Standard use of qarr meaning ‘administer sacrament of 
confession’, based on Aquilina (1990) were provided to illustrate heteroclisis, where on the 
contrary, we observed a neat ASP-cloven split, such that in the CV:C type 1 sieh ‘call s.one’ 
verbal paradigm we had type 1 forms present in the Perfect sub-paradigm, and type 2 
counterparts in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, while the qarr ‘administer sacrament of confession’ 
paradigm provided us with type 1 forms in the perfect sub-paradigm and type 3 forms in the 
imperfect. These paradigms provided us with yet another piece of data illustrating the relevance 
of the ASP-based split in Maltese.
We have in this chapter also highlighted a morphologically-complex behaviour across the V- 
final[., selecting] Set of verbs, where §4.4 illustrated how the stem across type 2/4 and type 3/5 verb- 
types is not only in a multiple exponence relation with the inflectional morphology, but also with 
the putative derivational morphology. As the verb shifts from type 2/3 to type 4/5, we get 
associated stem pattem changes, which changes come about from a change in the Imperfect 
SG’s stem-vowel, which stem-vowel in tum selects for a -w or -w suffixal exponent. We 
observed how if on the assumption that a-stmcture changing operations in Maltese belong to the 
derivational morphology, and if, on the other hand, we contend to the view adopted in this study, 
following Baerman & Corbett (2012), that as a result of the presence of alternations, the stem 
realizes grammatical information, then the stem and the pattem of alternations yielded are also 
reflecting and realizing the a-stmcture contrast. In this respect, apart from being in a multiple 
exponence relation with both inflection and derivation simultaneously, the stem also appears to 
be blurring further the distinction between inflection and derivation (refer to Bybee (1985) for 
further discussion on this fuzzy-edged distinction across the two). Additional evidence that 
paralleled what we observe here across type 2/3 and type 4/5 verbs was the type 1 equipollent 
verb ghama ‘be/become blind, blind s.one’ and the pattems of stem-altemation obtained across 
its associated paradigms, depending on whether the verb is used in its intransitive or transitive 
interpretation. In this discussion, ghejja ‘be/become tired, tire s.one’ was shown to be 
developing as a type 2  equipollent verb as it takes over the function of related type 1 gheja 
‘be/become tired’ and comes to realize both an ABCD BD and ABCD EF pattem of stem- 
altemations as it shifts its meaning from intransitive/inchoative ‘be tired’ to causative/transitive 
‘tire s.one’. By virtue of the discussion on V-final verbs, the interparadigmatic dependencies that
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obtain intemal to the individual sub-pattems was assessed in detail, showing how the four 
logical possibilities, given the choice of two dependencies intemal to the two sub-paradigms, are 
all attested, notwithstanding the uneven distribution, filling in a gap in Hoberman & Aronoff s 
(2003) description in doing so.
With this full system in place, having covered all the SM data set (apart from a small set of 
peripheral verbs to be discussed in chapter 6 ) we are now in a better position to consider the non- 
SM data set to follow in the next chapter. Although always treated as involving a separate 
system, distinct in various ways, as already mentioned in the overview in §2.3, we will see how 
it is only apparently so. We will see how just as our analytical model accounted for type 1 verbs, 
(constituting the largest set of SM verbs), and has in this chapter been extended neatly to account 
for the non-type 1 set, reanalysing the binyanim system in terms of verbal base types and distinct 
pattems of stem-altemations, it will also be able to account for the paradigmatic behaviours that 
obtain intemal to the non-SM verbs, allowing us to achieve a unified lexical analysis as we do 
so.
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Chapter 5 Stem pattern classes across non-Semitic Maltese verbs and a unification 
account
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will extend further the analysis of the SM data provided throughout chapters 
3-4 to the non-SM verbs, showing how the same tools can be used, which will in tum allow us to 
provide a unified analysis of the lexicon. In providing this analysis, we will do away with an 
unmotivated split analysis that provides a C-root analysis for the Semitic lexicon and a stem- 
analysis for the non-SM counterpart. The unification achieved here by eschewing such distinct 
underlying representations, while retaining a surface- and stem-based approach, is intuitively 
more representative of what a child acquiring the language is actually exposed to, given no a 
priori knowledge of Arabic, Italian, or English. In developing our analytical model further, we 
will be applying the concept of a default pattem of alternations, which we will assume all verbs 
take unless overridden by deductions akin to the three variables, i.e. the verbal base, vocalic 
pattem and knowledge of the C, as well as any other conditioning that deals with individual 
lexical specifications and other influences due the presence of principal parts in the lexical entry. 
The default pattem that emerges is ABCB BB. This sub-pattem of stem-altemations intemal to 
stem pattem class IX is the pattern we have encountered across non-type 1 [-et selecting] verbs 
in §4.3.2.2. The main innovative points that are derived out of the discussion within this chapter 
could have only been possible within an account such as the one proposed in this study, which is 
stem-based and surface-oriented, and takes paradigmatic behaviour as the locus of the analysis.
The main morphophonological difference we will see between SM and non-SM verbs, and 
which is the main motivation following the default pattem applications, is that while SM verbs 
fit within a fixed set of verbal bases, this is not the case with the vast majority of non-SM verbs. 
Given the heterogeneity of the non-SM verbs, §5.2 provides an overview of Mifsud’s (1995) 
influential account, which describes and analyses the nature of the different non-SM loans and 
their integration in the language. The different verbs are classified into four different types: A, B, 
C and D on the basis of a number of criteria. A broader categorisation holds, however. A C-root 
analysis is retained for type A and B verbs, while type C and D verbs being provided with a stem 
analysis. The distinct organisation of the four different sets of non-SM verbs more or less 
reflects the approximate time frame in which these borrowings took place, such that type A 
verbs essentially constitute the oldest set of loans, while the type D set, which is characterised by 
English loans, include more recent borrowings into the language. §5.3 then provides a 
reinterpretation of Mifsud’s account which in tum highlights some gaps in his analysis, (as well 
as the analyses in Hoberman & Aronoff (2003)), and presents additional data which will show 
that Mifsud’s diachronic-based account is not flexible enough to capture the full range of data
Space limitations preclude me from providing an overview of the historical influences which yielded 
the present day language. The reader is referred to Brincat (2000) for an overall summary. Demographic 
and historical information is provided by Luttrell (1975), Blouet (1984) and Wettinger (1985), while 
Bonnici (2009), Caruana (2009) and Hilbert & Krug (2012) provide information on synchronic influences 
on and from English and Italian loans. While we will in this study only focus on non-SM loan verbs, other 
influences on the language are not discussed. Spagnol (2011a) discusses some syntactic influences, 
focusing particularly on the reflexive formation as a possible caique based on the Italian constructions. 
Other effects on morphology not discussed here, have also been considered, particularly the increased use 
of the non-templatic system (Hoberman 2007), with the addition of a whole array of affixes, such as the 
plural -i exponent, whieh ended up becoming more productive than the broken plural pattem (Schembri 
2012)).
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encountered, primarily due to his non-application of a default. §5.4 provides the full extension of 
the analytical model in this study, while §5.5 then concludes the chapter.
5.2 Mifsud’s (1995) study on verbal loans in Maltese
Mifsud (1995) provides a three-fold diachronically-motivated classification of non-SM 
integrated loan-verbs of Sicilian/Italian origin. Type A verbs are considered to be the earliest 
borrowings where the loan verb displays the most change as it tries to fit into the Semitic 
morphology, including its morphophonological shape, when compared to the equivalent in the 
source language, when this exists. Type B verbs involve a similar integration, except that the SM 
verbs on which type B loans model, differ from that of type A. Type C  verbs encompass the 
large majority of most recent borrowings of Romance origin, characterised by a phonological 
base that differs drastically from what one finds in the Semitic component of the language, or the 
earlier loans. Integrated English loans are classified individually as type D in Mifsud’s study, but 
their behaviour parallels more or less that of the largest sub-set of type C loans. In §5.4 we will 
see that type C  and D illustrate the very data point where the verbal base as well as the vocalic 
pattem (two of the important variables established for this model) will no longer be suitable to 
help deduce the pattem of stem-altemations in the paradigm. At this point, the postulated default 
pattem will start to apply, along with a number of lexical specifications. The V-final 
dependencies we focussed upon in the previous chapter will here also be retained as important 
tools that help facilitate the paradigm’s deduction.
5.2.1 Type A verbs: Full integration on SM C-final verbs
Most type A verbs have a CVCCVC phonological stmcture and are formed from nouns of 
Sicilian/Italian origin, with the verb-formation being a Maltese-intemal development. Such verbs 
are derived by what Mifsud refers to as the ‘dehydrat[ion]’ of the noun’s vowels, and a C-root 
extraction (p. 49, p. 56), which he takes to be indicative of an underlying C-root integration 
according to the Semitic pattem.
Consider the two verbs below:
From the nominal formpittur ‘painter’ < Sicilian: pitturi ‘painter’; pitturare ‘paint’ 
(Aquilina, 1990), we get the verb pitter ‘paint’, integrating upon the Semitic type 2 
CVCiCiVC verbal base. From this verb we get what Mifsud (1995: 58) refers to as ''second 
generation loans’, or what one can also refer to as secondary derived loans, such as the 
derived type 4 verb patterning tpitter ‘be painted’. A triliteral C-root is assigned to these 
verbs: P-T-R. While the nominal’s vocalic pattem is i-u, (as in the Sicilian counterpart), 
that of the verb is i-e. Mifsud treats this as evidence that a C-root is extracted out o f the 
nominal form, and this then intercalates with a vocalic pattem.
From the nominal form bandla ‘swing’ (noun) < Sicilian: bbandulieri ‘swing’ (noun); 
pinnulare Sicilian verb ‘swing’ (Aquilina, 1990), we get the verb bandai ‘swing s.one’ 
(CV CiC jV C). This verb provides ample evidence that its origin was the nominal form, 
given that the verb is somewhat morphologically further away from the form we get in 
Maltese. The ‘dehydration’ mentioned in Mifsud is also clearly evident for the noun 
bandla itself. The verb tbandal (Q2) ‘be swung, swing o.self is the second generation 
loan formation. The quadriliteral root B-N-D-L is assigned to these verbs.
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According to Mifsud’s interpretation, some type A verbs were modelled on weak-medial verbs, 
i.e. verbs which we have reinterpreted as having a CV:C verbal base, such as sar^ ‘become’, 
resulting in sajjar ‘cook’ and sawwar ‘come to make’, through the addition of waA: radicals w/j 
to fit within the CVCCVC verbal base, (which in §4.2 was referred to as the last resort strategy). 
Nouns like cue ‘idiot/fool’ andpipa ‘(smoking) pipe’ result in the verbs cewwec ‘cause act like a 
fool/prove someone to be a fool’ andpejjep ‘smoke’ respective ly .T hese  verbs then eventually 
gave way to the formation of ccewwec ‘play the fool, act foolishly’ and tpejjep ‘be smoked’ as 
second generation loans. As noted in Vanhove (1993: 27), although type A verbs model on the 
Semitic binyanim forms, this at times only involves a formal modelling, and does not necessarily 
entail that the semantic interpretations or argument-structure associated with a particular 
binyaniwQvh type has also been adopted. This is in fact true for a number of type 2 verbs such as 
pejjep ‘smoke’ and pitter ‘paint’, for example. Although these pattem according to the SM type 
2  verbs they do not have a causative interpretation, for example, typical of such verb-types (also 
refer to Camilleri 2013). On the other hand, however, the second generation verbs e.g. type 4 
tpitter ‘be painted, paint o.self and ccewwec ‘play the fool, act foolishly’ in relation to type 2  
pitter ‘paint’ and cewwec ‘cause act like a fool/prove someone to be a fool’, acquire the 
interpretation of that hmyaw/verb-type, taking passive, reflexive or reciprocal interpretations 
(Mifsud, 1995: 58). This therefore illustrates how stem-shape integration, or morphological 
modelling in general comes first, and then via further derivational processes, the semantic 
content and interpretation follows. In §5.4 we will posit a morphological argument which will 
provide additional evidence in favour of this point.
A sub-type of type A loans which do not take a CVCCVC verbal base include instances where 
from the same noun, multiple verbs are derived. The nominal form cpar ‘fog’ below is taken as a 
case study (c.f Mifsud: 63).
cpar ‘fog’: Aquilina (1989) relates this word to the Semitic word gubar ‘dusf, and 
speculates that along with the change in meaning there was also a phonological change 
from \d3 \-t0 -\tj\. He however considers the verb to be of Romance origin: Spanish: 
chaparrear ‘to rain heavily, to pour’ or Sicilian: ciarri ‘rain’ (Italian: piovere). From the 
nominal form cpar ‘fog’, both the IX‘*^ triliteral binyan verb (i.e. type 8  verb) (C C V :C ): 
cpar /tjpa:r/ ‘become foggy’, (via conversion) and the f  ‘ quadriliteral binyan verb (Q l) 
CV CiCjV C cajpar ‘dim/obscure/blur’, are derived.
5.2.2 Type B verbs: Integrated to SM weak-final verbs (V-final[_,selecting] verbs)
Type B verbs, as Mifsud (1995) classifies them, unlike type A verbs, are directly derived from 
verbs present in the source language following a number of changes as the verb integrates in 
Maltese. Unlike the case with type A verbs, which in the large majority displayed a CVCCVC 
phonological structure, type B verbs do not take a homogeneous structure, although all such
In §4.2 we mentioned that the use of w or j  as a last resort strategy was lexically-conditioned. In these 
instances here, although no reference is made in Mifsud (1995) as to how these verbs get a w or j , except 
that they simply take such a C in their UR, we somehow appear to have the noun’s stem-vowel providing 
itself as a clue for the choice of a w or 7  in the associated verb. Thus, cue (stem-vowel: \u\) results in the w 
choice for the verbal stem, while pipa, which takes an \i\ has a palatalised property, which triggers the 
choice of ay in the verb’s stem.
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verbs take a V-final verbal base (Mifsud 1995: Hoberman (2007: 275) in fact mentions
that all non-templatic verbs in the language, referring to type B, type C and type D loans, end in 
an a. As noted explicitly in Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 69) and Hoberman (2007: 275), while 
the V-final set does not constitute a big class of verbs in SM, it is this sub-set of verbs that the 
non-SM loans pattemed upon. Apart from the identity of the final-V, Mifsud assumes that the 
reason why type B loans pattemed on this set of SM verbs is because this set already displayed a 
number of what we have referred to as verbal bases, with varied syllable stmctures (p. 109). 
Table (5.1) taken from Mifsud (1995: 97) provides the complete list of possible type B verbal 
bases along with verbs from SM with similar verbal bases. Type B verbs with bases that are not 
found in SM verbs are in table (5.1) identified through the represented through the shading of the 
relevant row.
As noted for the SM data set, and reiterated here too, similarity of the phonological base does not 
necessarily entail a uniform paradigmatic behaviour, as will be shown in §5.4.
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Syllable
structure
SM examples non-SM examples
verb-type PRF IMPERF PRF IMPERF
ÇV.CV 1 he.la ‘waste’ jah.li fa.ga  ‘suffocate’
CCV.CV 7 xta.ra ‘buy’ j  ix.tr i sta.ma ‘esteem’ jis.tma
(i)C.CV.CV 6 n.da.ra 
‘be used to
jin.da.ra n.fa.ga
‘be suffocated
jin.fa.ga
(i)CCCV.CV 6 n.tre.ma 
‘be thrown’
jin.tre.ma n.tra.ma ‘be armed’ jin.tra.ma
cvc.cv 2 hal.la
‘leave/allow’
j.hal.li pat. ta ‘pay back’ j.pat.ti
Qi fis.qa  ‘nourish’ j.fis.qi kan.ta ‘sing’ j.kan.ta
VÇ.CV av.za ‘warn’ jav.za
VÇ.CCV an.kra ‘anchor’ j  an.kra
of.fra ‘offer’
cvc.ccv kom.pla^^^ ‘continue’ j.kom.pli
ccvc.cv 4 thal.la ‘allow’ jit.hal.la tpat.ta
‘be paid back’
jit.pat.ta
9 stah.ba ‘hide’ jis.tah.ba skap.pa ‘flee’ jis.kap.pa
Q2 tfis-qa
‘be nourished’
jit.fis.qa tkan.ta ‘be sung’ jit.kan.ta
skar.ta ‘discard’ jis.kar.ta
ccvc.ccv tkom.pla 
‘be continued’
jit.kom.pla
skon.gra ‘exorcise’ jis.kon.gra
cccvc.cv sfrat.ta.
‘become unruly’
jis.frat. ta
strin.ga ‘press’ jis.trin.gi
cccvc.ccv strom.bla
‘stumble/fall’
jis.trom.bla
CV:.CV 3 nie.da ‘launch’ i.nie.di cë.da ‘surrender’ j.cé.di
Vi.CV 1 gho.la /o-la/ 
‘go up’
nogh.li 
/no. la/
D.za ‘use’ jü .za
Vi.CCV d.dja ‘loath’ jô.dja
CV:.CCV 5 0 . ‘suffer’ j.sô.fri
CCVi.CV 5 tnie.da 
‘be launched’
jit .nie. da tbâ.ta ‘be suffered’ jit.bà.ta
sf.d a  ‘challenge’ jis.fî.da
CCVi.CCV tkd.pra ‘be included’ jit.kô.pra
skd.pra ‘discover’ jis.kô.pri
CCCVxCV splô.da ‘explode’ jis.pl5.di
CCCVi.CCV skra.pla ‘scandalise’ jis.kru.pla
Table 5.1 Type] 3 verbs and t leir verbal bases (adapted from Vlifsud 1995: 97)
Mifsud’s (1995) focus on type B verbs mostly deals with C V C (C )V  verbs. Loan verbs such as 
kanta ‘sing’ are analysed as weak-fmaX quadriliteral verbs (i.e. CV C iCjV  verbs) fonnally on a
The bold material represents the new consonant clusters that were imported in the language and did not 
exist in SM.
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par with SM verbs fisqa  ‘nourish/take care of a baby’ and saqsa ‘ask’ (Cachia, 1994: 154), while 
verbs such as falla  ‘fail’ (< Sicilian: fallari, Italian: fallire) are treated as weak triliteral verbs 
that formally pattern upon type 2 SM verbs such as qalla ‘fry’ (transitive) (CV CiCiV ). What 
follows below in (5.1) is a list of primary derived type B loans and the pattern of sub- 
paradigmatic dependencies they take (refer to (4.8) in §4.4 where four logical possible patterns 
were posited for Maltese, given the two-fold choice of dependencies that exists internal to the 
two sub-paradigms). The two dominant patterns here are pattern 1: aj-a:-a a-w and pattern 2: ej- 
ie-e i -u.
Pattern 1 verbs: aj-a:-a a -w
mbolla ‘stamp’ < It: bollare 
n fa x x a  ‘bandage/stripe’ < It: f a s c ia r e  ‘bandage’
n k a zz a  ‘be annoyed/vexed’ < Sie: in c a z z a r i  
nkolla ‘stick with glue’ < It: incollare 
nkorla ‘fly into rage’ < Sic: corluHi: collera 
‘cholera’
kanta ‘sing’ < It: cantare 
parla  ‘talk/speak’ < It: parlare 
salva ‘reedem/save’ < It: salvare ‘save’ 
kala ‘drop/lower’ < Sic: calarillt calare 
‘lower’
cama ‘call out’ < Sic: ciamariili: chiamare 
‘call’
skava ‘excavate’ < It: scavare 
ncana ‘plane wood’ < ?? 
ntona ‘tune’ < It: intonare 
sfida ‘defy’ < It: sfidare
fada  ‘trust’ < Sic: fidariiW. jidare/affidare 
faga  ‘suffocate’ < Sic: affocarilW'. affogare 
gaza ‘accuse’ < Sic: accusarillt accusare 
rama ‘arm/build up’ < Sic: armarillt: armare 
‘arm’
stama ‘estimate’ < It: estimare 
ankra ‘anchor’ < It: anchrare 
avza ‘warn/provide a notice’ < It: awisare
skanta ‘stare’ < It: scantare 
skappa ‘escape/run away’ < It: scappare
Pattern 2 verbs: ej-ie-e i -u
bata  ‘suffer’ < Sic: pa tirillt: p a tire
ceda ‘surrender’ < Sic: cedirillt: cedere
‘receede’
fera  ‘wound’ < Sic: feriri 
nvada ‘invade’ < It: invadere 
rkada ‘relapse’ < It: ricadere
skada  ‘expire’ < It: scadere  
segwa ‘follow/moniter’ < It: seguire 
kopra ‘cover/include’ < It: coprire ‘cover’ 
sofra ‘suffer’ < It: sofrire
baxxa ‘lower’ < Sic: basciul\i'. bassare
èicca ‘sit down’ < Sic: ciccia 
falla  ‘fail/go bankrupt’ < It: fallire 
fo t ta  ‘min’ <  Sic: fiittir i!  It: fo tte re  ‘deflower’ 
kecca ‘expel’ < Sic: cacciarillt: cacciare 
‘catch’
pixxa ‘urinate’ < Sic: pisciari
fenda  ‘provide for oneself < It: fendere 
gawda ‘enjoy’ < Sic: gaudire 
serva ‘serve’ < It: servire
solva ‘solve’ < It: solvere 
vinca ‘succeed/manage’ < It: vincere ‘win’ 
kompla ‘complete’ < Sic: cumplirilli: 
completere
offra ‘offer’ < It: offrire 
sploda ‘explode’ < It: esplodere
(5.1) A list of primary derived type B loans and the Perfect-Imperfect sub-paradgimatic 
dependencies employed
From the above set of data, (excluding the verbs baxxa ‘lower’, pixxa ‘urinate’, kecca ‘expel’ 
and cicca ‘sit down’ for now), one observes a relation that has been obtained diachronically: all 
aj-a:-a a-w-pattemed verbs are derived from -are-themed Romance verbs, while ej-ie-e i-u- 
pattemed verbs are derived from -ere- and -/re-themed verbs. Mifsud takes this fact to show that: 
‘M[altese] redistributes verbs borrowed from R[omance] into the categories of SM [weak-
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fînal/V-final] verbs on the basis of their original distinctive vowel in the present 3SG [in the
source’s paradigm] ... and inflect them accordingly’ (p. 117). The a vs. i/e exponent 
distinction in the present 3SG cells across distinct thematic verbs in Sicilian/Italian is mapped 
onto the a vs. z stem-vowel distinction present across V-final verbs in Maltese. This 
morphologically-stipulated distribution of distinctly-themed Romance verbs on the basis of a 
split pattern that was already present in SM provides us with a diachronic instance of 
morphologically-complex behaviour which did not need to have been the case.*^  ^ It is for this 
reason, therefore, that albeit having the same verbal base and vocalic pattern, kanta ‘sing’ and 
kala ‘drop/lower’ differ gawda ‘enjoy’ and bata ‘suffer’ respectively, where the former set 
displays pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w, while the latter verbs display pattern 2 : ej-ie-e i -zz.‘^^
Below are the paradigms of both SM qalla ‘fry’ and non-SM falla  ‘fail’ to illustrate their formal 
(and paradigmatic similarity). More on the paradigmatic similarity will follow in §5.4.^ ®^
186 Verbs in Italian are divided into three thematic classes: -are {cantare  ‘sing’), -ere {godere  ‘enjoy’) and 
-ire  {sofrire  ‘suffer’). The Sicilian counterpart to these are: cantari, goderi, andpa tiri, where the final e  of 
the Standard is an i in the non-Standard varieties (Mifsud 1995: 115). Also refer to Rohlfs (1972) who 
discusses similar variation in terms of phonological differences across Italian and Sicilian. The only 
difference across these three verb-types, in what concerns us here, is the fact that while the 1®* and 2 ”'^  
person SO suffixes are the same across all three sets of verbs: -a  and -z respectively, the 3'^ '^  PERS SG 
suffix displays an -are  vs. -erel-ire  split, where the former set takes an -a  suffix and the latter takes an -e  
or -z (depending on the variety involved). Hence, the fact that one finds gaw di instead of gaw de  as the 
present tense 3SG form in Sicilian, fitted rather neatly in the Maltese Imperfect’s sub-paradigm a  -  i 
distinction, albeit rather arbitrarily.
Morphosyntactie
values
cantare  ‘sing’ 
(Maltese kanta)
godere  ‘enjoy’ 
(Maltese gaw da)
so frire  ‘suffer’ 
(Maltese sofra)
ISG.PRES eant-o god-o sofr-o
2SG.PRES cant-i god-i sofr-i
3SG.PRES eant-a god-e ~ god-i (Sic) sofr-e ~ sofr-i (Sic)
Table i The relevant set of cells from a representative -are  vs. -ere!-ire  Italian verbs
Note that while what follows holds soundly for Standard Maltese, it does not follow for the dialectal 
data to be discussed in §5.3.2.
Note however, that despite the Imperfect z vs. a  split already available in the Imperfect SG cell, it does 
not explain why we do not get Pattern 3: ej-ie-e a  -w  instead of Pattern 1: aj-a:-a  a  -w, and Pattern 4: aj-a- 
a  i -u  instead of Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u. This question is not explored in Mifsud (1995) given that he does 
not provide an account of the paradigmatic patterns in this way, and neither does he account for the full set 
of available patterns, as we will see below in §5.3. While one may argue that this is all morphologically- 
conditioned behaviour, frequency effects must have influenced the analogical modelling, given that as 
illustrated in (4.8) in §4.4, the patterns are listed in descending order, with Pattern 4 being only displayed 
in the paradigm of three SM verbs.
It remains rather odd and confusing that although such verbs are taken to pattern on ‘quadriliteral’ or 
‘triliteral’ analogous counterparts, including the postulation of a C-root: K-N-T-J for kanta  ‘sing’ and F-L- 
J for fa l la  ‘fail’, Mifsud then provides these verbs with a stem -based  segmentation. (Also refer the split 
segmentation analysis discussed in §2.3). By providing them with this segmentation he maintains the same 
stem fa l l -  across inflectionally and derivationally-related word-forms, e.g. fa l l-a  ‘fail.PFV-3SGM’ in 
relation to fa ll- im en t ‘failure’ (noun) and fa l l-u t  ‘failed-SGM’ (participle). Having provided this separate 
analysis for non-SM inflection, he also comments, at the same time, that ‘the possibility [that they pattern 
in the exact same way, in terms of segmentation] cannot be ruled out altogether’ (Mifsud 1995: 109). The 
segmentation as adopted in this study will be followed here, however.
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Morphosyntactie
values
SM qalla ‘fry’ Type B falla  ‘fail’ stem
pattern
Perfect
r 2 qallej-t fallej-t A
3SGM qalla falla B
3SGF qallie-t fallie-t C
3PL qalle-w falle-w D
Imperfect
SG j-qalli j-falli E
PL j-qall-u j-fall-u F
Table 5.2 Comparing the formal and paradigmatic behaviour across SM qalla ‘fry’ and non-SM 
falla  ‘fail’
Table (5.3) below, on the other hand, illustrates the distinct inflectional paradigmatic behaviour 
across another set of type B verbs: kanta < It: cantare ‘sing’ and gawda < It: godere ‘enjoy’, 
with parallel observations across kala < Sic: calariflt. calare ‘drop/lower’ and bata < Sic: 
patirillt: patire ‘suffer’ pair of CV:CV verbs (table 5.4). The essential distinction across the two 
sets of non-SM verbs in tables (5.3-5.4) (i.e. kan ta 'sm f -gaw da  ‘enjoy’ and kala ‘drop/lower’ 
-  bata ‘suffer’) is that these verbs map their pattern of stem-altemations on their thematic origin, 
such that -are-derived kanta ‘sing’ and kala ‘drop/lower’ display Pattern 1: aj-a:-a a -w, while - 
ereZ-zre-derived gawda ‘enjoy’ and bata ‘suffer’ display Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u, apart from other 
instances based on the interactions derived out of phonological and morphotactic constraints that 
yield different patterns of stem-altemations across kanta'smg' -  gawda ‘enjoy’ and kala 
‘drop/lower’ -  bata ‘suffer’ akin to their verbal base type.
Morphosyntactie
values
kanta ‘sing’ 
(< -are)
stem
pattern
gawda ‘enjoy’ 
(< -ere)
stem
pattern
Perfect
1 ^ 2 kantaj-t A gawdej-t A
3SGM kanta B gawda B
3SGF kanta:-t C gawdie-t C
3PL kanta-w B gawde-w D
Imperfect
SG j-kanta B j-gawdi E
PL j-kanta-w B j-gawd-u F
Table 5.3 The inflectional paradigms of kanta ‘sing’ and gawda ‘enjoy’
Morphosyntactie
values
kala ‘drop/lower’ 
(< -are)
stem
pattern
bata ‘suffer’ 
(< -ire)
stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 kalaj-t A batej-t A
3SGM ka:la B ba:ta B
3SGF kala:-t C batie-t C
3PL kala-w D bate-w D
Imperfect
SG j-ka:la B j-bati E
PL j-kala-w D j-bat-u F
Table 5.4 The inflectional paradigms of kala ‘lower’ and bata ‘suffer’
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The three distinct patterns displayed by this representative set of type B verbs, i.e. ABCB BB 
{kanta ‘sing’); ABCD EF {gawda ‘enjoy’, falla  ‘fail’, bata ‘suffer’) and ABCD BD {kala 
‘drop/lower’), which are all primary-derived loans (i.e. not secondary generation loans), parallel 
the SM non-type 1 V-fmal[.e,selecting] (e.g. nqata’ ‘be cut’, qatta’ ‘cause to cut’ take - ABCB BB), 
and V-final[., selecting] sub-set of verbs, e.g mexa ‘walk’ (ABCD EF) and tmiera ‘be contradicted’ 
(ABCD BD), respectively. These verbs’ paradigms are provided in table (5.5) below to facilitate 
the comparison observed. What this shows therefore is that the paradigmatic patterns observed 
have already been attested across distinct SM verbs.
Morphosyntactie
values
nqata ’
\-et selecting]
‘be cut’
stem
pattern
mexa
[-? selecting]
‘walk’
stem
pattern
tmiera^.f selecting]
‘be
contradicted’
stem
pattern
Perfect
ISG n-qtaj-t A mxej-t A t-mirej-t ~ 
t-merej-t
A
3SGM n-qata’ B mexa B t-miera ~ 
t-me:ra
B
3SGF /n-qat-et/ C mxie-t C t-mirie-t ~ 
t-merie-t
C
3PL /n-qata-w/ B mxe-w D t-mire-w ~ 
t-mere-w
D
Imperfect
SG j-i-n-qata B j-i-mxi E j-i-t-miera ~ 
j-i-t-me:ra
B
PL /j-i-n-qata-w/ B j-i-mx-u F j-i-t-mere-w ~ 
j-i-t-mire-w
D
Table 5.5 The stem pattens as displayed by SIV verbs
Following the diachronically-motivated explanation that conditions the split modelling of V- 
final non-SM verbs, we here consider the case of baxxa ‘lower’, pixxa ‘urinate’, kecca ‘expel’ 
and cicca ‘sit’, listed in bold in the list of primary derived type B loans above. The full set of 
verbs is providing in (5.2). While these verbs are originally -are-themed verbs, yet they display 
Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u in their paradigms, just like -ere/-zre-themed verbs. Mifsud (1995: 121) 
refers to this phenomenon as the ‘oscillation between conjugations’.
Note however that the terminology may arguably be somewhat misleading, whereby an oseillation 
implies the alternation from one pattern to the other. The use of the term ‘oscillating’ in this way has in 
fact been used in §3.4.3 to refer to verbs whose paradigms display distinct stem-altemations, yielding a 
number of overabundant cells as a result.
1 6 8
baxxa Tower’ < It: abbassare
kakka ‘defecate’ < It: cacare
kecca ‘send away’ < It: cacciare
ninna ‘(child’s word) sleep’ < It: ninnare
pappa ‘(child’s word) eat’ < It: pappare
patta ‘pay back’ < It: pattare
pixxa ‘urinate’ < It: pisciare
pogga ‘place/put’ < It: poggiare
soxxa ‘(child’s word) blow one’s nose’ < Sic: sciusciari
(5.2) The list of are-themed ej-ie-e i-u patterned verbs (Mifsud 1995: 122)
The commonality one observes across these verbs is their CVCiCiV verbal base. This led Mifsud 
to propose that the distinct pattern employed by this set of verbs, i.e. Pattern 2 instead of Pattern 
1 , where the diachronic thematic origin conditioning plays no role, is motivated by the CVCiCiV 
structure of these verbs, where they come to formally pattern in the same way as type 2  verbs 
such as qalla ‘fry’ (trans.) (illustrated in tables (5.2)). As illustrated in §4.4 all CVCCV SM 
verbs display an ABCD EF pattern of stem-alternations; the output pattern of employing Pattern 
2  in the paradigm.
If we then consider these verbs’ second generation loans (which are not discussed or analysed in 
Mifsud’s account) we find that just like type 4 verbs these display the expected A B C D  B D  
pattern of paradigmatic stem-altemations as deduced from the CCVCiCiV verbal base. Table
(5.6) below illustrates parallel analyses across SM mexxa ‘cause to walk/lead’ and non-SM 
baxxa ‘lower’, along with their related verb-forms, illustrating sub-pattern shifts from A B C D  E F  
to A B C D  B D  as the verbal base changes from C V C i C i V  to C C V C iC iV .
Morphosyntactie
values
mexxa 
‘cause to 
walk, lead’
baxxa
‘lower’
stem
pattem
tmexxa 
‘be led’
tbaxxa 
‘be lowered’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mexxej-t baxxej-t A t-mexxej-t t-baxxej-t A
3SGM mexxa baxxa B t-mexxa t-baxxa B
3SGF mexxie-t baxxie-t C t-mexxie-t t-baxxie-t C
3PL mexxe-w baxxe-w D t-mexxe-w t-baxxe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-mexxi j-baxxi E j-i-t-mexxa j-i-t-baxxa B
PL j-mexx-u j-baxx-u F j-i-t-mexxe-w j-i-t-baxxe-w D
Table 5.6 The distinct stem-alternation patterns as displayed in the paradigms of mexxa ‘cause to 
walk, load'/baxxa ‘lower’ and their derived counterpart tmexxa ‘be walked, be Xtd'itbaxxa ‘be 
lowered’.
Recall how in §4.4 we showed that although type 1 CVCV[., selecting] verbs displayed a vocalic pattern 
based stem pattern class split: ABCD SG=PL (XII) (a-a) vs. ABCD SG^PL (XIII) (e-a), a unified ABCD 
EF vs. ABCD BD sub-pattern unification obtained across type 2 and type 4, respectively (Camilleri 2013). 
One English loan verb spella ‘spell’ also behaves in this way. As we will see in §5.2.4 this verb is distinct 
from the rest of V-final type D loans. One might at this point want to say that having adjacent same Cs in 
the stem is that which conditions the presence of Pattern 1 : ej-ie-e i -u, resulting in an ABCD EF sub- 
pattern of stem-altemations. This is not always so, however, as represented in the lexicon appendix.
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While the pattem of stem-altemations across CV;CV verbs is not uniform, given that the pattern 
is conditioned by the pattem of sub-paradigmatie dependencies they display in their paradigms, 
these verbs’ second generation loans, on the other hand, illustrated here by tkala ‘be lowered’ 
and tbata ‘be suffered’, display the same ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations (tables 5.7-5.8 ), 
However, while tkala be lowered’ retains Pattem 1; aj-a:-a a -w in its paradigm, tbata takes 
Pattem 3: ej-ie-e a -w. The pattem parallels what we have across type 5 V-final verbs, e.g. 
tmiera ‘be contradicted’ as in table (5.5). Mifsud misses out on the unification observed, where 
both derived loans come to display the same stem-alternation pattem, and where in doing so a 
change from Zzato’suffer’ to tbata ‘was suffered’ is coupled with a sub-pattem shift. 
Additionally, he mentions nothing on the fact that while tbata ‘was suffered’ retains the theme- 
origin conditioning in the Perfect sub-paradigm, where one finds an ej-ie-e stem-vowel 
dependency, this is not the case in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, where we have the a -w stem- 
vowel -  suffixal exponent dependency that is shared with what is present in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm of tkala ‘be dropped/lowered’. Mifsud (1995: 124) attributes the distinet behaviour 
across type 3 and type 5 integrated verbs, such as kala ‘drop/lower’/6 ara ‘suffer’ and tkala ‘be 
dropped/lower ed’/^ 6 afa ‘be suffered’ respectively (given that they take the same 
CV:CV/CCV:CV verbal base, unlike the robust unified pattem across CVCiCiV verbs, for 
instance), as opposed to what goes on across type 2/4 patterning verbs to be due to a laek of ‘... a 
substantial eorpus which could serve as a clear model for loan verbs’.
Morphosyntactie
values
kala
‘drop/lower’
tkala ‘be 
dropped/lowered’
stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 kalaj-t t-kalaj-t A
3SGM ka:la t-ka:la B
3SGF kala:-t t-kala:-t C
3PL kala-w t-kala-w D
Imperfect
SG j-ka:la j-i-t-ka:la B
PL j-kala-w j-i-t-kala-w D
Table 5.7 The pattem across type 3 and 5 of -are-themed kala ‘drop/lower’ and its second 
generation loan tkala ‘be dropped/lowered’
Morphosyntactie
values
bata ‘suffer’ stem
pattem
tbata ‘be suffered’ stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 batej-t A t-batej-t A
3SGM ba:ta B t-ba:ta B
3SGF batie-t C t-batie-t C
3PL bate-w D t-bate-w D
Imperfect
SG j-bati E j-i-t-ba:ta B
PL j-bat-u F j-i-t-bate-w D
Table 5.8 The distinct stem pattem behaviour across the -zre-themed bata ‘suffer’ and its second 
generation loan tbata ‘be suffered’
What this set of CV:CV and CCV:CV non-SM verbs add to our system is that there is no 
relation between the vocalic pattem and the stem-vowel dependency in the Perfect sub­
paradigm, unlike what we established in (4.9) in §4.4 for the SM counterparts. Aeross the non-
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SM data set we thus observed that an a-a vocalic pattern is in fact related with both an ej-ie-e 
and an aj-a:-a dependency.
5.2.3 Type C verbs: Undigested Romance stems
Shifting from a type B to a type G classification, the loan verbs become ‘free from the 
constraints associated with the traditional root system’ (Mifsud 1995: 141). In doing so they do 
not necessarily fit the bisyllabic pattem typically found in type A and B verbs in parallel to SM 
(as displayed in table 5.1). Furthermore, while type B verbs involved second generation loans, 
there are no sueh type C counterparts. It is at this point that Mifsud ceases to refer to any C-root, 
(although recall that his segmentation was already stem-based in the type B set, even though a 
C-root is associated with type B verbs). The conjugational behaviour across type C verbs 
remains thematically-distributed, albeit for non-conforming verb sparixxa ‘disappear’ (and 
others (refer to §5.4)), which Mifsud (1995: 121) refers to as an ‘anomalous oscillating verb’, 
where although fre-themed, it can also take pattem 1 : aj-a:-a a -w, typically associated with - 
are-themed verbs. We will have more to say about this verb in §5.3.2, where we will see that in 
some varieties, the distinct pattem may in fact be semantically motivated. Mifsud focuses upon 
two important differences between type B and C verbs. The first is the presenee of an initial 
gemination of the stem’s Ci, apart from other processes such as V-deletion {Q.g.ffolla ‘crowd’ < 
affollare, ddobba ‘manage to acquire s.thing’ < addubbare, rranga ‘arrange’ < arrangiare), 
whieh applies across a phonologically-determined sub-set of verbs as they are imported in 
Maltese e.g. ttentalttanta ‘tempt’ < tentare ‘attempt’, bbrilla ‘excell’ < brillare ‘shine brightly’. 
Secondly, while type B verbs derived from an -ire Italian verb never involve stems with an -ixx 
augment, type C verbs do (Mifsud 1995: 95) e.g. rrea^xa  ‘react’ (also illustrating the initial 
geminate) and abolixxa ‘abolish’.
In the case of the gemination effect, Borg (1978: 109-110) speculates how apart from being a 
mere phonological change it could have also taken an affixal function, at least diaelironically, if 
one considers the derivation from the noun folia  ‘crowd’ to the verb ffolla  ‘crowd (a place)’, or 
the noun tond ‘eircle’ to the verb-form ttonda ‘render a round shape’. One will not be able to 
affirm or negate the hypothesis unless more diachronic data is available; i.e. knowing which 
form was first integrated in the language, and when the nominal and the verbal forms were both 
used together. The development of this gemination could in fact have been influenced by the faet 
that Sicilian also uses this strategy of intial gemination: Compare Sic. ddipenniri > It. dipendere 
‘depend’ (Mifsud, 1995: 160). This is also reinforced as a potential eonsequence of the 
supporting voweFvoca/e d ’appoggio, often prefixed to the geminated C in certain areas in the 
South: e.g. arririri for Standard Italian ridere ‘laugh’, and arriposu for Standard Italian riposare 
‘rest’ (p. 163). All this is additional to the characteristic phenomenon of raddoppiamento 
sintattico, which involves the typical doubling of the first C following a preposition within a 
prepositional phrase, e.g. venire a casa ‘Lit: to go to home’ = /ak:aza/ (p. 161). The difference 
between Maltese and these Romance phenomena is that while ‘initial gemination can affect all 
word classes [in Italian/Sicilian], in Maltese it is found exclusively with verbs and their 
derivatives’ (p. 163). Mifsud hypothesises that the reason for this may potentially be related to 
the prefixation of t- (and its phonologically-eonditioned allomorphs) in type 4 and type 5 SM 
verbs (e.g. kabbar-tkabbar ‘caused to grow-was grown/beeame proud’), where for stems 
beginning with dentals and alveolars, this effectively involves gemination of the stem’s initial C
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(e.g. dendel-ddendel ‘hang-was hung’. In the case of non-SM, this doubling phenomenon takes 
plaee aeross all Cs, irrespective of whether they are dental or alveolar (pp. 165-166).^^^
If we now turn to discuss the Type C verbs derived from the -zre-themed set of verbs that 
involve an -Z5c-augment in the source verb-form, we see how the -isc part of the affix in the 
source language has become reinterpreted as a stem-extension or infix in Maltese. Fabri (2009a) 
considers the ixx as a stem-extension, similar to Fenech (1978; 42), who seems to treat this -ixx 
as a stem-extension or augment, when referring to the -ixx as an ‘increment’. On the basis of 
Mifsud’s segmentation, where the final a of the 3SGM word-form is a suffix, the -ixx is treated 
as an ‘infix’ (Mifsud 1995: 173). Aceording to Mifsud (p. 176), the reason for the insertion of 
this infix is so that ‘the stem is kept free of stress throughout the whole conjugation, and the 
stress falls on the syllable immediately following the stem’. While this describes what takes 
place, it does not explain why it need be so, especially when one considers verbs of this type that 
have non-zxx counterparts, and where the stress falls on the stem in the Perfeet 3SGM and the 
Imperfect SG cells, and on the suffix-including syllable in the rest of the cells; or verbs which on 
the other hand require the -ixx extension in all eells. Additionally, this is correlated with the 
segmentation he opts for in his analysis. Under the segmentation provided in this study it is in 
fact always the case that stress falls on the syllable hosting one of the stem-vowels. We will see 
below how it is better to conceive of the -ixx to be either functioning as a fixed part of stem, in 
which case it is clearly an augment/stem-extension, or else to account for it as being an affix. 
Not all verbs which in Italian involve -isc- actually display this -ixx in the Maltese paradigm 
however (Mifsud, 1995: 171). Type B falla  ‘fail’, j^z-a ‘wound’, and lesta ‘be ready/finished’, 
for example, do not take an ixx, but as we will see, while some type C verbs do take this ixx, 
others do not or do so only optionally, or in spécifié paradigmatic contexts (refer to §5.4). There 
is only a handful of ixx verbs in Maltese (listed in Mifsud 1995: 174-175) that do not involve an 
-isc counterpart in Italian, e.g. estradixxa ‘extradite’ < estradire. It is important to mention that 
ixx verbs comprise verbs with both -ixx, -exx and -oxx such as rnexxa ‘succeed’ < riuscire and 
rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge/recognise’ < riconoscere. The -uxx verbs ddebuxxa ‘debauch’ < It: 
debusciare is not included here as this is simply an -are-themed verb. On the other hand, of all 
the -ixx verbs gathered from the Maltese dictionary (Aquilina 1989-1990), there is only the verb 
strixxa ‘strip (paper)’ which takes an ixx in its word-form but which is really part of the base 
itself, derived from the -are-themed verb strisciaref^  In (5.3) below is a representative list o f a
The consequence of gemination across type C (and D) verbs is such that while in SM a-structure 
distinctions are typically morphologically-disambiguated in one way or another, e.g. CVCCVC- 
tCVCCVC changes, or the presence of equipollent verbs with associated distinct paradigms, non-SM 
verbs project themselves as labile verb (Haspelmath 1993) instances, i.e. where the same homophonous 
form is used to refer to transitive and inchoative uses of the verb e.g. bbawnsja ‘bounce’, which is both 
transitive and intransitive in meaning (Gatt & Spagnol 2011). Refer to the discussion in §5.4 however.
Although there are a number of verbs considered as part of this -ixx set of verbs in the dictionary, and 
which are also presented in Mifsud (1995), one should note that a number of these are obsolete, or else 
used by a high social elite whom one would expect to have either an Italian origin, or intense Italianate 
influence and/or contact. Such verbs include pulixxa ‘polish/clean very well’ and ardixxa ‘dare’, for 
example. Their analysis however does not differ from more frequent -ixx verbs such as ssuggerixxa 
‘suggest’, and not mentioning them in the discussion here will make no difference to the overall 
description and analysis. Incidentally this is in contrast to Fenech’s observation in (1978). He writes that 
there is ‘a growing tendency to eliminate the -ixx in journalistic Maltese, both in the context of pronominal 
suffixes or not’ (p. 42). ‘Newspapers tend to eliminate this increment, as in kkontribwew (for 
ikkontribwixxew) ‘they contributed’ (p. 45), for example. The situation in journalistic Maltese in (1978) is
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set of -ixx - non-zxx co-existing set of verbs (Mifsud 1995: 172-173). It is in such instances 
where we find sueh verb pairs that the -ixx is treated as an affix. Obligatory -ixx taking verbs, on 
the other hand, involve an -ixx stem-extension.
ammona ~ ammonixxa ‘warn’ < It: ammonire
assorba ~ assorbixxa ‘absorb’ < It: assorbire
awela  ~ awelixxa ‘humiliate/disgrace’ < It: awelire
ffavura ffavorixxa/ffavurixxa ‘favour’ < It: favorire
pprefera ~ppreferixxa ‘prefer’ < It: preferire
pprofonda pprofondixxa ‘delve deeper’ < It: approfondire
pprojba ~ pprojbixxa ‘ban’ < It: proibire
skolpa ~ skolpixxa ‘seulpture/engrave’ < It: scolpire
(5.3) The list of -ixx - non-zxx eo-existing set of verbs (Mifsud 1995: 172-173)
What follows below is the paradigm for the Italian verb suggerire ‘suggest’ (table 5.9), 
compared with the equivalent ssuggerixxa in Maltese (table 5.10).
Morphosyntactie
values
Italian suggerire ‘suggest’
Passato Remoto Present Passato Prossimo
ISG sugger-ii sugger-ise-o ho sugger-it-o
2SG sugger-isti sugger-isc-i hai sugger-it-o
3SGM sugger-i sugger-isc-e ha sugger-it-o
3SGF sugger-i sugger-ise-e ha sugger-it-o
IPL sugger-immo sugger-iamo abbiamo sugger-it-o
2PL sugger-iste sugger-ete avete sugger-it-o
3PL sugger-irono sugger-isc-ono hanno sugger-it-o
Table 5.9 The Ita 
suggerire ‘suggest’
ian passato remoto, passato prossimo and present tense paradigms of
Morphosyntactie
values
Maltese ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’
Perfect Imperfect
ISG ssuggerej-t n-i-ssuggerixxi
2SG ssuggerej-t t-i-ssuggerixxi
3SGM ssuggerixxa j-i-ssuggerixxi
3SGF ssuggerie-t t-i-ssuggerixxi
IPL ssuggerej-na n-i-ssuggerixx-u
2PL ssuggerej-t-u t-i-ssuggerixx-u
3PL ssuggere-w j-i-ssuggerixx-u
Table 5.10 The Per: 'ect and Imperfect Aspectual paradigm of ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’
opposite to what seems to be taking place synchronically, where in more high-level texts and among high- 
class speakers, the -ixx stem-extension figures prominently.
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In comparing the distribution of -isc- aeross the Italian paradigm, and ixx in Maltese, we see how 
this d i f f e r s . I n  fact Fabri (2009b; 9) states that ‘... these verbs in Maltese display an -ixx 
extension, whieh however does not correspond exactly to its use in Italian’. We observe how 
Maltese uses ixx across all the eells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, and just in the 3SGM cell in 
the Perfeet sub-paradigm, with the -isc- in the Italian counterpart found in the Imperfect SG and 
3PL cells. Ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ in table (5.10) however, only represents one set out of the two 
sets of ixx including verbs which we can posit to exist in the language, (at least across paradigms 
that do not involve attached pronouns). Ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ belongs to the set of verbs with 
alternating -zxx-ineluding stems in its paradigm, i.e. whieh paradigms involve stems that may or 
may not take the ixx. Refer to §5.4 for a further analysis of these verbs’ paradigmatic behaviour. 
The other sub-set, represented by rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge’ takes zxx-extended stems 
throughout the whole paradigm (therefore a fixed ixx presenee). A list illustrating a 
representative set of verbs within these two sub-sets is provided below (5.4):
Fixed zxx-including stems Alternating -zxx-including stems
abolixxa ‘abolish’ ammonixxa ‘warn’
agixxa ‘act’ attribwixxa ‘attribute’
ddemolixxa ‘demolish’ ddefinixxa ‘define’
kkontradixxa ‘contradict’ ddiferixxa ‘defer’
rnexxa ‘succeed’ esebixxa ‘exhibit’
rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge, realize’ kkontribwixxa ‘contribute’
rriunixxa ‘reunite’ ssostitwixxa ‘substitute’
sparixxa ‘disappear’ ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’
ssuplixxa ‘supply’ stabbilixxa ‘establish’
stupidixxa ‘render stupid’ tradixxa ‘betray’
sparixxa ‘disappear’ ttrasferixxa ‘transfer’
(5.4) The two sub-sets of -ixx taking verbs
The paradigm of ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ is in table (5.11) contrasted with that of rrikonoxxa 
‘acknowledge’, where the shading in the ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ paradigm illustrates the 
distribution of the alternating -ixx stems. Note that the pattem of stem-altemations still remains 
the same, however. What differs is the fact that the appearance of the ixx in the stems in the 
ssuggerixxa-typQ paradigms is simply cell-conditioned, and whieh we can attibute to be an 
illustration of a cell-targeting morphologieal-stipulation.
Refer to Burzio & DiFabio (1994) who discuss how the -isc- augment’s phonetic realization depends 
on the vowel that follows. The fact that in the Present 1 SG cell, the verb involves an /isk/ realization rather 
than an /if/ provides evidence that it must not have been the ISG form that was borrowed in Maltese, 
hence further supporting the integration of the 2/3 SG form.
The question to ask is whether what we really have are hétéroclite paradigms in the case of verbs that 
are part of the alternating zxx-including set but also take a non-zxx counterpart. The reason for positing this 
relation is because the stems that take no ixx are in principle shared across the ixx and non-zxx taking verb 
equivalents, e.g. ttrasfera ~ ttrasferixxa ‘transfer’.
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Morphosyntactie
values
rrikonoxxa
‘acknowledge’
stem
pattem
ssuggerixxa
‘suggest’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 rrikonoxxej-t A ssuggerej-t A
3SGM rrikonoxxa B ssugger<ixx>a B
3SGF rrikonoxxie-t C ssuggerie-t C
3PL rrikonoxxe-w D ssuggere-w D
Imperfect
SG n-i-rrikonoxxi E n-i-ssugger<ixx>i E
PL n-i-rrikonoxx-u F n-i-ssugger<ixx>-u F
Table 5.11 The two sets of /xx-taking verbs in Maltese across non-pronoun taking paradigmatic 
contexts
5.2,4 Type D: Undigested English stems
English loan verbs are characterised by stems that are shorter. When it comes to the general 
morphological behaviour of these loans, Mifsud (1995) notes that stem-base distinctions in 
English, e.g. tense-based stem-changes across shake-shook are neutralised, providing evidence 
that it is the Present tense stem (and/or the imperative), very much as was the case with the 
Romance loans, which was integrated in the language. Mifsud also provides the verb ellawdja 
‘allow’ which he takes to be derived from the past-tense inflected verbal-form allowed. One may 
in faet equally suppose that this verb could have been derived from the predicative adjective. 
The Maltese paradigm for the English shake counterpart, is the following:
Morphosyntactie
values
xxejlja ‘shake’ stem
pattem
Perfeet
M2 xxejkjaj-t A
3SGM xxejkja B
3SGF xxejkia:t C
3PL xxejkja-w B
Imperfect
SG j-i-xxejkja B
PL j-i-xxejkja-w B
Table 5.12 The parac igm for xxejkja ‘shake’ in Maltese
While most English loans are derived from English verbs, as is the case with xxejkja ‘shake’, for 
example, others have been clearly derived from nouns, e.g. ccipsja ‘cut potato in the form of 
chips’ and skejzja ‘skate’, where there is ample evidence that the origin for these verbs are the 
plural forms chips and skates respectively (Mifsud, 1995: 235). As can be observed from the 
verb xxejlga ‘shake’ itself, in their integration process the original English stems were extended
by -ja, at least under the segmentation analysis in this study. (Mifsud analyses the -ja as an
196 Fenech (1978: 43-44) divides the English verbs into what we may refer to as the: -ja vs. -a verbs. One 
gets an -a final verb when there is a consonant-eluster at the end of the stem, providing that the stem’s 
final C is {1, m, n, r} (i.e. a resonant) e.g. ttrippla ‘triple’, while one gets a -ja stem-extension when: (a) 
C# e.gpparkja ‘park’, (b) C:# e.g. skiddja ‘skid’, and (c) CC# where final C is not a resonant, e.g. startja 
‘start (an engineÿ. Mifsud (p. 224) rebuts this claim saying that ttrippla is derived from the Italian verb 
tripplare ‘triple’ and not from the English verb triple. In §5.4 we will see how such discussions are fiitile.
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infix). Note that this -ja extension is an additional effect that occurs in conjunction with the 
initial C gemination that applies across type C verbs. Not all English loans take a -ja stem- 
extension, however, as shown below:
Verbs of English origin that do not take the -ya-extension (Mifsud, 1995: 223)
Type A binyan fajjar ‘hurl’ < fire
Type B 11“* binyan spella ‘spell’ < spell
Type C bblakka ‘blaeken (shoes), but possibly locally formed < Mt blakk ‘the polish
with which you blacken the shoes’< black/blacken 
ccika ‘make annoying remarks’ possibly derived from cheek 
ccippna ‘cut weeds with a chipping knife’ < chippin ’ 
ddrilla ‘drill, do physical exercises’ possibly locally formed from nominal 
drill < English drill^^^
ffriza  ‘freeze’ perhaps through Mt friza < English freezer
Type D (??)^^ ekwalizza ‘equalize’
{v)vijwalizza ‘visualize’
In terms of the loans’ semantics, these integrations ‘have been imported into Maltese, usually 
from a secondary or figurative meaning’ e.g. the Maltese verb bbajndja from bind does not mean 
‘tie’, but rather to ‘bind a volume/book’ (Mifsud, 1995: 219). When it comes to inflectional 
modelling, Mifsud mentions that these verbs pattem in the same way observed aeross the type 
B/C system, hence on V-final SM verbs (except for C-final fajjar ‘fire’, which behaves in the 
same way as any other a V] CVCCVC verbs in the language). In his argumentation as to why all 
the V-final type D verbs happen to pattem on what we have in this study labelled as Pattern 1 : 
aj-a:-a a -w, he comments as follows:
‘Of the two conjugational categories for [lacking/defective] verbs in 
SM, [or rather the four Pattems whieh we have established in this 
study in §4.4], given that [Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u\ is much more 
important generally in the Semitic component, since it is predominant 
among verbs of theme I [type l / f ‘ binyan] and incorporates also 
derived themes [sueh as the type 2/11“^  ^binyan unification effect]. By a
as in fact ttripla (derived from Romance), ttripilja (derived from English), and other verbs such as pparkja 
‘park’, all involve the application of the same paradigmatie behaviour, established as the default pattem of 
stem-altemations.
This is the only verb which Mifsud analyses as an English loan but that is elassified within the type A 
set of loan verbs (pp. 214-215).
Although Mifsud provides the verb-form ddrilla ‘drill, be drilled’, what one finds synchronically, at 
least in the Standard, is in fact ddrillja, hence a verb-form involving a stem-extension, or a -j- infix in 
Mifsud’s aeeount. The two preeeding verbs do not exist in my lexicon and I can consequently pass no 
judgements on these.
Mifsud does not refer to this set of verbs as type D instances, but solely refers to them as verbs of 
English origin that have a Latinate suffix, which on their importation into the language take the same 
Italian suffix -izza already present in the language. Due to the faet that they do not take the characteristic - 
ja  nor the obligatory Ci gemination, I here list these verbs under the type D sub-set but whieh do not take 
the -ja extension, for want of a categorisation.
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fortuitous analogy, R[omance] loan verbs displayed a similar bipartite 
distinction between -are and non-are (i.e. -e:re!-ere and -ire) verbs. ...
Statistically, the result must have tilted the balance in favour of 
[Pattem 1 : aj-a-a a -w-model] since -are verbs form the most
extensive verb class in Italian as in other R[omanee] languages’
(Mifsud 1995: 246).
This point was also mentioned in Drewes (1994: 92-93) showing that English loans ‘are 
incorporated into the class of Italian loan words originally ending in -are'. What this means, for 
the account adopted in this study, is to assume that Pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w results in distinct sub- 
pattems of stem-altemations, including ABCB BB, ABCD BD, and ABCD DD (as is the case 
across CVCV verbs), as opposed to Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u which always yields an ABCD EF 
pattem, except for the verbs staha ‘be shy’ and xtara ‘buy’, whose ABCD EF pattem of stem- 
altemations is derived, (or may be derived) from Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u. Given that the vast 
majority of Romance verbs are originally arc-themed loans, and the same sueh pattem is 
employed for English loans, we will here posit the ABCB BB pattem of stem-altemations as the 
default in the system, given that Pattem 1 only yields an ABCD BD or ABCD DD sub-pattem in 
the paradigm of a very small sub-set of non-SM verbs. The proposed default pattem is assumed 
to then be overridden as required by lexical specifications and other information that is present 
in the lexical entry. (Refer to §5.4 and the lexicon appendix).
5.3.5 Summary
What we saw in Mifsud’s overview is that we can morphologically distinguish across four 
distinct sets of SM loans. The type A and B verbs can be reinterpreted as C-final and V-final 
loans, respectively, that more or less fit onto an existing SM verbal base. The pattem of stem- 
altemations across the C-final set always patterns the equivalent in SM but the non-SM V-final 
set is mainly conditioned by a thematic origin distinction. The rest of the V-final verbs mostly fit 
onto no previous verbal base, and take an initial C gemination, or both an initial C-gemination 
and a -ja stem-extension, as is the case with the type D English loans. While the latter set 
employ Pattem 1 : aj-a-a a -w in their paradigms, the rest of the V-final verbs, i.e. non-English 
loans involve a pattem of integration that is driven via a thematic-vowel conditioning, which in 
our synchronic study can be only attributed to lexical idiosyncrasies, given that synchronically 
we do not need to refer to the source language. Additionally, as we will see, this synchronic 
account provides a more coherent altemative for when Mifsud’s diachronic account is not able to 
cover the full extent of the data set (at the expense of leaving problematic data aside, and not 
providing a full coverage of what there really is). Important exceptions to his diaehronic-based 
analysis are CVCiCiV type B verbs. He accounts for the behaviour of these verbs to be template- 
motivated, i.e. where as these verbs pattem on type 2 /11"^  ^binyan verbs, these come to illustrate 
the same Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u. Mifsud’s (1995) thematie-origin diachronic account is faced with 
other issues, as he himself notes, including the behaviour of verbs sueh as sparixxa 
‘vanish/disappear’, which although derived from an -ire verb it allows both Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a - 
w and Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u (as well as Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u, as we will see). A similar issue 
follows for the verbs kanga ‘change colour’ and bimba ‘drink’, where although these verbs are - 
are derived, they pattem like gawda ‘enjoy’, an -ire verb.
In what follows we will be accounting for Mifsud’s problematic data, while presenting 
additional non-Standard data that shows how other dialectal variation might follow a distinct 
system, although Mifsud never acknowledges that this could in fact be the case. We will 
especially be synchronically reinterpreting Mifsud’s aeeount as reflecting an important
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illustration of a diachronie morphologically-complex behaviour, given that nothing required that 
the distinct inflectional classes in Romance be mapped onto a morphological split available in 
the Imperfect SG paradigm across SM verbs. We will additionally be looking at the frill extent of 
the data and account for it synchronically, while considering the extent with which we can still 
employ our three important variables in our analysis of non-SM verbs, and also unify our lexical 
analyses. In providing a detailed account of V-final verb behaviours, we will highlight how the 
non-SM data set also provides us with the full availability of the four logical pattems of sub- 
paradigmatic dependencies established in §4.4 aeross V-fmal[.^ selecting] verbs in the language, with 
Pattem 1 emerging as the default pattem in the system.
5.3 A reinterpretation
From the overview of Mifsud’s aeeount in the previous section we mainly have two sets of non- 
SM verbs: Verbs which one might still analyse as patterning on a SM template vs. the rest. °^® In 
this section, a reinterpretation of Mifsud’s account in terms of his segmentation analysis is 
provided (§5.3.1). This is aimed at essentially showing an important gap in his analysis, 
resulting fi*om not covering the full extent of what is attested across non-SM verbs, while 
highlighting where his diachronic-motivated analysis is not able to account for the data that has 
been missed. §5.3.2 then provides some problematic data illustrating the lack of extensibility of 
Mifsud’s model, whereby in §5.4 we will see how all can be accounted for in the model of 
analysis pursued in this study, where most importantly we will be making use of the notion of 
default pattern of stem-altemations.
5.3.1 Reinterpreting Mifud’s segmentation account
The segmentation split discussed in §2.3 can be reinterpreted as a system of distinet affix-based 
inflectional classes, as opposed to the uniform inflectional class employed in this study. 
Reinterpreting Mifsud’s segmentation account in this way will provide us with the exact point in 
the analysis whieh Mifsud fails to mention or does not elaborate upon. The data also illustrates a 
point in the analysis were the postulated diachronic theme-driven account can only motivate the 
paradigmatic behaviour in one sub-paradigm, without fully accounting for the overall behaviour 
in the paradigm.
The major inflectional class distinction involves what we may refer to as the diphthongised vs. 
non-diphthongised set of inflectional classes, (which labels stem fi*om the presence/absence of 
the diphthong-taking stems, or rather affixes, in Mifsud’s account, which characterise the Perfeet 
M2 eells). More broadly, this inflectional class distinction illustrates a phonologically- 
eonditioned split between C-final and V-final verbs respectively. Within the diphthongised 
inflectional class, further distinctions will have to be posited. These classes will essentially 
require to cover the full array of the four patterns provided in (4.8) in §4.4, repeated below as
(5.4) (whieh can even be pro to extension, given the emergence of equipollent Romance verbs in 
in-between phases, as will be discussed in §5.4). Note that while in the discussion in §4.4 these 
pattems accounted for what one finds in the V-final[.« selecting] SM data set, they are mentioned 
here simply because the same set of pattems is found aeross the non-SM data, and hence will
Recall that this distinction does not match up with Mifsud’s (1995) segmentation account, given that a 
stem-based segmentation is still provided for such templatically-behaving verbs.
The gaps in Mifsud’s (1995) account are the same gaps one finds in Hoberman & Aronoff s (2003) 
account.
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need to be accounted for under Mifsud’s multiple inflectional class segmentation analysis. As 
mentioned in the previous section, Mifsud only mentions the presence of what we have here 
labelled as Pattem 1 : aj-a:-a a -w and Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u.
Pattem 1. perfect aj -  a: -  a
imperfect -> a - -w
Pattem 2. perfect - ^ e j - i e - e  
imperfect i - -u
Patten 3. perfeet - ^ e j - i e - e
imperfect -> a - -w
Pattem 4. perfeet aj -  a: -  a
imperfect i - - u
(5.4) The four-fold logical pattem of possibilities that result from the application of one or the 
other of the paradigmatie relations intemal to the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms
In order to be able to account for the behaviour of all verbs, including V-final loans - all {-t 
selecting], (5.5) below illustrates the complexity one would have to posit, unless a single 
inflectional class analysis is retained, as is the case in this study. (The extensions to Mifsud’s 
account are identified in blue).
Semitic Maltese ^  type A verbs 
Inflectional class type: non-diphthongised
vs. type B ,^,D  verbs 
diphthmigised
aj-a:-a a -w ej-ie-e i -u ej-ie-e a -w aj-a:-a i -u
Morphosyntactie
values
Perfeet
M2SG -t -ajt -ejt -ejt -ajt
3SGM - 0 -a -a -a -a
3SGF -et -at -let -iet -at
IPL -na -ajna -ejna -ejna -ajna
2PL -tu -ajtu -ejtu -ejtu -ajtu
3PL
Imperfect
-u -aw -ew -ew
As
-aw
SG - 0 -a -i -a -a -i
PL -u/-w -aw -u 202-aw -ew -u
(5.5) Reinterpreting and extending Mifsud’s (1995) segmentation yielding five maj(
inflectional class distinctions
Additional complexity needs to be posited here given that the V-preceding the -w is analysed as part of 
the suffix in Mifsud’s (1995) account.
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The advantage which Mifsud’s overall account of segmentation appears to project, at least in his 
limited two-fold system of diphthongised segmentations, is that inflectional class distinctions in 
Romance map onto similar distinctions in Maltese, and where that part of the word which is an 
affix in the Romance source remains so in the Maltese word-form as well. The Maltese 
exponents, however, under this inflectional class analysis, realize different feature values than 
the equivalent in Italian, although not mentioned by Mifsud. Integration need not always involve 
exact stem and affix mappings into the new word-form, however, and in any case neat 
borrowings need not sacrifice a single inflectional class account of inflection that is able to 
generalise aeross SM and non-SM, such as the one pursued in this study.
Apart from the extensions required internal to the diphthongised inflectional class set, not 
captured in Mifsud’s description, his account involves yet another deficiency. While the major aj 
vs. ej split (and the stem-vowel dependencies that follow) in the Perfect sub-paradigm is 
accounted for, and is diachronically-motivated for the large majority of non-SM verbs, Mifsud 
does not take an extra step in highlighting the relations that hold between the sub-paradigms. For 
the non-SM data set he considers, i.e. primary non-second generation loans, we observe that 
these do not involve ambiguous relations (unlike the case with the V-fmal[., selecting] SM data set). 
Across this set of verbs, if we have an aj-a:-a pattem of stem-vowel dependencies in the Perfect 
sub-paradigm, just as was the case with the SM data set (except for gara ‘happen’, xtara ‘buy’, 
^taha ‘be shy’, hétéroclite tnieda ‘be launched’ and ta ‘give’), we get an a -w stem-vowel -  
suffixal exponent dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, (which cross-paradigm behaviour 
extends in a similar way across the V-final[.e, selecting] set of verbs.^®  ^An ej-ie-e dependency across 
this data set, on the other hand, (as is also the ease across the type 2 and 3 SM verbs), predicts 
the i -u dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. The predicted behaviour across the primary 
non-SM loan verbs Mifsud discusses are represented in (5.6).
Predicted relations aeross sub-paradigms Stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent relations in
the Imperfect sub-paradigm (applies for all 
Standard V-final verbs, unless they are of 
the emerging equipollent type (§5.4))
Perfeet Imperfect Imperfect SG Imperfect PL
aj-a-a a -w a -w
ej-ie-e i -u i -u
(5.6) Representing the non-ambiguous paradigmatic relations across V-fmal[., selecting] Standard 
prim ary non-SM verbs (i.e. non-second generation type B loans)^ ®"^
Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 72) note this dependency, saying that a non-SM verb ‘... has either 
front-vowel endings in the Perfect and Imperfect, or back-vowel endings in the Perfect and 
Imperfect’. Their representation of this faet in is provided in table (5.13) below.
We are here limiting our discussion to Standard data, as referred to in appendix I however, where in the 
V-final[.e, selecting] paradigms of the Cottonera dialect, we are able to have an a -u dependency across V- 
final[.e, selecting] vcrbs, with the Gharb dialect illustrating an i -w dependency in the paradigm of ta ‘give’.
Refer to §5.3.2 below for some dialectal data which illustrate distinct behaviours across primary loans, 
as well as the sparixxa ‘disappear’ paradigm illustrating Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u.
1 8 0
Imperfect
-i -a
Perfect -ejt
+ -
-ajt - +
Table 5.13 Type of non-Semitic Maltese vowel-final verbs (Hoberman & Aronoff 2003; 78).
While this representation captures the same facts as represented in (5.3), i.e. the non-ambiguous 
paradigmatic relations which exist intemal to primary derived loans, Hoberman & Aronoff just 
like Mifsud fail to observe that there exists at least one other important set of non-SM verbs that 
illustrates Pattem 3: ej-ie-e a -w. Given this set of verbs it is thus not true that it is always the 
case that there is an unambiguous dependency across the two sub-paradigms, at least given the 
presence of an ej-ie-e dependency in the Perfect sub-paradigm. Pattem 3 in the Standard variety 
invariably renders an ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations, at least across non-CVCV verbs, 
(as was also the case across the non-type 1 data set, e.g. tmiera ‘be contradicted’ presented in 
table 5.5). Table (5.14) below provides the paradigms of the non-primary derived loans tbaxxa 
‘be lowered’ (repeated from table 5.6), tgawda ‘be enjoyed’, tbata ‘be suffered’ (repeated from 
table 5.8) and triega ‘be directed’. Note that the ABCD BD pattern of stem-altemations 
displayed is the same as that which we had across the set of verbs that pattern like kala 
‘drop/lower’ and its derived loan tkala ‘be dropped/lowered’, presented in table (5.7), although 
across these latter two paradigms, Pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w is employed.
Morphosyntactie
values
6^ axxa ‘be 
lowered’
rgawz/a ‘be 
enjoyed’
6^ a^a ‘be 
suffered’
/rzega ‘be 
directed’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 t-baxxej-t t-gawdej-t t-batej-t t-rigej-t A
3SGM t-baxxa t-gawda /t-ba:ta/ t-riega B
3SGF t-baxxie-t t-gawdie-t t-batie-t t-rigie-t C
3PL t-baxxe-w t-gawde-w t-bate-w t-rige-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-t-baxxa j-i-t-gawda /j-i-t-ba:ta/ j-i-t-riega B
PL j-i-t-baxxe-w j-i-t-gawde-w j-i-t-bate-w j-i-t-rige-w D
Table 5.14 Non-primary derived loans exhibiting Pattem 3: e/'-ze-e a  -w, yielding an ABCD BD
sub-pattem of stem-altemations
In not accounting for this second generation loan data, Mifsud fails to consider how his theme- 
based diachronic analysis is to analyse this data. His argumentation might be on the same lines 
of that provided for the type 2 patterning verbs, i.e. the behaviour of verbs such as 6mxa ‘lower’ 
and kecca ‘expell’, (which as mentioned in §5.2.2 are arc-derived but take the ej-ie-e pattern 
associated with crc/zrc-derived verbs). With such verbs, the C V C i C ,V  stem-shape appears to 
condition the choice of stem-vowel dependencies (and consequently the cross-paradigm 
dependency). Across the C C V C .C i V  derived loans he might posit a parallel behaviour with the 
SM type 4 set. Such an analogical patterning and stem-shape analysis would not however be 
easily extended for the type 5-patterning data, such as r6afa ‘be suffered’ and ^rzcga ‘be 
directed’. When compared with other type 5-patteming loans such as fW a ‘be lowered’ and 
Aara ‘be launched’, we find that in spite of displaying the same pattern of stem-alternations, 
rW a  ‘be sufiered’/ri"zcga ‘be directed’ employ pattem 3: ^-zc-c a  -w, while t/xz/a ‘be 
dropped/lowered’/fvara ‘be launched’ employ Pattem 1: q/-a.-a a -w. While Mifsud’s theme- 
based account would account for the split Perfect sub-paradigm behaviour, this is not the case in 
the Imperfect sub-paradigm, where the unified a -w dependency displayed will require that he
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resorts to the verbal base conditioning (along with the required knowledge that the initial C is a 
prefix t-). Refer to §5.4 for an aeeount of these verbs within the model established in this study.
5.3.2 Other problematic data for Mifsud’s account
What follows below is some non-Standard data, for which Mifsud’s thematic-origin-based 
aeeount would not be able to extend. While it is true that Mifsud appears to solely focus on 
Standard Maltese, he does not mention or point to the fact that what is being proposed, while 
holding true for most of his data in the Standard variety, need not follow for the dialectal 
varieties as well.^”^  In this study, as has been the ease throughout chapters 3-4, while focussing 
on the Standard variety, we provide dialectal data to illustrate how additional eomplexity exists 
in the other dialects, and statements/analyses whieh hold for the Standard need not extend to the 
dialectal varieties as well. In accounting for the Standard data set, we will see that indeed we 
will need to resort to a number of lexical idiosyncratic behaviours, and whose behaviour can 
only be attributed to morphological-stipulations. Through this approaeh in this study, we will be 
more flexible to aeeount for and analyse what there aetually is (and not simply for what is 
expeeted).
The dialeetal data illustrates how although an extension of Mifsud’s account would predict -arc- 
themed verbs in Romance such as ffissa  ‘fixate, beeome obsessed’, mmira ‘aim’ and ffirma  
‘sign’ to take what we have been referring to as Pattern 1: aj-a:-a a -w, this is not what we 
find.^ ®^  A recurring observation is that all verbs display an ej-ie-e dependency (or some variation 
of it, e.g. ej-o:-e in the paradigm of ffissa  ‘fixate, beeome obsessed’ in table (5.15)) when we 
would have otherwise expeeted an aj-a:-a relation in the perfect sub-paradigm, but not vice- 
versa, (so far, but refer to the discussion on sparixxa ‘disappear/vanish’, below). The stem-vowel 
-  suffixal exponent dependeney in the Imperfeet sub-paradigm; a -w, is what we expect for these 
verbs, however. (Refer however to the Rabti and Naxxari data in tables (5.17) and (5.19) below). 
Having said this, however, the expected dependency does not entail that we necessarily get the 
expeeted PL stem. The expected PL stem would not involve an a-to-c ablaut-change. 
Additionally, the Gharb data in table (5.15), particularly the paradigm of spicca ‘finish’, 
illustrates an ej-ie-e a -w pattem even across non-SM verbs primary loans, as opposed to the 
employment of Pattem 3 in Standard Maltese, which is restricted to second generation loans.
Although one might argue that it may not be fair to provide this data, yet, in the previous section, and 
as pointed out by Mifsud himself, there is Standard data for which he stops short of saying how his 
account predicts the behaviour observed, or how such behaviours can be coherently analysed. These 
include ‘anomalous’ sparixxa ‘disappear’, kanga ‘change (colour) and bimba ‘drink’ (§5.2.3).
The Gharb data was gathered from a number of consultants from this remote, highly conservative 
Western Gozitan village. The Rabti data is taken from Aquilina’s (1990)’s comment in his dictionary, 
based on an informant who must hail from a particular quarter of the Gozitan ‘capital’, given that this little 
central ‘town’ involves a number of significantly distinct intemal linguistic systems. The Naxxari data 
comes from the variety spoken in the NE village of Naxxar, of which I am a speaker.
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Morphosyntactie
values
ffissa  ‘fixate, become 
obsessed’< It: fissare
mmira ‘arm at a target’ 
< It: mirare
spicca ‘finish’ 
< It: spicciarsi
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 ffissej-t mmirej-t spiccej-t A
3SGM ffissa mmira spicca B
3SGF /f:is:o:-t/ /m:iro:-t/ spiccie-t C
3PL ffisse-w mmire-w spicce-w D
Imperfect
SG i-i-ffissa j-i-mmira j-i-spicca B
PL j-i-ffisse-w j-i-mmire-w J-i-spicce-w D
Compare the above dialectal data with what we may refer to as the standard of comparison in 
table (5.16) below, repeated from table (5.3) showing the expected paradigmatic behaviour of an 
arc-derived verb such as kanta ‘sing’, under Mifsud’s diachronic theme-based analyses. In table 
(5.15) the choice of stem-vowel dependency in the Perfect sub-paradigm differs, consequently 
yielding ablaut-changes and stem-alternation pattem changes.
Morphosyntaetic
values
kanta ‘sing’ < It. 
cantare
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kantaj-t A
3SGM kanta B
3SGF kanta:-t C
3PL kanta-w B
Imperfect
SG j-kanta B
PL j-kanta-w B
Table 5.16 The paradigm for the arc-derived verb kanta ‘sing’ -  The standard for comparison
What follows below is a fragment of the paradigm of kanta ‘sing’ from Gozitan Rabti mentioned 
in Aquilina (1990). Compare the i -u correlation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm in table (5.17) 
with the a -w in the Standard (table 5.16) and Naxxari in table (5.18). What this Imperfect sub­
paradigm shows us, as was the case in the Gharb data set in table (5.15), is that the postulated set 
of two dependencies that exist in the Imperfect sub-paradigm between the Imperfect SG stem- 
vowel and the PL suffixal exponent in the PL cells (Camilleri 2013) appears to hold robustly, at 
least across this given set of data. Refer to Appendix I, illustrating an instance from the paradigm 
of ta ‘give’ of the Gharb dialect, which involves an i -w stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent 
dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm.
Given the above data, there is more to be said, which in turn provides itself as extended scope for 
further research, one may for example question what determines the choice of an eJ-o:-e vs. ej-ie-e 
dependency, or what additional stem-vowel dependencies exist in other dialects that make use of the uj 
and oj diphthongs, and so on.
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Morphosyntactie
values
kanta ‘sing’ < It. 
cantare
Imperfect
SG j-kanti
PL j-kant-u
Table 5.17 The available data fragment for one of the Rabat Gozo dialeets
The behaviour of the Naxxari paradigm presented below in table (5.18) in eomparison to the 
Standard Maltese paradigm in table (5.16) illustrates how apart from taking an ej-ie-e a -w 
pattem, as opposed to the aj-a:-a a -w Mifsud’s analysis predicts of the Standard, it provides us 
with a sub-pattem of stem-altemations intemal to stem pattem class XII which is not present 
aeross the Standard data set: ABCD BB.^°  ^ (Reeall from the previous seetion that Pattem 3: ej- 
ie-e a -w yields an ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations across the Standard data set). The 
distinct sub-pattem is yielded as a result of the lack of ablaut-change in the Imperfect PL stem, 
as opposed to the ablaut-ehanges in equivalent cells aeross the Gharb data in table (5.15), where 
although Pattem 3 is employed, the output is an ABCD BB pattem of stem-altemations.
Morphosyntactie
values
kanta ‘sing’ < It. 
cantare
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kantej-t A
3SGM kanta B
3SGF kantie-t C
3PL kante-w D
Imperfect
SG j-kanta B
PL j-kanta-w B
Table 5.18 Pattem 3 and the ABCD BB pattem of stem-alternations in the Naxxari kanta ‘sing’ 
paradigm
Here I want to further contrast the Naxxari dialectal kanta ‘sing’ paradigm with the 3SGF.ACC 
attached pronoun in table (5.19) with the Standard equivalent in table (5.20) below. We see how 
the paradigmatic forms (and the pattem of stem-altemations) change in the dialectal paradigm, 
while remaining the same in the Standard. The attachment of the pronoun in the Naxxari 
paradigm results in a diphthongisation effect which targets the final stem-vowels in the Perfect 
3SGM and Imperfect SG stems. Additionally, the diphthong targeting the Imperfect SG stem 
yields what we can here analyse as a consequential diphthongisation of the suffixal exponent in 
the imperfect PL cell, possibly highlighting further the robust dependency across the SG stem- 
vowel and the PL suffixal exponent in the Imperfeet sub-paradigm. The dependeney that is 
yielded ean be analysed as a diphthongised variation of the i -u dependeney. (Also refer to §5.4 
for another variation of this dependency in the Standard data). Note how these changes in tum 
result in a new sub-pattem: ABCD BE, which pattem is in fact not present across the Standard 
verbal data. Given that in this study we have limited ourselves to the analysis of inflectional 
verbal paradigms that do not involve attached pronouns (or the negative -x), we will have no 
more to say about the paradigmatic behaviour observed. An aeeount of sueh paradigms across
This fact projects itself as another instance of the variation that exists across the Standard and the 
different dialectal systems, illustrates further how in accounting for the Standard data in this study, we are 
at the same time aware of the existence of a different system present in other dialects of Maltese.
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the SM data set will yield additional pattems of stem-altemations and additional manifestations 
of morphologically-stipulaed complex paradigmatic behaviours.
Morphosyntactie
values
kanta ‘sing’ + 
3SGF.ACC pronoun
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kantej-t-ha A
3SGM kanti:-ja B
3SGF kantie-t-ha C
3PL kante-w-ha D
Imperfect
SG j-kanti:-ja B
PL j-kant-uw-wa E
Table 5.19 The parac igm for Naxxari kanta ‘sing’ invoh
Morphosyntactie
values
kanta ‘sing’ + ACC 
3SGM pronoun
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kantaj-t-ha A
3SGM kanta-ha /kanta:/ B
3SGF /kanta:-t-a/ B
3PL kanta-w-ha C
IMPERFECT
SG j-kanta-ha /j-kanta:/ B
PL j-kanta-w-ha C
Table 5.20 The paradigm for Standard kanta ‘sing’ involving an attached 3SGF.ACC pronoun -  
Standard of comparison
While the dialectal data just above provided us with a mismatch between the diachronic analysis 
provided in Mifsud (1995) and what is found, the mismatch that exists is not random. Given that 
so far we have had ej-ie-e stem-vowel dependencies for otherwise aj-a:-a predications in 
Mifsud’s theme-based analysis, one may extend Mifsud’s account further and assume the need 
of an additional mechanism such as the apophonie path posited in (3.21) in §3.4.2.1, where the 
zmd/a-induced path of ablaut-change that is highly active in the dialectal system, or other paths 
are selected. This would be able to explain the aj-to-ej/oj changes. Having said this, extending 
Mifsud’s model in this way would require that the zmâ/a-changes solely target the Perfect sub­
paradigm and/or additionally the Imperfect PL cells, as opposed to full paradigm targeting in 
specific paradigmatic contexts, as observed in the Naxxari kanta ‘sing’ paradigm with an 
attached 3SGF.ACC pronoun in table (5.19). In whichever way one chooses to go about 
accounting for the behaviour observed, it all boils down to a complex system of stem- 
altemations that is stipulated by morphology alone.
There is other Standard data which illustrate additional issues to the diachronic theme-based 
analysis in Mifsud (1995). One of these is the verb sparixxa ‘disappear’ < sparire, mentioned by 
Mifsud himself, following Schabert’s (1976: 108) observation. This verb is shown to allow for 
oscillating paradigms, with the two paradigmatic manifestations illustrated in (table 5.21); one 
paradigm illustrates the ej-ie-e i -u pattem (as is expected of an -zrc-derived verb), and the other 
one an aj-a:-a a -w pattem.
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Morphosyntactie
values
sparixxa ‘disappear’ 
(expected paradigm)
stem
pattem
sparixxa ‘disappear’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 sparixxej-t A sparixxa]-t A A
3SGM sparixxa B sparixxa B B
3SGF sparixxie-t C sparixxa;-t C C
3PL sparixxe-w D sparixxa-w ~ sparixxe-w^"^ B ~ D
Imperfect
SG j-i-sparixxi E j-i-sparixxa B B
PL i-i-sparixx-u F j-i-sparixxa-w ~ j-i-sparixxe-w B ~ D
Table 5.21 The oscillating paradigm for sparixxa ‘disappear’ in Standard Maltese
Schabert (1976) records the use of sparixxajt ‘I/you disappeared’ instead of sparixxejt (and the 
rest of the other forms) in the coastal Eastern town San Giljan. This fact prompts Mifsud to 
assume that the motivation for the oscillating paradigmatic behaviour is the influence of a 
frequent use of English in this area, saying that the locals are ‘highly exposed to the interference 
of English in everyday Maltese speech’ (p. 126), and where consequently the paradigm takes on 
Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w, which characterises all V-final English loans except spella ‘spell’. The 
question which arises then is why is it not the case that other verbs show such a similar 
behaviour? In the dialectal varieties I am familiar with {Naxxari and Mosti), both paradigms, the 
one taking Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w (yielding ABCB BB) and the one taking Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u 
(yielding ABCD EF) are available. Their choice is not in free variation however. Rather, this 
verb seems to illustrate the same equipollent behaviour we have observed across SM ghama 
‘be/become blind, blind s.one’ and gPiejja ‘be/become tired, tire s.one’, where the ABCD EF 
pattem illustrates the transitive/causative meaning of ‘vanish/disappear s.thing’, while the 
paradigmatic forms that yield the ABCB BB pattem are used when an intransitive meaning of 
the verb is intended. In this respect, therefore, the oscillation does not remain ‘anomalous’ (p. 
126).^ °^
While Pattem 1 and Pattem 3 are common, Pattem 4 is marginally attested in a handful of verbs. 
The following utterance in (5.7) is from a Facebook comment on Google, (speaker’s location not 
disclosed). While grammatical, I would have used the Imperfect 3PL jisparixxaw  ‘they 
disappear’. What we can make out of this paradigmatic fragment, given the presence of the 
Imperfect and Perfect 3PL forms, is that the Imperfect sub-paradigm, under the assumption that 
the established SG and PL dependencies are robust enough across the Y-final[., selecting] verbs, 
takes an i -u dependency, while the Perfect sub-paradigm employs the aj-a:-a dependency.
I do not know the extent of the availability of the presence of the Perfect M2 sparixxajt and Perfect 
3PL sparixxew in the same paradigm. If this is indeed available for speakers of the Standard variety, then 
this implies that we have more than a two-fold system of stem-vowel alternations in the Perfect sub­
paradigm. We keep this possibility open, in which case, this means that the Perfect 3PL stem sparixxe- 
will need to be listed as a principal part.
It however remains an open question whether there are any other such equipollent non-SM verbs in the 
Maltese system more broadly. Emerging data suggests that verbs such as skada ‘expire’ and sploda 
‘explode’, (refer to §5.4) may be some such verb associated with distinct paradigms. The behaviour, 
however, cannot quite be analysed in the same way as that of equipollent verbs. For example, skada 
‘expire’ is always intransitive, (and there is conflicting data available for sploda ‘explode’) and a change 
in the stem-alternation pattem from ABCD EF to ABCD BD does not illustrate the detransitivisation 
change we observed across the two SM equipollent verbs.
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Together these yield Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u, which we have encountered in the paradigms of 
xtara ‘buy’ and optionally that of staha ‘be shy’ (§4.4), and is also present in the paradigm of ta 
‘give’ (refer to §6 .2 .1).
(5.7) ... il-problem-i ta ’Malta kollha j-i-sparixx-u
...DEF-problem-PL of Malta all.PL 3-epent. V-disappear.IMPERF-PL
bhalma sparixxa-w meta Men hem m ...
like disappeared.PRF.3-PL when be.PRF.3SGM there
... all of Malta’s problems will disappear just as they disappeared when there was ...
Given the data in (5.7), which might in fact be more widespread than just its manifestation 
through the paradigm of sparixxa ‘disappear’, saying that this verb’s paradigm is influenced by 
the pattern employed in English loans does not cover the full extent of the sub-paradigmatic 
Pattem availabilities in the paradigms associated with this verb, given that English loans display 
Pattem 1. If (5.7) is truly a Standard instantiation, then this data provides us with the 
manifestation of all four Pattems across the non-SM data set as well. Out of these four pattems 
Hoberman & Aronoff (2003), as illustrated in table (5.13), only mention the availability of two. 
Additionally the availability of Pattem 4 across this mm-seconday generation loan weakens the 
Standard cross-paradigm dependency predictions presented in (5.6), given that we have an aj-a:- 
a in the Perfect sub-paradigm, but an i -u dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, which still 
provides us with an ABCB DE sub-pattern of stem-alternations intemal to stem pattem class X 
which we have in §3.3.3.2 shown to be the pattem of CVCV[.e, selecting] verbs with a R C2.
Other Standard Maltese data that Mifsud admits that his analysis is not able to account for, 
include the verb ssaporta < It; sopportare ‘bear’, which takes Pattem 2; ej-ie-e i -u instead of the 
expected Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w, as is what we expect out of an -arc-derived verb. He comments 
as follows:
‘... in the absence of a more convincing explanation, I suggest 
that the anomalous conjugational shift in Maltese /ssaporta. 
lissanortF ‘to bear’ (c.f It sopportare) may be due to a 
reinterpretation of the It[alian] verb as some sort of Theme X 
[type 9] verb. This theory is corroborated by the form /staporta, 
jistaportF, with an additional /t/, which occurs as a dialect 
variant. On the other hand, it is not supported by the fact that in 
current SM the /-a/ vowelling is represented by four verbs
(/iista:na/ ‘he becomes rich, /iistahba/ ‘he hides’, /iistahia/ ‘he is 
revived’, /iistenna/ ‘he waits’) and the /-F vowelling only by two 
(/iistaqsF ‘he asks’, /iisthF ‘he is ashamed’)’ (Mifsud 1995:
124).
An analogical account would not work out for Mifsud, as the open-endedness of this discussion 
suggests. The same follows in the case of Mifsud’s concerns with the two verbs kanga ‘change 
(colour)’ < It: cangiare, and bimba ‘(child’s word) drink’ < It: bombare. While these are
supposed to take Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w, these take Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u. In the discussion to
follow in §5.4, we will see how kanga ‘change (colour)’ will pattem in analogy with gawda 
‘enjoy’ and bimba ‘(child’s word) drink’ will pattem just like pinga ‘draw’. The behaviour of 
this verb will in tum bring out an important difference between SM and non-SM verbs, such that 
while all SM C V C C V  verbs (CV CiC iV  and C V C iC jV  alike) take Pattem 2, non-SM CV C iC iV
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verbs display Pattem 2, but C V C iC jV  verbs take either Pattem 1 or 2. Furthermore, the final 
‘anomalous’ example which Mifsud provides is the verb nkorla ‘be angry’ (< incollire ‘enrage’), 
which would require an ej-ie-e i -u pattem under his account but actually takes an aj-a:-a a -w 
pattem instead, (as is the Pattem employed in one of the associated paradigms of sparixxa 
‘disappear’ (table 5.21)). Mifsud argues that this verb’s distinct behaviour might be because 
although derived from an zre-themed verb, the fact that there is no -ixx in the stem may suggest 
that the verb is actually of local formation from the Romance noun korla < It collera ‘cholera’ 
(p. 125).
To follow is an illustration of how we will be extending our account further to be able to analyse 
non-SM verbs on the basis of the synchronic stem-based and paradigm-oriented approach 
adhered to in this study.
5.4 Accounting for the non-SM verbs via a unified account provided for SM verbs
This section illustrates how our analytical model will be extended to encompass the influx of 
non-SM verbs which characterise the Maltese lexicon (Comrie & Spagnol 2013), which will 
particularly involve an interplay between the three analytical variables, principal parts, and the 
addition of a default pattem assumption. Together these will allow us to provide a synchronic 
account of the stem-alternation behaviours across the Standard non-SM verbal paradigms, 
yielding a unified lexicon, in doing so. In §5.2 .2-3  we have shown that the non-SM data already 
displayed a diachronic illustration of morphological complexity, where Romance loans integrate 
within SM pattems depending on the are vs. crc/frc-theme distinctions in the source language. In 
our account here, as was the case when accounting for the SM data set, ablaut-changes, 
redundant diphthongisations, as well as lexical idiosyncrasies which require the overriding of the 
cumulative information present in the lexical entry, by virtue of additional principal parts, are all 
representative of morphologically-conditioned paradigmatic behaviour. While as mentioned in 
the previous sections, the ABCB BB sub-pattem in stem pattem class IX, where Pattem 1 : aj-a:- 
a a -w IS employed, will emerge as the default pattem of stem-altemations, this does not entail 
that principal parts will not be required, when this is the pattem of stem-altemations employed. 
Rather, the Perfect M 2 stem will still need to be listed. It is necessary as the phonology does not 
require any such diphthongisation, but also it is key information that will help reinforce the 
phonologically-eonditioned non-ablaut-changing output across the rest of the paradigmatic cells, 
which yields Pattem 1. For dialectal-influenced Standard systems where an ablaut-change is 
present in any of the cells, even if the Perfect M 2 stem takes an aj diphthong, (as is the case in 
the sparixxa ‘disappear’ paradigm associated with an ABCD BD sub-pattem of stem- 
altemations in table (5 .21)), then the specific stem(s) will need to be listed as principal parts.
If we start off by considering the C V C C V C  (type A) verbs, encompassing both C V C iC .V C  and 
CV C iCjV C verbal bases, (as was also the case in SM), we see how the non-SM data paralleled 
on a sub-set of the SM system (5.8).
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non-SM
aCiCia fajjar ‘fire’ 
iCiCiC biccer ‘slaughter’ 
eCiCie pejjep ‘smoke’^^ '
SM
aCiCia sakkar ‘lock’ 
iCiCie giddeb ‘cause to lie’ 
eCiCie ferrex ‘scatter’ 
eCiCia ferr ah ‘cause be happy’ 
aCiCie qalleb ‘overturn’
aCiCja bandai ‘swing’
eCiQe cempel ‘phone/ring’
aCiCje caqlem ‘move at a slow pace’
aCiQa farfar ‘dust’ 
eCiQe dendel ‘hang’
aCiCj-e qarben ‘administer Holy Communion’ 
eCiCj-a berbaq ‘waste money’ 
iCiCje fixkel ‘obstruct’
(5.8) Comparing and contrasting the vocalic patterns present across SM and non-SM verbs 
across CVCCVC verbal based verbs
The pattern of stem-altemations internal to these non-SM CVCCVC verbs parallels what we had 
in the SM equivalent, such that we get an ABCC BC vs. AABB AB pattern distinction, 
depending on whether we have an e or non-e V2, as illustrated in table (5.22).
Morphosyntaetie
values
fajjar
‘fire’
handal
‘swing’
stem
pattern
(CVCCaC)
biccer
‘slaughter’
caqlem 
‘move slowly’
stem
pattern
(CVCCeC)
Perfect
M2 faiiar-t bandal-t A biccir-t caqlim-t A
3SGM fajjar bandai A biccer caqlem B
3SGF fajjr-et bandl-et B biccr-et caqilm-et C
3PL fajjr-u bandl-u B biccr-u caqilm-u C
Imperfect
SG j-faijar j-bandal A j-biccer j-caqlem B
PL j-fajjr-u j-bandl-u B j-biccr-u j-caqilm-u C
Table 5.22 The distinct stem pattern behaviour across a vs. e V% CVCCVC non-SM verbs
When it comes to type B verbs, it simply becomes a question of having a wider range of verbal 
bases. If we first start with that class of verbs whose verbal base fits within a SM verbal base 
type, e.g. CVCV[.^ selecting], we see that the a-a vowel patterned verbs have the same pattern in as 
SM counterparts, e.g. dara ‘get used to’ and qara ‘read’, and display an ABCD DD sub-pattern 
of stem-altemations. Parallel behaviour follows for their related secondary generation loans, 
which map onto the SM type 6  CCVCV verbal base where C\=n, and which display the ABCD 
BD pattern of stem-alternations the SM counterparts employ.
Non-SM loans that take a weak C w or j  C2 and C 3 (exeluding the English loan fajjar ‘fire’) are 
associated with an e-e vocalic pattern, which is not necessary the case in the equivalent SM data, as 
displayed below.
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Morphosyntaetie
values
dara ‘get 
used to’ 
(type 1)
gaza ‘blame’ 
(non-SM)
stem
pattem
ndara ‘become 
used to’
(type 6 )
ngaza ‘be 
blamed’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 draj-t gzaj-t A n-draj-t n-gzaj-t A
3SGM dara gaza B n-dara n-gaza B
3SGF dra:-t gza:-t C n-dra:-t n-gza:-t C
3PL dra-w gza-w D n-dra-w n-gza-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-dra j-i-gza D j-i-n-dara j-i-n-gaza B
PL j-i-dra-w j-i-gza-w D j-i-n-dra-w j-i-n-gza-w D
Table 5.23 Illustrating the ana ogieal pattem Detween SM and non-SM a-a CVCV[., selecting] and
C C V C V [ . ^  selecting] V C r b s
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The only exception to the a-a C V C V y  selecting] ABCD DD stem-altemation pattern deduction is 
the paradigm for non-SM rama ‘build, arm’. In both the Perfect 3SGF and 3PL cells, stress 
placement may optionally not shift onto the heaviest syllable and the base lexical stress is 
retained. Additionally, the delete unstressed V rule is blocked. This yields the possibility of both 
an ABBB CC and ABCD DD pattem.^^^ The behaviour of the related ntrama ‘be armed, be 
built’ follows that of ntrema ‘be thrown away’ mentioned in §4.3.2.2, except that given that the 
Perfect 3PL and Imperfect PL cells do not display an a-Xo-e ablaut-change, we get an ABCB BB 
pattern of stem-altemation, instead of the ABCD BD pattem ntrema ‘be thrown away’ displays 
in its paradigm. Additionally, given the possibility to display lexical stress in the Perfect 3SGF 
cell, the pattem of stem-altemations may optionally also be ABBB BB.
Note that the non-SM verb stama ‘esteem’, while illustrating the same a-a vocalic pattem and CCVCV 
verbal base as ngaza ‘be blamed’, does not display the same pattem of stem-altemations, given that it 
yields the default ABCB BB pattem. This distinct behaviour is in our lexical analysis (refer to the Lexicon 
appendix) accounted for through the knowledge of the C variable, where stama ‘esteem’ will be 
distinguished from type 6  patteming verbs by virtue of not having a Cÿ=n. Consequently, this will take the 
default pattem, rather than the ABCD BD pattem associated with CCVCV verbal bases where Ci=/7.
While it is possible to also hypothesis the ABCB DD and ABBC CC pattems of stem-altemations as 
logically available outcomes, I am here assuming, (based on observation) although this will need to be 
tested more earefiilly, that in the choice of a CCV:- stem in the Perfect 3SGF cell, a CCV- stem in the 
Perfect 3PL counterpart will be present. On the other hand, the presence of a CVCV- stem in the Perfect 
3SGF cell consequently triggers the presence of the same stem in the Perfect 3PL cell.
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Morphosyntaetie
values
rama ‘build, 
arm’
stem
pattem
ntrama ‘be 
built, armed’
stem
pattem
ntrema ‘be 
thrown away’ 
(type 7)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 rmaj-t A A nt-ramaj-t A A nt-remej-t A
3SGM rama B B nt-rama B B nt-rema B
3SGF /rma:-t/ ~ 
rama-t
C B nt-rama:-t ~ 
nt-rama-t
C~ B nt-remie-t C
3PL rma-w~
rama-w
D~ B nt-rama-w B B nt-reme-w D
Imperfect
3SG j-a-rma D C j-i-nt-rama B B j-i-nt-rema B
3PL j-a-rma-w D C j-i-nt-rama-w B B j-i-nt-reme-w D
Table 5.24 Illustrating the paradigm of non-SM rama ‘build, arm’ and its second generation loan 
ntrama ‘be built, armed’ in relation to type 6  SM ntrema ‘be thrown away’
If we now look at the C V C C V  set of non-SM verbs we see how, as briefly mentioned in §5.3.2, 
contra the SM data we cannot retain a unique C V C C V  verbal base that conflates both the 
CV C iCiV  and the C V C iQ V  verbal bases, and predict a single pattern of stem-altemations.^^'^ The 
list of CVCiCiV verbs distributed according to their different vocalic pattems is provided below
(5.9), where the o-a vocalic pattem is added to this set of CVCiCiV verbs.^^^ Note that the i-a is 
not an addition to this set of verbs, however, given that we have one i-a SM verb in this C V C C V  
verbal base: nixxa ‘flow, leak’.
Table i below helps the reader recall how the behaviour of SM Q1 saqsa ‘ask’ and fisqa ‘nourish and 
take care’ is the same as that of type 2 mexxa ‘make walk/lead’. Also refer to §4.2.
Morphosyntaetie
values
mexxa ‘made 
walk/lead’ (type 2 )
saqsa ‘ask’
(Qi)
fisqa ‘nourish and 
take care’ (Ql)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 mexxej-t saqsej-t fisqej-t A
3SGM mexxa saqsa fisqa B
3SGF mexxie-t saqsie-t fisqie-t C
3PL mexxe-w saqse-w fisqe-w D
Imperfect
3SG j-mexxi j-saqsi j-fisqi E
3PL j-mexx-u j-saqs-u j-fisq-u F
Table i. Displying the same pattem of stem-altemations across CVCiCiV and CVCCjV SM verbs
Hoberman & Aronoff (2003: 67) do not consider the o-a vocalic pattem as a new addition, given the 
availability of o-a in gholla ‘cause to go up’. Recall however, that gA-initial verbs, under the surface-based 
account in this study have been reinterpreted as taking a long V:, and hence display a distinct verbal base. 
Refer to Hoberman (2007: 273), on the other hand, who mentions the o-a vocalic pattem along with i-a as 
a new integration in the system.
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a-a
baxxa Tower’ (< -are)^*  ^
kakka ‘defecate’ (< -are) 
pappa ‘(child’s word) eat’ (< -are) 
patta ‘pay back in action’ (< -are) 
batta ‘lower’ (< -ere) 
paxxa ‘entertain’ (< -ire) 
falla  ‘fail’ (< -ire)
e-a
kecca ‘expell’ (< -are)
o-a
pogga ‘sit/plaee/eohabit’ (< -are) 
fotta  ‘ruin’ (< -ere)
korra ‘be involved in an accident’ (< -ire)
i-a
pixxa ‘urinate’ (< -are) 
ninna ‘(child’s word) sleep’
(5.9) CVCiCiV verbs distributed according to their different vocalic pattems
Across all CVCiCiV verbs, (in parallel to what we get across the SM data set), irrespective of the 
vocalic pattem and the diachronic thematic origin of these verbs, we can instantly deduce an 
ABCD EF pattem of stem-altemations, displaying what we can think of as a strong stem-shape 
conditioning, coupled however with the knowledge of the C variable. This information will 
restrain this pattem to be obligatorily displayed by C V C C V  verbs whose C 2=C s, at least for the 
non-SM verbs. In the following discussion we will be accounting for the distinct CVCiCiV and 
CV C iCjV  behaviours without referring to the SM vs. non-SM distinction. The same parallel 
behaviour obtains in the case of these verbs’ second generation counterparts as these come to 
illustrate the same verbal base as type 4 SM verbs: CCVCiCiV (where C\=t or its allomorphs). 
Given this verbal base, an ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations is immediately deduced. The 
parallelism across the SM-non-SM data is provided in table (5.25).
Morpho-
syntactic
values
mexxa 
‘made 
walk/lead’ 
(type 2 )
baxxa
‘lower’
(non-SM)
stem
pattem
(CVQCiV)
tmexxa ‘be 
walked/lead’ 
(type 4)
tbaxxa ‘be
lowered’
(non-SM)
stem pattem 
(tCVCiCiV)
Perfect
M2 mexxej-t baxxej-t A t-mexxej-t t-baxxej-t A
3SGM mexxa baxxa B t-mexxa t-baxxa B
3SGF mexxie-t baxxie-t C t-mexxie-t t-baxxie-t C
3PL mexxe-w baxxe-w D t-mexxe-w t-bexxe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-mexxi j-baxxi E j-i-t-mexxa j-i-t-baxxa B
PL j-mexx-u j-baxx-u F j-i-t-mexxe-w j-i-t-baxxe-w D
Table 5.25 Displaying the parallel paradigmatic behaviours across the (t)C V C iC iV  SM and non- 
SM verbs
CCVCiCiV verbs such as English spella ‘spell’, and Italian ffitta  ‘pester’ (and other verbs that 
take a similar form such as bbrilla ‘excel, shine’), in spite of having the same verbal base, 
display an ABCD EF and ABCB BB stem-altemation pattem respectively. While in the case of 
ffitta  ‘pester’ and bbrilla ‘excel, shine’, under the diachronic account, their behaviour is theme- 
based driven, there is no such explanation for spella ‘spell’, which is the only V-fmal English
As illustrated in §5.2.2 these verbs take second generation loans that pattem upon CCVCiCiV[., selecting] 
type 4 SM verbs, which are not listed here, but refer to table (5.24) below.
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loan verb that does not take the default ABCB BB pattem of stem-altemations, and does not take 
the ja  stem-extension either. The three distinct stem-altemation pattem possibilities across 
C C V C C V  verbs, i.e. ABCD BD, ABCB BB and ABCD E F , will in this study be captured in the 
lexicon through the interaction of the verbal base and the knowledge of the C variable. The 
lexicon will identify C C V C iC iV  (and C C V C iC jV ) verbs that take an ABCD BD pattern by virtue 
of the knowledge that C \^t and that Ci is not a stem C. Additionally, the Perfect M2 principal 
part will involve an ej diphthong which will automatically deduce the ej-ie-e pattem of stem- 
altemations. Instances such as ffitta  ‘pester’ and bbrilla ‘excel, shine’ type verbs, which display 
the default ABCB BB pattem, involve an aj diphthong in their Perfect M2 principal part, which 
in tum reinforces the choice of the aj-a:-a stem-vowel dependency. Additionally, these verbs 
involve a Ci=Cz eharacteristic, and given the knowledge of the C variable, both Cs will be 
analysed as belonging to the stem. The reason for being this explicit in explaining how the 
lexicon operates (also refer to the Lexicon appendix), is because when we consider the overall 
unified SM/non-SM system, SM verbs such as ttenna ‘be repeated twice’ and ddenna ‘be 
infected’, which take a CCVCiCiV verbal base, and the initial two Cs of the word-form are also 
identical. We however assume that the knowledge of the C variable will be sensitive enough to 
differentiate between Cs that belong to the base as opposed to Cs that are prefixes. Our lexical 
account can in fact be restricted in a way whereby we get a default ABCD BD pattem of stem- 
altemations across CCVCiCiV verbs, unless an aj diphthongised Perfect M2 stem is listed in the 
lexical entry, coupled with Ci=C: information. Spella ‘spell’ will then override the ABCD BD 
default by virtue of two pieces of information: (i) the lack of a prefixed Ci as well as (ii) the 
presence of the Imperfect SG principal part which overrides the a -w dependency and selects for 
the i -u. A representative selection of the respective lexical entries is provided in (5.10) below.
tfotta ‘be mined’ / ddenna ‘be infected’ / ttenna ‘be repeated twice’ -  o-ale-a\
CCVCCV verbal base -  stem C2=Cs -  Ci=A
spella ‘spell -  e-a; CCVCCV verbal base - stem CMC2; C fft-
ffissa  ‘fixate, become obsessed’ / bbrilla ‘excel, shine’ / ddritta ‘straighten’ -  i-a; (C)CCVCCV 
verbal base -  stem Ci=C2; C fft-
(5.10) A representative selection of the relevant lexical entries
In highlighting further the usefulness of the knowledge of the C  variable as it interacts with the 
verbal base and vocalic pattem variables, before requiring to resort to lexical specifications, we 
will here account for the non-uniform behaviour that features across a number of C V C iC jV  and 
CVCiCiV verbs in the broader SM/non-SM lexicon, without needing to refer to the split that 
characterises the behaviour of C V C C V  verbal bases across SM vs. non-SM. Since the set of 
CV C iC jV  non-SM verbs are limited, these are listed below along with their diachronic thematic 
origin (5.11).
It is due to this important data that we come to appreciate the need of a proper discussion on the 
segmentation analysis, and the need to bring together the knowledge about the affixal material, as well as 
knowledge of different C qualities and their morphotactic interactions, e.g the progressive assimilation of 
t- into d- in ddenna, and the knowledge that the initial t- in ttenna, unlike that of ttardja ‘be late’ is a 
prefix, and not a stem C.
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a-a
kampa ‘cope’ (< -are) 
kanga ‘change hue’ (< -are)
kanta ‘sing’ (< -are)
majna ‘decrease in strength/power’ (< -are)
parla ‘talk’ (< -are)
raxka ‘scrape’ (< -are)
salpa ‘sail’ (< -are)
salva ‘save/redeem’ (< -are)
zarma ‘disarm/finish’ (< -are)
banda ???
canta ???
parta ???
gawda ‘enjoy’ (< -ire)
e-a
f e n d a  ‘fend/be self-sufficient’ (< - e r e )  
r e n d a  ‘render’ (< - e r e )  
l e s t a  ‘finish/be done’ (< - i r e )  
s e r v a  ‘serve’ (< - i r e )
i-a
finga  ‘pretend’ (< -ere) 
pinga ‘colour/draw’ (< -ere) 
vinca ‘win’ (< -ere) 
vilja ‘villify’ (< ??)
bimba ‘(child’s word) drink’ (< -are)
o-a
fonda  ??? (< -ere) 
gonga ‘bring togther’ (< -ere) 
solva ‘solve’ (< -ere) 
sorga ‘lie, moor’ (< -ere)
V o lg a  ‘expand’ (< - e r e )  
f o m a  ‘give out/distribute’ (< - i r e )  
k o r n a  ‘be unfaithful’ (< - i r e )
(5 .11) CV C iCjV  verbs distributed according to their different voealic pattems
Given a C V C iQ V  verbal base, one may generalise upon a broad a-a vs. non-a-a vocalie pattem- 
based distinction. The former displays an ABCB BB pattem of stem-altemation, while the latter 
set displays an ABCD EF pattem. This behaviour more or less also happens to cross-classify 
with a thematic-based opposition: are- vs. non-are-themed verbs. Highlighted are the verbs 
kanga ‘change (colour)’, gawda ‘enjoy’, and bimba ‘(child’s word) drink’, mentioned in §5.3 .2  
as issues for Mifsud’s diachronic-based account, which we can now account for. The behaviour 
of bimba ‘(child’s word) drink’, while originally derived from an are-themed verb, this takes an 
ej-ie-e i -u pattern. We however predict this from its non-a-a vocalie pattem. Kanga ‘change 
(colour)’ and gawda ‘enjoy’, on the other hand, are the only a-a verbs in this verbal base which 
display the ABCD EF paradigmatic behaviour as other non-a-a verbs. Since there is nothing on 
synchronic grounds (not even on diachronic grounds given the are-theme origin of kanga) which 
can explain why kanga ‘change (colour)’ and gawda ‘enjoy’ should behave in a distinctly 
different way to kanta ‘sing’, (yet in parallel to SM saqsa ‘ask’), we need to rely on the Perfect 
M 2 principal part, such that the presence of an ej diphthong in the lexical entries of kanga 
change (colour)’ and gawda ‘enjoy’ will in tum select the ej-ie-e stem-vowel dependency, and 
hence the ABCD vs. ABCB stem-altemation pattem in the Perfect sub-paradigm. Additionally, 
the Imperfect SG stem is required as a principal part, given that nothing predicts the ABCD EF 
behaviour across this lexically-specified set of a-a C V C iC jV  verbs. The respective paradigms are 
provided in table (5 .26).
218 ,These verbs take s e c o n d  g e n e r a t io n  loans, (not listed here) with a CCVCiCjV verbal base.
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Morphosyntaetie
values
kanta 
‘sing’ a-a 
( < are)
stem
pattem
gawda 
‘enjoy’ a-a 
(< ere)
serva ‘serve’ 
e-a (< ire)
bimba 
‘drink’ 
i-e (< are)
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kantaj-t A gawdej-t servej-t bimbej-t A
3SGM kanta B gawda serva bimba B
3SGF /kanta:-t/ C gawdie-t servie-t bimbie-t C
3PL kanta-w B gawde-w serve-w bimbe-w D
Imperfect
SG j-kanta B j-gawdi j-servi j-bimbi E
PL j-kanta-w B j-gawd-u j-serv-u j-bimb-u F
Table 5.26 The distinct paradigmatic behaviours across CVCiCjV non-SM verbs
In the overall lexicon, SM Ql saqsa ‘ask’ will display the same lexically-idiosyncratic behaviour 
as kanga ‘change {coXom)!gawda ‘enjoy’. In this way therefore, we have unified our analysis of 
C V C C V  SM/non-SM verbs. When it comes to C C V C iC jV  verbs we have one additional 
complexity. While the non-lexically-speeified a-a C C V C iC jV  verbs illustrate the same A B C B  
B B  default pattem, non-a-a equivalents as well as the lexically-specified a-a C C V C iC jV  verbs 
illustrate a sub-pattem shift fi-om A B C D  E F  to A B C D  B D , as illustrated in table (5.27).^^^ While 
the lexically-specified SM saqsa ‘ask’ and ssaqsa ‘be asked’ pair illustrate the same altemation 
displayed by the lexically-specified kanga ‘change (eolour)/gawüfa ‘enjoy’ and their second 
generation loans tkanga fh c  changed’/fgawJa ‘be enjoyed’, i.e. A B C D  E F  and A B C D  B D  
respectively, one should here mention that the altemative C C V C iC jV  verb staqsa ‘ask’ still 
displays the same A B C D  E F  pattem of stem-alternations as the CV C iCjV  saqsa counterpart. We 
will thus here once again rely on the knowledge of the C variable to be able to not only identify 
the stem C 2  and C 3 as distinct, but also, in the case of the C C V C iC jV  stem pattem predictions, be 
sensitive to the presence of a prefixed Ci=/ (or its allomorphs). The Ci in staqsa is not a prefix, 
and consequently the verb’s paradigmatic pattern is not constrained to be either A B C D  B D , as is 
the case with ssaqsa. Table (5.27) captures this variation.
Note that similar paradigmatic behaviour to tk a n ta  ‘be sung’ obtains for the verb t r a n g a  ‘be arranged’, 
for example, even though its related verb is r r a n g a  ‘arrange’ and hence does not fit in the same verbal 
base as the k a n ta  ‘sing’ equivalent of tk a n ta  ‘be sung’. Both r r a n g a  ‘arrange’ and k a n ta  ‘sing’ (and t r a n g a  
‘be SLuangeà' ! tk a n ta  ‘be sung’) are however unified by virtue of the default pattem of stem-altemations 
they display in their paradigms. Moreover, a verb such as k o m p la  ‘continue’ which does not fit the 
CVCiCjV verbal base but displays the same o - a  conditioning and employs an ABCD EF pattem of stem- 
altemations in its paradigm, takes a related Ci=/ verb counterpart tk o m p la  ‘be continued’, which then 
comes to display an ABCD BD stem-altemation behaviour. The presence of Ci=? more broadly in the 
lexicon, as we will be illustrating further below, and as was the case across all such SM verbs, predicts an 
ABCD BD pattem, unless the pattem is overridden by the default ABCB BB.
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Morpho-
syntactic
values
tkanta ‘be 
sung’
stem
pattem
tgawda ‘be 
enjoyed’
ssaqsa ‘be 
asked’
stem
pattem
staqsa ‘ask’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 t-kantaj-t A t-gawdej-t s-saqsej-t A s<t>aqsej-t A
3SGM t-kanta B t-gawda s-saqsa B s<t>aqsa B
3SGF t-kanta:-t C t-gawdie-t s-saqsie-t C s<t>aqsie-t C
3PL t-kanta-w B t-gawde-w s-saqse-w D s<t>aqse-w D
Imperfect
SG j-i-t-kanta B j-i-t-gawda j-i-s-saqsa B j-i-s<t>aqsi E
PL j-i-t-kanta-w B j-i-t-gawde-w j-i-s-saqse-w D j-i-s<t>aqs-u F
Table 5.27 T le distinct paradigmatic behaviours across second generation CV C iC jV  non-SI
verbs and SM ssaqsa ‘be asked’ and staqsa ‘ask’.
Before leaving the (C)CVCCV data set behind, (and as a prelude to the analogical sub-pattem 
shifts across the type 3/5 pattemed non-a-a!u-alij-a verbs below), we observe that at least if we 
exclude the default (i.e. ABCB BB) patteming (C )C V C iC jV  verbs, the shift between ABCD EF 
to ABCD BD which characterises all CVCiCiV-CCVCiCiV verbs and the (non-default) 
C V C iCjV -CC V C iCjV  verbs parallels the same shifts SM across type 2 and 4 verbs. This also 
extends to type 3 and 5 with the lexically-idiosyncratic behaviour of tnieda ‘be launched’ (table 
4.42) in §4.4. It also parallels the distinct pattems across the paradigms associated with 
equipollent verbs (refer for example to ghejja ‘be/become tired/tire s.one’ in table (4.41) in §4.4, 
and the discussion on spahxxa  ‘vanisli/disappear’ in §5.3.2). Note that I have here purposely 
mentioned a paralleFanalogical sub-pattem behaviour, rather than the necessary parallel with the 
a-stmcture alternations observed across the non-SM data. It is not always the case that the 
ABCD EF to ABCD BD shift yields a transitive/causative-intransitive/inchoative altemation, 
e.g. ninna ‘sleep’ is intransitive, but korra ‘miscarry, be injured/injure’ and serva ‘serve, be 
enough’ can be used both transitively and intransitively. It is however always the case that the 
ABCD BD pattem of stem-alternation across the (Standard) verbal lexicon, is associated with an 
intransitive a-stmcture. Given that the ABCD BD pattern of stem-altemation across this verbal 
base-conditioned data set (extendible to the non-a-alu-alij-a Ci=t type 5 patteming verbs below) 
is always displayed by non-primary derived loans, i.e. second generation loans, (or in the case of 
fossilised loans with no primary counterpart, verbs that are characterised with a prefix C\=t (or 
its allomorphs)), this morphological behaviour, as suggested in Camilleri (2013), can be used 
here as evidence that supports Vanhove’s (1993: 27) claim mentioned in §5.2.1, that formal 
patteming took place first, and semantic mappings followed after. The formal patteming is here 
illustrated through the ABCD EF pattem of stem-alternations, which does not necessarily entail 
transitivity and causation. On the other hand, the second generation loans (which integrated in 
the language following the primary loans) pattem both formally, in taking an ABCD BD pattem, 
but also semantically, given that these verbs are all intransitive.
The V-final verbs which Mifsud (1995) refers to as patteming like type 3 and type 5 SM verbs 
can be collapsed into a (C)(C)CV:C(C)V verbal base. This verbal base also incorporates second 
generation loan counterparts available for some of the verbs listed below. If we consider the 
pattem of stem-altemations across the non-Ci=/ (or its allomorphs) set of verbs, we will once 
again observe a broad vocalic pattem split: a-aiu-aiij-a vs. non-a-alu-alij-a that can help us 
synchronically deduce the distinct pattems of stem-altemation across such verbs. The vocalic 
pattem conditioned split is additionally reinforced by the presence of an aj or ej diphthongised 
Perfect M2 principal part.
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Pattem 2; ej-ie-e i -u Pattem 1 : aj-a:-a a -w
e-a
céda ‘surrender, give in’ {<eré) 
fera  ‘would’ {<iré) 
segwa ‘observe’ (<iré)
ie-a
riega ‘direct’ {<eré)
sploda ‘explode’/be exploded (<ere) 
kopra ‘cover’ {<iré) 
npona ‘impose’ {<ire) 
skopra ‘discover’ (</>e) 
sofra ‘suffer’ {<ire)
a-a
cama ‘call out a name’ (<are) 
gara ‘throw, aim at s.th/one’ (<are) 
kala ‘drop/lower boats in the sea {<are) 
vara ‘launch, get a boat in the sea’ {<are) 
zbrana ‘remove in anger’ (<are)
u-a
skrupla ‘be scandalised’ (<are) 
xkupa ‘dust/clean’ {<are)
ij-a
sfida ‘challenge/defy’ (<are)
a-a
bata ‘suffer’ {<ire) 
skada ‘expire/be expired’ (<ere) 
rkada ‘relapse’ {<ere) 
nvada ‘invade’ {<ere)
(5.12) Classifying (C)(C)CV:C(C)V verbs on the basis of their vocalic pattems and interaction 
with the Pattem employed in their paradigms
Based upon the representation in (5.12) below, the distinct vocalic pattem split vis-à-vis the 
pattem of stem-altemations in a somewhat generalised way can be summarised as: a-alu-alij-a 
non-Ci=^ (C)(C)CV:C(C)V verbs display an ABCD BD pattem; non-a-alu-alij-a non-Ci=f 
(C)(C)CV:C(C)V verbs display an ABCD EF pattern. The split behaviours largely cross-classify 
are- vs. ere-Ure-ihomoA verbs. Out of the list below, bata ‘suffer’, skada ‘expire’, nvada 
‘invade’ and rkada ‘relapse’, will have to be lexically specified, such that instead of an ABCD 
BD pattem of stem-altemations, they exceptionally display an ABCD EF pattem. The distinct 
paradigms are provided in table (5.28) taken from tables (5.7)-(5.8) respectively. As illustrated 
in §5.2.2, however, second generation loans that fit within the (C)CCV:C(C)V verbal base 
display an ABCD BD pattem of stem-altemations through employing Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w and 
Pattem 3: ej-ie-e a -w. In the case of the a-a lexically-specified tbata ‘be suffered’, we will 
require the Imperfect PL stem as a principal part, rather than the Imperfect SG stem present in 
the lexical entry for the non-ACi counterpart bata ‘suffer’, due to the a-Xo-e ablaut-change that 
only targets the stem in the PL cells.
I am here not considering the verb ssoda /s:o:da/ ‘strengthen’ to be one of these verbs, given that it is 
not be a second generation loan, since there is no equivalent *soda. The verb is thus a Type C loan. This 
thus implies that in the lexicon, the knowledge of the C variable will know that the s Ci is not a prefix, and 
we have an instance where stem Ci=C2. For this reason, ssoda ‘strengthen’ is not expected to take the 
same stem-altemation pattem as ssegwa ‘be followed’, for example, whose Ci is a prefix. In fact while the 
pattem employed by ssegwa is ABCD BD, that of ssoda is ABCB BB.
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Morpho-
syntactic
values
kala ‘drop, 
lower’ 
a-a (-are)
stem
pattem
bata 
‘suffer’ 
a-a (-ire)
stem
pattem
tkala ‘be
droped,
lowered’
tbata ‘be 
suffered’
stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kalaj-t A batej-t A t-kalaj-t t-batej-t A
3SGM /kaila/ B ba:ta B t-ka:la t-ba:ta B
3SGF kala:-t C batie-t C t-kala:-t t-batie-t C
3PL kala-w D bate-w D t-kala-w t-bate-w D
Imperfect
SG j-ka;la B j-bati E j-i-t-ka:la j-i-t-ba:ta B
PL j-kala-w D j-bat-u F j-i-t-kala-w j-i-t-bate-w D
Table 5.28 the distinct and uniform stem-altemation pattems across two a:-a (C)CV:CV verbs
Although it is only tbata ‘be suffered’ from the a-a verbs within this conflated set of verbal 
bases which is a second generation loan, emerging data appears to suggest that it is not 
necessarily the case that second generation loans only are involved in this sub-pattem change. 
From an MLRS search I found that the verbs skada ‘expire’, nvada ‘invade’ and sploda 
‘explode’, with one hit each for the first two and two hits for sploda ‘explode’, appear to allow 
the presence of a stem that is syncretically-indexed with either the Perfect 3SGM or the Perfect 
3PL in their Imperfect SG and PL cells, respectively. What is unfortunate is that as illustrated in 
the data in (5.13) below, there is only either the SG or PL stem that is available. The need to 
know what both SG and PL stems would look like is required in order to further test the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependency. It may well tum out to be 
the case that these verbs pose as exceptions to the otherwise very robust generalisation across V- 
fmal[., selecting] Standard verbs. If the speaker of the utterance in (5.13b) and (5.13c), which are 
ungrammatical to me, allows for the stem -invadi in the Imperfect SG cell and not the expected 
*-invada, in accordance with the established Imperfect sub-paradigmatic dependencies, then this 
implies that emergent i -w dependencies may be hypothesised, yielding a completely new sub- 
pattem (ABCD ED) intemal to stem pattem class XIII.
(5.13a) Ic-cens tal-MDC t-halla
DEF-groundrent of.DEF-MDC PASS-left.PRF.3SGM
j-i-skada
3-epent.V-expire.IMPERF.SGM
meta seta ’
when could.PRF.3SGM
m-gedded
PASS.PRT-renewed.SGM 
‘The MDC’s groundrent was left to expire when it could have been renewed
3-F.V-come.IMPERF.SGM
(MLRS)
b. ... irwejjah 
... smell.PL
xejn pjacevoli 
nothing nice.PL
li j-kun-u 
COMP 3-be.IMPERF-PL
qeghd-in j-i-nvade-w
stay.PROG.PRT-PL 3-epent.V-invade.IMPERF-PL
... smells that are not as nice that are invading your house.
dar-ek.
house-2SG.GEN
(MLRS)
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c. ... j-i-sploda l-bomba, u
...3-epent.V-explode.IMPERF.SGM DEF-bomb and
j-a-hrab minn fuq  il-post.
3-F.V-flee.IMPERF.SGM from on DEF-place
he explodes the bomb and flees from the place.
(MLRS)
d. ... id-dejn pubblik-u tagh-ha t-halla
... DEF-debt.SGM public-SGM of-3SGF.ACC PASS-left.PRF.3SGM
j-i-sploda.
3-epent.V-expire.IMPERF.SGM 
... its public debt was left to explode.
(MLRS)
If we focus on (5.13a) and (5.13d), which I consider as grammatical, it is striking to observe that 
the use of the a-taking Imperfect SG stems (as opposed to their otherwise idiosyncratic z, given 
that these are a-a verbs within the set of (C)CCV:C(C)V and behave like bata ‘suffer’), are both 
embedded under the permissive predicate thalla ‘be left’.^ *^ (Note that all such utterances could 
have involved the idiosyncratic forms associated with this sub-set of a-a verbs). In such an 
embedded context, skada ‘expire’ loses its usual fi-  ‘in’ headed collocational OBL argument, 
although it remains intransitive. It also appears that the change observed is more likely to 
involve a thematic-argument change, where the SUBJect grammatical function is more likely to 
map onto a patient/experiencer than a theme. The case of sploda ‘explode’, which can be used 
both transitively and intransitively, is clearer, such that in this embedded context we observe an 
intransitive use of the verb. Sploda ‘explode’ thus appears to be emerging as an equipollent non- 
SM verb in the same way we observed to be the case with sparixxa ‘disappear/vanish’ in the 
previous section. Here we observe no stem-vowel dependency changes in the Perfect sub­
paradigm, unlike in the paradigm of sparixxa ‘disappear/vanish’. While these verbs appear to be 
still in an optional stage of change, the fact that the presence of the a stem and the -w suffixed 
stem do in fact constrain the subcategorisation frame possibilities in a particular construction 
implies that the pattem of stem-altemation changes (ABCD EF-to-ABCD BD/7BE in skada 
‘expire’ and ABCD EF-to-ABCD BD/BE in sploda ‘explode’, yielding a new sub-pattem, if  this 
logical possibility really exists) functions in the same way as the t- prefix (and its allomorphs) in 
the case of second generation loans: ssegwa ‘be followed’, tkopra ‘be incorporated’ and tbata 
‘be suffered’, for example. The interesting difference is that these verbs do not involve second 
generation loan counterparts, and are themselves primary derived loans. Thus, while no 
additional affixal morphology affects the a-stmcture changes, the inflectional morphology, most 
especially the non-concatenative stem-alternation dimension becomes the source from where
I conducted a small elicitation test with these two specific utterances and asked native speakers to 
provide me with the plural equivalent of these utteranees. The forms used were jiskadew ‘they expire’ and 
both jisplodew and jisplodu ‘they explode’ respectively. While one may wish to analyse these verbs as 
displaying an in-between phase in the language, given their synchronic emergence as equipollent verbs in 
the system, explaining the alternating i -u ~ a -w and z -w dependencies that may be employed in the 
Imperfeet sub-paradigm, one should mention that if the frill shift from z -w to a -w never actually takes 
place and the in-between phase persists and the situation remains fossilised, then these verbs will pose as 
lexical exceptions to the robust dependencies that have been postulated.
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such changes are starting to be observed. A change in the Imperfect SG stem-vowel in particular 
yields the same effect just as if they had a related second generation loan. Thus, saying that 
these verbs do not take second generation loans should perhaps be better qualified by saying that 
they do not take related affixed verbs, given that essentially their emerging equipollent nature 
provides itself as a non-concatenative altemative to a second generation loan verb. Additional 
proof that might further justify my claim is that as these verbs develop into equipollent verbs, 
while the typical alternating paradigm provides both a transitive or intransitive interpretation as 
allowed by the verb, it appears that as they pattem on other affixal-derived second generation 
loans, and other related verbs in the wider SM/non-SM system, these verbs come to illustrate 
both formal and semantic modelling and become associated with intransitive subcategorisation 
frames. It remains to be seen however, how far beyond this small sub-set of verbs including 
sparixxa ‘disappear/vanish’, this morphological behaviour extends.
When we move beyond verbs that do not broadly pattern on verbal base equivalents in SM, as 
represented in table (5.1), e.g. kompla ‘continue’, tkompla ‘be continued’ and offra ‘offer’, we 
assume the default ABCB BB pattem of stem-altemations to apply, which pattem is 
phonologically-conditioned, albeit the arbitrarily diphthongised stem in the Perfect M2 cells, 
akin to a morphological-stipulation. Recall that this pattern of stem-altemations is the one 
employed across V-flnal[.e, selecting] non-type 1 verbs. Compare across gh-fmaX SM qatta' 
‘cut/tear’ and are-derived intéressa ‘interest’, arresta ‘arrest’ and zviluppa ‘develop’, and the 
English loanpparlqa ‘park’ in table (5.29).
Morpho-
syntactic
values
qatta ’ 
‘tear’
intéressa
‘interest’
arresta
‘arrest’
zviluppa
‘develop’
pparkja ‘park’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 qattaj-t interessaj-t arrestaj-t zviluppaj-t pparkjaj-t A
3SGM qatta’ intéressa arresta zviluppa pparkja B
3SGF /?att-et/ /interes:a:-t/ /ar:esta:-t/ /zvilup;a:-t/ /p:arkja:-t/ C
3PL /?atta-w/ interessa-w arresta-w zviluppa-w pparkja-w B
Imperfect
SG j-qatta’ j-interessa j-arresta j-i-zviluppa j-i-pparkja B
PL /j-?atta-w/ j-interessa-w j-arresta-w j-i-zviluppa-w j-i-pparkja-w B
Table 5.29 Illustrating the ABCB BB pattem across distinct verbal based non-SM verbs and the 
V-fmal[.e; selecting] non-type 1 SM verb illustrating the parallel behaviour
Eduka ‘educate’ (/eiduka/), uza ‘use’ /u:za/ and odja ‘loath’ (/o:dja/) are V-initial verbs which 
display Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w in their sub-paradigms. Instead of yielding the default ABCB BB 
pattem of stem-alternations, for phonological reasons (at least if we exclude the diphthongisation 
in the Perfect M2 stem), they take an ABCD BD pattem of stem-alternations. Other non-default 
taking verbs that do not fit under any verbal base or knowledge of the C conditioning, and which 
are diachronically era/zre-themed verbs, synchronically reflect their original 
inflectional/thematic class by taking an ABCD EF sub-pattem of stem-alternations by employing 
Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u, e.g. aborra ‘abhore’ and ssottometta ‘submit’. In our uniform synchronic 
model of the lexicon, such behaviour will have to be derived by positing the Perfect M2 stem 
and the Imperfect SG stem as principal parts.
From within the set of lexically-idiosyncratic non-default taking ABCD EF patteming verbs, the 
most complex set of data across the non-SM lexicon, are the zxx/exx/oxx-taking verbs discussed 
in §5.2.3. What is relatively simple in our system is that the knowledge of the C variable will
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immediately identify this set of verbs and will predict their ABCD EF pattem of stem- 
altemations, apart from the additional reinforcement from the listing of the Perfect M2 e/’-taking 
stem. Sparixxa ‘vanish/disappear’ emerges as one very clear exception, both for speakers who 
provide an equipollent analysis for this verb, as well as for speakers who make use of Pattem 4: 
aj-a:-a i -u in the paradigm. In the case of the latter set of speakers, this verb’s lexical entry will 
obligatorily require the Imperfect SG stem to be listed as a principal part, while for speakers for 
whom sparixxa is an equipollent verb, distinct Perfect M2 principal parts will in tum be 
associated with the verb’s distinct a-stmcture mappings and selected accordingly. In the non­
pronoun attached paradigmatic context, for speakers for whom such ixx verbs are more likely to 
pattem like rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge’ in table (5.11), the Perfect M2 stem as a principal part on 
its own suffices. For suggerixxa-type. ‘suggest’ conjugations as in table (5.11), if we assume that 
the ixxlexxloxx on the base will predict an ABCD EF pattem and given that this pattem is only 
brought about via Pattem 2: ej-ie-e i -u in the Standard, then having the Perfect M2 principal 
part whose stem does not involve an ixx, does not imply that we necessarily have to list the 
Imperfect SG ixx taking stem. The presence of an zxx-taking stem can in fact be assured from the 
3SGM base. Recall from our discussions of the cross-paradigm dependencies in §3.4.1 that the 
relation that holds affects the stem-vowel, and not the nature of the stem-shape/form. The latter 
is the output of morphological-stipulations via applications of phonological mles on the base. 
Consequently, on the assumption that the Imperfect stems are built on the base, with 
morphological-stipulations, such as the cross-paradigm dependencies following after, then our 
lexical entry for such ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ type verbs need not be burdened with the Imperfect 
SG principal part as well (from which the PL form is deduced). On the other hand, however, we 
will need to list the Perfect 3SGF or 3PL as non-zxx taking stems, which will then act as 
principal parts for one another. For speakers whose Perfect sub-paradigms involve zxx-taking 
stems other than the 3SGM will require to have the necessary stems listed or not listed as 
principal parts.
If we assume that more or less we have a neat two-fold distribution of -ixx verbs which pattems 
on rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge’ and suggerixxa ‘suggest’ type verbs in table (5.11), we see that 
additional complexity emerges when pronominal forms are attached. The distribution can be 
represented as follows in (5.14), which shows us that fixed -ixx verbs are more likely to retain 
the -ixx in their stems even in attached pronoun paradigmatic contexts, as is the case with 
rrikonoxxa + attached pronoun in table (5.29), as already mentioned in Fenech (1978: 42-43) 
and Mifsud (1995: 180). However, verbs such as abolixxa ‘abolish’ and ssuplixxa ‘supply’, 
which are otherwise fixed -ixx verbs in the non-attached pronoun paradigmatic contexts, can 
optionally end up patteming like altemating -ixx including stems (represented as -zxx/o), as is the 
case of ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ type verbs in non-attached pronoun paradigmatic contexts 
(compare the behaviour of abolixxa ‘abolish’ in table (5.30) with that of ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ in 
table (5.11)). On the other hand, altemating -ixx taking verbs such as ssuggerixxa end up more 
frequently without -ixx stems, where they thus parallel -z.9c-derived verbs such as assorba 
‘absorb’, which do not display any -ixx stems in their associated paradigms (represented as 0 ).
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No attached pronoun 
paradigmatic contexts
Attached pronouns 
paradigmatic contexts
-IXX -ixx/0
-IXX -ixx/0
(5.14) A schematic representation of -ixx and non-zxx stems in the paradigms of -ixx verbs or 
Z5c-derived verbs
Morphosyntaetie
values
rrikonoxxa
‘acknowledge’
+ ACC 3SGM pronoun
abbolixxa ‘abolish’ 
+ ACC 3SGM 
pronoun
ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’
+ ACC 3SGM pronoun
Perfect
M2 rrikonoxxej-t-u abbolej-t-u ssuggerej-t-u
3SGM rrikonoxxie-h abbolie-h ssuggerie-h
3SGF rrikonoxxie-t-u abbol<ixx>ie-t-u ssuggerie-t-u
3PL rrikonoxxe-w-h abbole-w-h ssuggere-w-h
Imperfect
SG j-i-rrikonoxxie-h"^"^"^ j-abol<ixx>ie-h n-i-ssuggerie-h
PL j-i-rrikonoxx-u-h j-abol<ixx>-u-h n-i-ssugger-u-h
Table 5.30 The fixed zxx-taking rrikonoxxa ‘acknowledge’ and abolixxa ‘abolish’ and the 
paradigmatic changes in the attached pronoun paradigmatic context and the altemating -ixx stem 
ssuggerixxa ‘suggest’ and the lack of -ixx stems in the attached pronoun paradigmatic context^^^
While Hoberman (2007: 275) and Mifsud account for the altemation to be due to an effect on 
stress-placement, this account, however, is problematic and inconsistent, as mentioned in §5.2.3. 
If it were really the case that it was just phonologically-conditioned, why would we find the 
variation we see across the representative set of verbs above, and why would this not cross- 
classify across the -ixx verbs in Maltese? The behaviour of these paradigmatic altemations are in 
this study analysed as additional morphological complexity in the system, where the -ixx can be 
both a stem-extension or an infix for the same verb depending on the paradigmatic context it 
appears in. More broadly, the presence/absence of -ixx is very much another instantiation of cell- 
targeting morphological-stipulations, where both on the basis of our segmentation, as well as in 
observing what takes place more generally across the lexicon, a phonologically-conditioned 
motivation is not what we have here. What all this variation implies for our lexicon, is that apart 
from additional principal parts (at least for those verbs which do not behave like rrikonoxxa 
‘acknowledge’), the presence of a non-zxx-taking Perfect M2 stem as opposed to its ixx
The dependency across the stem-vowel and the suffixal exponent (ze - -u) in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm is here a variation of the i -u dependency which is available in the non-pronoun attached 
paradigmatic counterpart.
Note how amidst all this variation we also get a change in the pattem of stem-altemations in the case of 
rrikonoxxa + attached pronoun patteming and abolixxa + attached pronoun patteming verbs. In the former 
we have a change from ABCD EF to ABBC BD and in the latter, a change from ABCD EF to ABCD CE. 
We do not discuss these pattems here as this opens further discussions on additional stem-altemation 
pattem-changes depending on the presence/absence of attached pronouns in the paradigm, which changes 
are not focussed upon in this study.
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equivalent related with the lexical entry of ‘suggest’, for example, is triggered by
the presence of the selection of pronouns as the paradigm is being built.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we reviewed Mifsud’s account of loan verbs in Maltese, which through a number 
of distinct properties, he classifies into four distinct types. An important distinction between type 
A/B and type C/D verbs is that the former display a set of verbal bases that fit within a bisyllabic 
pattem that parallels what is found in SM, while the type C/D set are characterised by 
heterogenic verbal bases. While Mifsud’s aim was to show a number of formal differences 
across the sets, the inflectional paradigmatic distinction was correlated with thematic-origin 
derived analyses. For some reason or another, accounts of the inflectional paradigms of the 
second generation loans have in Mifsud’s account been left unanalysed. These are the very verbs 
which pose the most interesting issues however, and in particular challenge Mifsud’s diachronic 
theme-based analysis. It was one of this chapter’s tasks to bring this to light and illustrate how 
our synchronic model is able to account for such data. Following Mifsud’s review we looked at 
the very same set of data and other verbs, from a different angle. We looked at these data from a 
synchronic perspective that focussed upon the paradigmatic relations that obtain in the 
inflectional paradigms of these verbs, including the same/different behaviours when comparing 
related verbs (i.e. primary loans vis-à-vis their secondary derived counterparts). In observing 
such paradigmatic behaviours we have particularly aimed to do away with an analysis that has 
long dichotomised the Maltese lexicon. By adhering to a surface-motivated account, no split C- 
root vs. stem analyses were assumed. On the other hand, by observing solely what takes place in 
the paradigm, and if we also accept and assume that the paradigm associated with 
‘disappear’ presented through the data fragment in (5.7) is part of the Standard variety, where it 
exhibited Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u, we have found that all four logical cross-paradigm patterns 
established for SM V-final[./ selecting] verbs are present in the non-SM counterpart, even if 
unevenly distributed.
What differed across the SM and non-SM verbs was the lack of unification between 
(C )C V C jC iV  and (C )V C iC jV  verbs (as was also the case across (C )(C )C V :C (C )V  verbs). No 
internal verbal base split exists in SM across this set of verbs. In spite of this variation, we more 
or less always had the parallel pattern of stem-altemations employed across the SM and non-SM 
counterpart when their verbal bases matched. In turn, assessing this behaviour gave rise to 
another argument that supports Vanhove’s (1993: 27) claim that non-SM verbs appear to have 
initially been formally modelled and then semantically. It was shown how while primary 
generation loans displayed paradigmatic behaviours that in an arbitrary way preserved the 
original theme-motivated morphological distinction, and hence the integration was formally- 
motivated, all second generation loans, on the other hand, which mostly involve t- prefixed 
material (although refer to the availability of n-lnt- prefixed non-SM verbs in tables (5.23- 
5.24)), mainly display an ABCD BD pattern of stem-alternations, in parallel with the relevant 
detransitivising non-type 1 SM verbs. Emerging equipollent verbs, which appear to function as 
geMcrafzoM loans of the same form, also come to display this pattem, when the 
intransitive use of the verb is intended. Most important is that this pattem is correlated with an 
intransitive behaviour that is manifest by these verbs’ a-stmcture. (There is in fact only one V - 
final verb across the SM/non-SM system that takes an ABCD BD pattem of stem-alternations 
but is transitive: .yfgMzza ‘wait’ (refer to §6.2.1)). Once again this fact illustrates how within 
particular patterns of stem-alternations across V-fmal verbs in Maltese, (with the ABCD BD 
pattem being realized by both the employment of Pattem 1 and Pattem 3 across the varied 
SM/non-SM data set), we observe stem-changes that also realize a-stmcture related information.
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We found the same effect across the equipollent use of sparixxa ‘disappear’ for some speakers, 
but also in the emergent equipollent data set across verbs such as skada ‘expire’ and sploda 
‘explode’, were it was suggested how given the absence of the appropriate derivational 
morphology, these specific set of verbs are using the non-concatenative dimension of 
inflectional morphology, i.e. stem-changes, to achieve the same a-structure changing effects. 
When it came to the rest of the pattems of stem-altemations observed, at least in the Standard 
variety we found that we had no new stem-altemation pattems, and that the main difference that 
emerges is that SM verbs illustrate much more stem-altemation pattems in their paradigms than 
non-SM counterparts. Despite this fact, what is clearly manifest is that there are stem- 
altemations present in the paradigms of non-SM verbs, and the altemation is not always the 
result of interactions of phonological and morphotactic constraints, but displays similar 
morphologically-conditioned altemations as the ones observed across the SM data.
In building our model of the lexicon from a synchronic perspective we have relied on the same 
set of three variables, along with the Perfect M2 and Imperfect SG/PL stems as our major 
principal parts, listed together with the base form. At the same time we assume that the sub­
paradigm and cross-paradigm pattems of dependencies is knowledge about the paradigmatic 
network present in the speaker’s lexicon. Notwithstanding these tools, however, as a result of 
additional morphologically-stipulated behaviour, a number of lexical idiosyncrasies sill remain. 
These are highly minimised, at least across the set of verbs that display the interplay between the 
variables and the quasi-phonologically-conditioned V:-initial verbs that yield an ABCD BD 
pattem of stem-alternations instead of the default. The addition to our system was mainly the 
postulation of a default ABCB BB pattern of stem-altemations. This is based on the fact that 
verbs (SM/non-SM) which are neither V:-initial and employ Pattem 1: aj-a:-a a -w or variable- 
conditioned in any way (and the idiosyncratic off-shoots of these), ultimately illustrate an ABCB 
BB pattern of stem-altemation. This set of verbs constitutes the overwhelming majority of the 
lexicon and is the default pattem displayed by V-final neologisms or additional borrowings. The 
fact that this default pattem happens to be that employed by non-type 1 {-et selecting] verbs, i.e. 
non-T‘ binyan g^-final verbs, would not have been captured where it not for the surface-based 
approach adhered to in this study. All in all we have thus remained both tme to the differences 
between SM and non-SM verbs, but at the same time provided a uniform lexicon that was 
motivated by our analysis of pattems of stem-altemations in the verbal paradigm, assuming that 
such a surface-based and unified account is more likely to reflect what a child learning the 
language has access to. With the unification aim of this study fulfilled, we now tum to discuss 
one remaining sub-set of SM verbs, which although peripheral, will be accounted for, for the 
first time within this study’s approach, and shown how this data also fit in the analyses being 
pursued here.
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Chapter 6 Peripheral Semitic Maltese verbs
6.1 Introduction
This chapter considers a remaining set of peripheral SM verbs that have been philologically 
classified as: irregular verbs, impersonal verbs and pseudo-verbs. The reason for looking at this 
data, apart from the desire to achieve the full coverage of all verb types existing in Maltese, is 
that these verbs provide us with other interesting paradigmatic behaviours, including the 
presence of non-alternating stems; a behaviour which we have not yet encountered. Important 
data to be discussed are verbs labelled as ‘irregular’ in the language. These verbs are analysed as 
irregular for a number of reasons, but of most interest for us their categorisation as being 
irregular on the basis of a C-root UR analysis. It will be one of this chapter’s aims to show how 
these verbs can be integrated within our synchronic surface-based account, by analysing them in 
terms of their distinct verbal bases. Through this we will illustrate how from within the 
paradigm-oriented dimension, we will be able to pin point whether anything distinguishes these 
verbs from others that share their verbal base type. The account for the three distinct sets of 
verbs in the language is provided in §6.2-§6.4. We will only be integrating ‘irregular’ verbs in 
our lexicon appendix. In fact, the eighteen-fold stem pattem class alternation does not cover the 
behaviour of impersonal and pseudo verbs. Reasons for eschewing these sets of verbs for our 
broader lexical analysis, will be made clearer in their respective sections. §6.5 then summarises 
the outcomes of this chapter.
6.2 (Ir)regular verbs
In Maltese traditional grammars (Sutcliffe 1936, Aquilina 1973) and pedagogical grammars (but 
also refer to the set of irregular lexical items listed in Spagnol (201 lb )’s appendix) the notion of 
irregular verbs mainly refers to SM verbs whose URs contain radicals that no longer exist in 
synchronic Maltese, typically involving reference to the Arabic a lif (/?/). If we first start off with 
Sutcliffe’s (1936: 132-140) typology of irregular verbs, he provides the following two-way 
classification: alif-\osm% verbs vs. ‘other’. In the ‘other’ set he is mainly concerned with both 
verbs that have an ‘odd’ verbal base (cf. the appendix list in Spagnol (201 lb)), and those which 
he treats as irregular on the basis of what we can here refer to, as their non-canonical 
paradigmatic behaviour. Two of these are in fact mar ‘go’ and qal ‘say’, which have been 
accounted for within the lexically-specified set of morphologically-stipulated behaviours in 
§3.4.4.1-§3.4.4.2.
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alif-losmg irregular verbs Other
kiel ‘eat’ < *kal < *‘akal (2-K-L)
idda ‘shine’ < (D-W-?): T* binyan would be: *da but we only have 
the VIII*'' binyan: *idta > idda (as a result of regressive 
assimilation). The i started off as a phonological prosthetic 
insertion that helps yield a well-formed word-form, but has since 
been reanalysed as part of the verb-form.
ha ‘take’ < *‘ahad (? -H-D) 
{had - Egyptian)^ '^'
izza ‘thank’ < (G-Z-J): The verb became *zza as a result of 
regressive assimilation. The prosthetic i vowel has eventually 
become reinterpreted as part of the verb, resulting in a VCCV 
verbal base.
*stalla ‘stop’ < *sta’la (?-L- J) 
(within the X* binyan): 
ynchronically obsolete
jaf: ‘It has the same meaning asyag^rof ‘recognise’, the imperfect 
of gharaf. Jaf may thus be treated as a contraction’ (p. 138).^ ^^
stenna ‘wait’ < *sta’na (2-N-J) -  
Regressive assimilation takes 
place with the second radical 
(same applies for stallaf^^
mar ‘go’: There is a reduplication of the C2 in some of the stems 
within specific cells (refer to §3.4.4.1). There we saw that mar 
displayed a case where evidently shape-conditioning does not 
apply. While all CV:C verbs pattem in stem pattem class V: the 
ABBB SG=PL pattem of stem-altemations, mar is exceptional and 
belongs in stem pattem class XI: ABCC SG^PL.
*stienes ‘grow familiar’ <
*sta’nas (? -N-S): Synchronically 
obsolete
qal ‘say’: Treated as irregular due to its suppleted material in the 
imperfect sub-paradigm (refer to §3.4.4.2).
stieden ‘invite’ < *sta’dan (? -D - 
N) -a/;/-loss results in 
compensatory lengthening (same 
applies for stienes)
ta ‘give’ < (Gh-T-J/W) -  As a result of an g^-initial loss and the 
weak-fmdX nature of this verb, where it only displays two stem Cs, 
the verb is contracted to ta.^ ^^
emmen ‘believe’ < *’amman 
(? -M-N)
kellu ‘have’ -  ‘composed out of the verb-form kien ‘be’, along with 
the prepositional l(i) ‘to’ and the pronominal suffixes’ (p. 139),
Derivationally related to kiel ‘eat’ and ha ‘take’ are the VI**' binyan (type 5) ttiekel ‘be eaten’ and 
ttiehed ‘be taken’, respectively, patteming on *ttiesef> ttiefes ‘damage’. Spagnol (201 lb) treats ttiekel ‘be 
eaten’ as a VII* binyan verb. Under such an analysis, it would mean that the VII*'' binyanNevh type 6  also 
includes -t- as an infix, as part of the template. The reason for Spagnol to assume an infix status to the 
second t in ttiekel ‘be eaten’ (but does not account for this in his affixation inventory present in the 
binyanim system) is because of a regressive assimilation that has taken place diachronically: these verbs 
were regular type 5 verb (VI*'' binyan): *t’iekel. This radical then underwent regressive assimilation, such 
that /?/ was substituted by t. Sutcliffe (1936: 132) does not provide information as to whether this 
assimilation results prior to, or out of a loss of the alif, in which case, the t simply surfaces to retain the 
templatic stmcture of the VI*'' binyan. In our account, this set of verbs are not considered as irregular, 
given that they neatly fit in the CCV:CVC template, such as tbierek ‘become blessed’, illustrating the 
same paradigmatic behaviour.
Sutcliffe mentions that there is the same meaning between the two forms. However, while jaghraf 
typically means ‘recognise’, y of means ‘know’. Additionally, ya/takes the derivationally-related verb-form 
ntaf'hQ known’.
What we do not know is whether the assimilation took place prior to or after the loss of the alif, and if 
after whether an analogical explanation can be posited.
227 The type 6  verb nghata ‘be given’ is related with this verb.
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therefore *kienlu > kellu via regressive assimilation and imala- 
induced ablaut-change.^^^
ra ‘see’ < *ra’a (R- ?
gie ‘come’ < *ga’a (G- ? -J)^ "^
*itka ‘lean’ < *ittaka in the VIII* 
binyan via assimilation of initial 
w < *wtaka 
(W-K-?)
Table 6.1 The list of irregular verbs in Sutcliffe (1936: 132-140)
Before accounting for the interesting observations related with diachronic morphologically 
complex behaviour across this set of irregular verbs, we will provide Spagnol’s (2011b) list of 
irregulars, which will provide us with a broader set of verbs to look at. Apart from references to 
the C-root, Spagnol is also concerned with what we may refer to as verbal base peculiarities. He 
however does not go into analysing distinct paradigmatic behaviours, as is the case in the 
paradigms of mar ‘go’ and qal ‘say’, and consequently these verbs are not perceived as being 
irregular, under Spagnol’s account, as opposed to Sutcliffe’s treatment of these verbs.
BinyanNexh-typo Irregular verb
I/l *q/’‘know’, ha ‘take’, amar ‘order’, amba ‘need’
II/2 izza ‘thank’, idden ‘crow’, '^azzem ‘?’
VI/5 ttiehed ‘be taken’
VII/ 6 «/«/’‘be known’
VIII/7 idda ‘shine’
X/9 stieden ‘invite’, staha ‘be shy’, stenna ‘wait’, *stienes ‘weep’
Table 6.2 Spagnol’s ( 2 0 1  lb) list of irregulars
Key verbs that are missing from the list in table (6.2) are: kiel ‘eat’, ra ‘see’, gie ‘come’, ta 
‘give’ and emmen ‘believe’, while from this list, Sutcliffe does not provide: staha ‘be shy’, amba 
‘need’, amar ‘order’, and '^ai.zem ‘?’. As will be discussed below, while there is a reason why 
kiel ‘eat’, ra ‘see’, and emmen ‘believe’ are not in the list (although see discussion below), 
nothing explains what Spagnol’s account is for ta ‘give’ and gie ‘come’.^ '^ (Refer to §6.2.1 for 
more discussion). Verbs treated as ‘irregular’ in Spagnol but which we might not consider as 
such, even on the basis of a diachronic and non-surface-based analysis, include amba ‘need’ and 
staha ‘be shy’. Staha ‘be shy’ is simply a ‘doubly-weak’ verb, i.e. a verb that takes a C-root with 
two weak Cs, in traditional terminology: H-J-J. In terms of its C-root, staha ‘be shy’ is no 
different than hejja ‘prepare’, whose UR is a diachronically-rendered homophonous: H-J-J. 
Originally, these verbs’ URs differed: /h /-J-J/ for hejja and /h /-J-J/ for staha. Synchronically 
staha ‘be shy’ is analysed as a type 9 verb (X* binyan) and as discussed in §4.4, it is o f interest
Kellu ‘had, should’ will not be discussed in this section, but will be discussed in §6.4.
The verb wera ‘show’ is related to ra. Refer below for a fiirther discussion.
If we consider ra ‘see’ and gie ‘come’ together, these two verbs have exactly the same CV: syllable 
structure as ta ‘give’, due to the loss of one of the two stem radicals.
Ra ‘see’ is listed with the rest of the non-irregular verbs but is still assigned a: R-?-J C-root. It is thus 
somewhat inconsistent here to find that this C-root is provided among the set of non-irregular verbs, given 
that Spagnol provides this verb with an «///taking C-root.
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given that it takes both the aj-a:-a or ej-ie-e stem-vowel dependency in the Perfect sub­
paradigm, but obligatorily the i -u dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, providing us with 
one SM verb that can optionally display Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u in its paradigm. In the case of 
amba ‘need’ if we follow Aquilina’s (1972: 6 ) critique of Cremona (1939), and assume that this 
verb has been coined out of ghamel bi lit: ‘he made with’ (p. 6 ), and then provide a C-root-based 
analysis, we can reanalyse this verb as taking the C-root: Gh-M-B, and what appears to be 
complicating matters is the fact that just as is the case with amar ‘order’, the gh is not present in 
the orthography. This fact in tum brings us to a discussion of some interesting diachronic 
morphologically complex behaviours observed when assessing the list of ‘irregular’ verbs 
presented.
To remain on the point raised by the gh-\oss and its retention/omission in the orthographic 
representation, we can contrast amba ‘need’ and amar ‘order’ with ta ‘give’, as well as the ‘non­
irregular’ verbs ghola ‘raise/go up’ and ghala ‘boil’, for example. While perhaps somewhat 
trivial, what we have is a synchronic three-fold behaviour of verbs which diachronically were all 
g^-initial. While ‘non-irregular’ gPiola ‘rise nfflghala  ‘boil’ may be taken as the standard of our 
comparison, we observe that typically, the loss of the initial gh, (which consonant is still 
represented as a grapheme in the orthography), is also related with compensatory lengthening, at 
least when in initial or medial position. While amba ‘need’ loses its gh in the orthography, it 
does not take compensatory lengthening, given that following the verb-form’s coining, 
resyllabification took place. However, amar ‘order’ retains the same compensatory lengthening 
as ghalaq ‘close’ /a:la?/, and ghala ‘boil’ /a:la/, but loses the orthographic representation. What 
happens to ta ‘give’ is that the loss of the initial gh does not result in compensatory lengthening, 
and consequently no gh is represented in the orthography, since its reflex is not even present. 
The end result is a CV: verb, which in §6.2.1 we will compare with the CV: verbs ragha ‘herd’ 
and dagha ‘swear’, which have been discussed in §3.4.4.5.
Distinct behaviours including compensatory lengthening vs. the lack of it across g^-initial verbs 
parallel another diachronic morphological discrepancy that targets «///initial verbs. If we now 
compare the behaviour of stenna ‘wait’ (and obsolete *stalla ‘stop’) in opposition to stieden 
‘invite’ (and obsolete *stienes ‘grow familiar’), and contrast these further with emmen ‘believe’, 
we find that these verbs represent three synchronically-fossilised diachronic effects as a result of 
their initial '-loss. In stenna ‘wait’ we get regressive assimilation, in stieden we get 
compensatory lengthening, while in emmen ‘believe’ we observe no effect, except the initial C- 
loss (Sutcliffe 1936: 135). Another instance where the loss of a lif results in compensatory 
lengthening is present in the Imperfect sub-paradigmatic forms of kiel ‘eat’ and ha ‘take’, as will 
be shown in §6.3.1. The reason for considering these three distinct behaviours as instances of 
diachronic morphological complexity is because nothing determines why there needed to be this 
split behaviour. One, however, at this point might question whether the distinct reflex behaviour 
we observe synchronically is conditioned by the original stem-shape difference: CCVCCVC vs. 
CCVCCV, where regressive assimilation is applied across the V-final set, while compensatory 
lengthening is applied across the C-final set. While this is the only correlation one can posit 
synchronically, this still did not need to have been so, given the availability of Vi-lengthened V- 
final CCV:.CCV /fte:mna/ ‘we agreed’.
The case with emmen ‘believe’ parallels what we had with amar ‘order’; therefore a simple loss. 
For Spagnol (2011b), emmen ‘believe’ is not an ‘irregular’ verb, and is analysed as taking a W- 
M-N C-root, given the presence of type 2 wemmen ‘made/cause to believe’ and type 4 twemmen 
‘be believed’. While Spagnol’s reanalysis is not an issue for the account here, given that the 
study here is surface-driven and makes no reference to URs, the problem Spagnol’s reanalysis
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renders is that it displays an inconsistency in his account and strategy. The inconsistent 
behaviour comes from the fact that Spagnol does not consider kiel ‘eat’ to be an ‘irregular’ verb, 
but provides it with a weak hollow C-root analysis; K-J-L.^^^ One questions how and why, given 
the presence of type 2 wikkel ‘cause to eat’, kiel is then not provided with a W-K-L C-root. 
Spagnol’s reasoning might have perhaps been his wish to integrate the verb ttiekel ‘be eaten’. In 
any case, orthogonal to this is a diachronic morphologically complex instance that one can note 
when comparing between diachronic «///-initial kiel ‘eat’ and «///-initial wiegeb (?-G-B) 
‘reply/answer’. As mentioned in §2.2.1, Maltese does indeed show a tendency of using a w as a 
last resort strategy (§4.2) (Sutcliffe 1936: 8 ). One questions, at this point, therefore, whether this 
could have also been a possibility for kiel ‘eat’ and ha ‘take’, and if it was, why this ?-to-w 
change did not take place. Although possibly displaying an instance of diachronic morphological 
complexity, more facts need to be known, including whether there is any effect on what the 
counterpart forms in the other Arabic dialects are. For example, in Egyptian, we find had for 
Maltese ha ‘take’, implying that the contracted form in the language might have simply been 
imported, while for example in the case of wiegeb ‘reply/answer’, the verb is gaawib in other 
Arabic dialects, e.g. in Palestinian. If gaawib is the verb-form Maltese came in contact with, then 
the verb in Maltese has simply undergone a metathesis. However, what does remain interesting 
is that in spite of the ? changing to w in the IT*' binyan/typQ 2 wikkel ‘cause to eat’ and wemmen 
‘made/cause to believe’, (as is also the case with the agent nominal wikkiel ‘big eater’), no such 
change takes place in the T* binyan counterpart. Having said this, we will in §6.2.1 provide the 
paradigm of both ha ‘take’ and kiel ‘eat’, where we observe that there is an initial lengthened V 
in the Imperfect word-forms. This fact is not given much importance in Sutcliffe (1936: 108- 
109). Here we posit the analysis whereby the lengthening in the Imperfect might be an 
illustration of an ASP-split whereby while compensatory lengthening is present in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm, this has not targeted the Perfect counterparts. An additional verb, to be discussed 
below, is the oft mentioned IV* binyan wera ‘show’. VTiile we will here observe how, in terms 
of the pattem of stem-alternations employed, this verb is the same as mexa ‘walk’; it displays the 
same V-initial lengthening characteristic in its paradigm, as we will see for ha ‘take’ and kiel 
‘eat’ in particular. When discussing wera ‘show’, Sutcliffe (1936: 108-109) makes two claims: 
The initial w is not part of the original form, and the lengthened « Vi in the Imperfect stems is 
not a result of the presence of w in the Perfect form, but is rather a fossil of the original u in the 
IV* binyan Imperfect sub-paradigm (which is synchronically reinterpreted as a lexical 
idiosyncrasy across its verbal base). Here we will go a step further and hypothesise the 
possibility that what we have is an ?-to-w change, such that the w substituted the «///built IV* 
binyan template, which has then become synchronically reanalysed as part of the stem. This 
would parallel the behaviour of wiegeb ‘answer/reply’, at least if this verb came into Maltese via 
Classical Arabic, and not through one of the vernaculars which retains the initial alif. The 
paradigm of wera ‘show’ will thus provide us with yet another ASP-split such that 
morphological-stipulations target the Imperfect sub-paradigm through compensatory lengthening 
of the Vi, while the Perfect sub-paradigm illustrates what under our hypothesis is the 
substitution of the original C through the w}^^
In §6.3.1 below we will see how kiel ‘eat’ has truly been reanalysed as a hollow verb, which takes a 
CV:C verbal base. However, its paradigmatic behaviour shows us that it still needs to be lexically- 
identified, as was the case with CV:C mar ‘go’.
Yet another peculiar instance where lengthening targets the Imperfect sub-paradigm is present in the 
paradigm of wagaf ‘stop’. While this verb is synchronically analysed as a weak w-initial verb, one 
questions whether what we have is yet another instance of a diachronic «///initial verb, where the ? has 
been substituted by a w. If this possible hypothesis can be proven, then the paradigm for waqaf ‘stop’
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6.2.1 Assessing the morphologically complex behaviour that distinguishes (ir)regular verbs
This section aims not only to provide the same paradigm-motivated account that has accounted 
for the rest of the Maltese verbal paradigms in this study, (including the use of the same 
variable-dependent and principal part machinery), but to use the same paradigm-oriented 
approach to bring out the difference in these verbs’ synchronic stem-behaviour. The complex 
morphological behaviour will be attributed to fossilised behaviour that arose through diachronic 
phoneme losses and changes. The verbs to consider, covering the full extent of the verbs listed in 
both Sutcliffe (1936) and Spagnol (201 lb) are the following:
ttiehed ‘be taken, be contagious/AzeArg/ ‘be eatcrJ/stieden ‘invite’ CCV:CVC a 
verbal base mentioned in §4.3.2.1 in relation to type 5 tbierek ‘be blessed’, where these 
verbs take the same ABCC BC pattem of stem-altemations and where although 
diachronically VIII* binyan (type 7), these verbs pattem with VI* binyan verbs/type 5, 
synchronically. Stieden ‘invite’ is synchronically a type 9 verb. Notice once again how 
irrespective of the distinct voxh-typdbinyanim classification, we have a verbal base 
motivated unified behaviour.
n t a f ' h Q  known’ CCV:C This verb illustrates the AA[ia2sg] BBB^rdpers] BB[ia2pl] 
B B [ s g =p l ] pattem of stem-altemations as the rest of the C /C 2=«/-identified verbs in the 
CCV:C verbal base.
amar ‘order’ V:CVC -> Behaves just like any other g^-initial verb: ABCC BC.
- j a f  ‘know’ For speakers to whom the verb *«/" is defective and does not take a 
Perfective sub-paradigm, then we have to assume it is this 3SGM Imperfect form that is 
listed in the lexical entry. The non-listing of the Perfect 3SGM base will indicate that 
there is no synthetic morphological Perfect sub-paradigm related with this verb. 
Additionally, the knowledge of the C variable will identify the base’s Ci as the 3*'*' PERS 
j -  prefix in the Imperfect sub-paradigm.
nghata /na:ta/ ‘be given’ CV:CV -> Just like non-SM kala ‘drop/lower’ (but not bata 
‘suffer’) (refer to §5.2.2) -  takes an ABCD BD pattem.
stenna ‘wait’ -> CCVCiCiV -> This verb takes the pattem of its verbal base, dominated 
by t- prefixed C V C i C i V  stems. It has an A B C D  B D  pattem, as discussed in particular 
detail in §4.4.
emmen ‘believe’/z<7ûfe« ‘crow’-^ These pattem with the diachronically gh/h-\xAi\a\ e V2 
VCCVC verbs and take an ABCC BC pattem of stem-altemations.
idda ‘shine’/zii« ‘thank’/«mè« ‘need’ -> These V-final verbs introduce distinct verbal 
base types across the SM lexicon and all verbs come to display an ABCD EF pattern.
We now consider the CV:C and CV: ‘irregulars’. In the case of kiel ‘eat’, which is compared 
with that of both CV:C[non-gM-mediai] bies ‘kiss’ and /z-medial specified fehem  ‘understand’ in table 
(6.3), the paradigm displays a sub-pattem of stem-alternations internal to stem pattern class VI in
provides us with yet another instance of compensatory lengthening that solely targets the Imperfect sub­
paradigm.
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which the pattem offehem  ‘understand’ belongs: ABBB CD. Fehem ‘understand’ and kiel ‘eat’ 
now constitute the only two members within the ABBB SG/PL stem pattern class, at least in the 
Standard variety. (Note that as mentioned in §3.3.3.1, dialectal qaghad ‘stay’ illustrates this very 
pattem of stem-altemations). The pattem of stem-altemations across the Perfect sub-paradigm of 
these CV:C verbs is listed in table (6.3). If  we compare the Imperfect sub-paradigms of the two 
non-[g/î//z-medial] specified verbs we see that apart from the invariable vs. NUM-alternating kiel 
‘eat’, the bi-implicative paradigmatic dependency we have aeross the ‘regular’ CV:C set in 
(3.23) in §3.4.2.2 does not hold here. While the Perfect M2 stem displays the ie-io-i ablaut- 
change, there is no i: stem-vowel in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. It is not just that we have an o 
stem-vowel, but we also get a lengthened Vi which, as hypothesised in the previous section, is a 
reflex of the loss of the initial a lif suggesting that we should thus treat this as part of the stem. 
Given that nothing is able to motivate this behaviour synchronically, we here assume that by 
positing the Imperfect SG as a principal part, following the SG-PL cell relation in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm, this will also deduce the behaviour of the PL cell, which in tum overrides any - 
CV:C- stem-shape that is yielded by the phonology. Listing the imperfect SG already identifies 
this verbs as distinct, just as was the case in the paradigm of mar ‘go’ and qal ‘say’ in §3.4.4.1 
and §3.4.4.2 respectively.
Morphosyntaetie
values
kiel ‘eat’ stem
pattem
fehemq,.Yaeàiaï\
‘understand’
stem
pattem
bies ‘kiss’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 kil-t A /fhim-t /fim-t/ A bis-t A
3SGM kiel B fehem /fe:m/ B bies B
3SGF kiel-et B fehm-et /fe:m-et/ B bies-et B
3PL kiel-u B fehm-u /fe:m-u/ B bies-u B
Imperfect
SG j-iekol C j-i-fhem /j-i-fe:m/ B j-bus B
PL j-iekl-u D j-i-fhm-u /j-i-fm-u/ C j-bus-u B
Table 6.3 Stem-altemations across three CV:C verbs
The additional complexity we observe across kiel ‘eat’, ha ‘take’ and gze ‘come’ is that we get a 
suppleted form in the Imperative sub-paradigm. The Imperative sub-paradigms did not feature in 
our discussion in the rest of the SM data set given that, as mentioned in §2.3, it is only an 
exceptional handful of verbs that do not involve the Imperfect 2SG and 2PL forms without the 
prefix in the Imperative sub-paradigm. The lexical entry of these three verbs, although not 
represented in our lexicon, since we have in this study limited ourselves to the analysis of the 
Indicative paradigms, would require the listing of the Imperative SG form, which would identify 
these verbs as being distinct. For kiel ‘eat’ we get what would have otherwise been the expected 
form: IkudI ‘you.SG eat!’/ Ikudul ‘you.PL eat!’, if the Imperfect sub-paradigm for kiel ‘eat’ 
behaved just like bies ‘kiss’ (along with the other idiosyncratic miet ‘die’, dabldieb ‘melt’, and 
biel ‘urinate’ mentioned in §3.4.4.3). Synchronically, however, analogical levelling (which 
might in tum provide us with proof that it is the Imperative which builds upon the Imperfect, and 
not vice-versa) is currently resulting in the use of the Imperfect forms: iekol ‘you.SG eat!’ / ieklu 
‘you.PL eat’ to realize the Imperative, for some speakers. The same follows for the suppleted gie 
‘came’ -  tigi ‘you come’ vs. ejja ‘you.SG come!’ / ejjew ‘you.PL come!’ and ha ‘took’ -  tiehu 
‘you take’ vs. hu ‘you.SG take!’ / hudu ‘you.PL take!’.
Other complex behaviour displayed by this sub-set of ‘irregular’ verbs is their participation in 
stem pattem classes with a restricted set of members. In this respect, (as can be observed in the
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appendix IV encapsulating all stem pattem classes, sub-pattems and their members for the SM 
data),ygAg/« ‘understand’, ‘swim’, and «kg/za ‘swear’ are some such verbs, although not 
philologically analysed as ‘irregular verbs’. Mentioning the CV: verb ‘swear’ here, along
with ragha ‘herd’, we come to account for ta ‘give’, gie ‘come’, ra ‘see’ and ha ‘take’, which 
share this verbal base. Ta ‘give’ and g/g ‘come’, as illustrated in table (6.4), take an ABBC DE 
sub-pattern of stem-alternations, where they introduce a new sub-pattern intemal to stem pattern 
class VIII, which till now only hosted the verb dagha ‘swear’. In this respect, the behaviour of ta 
‘give’ and gie ‘come’ are not exceptional or different. The same morphological-stipulation is 
observed just as with other V-final verbs, including the diphthong in the Perfect M2 cells, and 
the ablaut-change in the Imperfect SG cell that then triggers the -u selection in the PL cells. The 
paradigm of ta ‘give’ is additionally important as it provides us with yet another obligatory 
Pattem 4: «/-«.-« z -zz verb, apart from ‘buy’. The SM verb s/«Iz« ‘be shy’ and .sp«nxx« 
‘vanish/disappear’ were only optionally shown to illustrate this pattern. Ra ‘see’, homophonous 
with r«g^« /ra:/ ‘herd’, takes the same pattem of stem-altemations as that of r«g/z« ‘herd’ (table 
6.5). What is exceptional in this paradigm, and somewhat confusing at the same time, is the 
lengthened Vi in the stem within the Imperfect SG cells. From the outset one must say that this 
V:CV form will have to be listed as a principal part, since nothing motivates its presence, as 
*/nara/ for ‘I see’ and /jara/ for ‘he sees’ would have been an equally well formed word-form. As 
reflected in the non-segmentation of //«. ««/ in table (6.5), I am hesitant in providing an analysis 
for the Imperfect SG set of forms. If this is a formative vowel, we have never encountered this 
lengthening. On the other hand, if the lengthening here parallels the compensatory lengthening 
in the Imperfect SG and PL cells in Afg/ ‘eat’, /« ‘give’ and ‘take’, the question is why do we 
not have Vi lengthening in the PL cells as well. This fact might be yet another diachronic cell- 
targeting compensatory behaviour in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, and hence is not necessarily 
much of an argument against the compensatory lengthening possibility. In this case the V] is part 
of the stem. If we want to opt for a formative vowel segmentation, positing that the C-root of z^ « 
‘see’ is diachronically R-2-J, then we do not expect to have compensatory lengthening 
necessarily operating in the same way as was the case with initial-«//losing verbs. One is left to 
speculate at this point, however, asking whether this is simply a result of a morphologically 
complex behaviour of the formative vowel, or whether this is indeed a compensatory 
lengthening effect (that targets the Imperfect SG cells only), where the vowel is part of the stem. 
This could in tum be illustrating a possible fossilised metathesis effect (i.e. ?-R-J C-root) which 
took place prior to the loss of the « / /
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Morphosyntaetie
values
ta ‘give’
‘come’
stem
pattem
dagha ‘swear’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 taj-t gej-t A dghaj-t /daj-t/ A A
3SGM ta /ta:/ gie B dagha /da:/ B B
3SGF ta-t /ta:-t/ gie-t B dgha-t /da:-t/ B B
3PL ta-w ge-w C dgha-w /da-w/ C C
Imperfect
SG j-a-gfrti
/j-a:ti/^'^
j-i-gi D j-i-dghi /j-i-daj/ 
~ /j-i-dej/
A ~ D
PL j-a-ght-u
/j-a:t-u/
j-i-g-u E j-i-dgh-u
/j-i-da-w/
C C
Table 6.4 The CV: members internal to the ABBC SG/PL stem pattem class
Morphosyntaetie
values
ra ‘see’ stem
pattem
ragha ‘herd’ stem
pattem
Perfect
M2 raj-t A rghaj-t /raj-t/ A
3SGM ra /ra:/ B r a ^ a  /ra:/ B
3SGF ra-t /ra:-t/ B rgha-t /ra:-t/ B
3PL ra-w /ra-w/ C rgha-w /ra-w/ C
Imperfect
SG j-a:ra ~ j-a:-ra /ja:ra/ C ~ D j-i-rgha /j-i-ra/ C
PL j-a-ra-w C ~ D j-i-rgh-u /j-i-ra-w/ C
Table 6.5 The ABBC CC pattem of stem-a temations across two homophonous /ra:/ verbs235
Ha ‘take’, on the other hand, behaves somewhat radieally when eompared to the rest of its verbal 
base, and takes an ABCC DE pattem, as was the case with the lexically-identified CV:C[non-gm- 
medial] mar ‘go’ (§3.4.4.1). The lexical entry of ha ‘take’ will refleet this additionally complex 
behaviour, such that it will be laden with the Perfect M2 and 3SGF^3PL cells, as no relation 
exists between these cells elsewhere in the system, apart from the individual listing of the 
Imperfect SG and PL cells.
There appears to also be a possibility of a non-lenghtened Vi for some speakers, which also applies for 
the a stem-vowel in the PL cell. I here assume that while this is a possibility which is emerging, given that 
it changes nothing from the pattem of stem-altemations involved, this shortened Vi is not being 
represented here. Also refer below for an additional discussion on the lengthened V%.
Note that the pattem of stem-altemations is the same only on condition that /ja:ra/ is segmented as: /j- 
a:-ra/. If this is not the appropriate segmentation, then we have an ABBC DC sub-pattem of stem- 
altemations in stem pattem class VIII just like one of the pattem illustrated in the paradigm of dagha 
‘swear’.
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Morphosyntactic
features
ha ‘take’ stem
pattem
Perfect
r 2 had-t /had-t/ A
3SGM ha B
3SGF had-et /ha:d-et/ C
3PL had-u /ha:d-u/ C
Imperfect
SG i-iehu D
PL j-iehd-u E
Table 6.6 The ABCC DE pattern of stem-altemations internal to the paradigm of ha ‘take’
If we then consider the behaviour of wera ‘show’, we see how it takes the same pattern of stem- 
altemations as the mexa ‘walk’ sub-set of e-a CVCV verbs, displaying Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u 
(table 6.7). Recall that the ablaut-change effect, as mentioned in §4.4 is for these verbs a 
fossilised effect of the causative interpretation of its original IV* binyan membership. For this 
reason, it is the only CVCV verb in the language where the ABCD EF pattern of stem- 
altemations is intended to realize a causative/transitive frame. Additional peculiarities in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm involve the Vi lengthening, which, following Sutcliffe (1936: 109), and 
the reasoning in the previous section, we will treat as part of the stem. The presence of this 
synchronic idiosyncrasy within the paradigm will in tum not provide a distinct lexical entry 
analysis to that which we had for other e-a CVCV verbs, given that these verbs’ lexical entries 
will still require listing the Imperfect SG stem as a principal part. This holds at least for verbs of 
the mexa type, i.e. verbs which involve a V2 a-io-i ablaut-change, and not the nesa type, where 
there we would on the other hand require the Imperfect PL cells to help deduce the Y 2 a-to-e 
ablaut-change.
Morphosyntactic
values
wera ‘show’ stem
pattem
mexa ‘walk’ stem
pattem
Perfect
1^2 wrej-t A mxej-t A
3SGM wera B mexa B
3SGF wrie-t C mxie-t C
3PL wre-w D mxe-w D
Imperfect
SG /j-u:ri/ E j-i-mxi E
PL /j-u:r-u/ F j-i-mx-u F
Table 6.7 The ABCD EF pattem of stem-altemations across the paradigms of wera ‘show’ and 
mexa ‘walk’
In mentioning V-lengthening as an effect of the causative IV* binyan, one questions whether the 
Vi lengthening in ta ‘give’ (table 6.4) is really some such effect as well. If on the basis of 
Alotaibi et al. (2013) and Sadler & Camilleri (2013), ta ‘give’ is indeed a diachronically IV* 
binyan verb in Maltese (as the use of the i in the imperfect SG stem along with the verb’s 
causative predication might suggest), then the presence of the lengthened Vi in /ja:ti/, although 
possibly being an effect of the g^-initial loss, could well be also a conflated effect of the IV* 
binyan lengthened Vi. The presence of a: as opposed to the u: we get in the case of wera might 
be due to a phonologically-conditioned effect akin to the back nature of the stem’s ghC \.
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6.3 Impersonal verb types
Here we discuss a second set of peripheral verbs: impersonals. These have been looked at in 
Haspelmath & Caruana (2000), who essentially consider them to have come about as a result of 
the grammaticalisation of the topic noun phrase, which, while initially dislocated, then began to 
be reinterpreted as a Subject, or rather as the most salient argument of the clause. Consequently, 
the ACC or DAT pronouns required by the verb, previously fulfilling a resumptive pronoun 
function, anaphorically-binding the topic discourse function, grammaticalised in a way such that 
they became affixes, realizing the PERS, NUM and GEND values of the most salient argument. 
A further point of interest in the way such verbs have grammaticalised the Topic-binding 
resumptive pronoun into an inflection marker (as analysed in Camilleri 2009, 2011a) is that the 
real Subject prior to grammaticalisation has become fossilised. It is somehow always the case 
that such impersonal verbs involve a fossilised conjugated Perfect/Imperfect 3SGM form. An 
explanation that has to do with the reanalysis of the Topic as the most salient argument, is not 
true of all the verb-forms Haspelmath & Caruana provide, however. There are instances of so- 
called impersonals that involve ‘partial grammaticalisation of the topic, i.e. where the topic is 
substituted by a NOM pronoun, while the verb’s morphology retains its agreement with the 
logical Subject’ (Camilleri 2009: 79) as a result of a higher thematic role, for example. Such 
verbs will here not be considered as part of the set of impersonal verb types. Some such verbs 
which they mention are: ghogob ‘please/like’ and intéressa ‘interest’. These verbs are not 
impersonal as they are not defective 3SGM verbs and in fact inflect according for the real 
Subject, which happens to be the stimulus, across these Object experiencer verbs. Real 
impersonals include: jisghobbi- ‘be sad’, jiddispjacie- ‘be sorry’, and imiss- ‘should/be next’, 
which take a defective paradigm that only involves conjugated 3SGM forms in the Perfect and 
Imperfect sub-paradigm, and inflect for the most salient argument/thematic role through attached 
ACC/DAT-marked pronominal forms.
In (6.1) we consider the use of the verb naqas ‘lack, slim, do s.th bad to s.one’, where we 
observe how the verb takes a default 3SGM agreement when it means ‘lack’, as opposed to 
when it means ‘do s.th. bad to s.one’, even when what is lacking is a SGF noun phrase, as in 
(6.1b). While ‘another girl’ can be analysed as being the highest thematic argument, the verb is 
morphologically defective.
(6.1a) J-o-nqos-ni l-hobz
3-FRM.VWL-lack.IMPERF.SGM-lSG.ACC DEF-bread.SGM 
‘I lack bread’
b J-o-nqos-ni /
3-FRM.VWL-lack.IMPERF.SGM-lSG.ACC /
*t-o-nqos-ni tifla ohr-a
*3-FRM.VWL-lack.IMPERF.SGF-lSG.ACC girl.SGF another-SGF 
Lit: ‘He/It lacks me a girl’
‘I lack/still need another girl’ Default 3SGM agreement
c J-o-nqos-ni m-mur
3- FRM.VWL-lack.IMPERF.SGM-lSG.ACC 1-go.IMPERF.SG 
Lit: ‘He/It lacks me I go’
‘I need to go’
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Having said this about naqas Tack, slim, do s.th bad to s.one’, this verb is additionally complex 
not only because it takes two meanings, and only one of which involves an impersonal use and is 
associated with a defective paradigm, but also because the Impersonal function of this verb only 
targets the imperfect sub-paradigm, given that as the data in (6.2) shows, we get full agreement 
in the Perfect sub-paradigm. This provides us with a split function of the verb, based on its 
associated paradigms, as well as paradigmatic forms. We have by now become accustomed to 
the ASP-based splits present in Maltese; a few instances of these were just discussed in the 
previous section, where we saw how compensatory lengthening only targets Impefect stems, for 
example.
(6.2a) Naqs-it-ni 1-Piegga
lack.PRF-3SGF-lSG.ACC DEF-motivation.SGF
T lacked motivation’
b Naqs-u-ni l-flus
lack.PRF.3-PL-lSG.ACC DEF-money.PL
T lacked money’ Full agreement
The choice of either an ACC or DAT pronoun is lexically-determined, depending on the 
argument-structure selections of the verb. In Maltese, following the work in Camilleri & Sadler 
(2012), Alotaibi et al. (2013) and Sadler & Camilleri (2013), it is established that the canonical 
use of ACC and DAT pronouns (i.e. not in differential subject marking contexts), realize the 
feature values associated with the OBJ and DAT OBJ (OBJtheta), respectively. The pronouns 
can themselves function as grammatical functions, but can also be treated as agreement markers 
when anaphorically-bound to discourse f unc t i ons . Wha t  is peculiar here, in the use of these 
forms, is that ACC/DAT pronouns can be substituted by an NP in the relevant contexts (e.g. 
6.3). This is not the case here, where the bound pronouns are an obligatory part of the word. 
Compare the ungrammaticality of (6.4b) with (6.4a). Note that rnexxa ‘succeed/manage’ is only 
an impersonal verb when taking an embedded clausal complement. It is not an impersonal when 
it is intransitive (i.e. including a <SUBJ> or <SUBJ, OBL> subcategorisation frame). What this 
seems to imply, therefore, is that we get distinct paradigms, depending on the impersonal or non- 
impersonal use of the verb, based on what the verb’s alternating a-structure is. The same follows 
for naqas Tack’ (as in 6.1c), where given the requirement to subcategorise for an embedded 
clause, the verb functions in its impersonal use. (6.5) additionally presents a pseudo-verb, which 
set of peripheral verbs will be discussed in §6.4. However, just like impersonals, these verbs also 
require the obligatory attachment of ACC pronouns to their stems.
(6.3) Raj-t lit-tifel ~ Rajt-t-u
see.PRF-2SG ACC.DEF-boy ~ see.PRF-2.SG-3SGM.ACC
‘You saw the boy’ ‘You saw him’
(6.4a) Rnexxie-l-i n-a-ra-k
achieved.PRF.3SGM-DAT-lSG l-FRM.VWL-see.IMPERF.SG-2SG.ACC
‘I managed to see you’
b *Rnexxa n-a-ra-k
achieved.PRF.3SGM l-FRM.VWL-see.IMPERF.SG-2SG.ACC
‘I managed to see y
236 Refer to Fabri & Borg (2002), Camilleri (2010, 2011), Camilleri & Sadler (2010,2011).
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(6.5) Qis-ek it-tifel
as.though-lSG.ACC DEF-boy 
‘You are like the boy’
The set of pronominal ACC forms are provided below in table (6.8).
Morphosyntactic
values
Bound pronominal ACC forms
ISG - n i ~ j a ~ - P ^
2SG -(v)k
3SGM -u ~ -h ~ /-w/^^
3SGF -ha /a/
IPL -na
2PL -kom
3PL -hom lomi
Table 6.8 The ACC-pronoun set of pronominal forms
Another set of impersonal verbs takes DAT-marked forms, presented in table (6.9). What singles 
these verbs out is that they are frequently followed by another verbal predicate, although this is 
not obligatorily required,. When such predicates follow, the DAT-pronoun bound to the 
impersonal verb is in an obligatory agreement relation with the Subject of the following verb (as 
is the case with rnexxa ‘manage’ in (6.4a)).^^^ Other such verbs include: baqa - ‘be left’ (and not 
in the other use of the verb, meaning ‘remain s. where’), yh(7a/-‘be left’ "^^ °, qabel- ‘it be better i f  
(and not in the sense of ‘agree/match’), and fettel- ‘decide abruptly’. Fettel- ‘decide abruptly’ is 
unique across this set of verbs in that it is the only verb which has only one paradigm associated
While Maltese illustrates an ACC vs. GEN distinction only in the ISO cell, where -i is used instead of - 
ni in GEN Case contexts, certain pseudo-verbal uses as is the case with ghand- ‘at, have’, never change 
their form, even if Case is thou^t to have shifted from ACC to GEN, at least on the basis of the 
morphosyntactic considerations involved.
The listing of the -w  as an additional phonologically-conditioned allomorphic form follows a proposal 
in Camilleri (2009: 83), which however did not go the further step in actually representing this form in the 
ACC pronoun inventory. The addition here follows from the surface-based approach that this study has 
adhered to, such that while across g/2-fmal verbs we get the orthographical form -u in the perfect 3SGM 
form and in the imperfect SG forms, e.g. telgh-u ‘he climbed it (MASC.)’ and n-e-rfgh-u ‘I carry/store it 
(MASC.)’, what we have at the surface is /tefaw/ and /nerfaw/ respectively.
Note that this is not a consequence of these verbs not taking a complementiser to introduce the clause, 
as: Ghogb-u-ni j-a-ghml-u hekk ‘They pleased me doing this’ is just as fine. Possibly, therefore, this is 
suggestive of a distinct analysis: Clausal SUBJ for the ghogob ‘please/like’-type of verbs and OBJq 
control/raising relation across this set of DAT-taking mexxa-Xype, verbs, unless we have a complex 
predicate construction involved.
It is rather interesting to that the defective use of the phasal verb baqa’ and fadal ‘be left’, with or 
without the attached DAT pronouns, follows in an exact parallel fashion in Syrian Arabic (Firanescu 
2010).
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with it, i.e. the defective one used to realize the impersonal verb function. It therefore never 
participates in a paradigm whose verb-forms do not include the DAT-marked forms. '^^^
Morphosyntactic
values
Bound pronominal 
DAT forms
ISG -1-i
2SG -1-ek
3SGM -1-u
3SGF -1-ha /la/
IPL -1-na
2PL -1-kom
3PL -1-hom /lom/
Table 6.9 The DAT-marked pronominal forms following the segmentation analysis in Camilleri 
(2009)
6.3.1 Assessing the paradigmatic behaviour of impersonal verbs
Here we will consider the actual paradigmatic behaviour differences that obtain when comparing 
and contrasting the behaviour of the impersonal verbs’ paradigms and their non-impersonal 
counterparts. We will be specifically concerned with the pattem of stem-altemation differences. 
These alternations however will not be integrated in the lexicon model (refer to appendix LA), 
given that it would not be appropriate to integrate data which is not alike. In fact, the array of 
stem-alternation patterns found within this set of data is not being refered to when mentioning 
that Maltese verbs can be categorised into eighteen stem pattem classes (refer to chapters 3-5). 
Given that these are morphologically a distinct set of verbs in that they include such attached 
pronouns as well as 3SGM defectiveness, their treatment with the rest of the verbs is not 
adequate. We will here be also observing additional paradigmatic altemations as a result of the 
presence of the bound pronouns on the stem. We first consider the paradigms of jisem- ‘be 
named’, ddispjaci- ‘be sorry’, sghobb- ‘be saddened/disappointed’, fadal- ‘be left’ and fettel- 
‘decide abmptly’ across tables (6.10)-(6.14). The latter three impersonal verbs have no 
corresponding non-impersonal forms, i.e. no counterpart paradigms that do not include an 
ACC/DAT form. In their lexical entries these verbs will be identified as selecting for ACC or 
DAT-pronouns accordingly, and the obligatory attachment of these pronouns will entail that they 
only attach to a 3SGM form in both the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms. In the case of 
jisem- ‘be named’, for example, the morphological paradigm only consists of synthetic Imperfect 
forms. The Perfect sub-paradigm is derived through a periphrastic constmction that includes the 
auxiliary kien ‘be’ followed by the Imperfect form of the verb.
Note that it is important not to conflate the use of DAT -pronouns on verbs realizing the features of the 
most salient argument with the use of these same pronouns on verbs such as: dar ‘turn around’, xeraq 
‘suit’, tela’ ‘go up’, which are not defective or impersonal verbs, and where the DAT pronoun realizes the 
possessive/affected/benefactive arguments (Berman 1982). Refer to Camilleri & Sadler (2012) for such 
uses in Maltese. Of course nothing precludes that this is what we have here, i.e. a possible fossilisation of 
a previous function of the DAT pronoun.
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Morphosyntactic
values
jisem- ‘be named’ stem
pattem
ISG j-isim-ni A
2SG j-ism-ek B
3SGM j-ism-u B
3SGF j-isim-ha /jisima/ A
IPL j-isim-na A
2PL j-isim-kom A
3PL j-isim-hom /jisimom/ A
Table 6.10 The Imperfect sub-paradigm of the impersonal verb jisem- ‘be named’
In the alternation we find in the paradigm associated with the impersonal jisem-, at first sight we 
appear to have a phonologically-conditioned behaviour, where the stem changes on the basis of 
whether the attached pronominal form is C or V-initial. Recall however that the h of -ha and - 
hom is a phonologically-deficient C (originally /h/), and these pronominal forms are in fact 
vowel-initial. Synchronically, therefore, nothing explains the presence of -isim- and not -ism- in 
the Perfect SSGF'^SPL cells, given that *jisma ‘she is named’ / ’^ jismom ‘they are named’ would 
have been just as phonologically sound. This is another illustration of a fossilisation of an effect 
of a phonological-conditioning which is diachronically motivated, but no longer so, 
synchronically.
What is interesting in the paradigm of impersonal ddispjaca- ‘be sorry’ is that in the Perfect sub­
paradigm we appear to have a morphotactically-conditioned stem-altemation, depending on 
whether the attached pronoun is V- or C-initial, but then in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, the 
distribution is morphomic and it is only the 3SGM that takes distinct stems. What is complex, 
however, is the fact that the stem used with V-initial pronouns in the Perfect sub-paradigm is 
used with both V-initial and C-initial verbs in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, while nothing 
conditions the distinct stem in the 3SGM cell in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. Note that the 
morphomic alternation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm is still uncalled for, given that in the non- 
standard varieties, particularly the Northern dialects, there is no alternation, such that the stem 
which the 3SGM cell takes is the same as that which is present in the rest of the cells.
Morphosyntactic
values
ddispjaca- ‘be sorry’ stem pattem
Perfect Imperfect PRF IMPERF
ISG ddispjacie-ni j-i-ddispjaci-ni A B
2SG ddispjacie-k j-i-ddispjaci-k A B
3SGM ddispjacie-h j-i-ddispjacie-h A A
3SGF ddispjaci-ha j-i-ddispjaci-ha B B
IPL ddispjacie-na j-i-ddispjaci-na A B
2PL ddispjacie-kom j-i-ddispjaci-kom A B
3PL ddispjaci-hom j-i-ddispjaci-hom B B
Table 6.11 The parac igm of the impersonal verb ddispjaca- ‘be sorry’
If we now consider sghobb- ‘be disappointed’, given that this form is made up of the 
fossilisation of a verb-form plus the preposition bi ‘with’, the ISG realization in the ACC 
pronoun can be either that which is related with a verbal host, i.e. -ni, or the preposition/nominal 
host, i.e. -ja, at least when the host/stem ends in a V. While this fact explains the presence of 
overabundance in the Perfect 1^2 cell: sghobbi-ni ~ sghobbi-ja, the presence of either attached
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forms does not affect the stem. (We will in the section to follow, when discussing pseudo-verbs, 
see the same such overabundance with pseudo-verbs derived from nouns). The overabundance in 
the 3SGM cell, on the other hand, which involves the optional change in quality of the V 
preceding the /h/, shows how in the Imperfect sub-paradigm of ddispjaca- in table (6.11), the 
presence of ie instead of i: is clearly not phonologically-motivated. Were it not for the optional 
presence of overabundant stems, the paradigm of sghobb- ‘be sorry’ in table (6.12) would have 
otherwise provided us with the first encounter of a lexeme whose paradigm involves an invariant 
stem.
Morphosyntactic
values
sghobbi- ‘be sorry’ stem pattem 
PRF IMPERF
Perfect Imperfect
ISG sghobbi-ni ~ sghobbi-ja j-i-sghobbi-ni ~ j-i-sghobbi-ja A A
2SG sghobbi-k j-i-sghobbi-k A A
3SGM sghobbi-h ~ sghobbie-h j-i-sghobbi-h ~ j-i-sghobbie-h A ~ B  A ~ B
3SGF sghobbi-ha j-i-sghobbi-ha A A
IPL sghobbi-na j-i-sghobbi-na A A
2PL sghobbi-kom j-i-sghobbi-kom A A
3PL sghobbi-hom j-i-sghobbi-hom A A
Table 6.12 The paradigm of the impersonal ver 3 sghobbi- ‘be sorry’
If we now consider fadal- ‘be left’, one should mention that this verb can be used on its own 
without the attached DAT-pronoun, although still being limited to the 3SGM Perfect/Imperfect 
forms. In assessing the stem-altemations, we find that the change from fadal to -fdal- across the 
Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigm is what we expect as a result of an interaction of 
phonological and morphotactic constraints, i.e. a change from CVCVC to CCVC. This is also 
what we find when comparing with other non-impersonal CVCVC verbs, e.g. dahal ‘enter’. 
Having said this, however, given that "^fdalli ‘it remains to me’ / '^fdallek ‘it remains to you’ 
would have been just as possible in the Perfect sub-paradigm might be indicative of 
paradigmatic levelling that has taken place in the Perfect sub-paradigm as it builds on the non- 
DAT-taking Perfect 3SGM form. The overabundance present in the 3SGF and PL cells across 
both sub-paradigms is all redundant, and the fact that only these cells were targeted across both 
sub-paradigms represents how it is all morphologically-stipulated. The form pairs; -fadal- and - 
fadl- in the Perfect sub-paradigm, and -fadl- and -fdl- in the Imerfect sub-paradigm, are 
phonologically-conditioned, vis-à-vis one another. The trigger for their presence is a 
morphologically-arbitrary mechanism. However, what actually allows for the availability of this 
variation is the R nature of the /, which is both the stem’s final C and the initial C of the DAT 
pronoun. The same follows for fettel- ‘decide abmptly’ below, although this verb’s paradigm 
involves further altemations and yet other interesting behaviours.
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Morpho-
syntaetie
values
fadal ‘be left’ stem pattem
Perfect Imperfect PRF IMPERF
ISG fadal-l-i j-i-fdal-l-i A C
2SG fadal-l-ek j-i-fdal-l-ek A C
3SGM fadal-l-u j-i-fdal-l-u A C
3SGF fadal-l-ha ~ fadl-i-l-ha j-i-fdal-l-ha ~ j-i-fdl-i-l-ha A ~B  C ~D
IPL fadal-na^ ^^  ^ ~ fadl-i-l-na j-i-fdal-na ~ j-i-fdl-i-l-na A ~B  C ~D
2PL fadal-kom ~ fadl-i-l-kom j-i-fdal-kom ~ j-i-fdl-i-l-kom A ~B  C ~D
3PL fadal-l-hom ~ fadl-i-l-hom j-i-fdal-l-hom ~ j-i-fdl-i-l-hom A ~B  C ~D
Table 6.13 The paradigm of the impersonal verb fadal- ‘be left’
Unlike the case with fadal ‘be left’, the paradigm for fettel- ‘decide abruptly’ displays 
overabundance in all the cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. While in the 3SGF'^PL cells we 
get up to four distinct forms, we only get two in the 1SG/2SG/3SGM cells (table 6.14). Fettel- 
‘decide abruptly’, as a CVCCVC verb displays the same behaviour found with the non- 
impersonal verb xekkel ‘obstruct’, where there is no stem-altemation across the Perfect and 
Imperfect sub-paradigm, at least when a CVCCVC stem-shape is present. When we consider the 
overabundant forms available in the paradigm, here we find that we get a CVCCC shape when 
an epenthetic vowel is inserted. This stem-shape is also one of the overabundant stem-shapes in 
the equivalent cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. The additional forms which the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm takes appear to be indicative of a possible CVCVC verb, i.e. a possible 
binyan/typQ 1 equivalent: *fetellfitel. Similar to fadal ‘be left’ in table (6.13), the overabundant 
forms in the Imperfect cells take CCVC {-fill-) and CCV {-ftl-) (restricted to the 3SGF and PL 
cells) stem-shapes. If this analysis of a type 1 verb presence that is solely present in the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm is on the right track, at least by simply looking at synchronic 
paradigmatic morphological evidence, it may be possible to find diachronic proof of the 
existence of such a CVCVC verb, as well as, potentially the existence offettel!fittel without the 
presence of DAT-marked pronouns attached. If at least synchronically we consider the presence 
of such overabundant forms as evidence that the Imperfect sub-paradigm still fossilises some 
sort of r ‘ binyaniiypQ 1 equivalent, then once again we not only observe our ASP-based split, but 
also a parallelism with the heteroclite paradigmatic behaviour present in the paradigm of sieh 
‘call’ in the dialect (Camilleri, 2012c), as well as the paradigm of qarr ‘administer sacrament of
242 Note that we cannot have the form fadallna orthographically, given a rule in the language’s 
orthography whereby we are not able to get CCC clusters that involve two consecutive Cs which are the 
same.
The variants provided, although not part of the Standard orthography, are widely spread, although in the 
written form from data retrived from Google (9th August, 2011), there were only seven hits for fadalkom 
vs.fadlilkom with 1470 hits
www.hi5.com/.../105122733--Stephanie--Profile-html - United States - Cached
... Ill VALLETTA FC ISIRU CHAMPIONS! ! I ! intom ad fadallkom  issa bix isim  champions ax m'adx fadalkom  supermarkets iktar 
xi tfalluiP FORZA VALLETTA C IT Y !...
www.tim esofm alta.com /articles/view/.../pm.../comments:2 - Cached
17 Apr 2010 -  Wara tkaxkira bhal dik tal-llum k if  ma tifilhux tifthu halqkom 1-anqas sens ta'umorizmu ma fadalkom , il-poplu Malti 
kuntent b il-m igja...
www.sokker.org/fomm_topic.php?ID_foram=l 1753&ID... - Cached 
16 posts - 6 authors - Last post: 23 Sep 2009
Bqajtu siktin wara dawk il-vids uwx? M'ghadx fadalkom  xi tghidu... (edited). 2009-09-18 09:11:15. ramonmercieca026 to 
Arctic M onkeys [d e l] ...
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confession’, on the basis of Aquilina’s account, both discussed in §4.5. Evidence that what we 
have in fettel- is a type 2 verb intruding in the system of type 1 verbs, in parallel to sieh ‘eall’, 
comes from the larger number of seareh engine hits available for the CVCCVC-derived stems, 
as opposed to the CVCVC derived ones, possibly showing a more arehaic form. What this data 
suggests is that at some stage in the language, when the type 1 verb was still available, we had a 
parr of alternating type 1-type 2 verbs with no difference in meaning as is synchronieally the 
ease in the Standard variety with the type 1 silef -  type 2 W /q/'Tend’ / type 1 bidel -  type 2 
biddel ‘change’ pairs, as well as the dialectal type 1 sieh -  type 2 sejjah ‘call s.one’ mentioned in 
§4.5.
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Morpho­
syntactic
values
fettil- ‘decide abruptly’ stem pattem 
PRF IMPERF
Perfect Imperfect
ISG fettil-l-i j-fettil-l-f"^ ~ j-i-ftil-l-f"' A A ~ C
2SG fettil-l-ek j-fettil-l-ek ~ j-i-ftil-l-ek A A ~ C
3SGM fettil-l-u j-fettil-l-u ~ j-i-ftil-l-u A A ~ C
3SGF fettil-l-ha ~ 
fettl-i-l-ha
j-fettil-l-ha"'"*  ^ ~ j-fettl-i-l-ha^"^^ 
~j-i-ftl-i-l-ha^^^ ~j-i-ftil-l-ha
A ~ B  A ~ B ~ D ~ E
IPL fettil-na '^^  ^~ 
fettl-i-l-na
j-fettil-na ~ j-fettl-i-l-na ~ 
j-i-ftl-i-l-na ~ j-i-ftil-na
A ~ B  A ~ B ~ D ~ E
2PL fettil-kom ~ 
fettl-i-l-kom
j-fettil-kom ~ j-fettl-i-l-kom 
~ j-i-ftl-i-l-kom ~ j-i-ftil-kom
A ~ B  A ~ B ~ D ~ E
3PL fettil-l-hom ~ 
fettl-i-l-hom
j-fettil-l-hom^^" ~ 
j-fettl-i-l-hom^^^ ~ j-i-ftl-i-l-hom^^^ 
~ j-i-ftil-l-hom^^^
A ~ B  A ~ B ~ D ~ E
Table 6.14 T le paradigm of the impersonal verb fettil- ‘decide abruptly’
The verbs that follow below, including: naqas- Tack’, mess- ‘should’, baqa’- ‘be left’, qabel- 
‘be better i f ,  and imexxa- ‘manage’ will allow us to compare their paradigmatic behaviour with
m altadiocese.org/files/2011/06/Mejju-Insert-Divorzju.pdfFile Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick V iew  
jew  “k if ifettilli” jew  “k if jaqbilli”. Dak mhux skont il-kuxjenza. Jekk int kapaci tmur quddiem il-kurcifiss u tghidlu,. “Gesù, jiena  
rajt x'ghedt int f i l - ...
www.sidetalbelt.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=28 - Cached 8 posts - 5 authors - Last post: 22 Jun 2010 Bailee, jien  se nkun 
imsiefer imma jekk jiftilli naf nahrah mill Ingilterra jekk insib flight minn hem m u lura Londra....
groups.yahoo.com/group/kelmet/message/11364 - Cached 9 posts - 5 authors - Last post: 7 Jun 2010 Il-midja.... li titkellem  
k if  ifettillha.... "Minn dak li huwa sport iss nghidu li fil-kaz tal-loghba bejn Munch-ister Unitet u M arcelle ,...
www.l-orizzont.com /news.asp7newsitem idM 6029 - Cached FTcollox hemm il-limitu Sur Plato, din il-persuna li semmejt hija 
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that of their non-impersonal counterparts. If we first focus on naqas- Tack’ we find that the 
impersonal paradigm parallels what we had for jisem- ‘be named’ in table (6.10), such that we 
have what initially appears to be a morphotactic-conditioned stem-alternation, but where in fact 
the same arbitrary behaviour applies. What is highlighted, when contrasting the two paradigms, 
is that apart from the defective nature of naqas- ‘lack’ when used as an impersonal verb, we see 
that the Imperfect sub-paradigm of the non-impersonal, when taking attached pronouns, displays 
the same stem-altemation behaviour. Another comparison can be made between the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm of the non-impersonal verb when this takes attached pronouns as opposed to when 
it does not. While changes in the stem and pattem have only been discussed in relation to non- 
SM ixx verbs in §5.4, we have in the course of this study not analysed the additional changes that 
exist across the rest of the verbs. This leaves a lot of scope for further research, where additional 
pattems of stem-altemations can be observed, along with other morphologically-complex 
paradigmatic behaviours. Focussing on the Imperfect sub-paradigm of non-impersonal naqas 
‘slim, do s.th bad to s.one’, we therefore see the NUM-based altemation which we have 
observed for the other CVCVC verbs, as opposed to the 3SGM^2SG vs. other, morphomic split 
present in the attached pronoun paradigmatic context, where the 3SGM^2SG cells take the same 
stem present in the PL cells of non-attached pronoun paradigmatic contexts. Observe how the 
same a-Xo-o ablaut-change still characterises the Imperfect sub-paradigm’s stems.
Morpho­
syntactic
values
naqas ‘slim, do s.o bad to s.one’ naqas- ‘lack’ stem
pattem
Perfect Imperfect Imperfect + ACC pm Imperfect
ISG nqas-t j-o-nqos j-o-nqos-ni j-o-nqos-ni A
2SG nqas-t t-o-nqos t-o-nqos-ok j-o-nqs-ok B
3SGM naqas j-o-nqos j-o-nqs-u j-o-nqs-u B
3SGF naqs-et t-o-nqos t-o-nqos-ha j-o-nqos-ha A
IPL nqas-na n-o-nqs-u 254n-o-nqs-u j-o-nqos-na A
2PL nqas-t-u t-o-nqs-u t-o-nqs-u j-o-nqos-kom A
3PL naqs-u j-o-nqs-u j-o-nqos-u j-o-nqos-hom A
Table 6.15 The impersonal and non-impersonal paradigms related with the verb naqas ‘slim, do 
s.th bad to s.one, lack’
The behaviour in the paradigm for CVCC mess ‘should, have, touch’ is much simpler. The same 
pattems of stem-alternations that characterise the 3SGM Perfect and Imperfect cells are carried 
forward across the non-impersonal and impersonal paradigms, resulting in non-alternating sub­
paradigms. The redundant ablaut-change across the ASP-paradigms is retained, however, as was 
also the case with naqas ‘do s.th bad to s.one’.
While we could morphophonologically have: n-o-nqs-u-na, t-o-nqs-u-kom etc. these are syntactically 
non-sensical, given that we cannot have such sort of binding, at least in the case of this verb as well as 
mess ‘touch’ below, i.e. where the reference of the OBJ pronoun is the same as that of the Subject 
inflection.
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Morpho­
syntactic
features
mess ‘touch’ mess ‘touch’ + ACC pm mess- ‘should’ stem pattem
PRF Imperf PRF Imperf PRF Imperf PRF Imperf
ISO missej-t j-miss mess-ni j-miss-ni mess-ni j-miss-ni A B
2SG missej-t t-miss mess-ek t-miss-ek mess-ek j-miss-ek A B
3SGM mess j-miss mess-u j-miss-u mess-u j-miss-u A B
3SGF mess-et t-miss mess-ha t-miss-ha mess-ha j-miss-ha A B
IPL messej-na n-miss-u mess-na n-miss-u mess-na j-miss-na A B
2PL messej-t-u t-miss-u mess-kom t-miss-u mess-kom j-miss-kom A B
3PL messe-w j-miss-u mess-hom j-miss-hom mess-hom j-miss-hom A B
Table 6.16 The impersonal and non-impersonal paradigms of the verb mess ‘touch, should’
The same follows for baqa’ ‘be left’, where the stem-alternation across sub-paradigms carries 
forward from the altemation present across the Perfect and Imperfect 3SGM stem of the non- 
impersonal equivalent, which is phonologically-conditioned: /ba?a/ vs. /b?a/. The difference 
between the pronoun-taking and non-pronoun-taking paradigms’ 3SGM forms is a stem-shape 
difference due to a morphotactic-conditioned stem-vowel lengthening in the pronoun-taking 
paradigm.
Morpho­
syntactic
values
baqa’ ‘be left, remain’ stem
pattem
baqa- ‘be left’ stem pattem
Perfect Imperfect Perfect Imperfect PRF Imperf
ISG bqaj-t j-i-bqa’ A D baqagh-l-i
/ba?a:-l-i/
j-i-bqagh-l-i
/j-i-b?a:-l-F
A B
2SG bqaj-t t-i-bqa’ A D baqagh-l-ek j-i-bqagh-l-ek A B
3SGM baqa’ j-i-bqa’ B D baqa^-l-u j-i-bqagh-l-u A B
3SGF baqgh-et
/ba?-et/
t-i-bqa’ C D baqagh-l-ha j-i-bqagh-l-ha A B
IPL bqaj-na n-i-bq^-u
/n-i-b?aw/
A D baqagh-l-na j-i-bqagh-l-na A B
2PL bqaj-t-u t-i-bqÿi-u
/t-i-b?a-w/
A D baqagh-l-kom j-i-bqagh-l-kom A B
3PL baqgh-u
/ba?a-w/
j-i-bqgh-u
/j-i-b?a-w/
C D baqa^-l-hom j-i-bqagh-l-hom A B
Table 6.17 The impersonal and non-impersonal paradigms of the verb baqa’ ‘be left
In the case of qabel ‘be better, agree’, we have a situation just as we had with fadal, where we 
find the same phonologically- and morphotactically-conditioned stem-shape-changing stems 
across the sub-paradigms, including the same presence of overabundance across the 3SGF'^PL 
cells. Comparing the impersonal vs. non-impersonal verb use we find that in the Imperfect sub­
paradigm of the impersonal verbal paradigm, we get the same stem-vowel i equating to the i V2 
in the Perfect stems. This differs from the e present in the Imperfect SG cells of the non- 
impersonal equivalent. Evidence that we really have an e V2 in the base form within the lexical 
entry, and what we have here is a stem-vowel changed Perfect 3SGM stem, comes out via the 
same stress-shift induced stem-vowel change from e-Xo-i, yielding qabil- and qbil- in their 
respective cells. The stress-shift results from the addition of the DAT pronouns onto the base.
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Morpho­
syntactic
values
qabel ‘agree’ stem
pattem
qabel- ‘be better i f stem pattem
Perfect Imperfect PFVIMPV Perfect Imperfect PRF IMPERF
ISG qbil-t j-a-qbel A D qabil-l-i j-a-qbil-l-i A C
2SG qbil-t t-a-qbel A D qabil-l-ek j-a-qbil-l-ek A C
3SGM qabel j-a-qbel B D qabil-l-u j-a-qbil-l-u A C
3SGF qabl-et t-a-qbel C D qabl-i-l-ha ~ 
qabil-l-ha
j-a-qbl-i-l-ha ~ 
j-a-qbil-l-ha
B'--A  D ~ C
IPL qbil-na n-a-qbl-u A E qabl-i-l-na ~ 
qabil-l-na
j-a-qbl-i-l-ha ~ 
j-a-qbil-l-na
B --A  D ~ C
2PL qbil-t-u t-a-qbl-u A E qabl-i-l-kom ~ 
qabil-l-kom
j-a-qbl-i-l-kom
j-a-qbil-l-kom
B --A  D ~ C
3PL qabl-u j-a-qbl-u C E qabl-i-l-hom ~ 
qabil-l-hom
j-a-qbl-i-l-hom
j-a-qbil-l-hom
B --A  D ~ C
Table 6.18 The impersonal and non-impersonal paradigm of the verb qabel ‘agree, be better i f
In considering this set of data, we have tangibly illustrated how pronominal attachment changes 
the pattern of stem-alternations, while additionally provides us with further manifestations of 
paradigm-internal morphological-stipulations, including multiple overabundance, ASP-cloven 
heteroclite behaviours, and fossilised defective 3SGM forms. We now tum to discuss the other 
set of peripheral verbs.
6.4 Pseudo-verbs
Here we discuss the remaining set of verbs: pseudo-verbs, accounted for in Comrie (1982, 
1997), Fabri (1993), and Peterson (2009). The syntactic function of these verbs has received 
attention, including for example Comrie’s (1982: 290) claim that these verbs function as quasi­
auxiliaries ‘followed by a finite verb’, although it is not always the case that these verbs involve 
a co-predication relation (Peterson 2009: 195). Other criteria taken to justify these predicates’ 
verbal status, even if the host stems are not verbal, includes their ability to be negated with the 
same ma -x circumfixal form (Comrie 1997) that characterises verbal negation in Maltese 
(although the ma -x strategy is not the only one). Additional evidence however includes the 
ability to take the -ni pronominal form in the ISG even when the stem is nominal. Only the -z 
form can be used when nominal pseudo stems such as hsieb- ‘thought’ and mohh- ‘mind’, (both 
meaning ‘be attentive, concerned’ when used as pseudo-verbs) are devoid of any pseudo-verbal 
functions. Here we will be mainly concerned with these pseudo-verbs’ paradigmatic 
morphological form and not their syntactic properties, given that one cannot deduce whether the 
ACC (or DAT) pronoun which these verbs take is illustrating a case of deponency, unless the 
grammatical fonction attributed to it is established, i.e. whether the pronominal form is mapped 
onto the Subject or Object (or OB Je when DAT-marked pronouns are used, unless this is itself 
the SUBJ). There is only one synthetic morphological conjugation related to all of these forms, 
except for ghand-, kel- and jkol- (all meaning ‘have, should’), which we might consider to be in 
a paradigmatic relation (Peterson 2009). The set of pseudo-verbs in the language is provided 
below in table (6.19).
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Origin of stem-form Pseudo verb-form
Verb: kien + li + pronoun 
(Ambros 1998: 120)^^
kell-,jkoll- ‘have, should’
Verb: return (Ambros 1998: 197) or 
‘repeat > say’ (Vanhove 1997);
ghad- ‘just, still’
Diachronic and synchronic imperative 
forms
donn-, ghodd-, qis- ‘as though, appear’
Preposition ghand- ‘have’, il- ‘long time’, bi- ‘have’, 
fi- ‘contain, exist’
Noun mohh- / hsieb- ‘be carefuFattentive’, 
haqq- ‘be worth’^^ '^
Preposition and Noun be/hsieb-Jfe/hsieb- ‘intend’, / ’g^q/«- 
‘don’t care’^^ ^
Quantifier kull- ‘all’ nofs- ‘half
Existential hemm- ‘exist’
Adjective wahd- ‘alone’
Table 6.19 The list of pseudo-verbs in Maltese adapted from Peterson (2009)
This set of psuedo-verbs may be divided between: kel- vs. others. If we first consider the ‘other’ 
type, we may provide the sample paradigms in table (6.20). The table represents paradigms 
illustrating invariable stems. These verb-types ‘denote stative situations related to such notions 
as possession {ghand-, bi-), inclusion {fi-, koll-), appearance {donn-, ghodd-, qis-), mental states 
{mohh-), and have an imperfective aspect interpretation. Perfectivity may then be expressed 
analytically . . . ’ (Spagnol 2009: 17) (i.e. taking the Perfect forms of kien along with the pseudo 
verb) (table 6.21). The same followed for the impersonal jisem- presented in table (6.10) in the 
previous section. For this reason, therefore, the one set of morphological paradigms associated 
with these verbs can be assumed to equate the Imperfect sub-paradigms of other non-pseudo 
verbs, although on the basis of Spagnol’s (2009) lexical semantics analysis, as a result of their 
stative behaviour, these morphological forms ‘have an actual present time reference’ (p. 14), 
instead of a displaying a morphological Imperfect form that realizes the typical habitual 
interpretation present in Maltese.
^^ ^Also refer to the use of this pseudo verb in Palestinian Arabic (Boneh & Siehel, 2010), used as a 
possessive marker, and refer to Comrie (1986) for such use in North African Arabic varieties.
haqq- was added in Camilleri (2009) and Spagnol (2009).
f ’ghajn- is mentioned in Aquilina (1987-1990: 946).
Nofs- was added in Camilleri (2009).
259 Existential predicate as used in Gozitan dialects (e.g J. Galea, 2012) and not as used in Peterson (2009).
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Morpho­
syntactic
values
ghad- ‘still’ f i-
‘ contain’
mohh- ‘be 
attentive’
nofs- ‘be 
halved’
behsieb- 
‘ intend’
stem
pattem
ISO ghad-ni fi-ni mohh-ni nofs-ni behsieb-ni A
2SG ghad-ek fi-k mohh-ok nofs-ok behsieb-ek A
3SGM ghad-u fi-h mohh-u nofs-u behsieb-u A
3SGF ghad-ha fi-ha mohh-ha nofs-ha behsieb-ha A
IPL ghad-na fi-na mohh-na nofs-na behsieb-na A
2PL ghad-kom fi-kom mohh-kom nofs-kom behsieb-kom A
3PL ghad-hom fi-hom mohh-hom nofs-hom behsieb-hom A
Table 6.20 T le invariable stem across a representative set of pseudo-verbs
Morphosyntactic
values
ghad- ‘still’ f i-  ‘contain, exist’ stem
pattem
ISG kien/kon-t ghad-ni kien/kon-t fi-ni A
2SG kien/kon-t ghad-ek kien/kon-t fi-k A
3SGM kien ghad-u kien fi-h A
3SGF kien/kien-et ghad-ha kien/kien-et fi-ha A
IPL kien/kon-na ghad-na kien/kon-na fi-na A
2PL kien/kon-t-u ghad-kom kien/kon-t-u fi-kom A
3PL kien/kien-u ghad-hom kien/kien-u fi-hom A
Table 6.21 The analytic paradigms of ghad- ‘sti 1’ and fi-  ‘contain, exist’
If we now consider ghand-, kel-, jkol- these verbs function as ‘have’ possessives as well as modals. 
The reason for discussing these verbs together here is because they appear to be in a paradigmatic 
altemation, where ghand- constitutes a suppleted form. While unlike Peterson (2009) I do not 
consider kel- and jkol- as pseudo-verbs, but rather treat these as impersonal verbs of the type 
discussed in the previous section, I here follow the segmentation of these verbs as provided in 
Spagnol (2009) based on Mifsud (1995), as opposed to that of Peterson (2009) and Stolz (2009). For 
this reason, it is kel- and j-kol- and not kell- and jkoll-, where the verb is itself the fusion of 3SGM 
kien and the DAT-marked pronominal forms. The reason they are being discussed here is due to their 
relation with the pseudo-verb ghand-. The paradigmatic relation that obtains with ghand- is such that 
while kel- and j-kol- morphologically realize the respective Perfect and Imperfect values, the 
suppletive form ghand- behaves just like the rest of the stative verbs and does not realize a habitual 
interpretation, but ‘present tense reference’ (Spagnol 2009: 14).
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Morpho­
syntactic
values
kel- ‘have’ ghand- ‘have’ jkol- ‘have’ stem pattem
Perfect Present Tense Imperfect PRF PRES IMPERF
ISG kel-l-i ghand-i j-kol-l-i A B C
2SG kel-l-ek ghand-ek j-kol-l-ok A B C
3SGM kel-l-u ghand-u j-kol-l-u A B C
3SGF kel-l-ha ghand-ha j-kol-l-ha A B C
IPL kel-l-na ghand-na j-kol-l-na A B C
2PL kel-l-kom ghand-kom j-kol-l-kom A B C
3PL kel-l-hom ghand-hom j-kol-l-hom A B C
Table 6.22 The suppletion-involving paradigm related with the lexical entry ‘have, should’
The altemation across the Perfect and Imperfect involves an ablaut-change from e-to-o, taking 
invariant stems internal to the sub-paradigms, as was the case with the impersonal verb mess- 
‘should’ (table 6.16). Note that in the dialect, particularly in Mosti, the same stem across both the 
sub-paradigms is involved, using the stem -kil-. While Stolz (2009: 143) assumes that the Perfect 
and Imperfect forms are derived from kien lili ‘was to me’ andj'kun lili ‘is to me’ respectively, 
one still questions the possibility whereby the Imperfect form itself came about from the very 
same Perfect form. This would follow if we assume that while we had the grammaticalisation 
and the fusion of kien plus the DAT-marked pronoun: kel- < kil- (as evidence from Mosti and 
Naxxari suggest), the creation of the Imperfective form might have simply come about via the 
addition of the prefix j -  to render j'kil-Ijkel- in the dialect, which then underwent He-io-o changes 
leading up to jkol- in the Standard, following the apophonie path postulated in (3.22) in §3.4.2.1. 
Having said all this, the Imperfect stem in the paradigm of kien ‘be’ in Mosti is still -kien- (also 
refer to appendix III). It is thus possible that dialectal j-kel-lj-kil- might have themselves been 
derived from the fusion of the dialectal jkien  plus the DAT pronouns, following resyllabification. 
The paradigm of ‘have, should’ in this way provides us with a three-fold morphosyntactic 
feature analysis that incorporates both TENSE and ASP values, realized through a suppleted 
pseudo-verb and impersonal verbs, respectively. While more studies are required to better 
determine the syntax of pseudo-verbs as well as impersonals, this section provided the complete 
array of all possible verbal paradigm types in Maltese. They however remain distinguished not 
solely in the way they come to realize the PERS, NUM and GEND values of the most salient 
argument, but also in the fact that they provided us with non-alternating paradigms.
6.5 Conclusion
With this set of verbal data, we have completed our account of all the distinct sets of verbs 
present in Maltese. However, apart from providing the full coverage of the available verbs in the 
language, the chapter aimed particularly to use this sub-set of peripheral SM verbs to illustrate 
additional paradigmatic behaviours and complexity. We saw for the first time the presence of 
complete non-alternating paradigms, as was the case with sghobb- ‘be sorry’, (at least if we 
exclude the overabundance therein), although these involved split synthetic and periphrastic 
paradigms. Additionally, particularly in the case of the impersonals, we have seen how what 
appears to be the verb’s highest grammatical function is realized through ACC or DAT 
pronouns. Elsewhere in the language these pronouns are used to realize the morphosyntactic 
values of OBJ/DAT OBJ grammatical functions and not that of the SUBJ. If  the syntax is to 
confirm that the ACC/DAT morphological inflection realizes the SUBJ, in that case we would 
ascertain that we are here dealing with differential Subject marking. Considering these
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ACC/DAT pronouns, we have also seen the scope for further research which exists in 
considering the ‘regular’ set of verbs that have been discussed throughout chapters 3-6 from 
within the bound pronoun-taking paradigmatic contexts, and observe what further interesting 
pattems of stem-alternations can be derived. We have also considered the hybrid pseudo- 
impersonal paradigm of ‘have, should’ in Maltese, where we had an additional feature TENSE 
realized in the paradigm, resulting in a non-canonical paradigmatic composition/stmcture, 
rendering a three-fold paradigmatic altemation: Perfect, Imperfect and PRES Tense. Internal to 
the impersonal verbal paradigms that involved attached DAT pronouns, we have observed an 
overwhelming amount of overabundant forms. However, it was shown that the Perfect-Imperfect 
altemation is phonologically-conditioned, while the altemations intemal to the individual cells 
are all morphologically-triggered phonologically- and morphotactically-conditioned alternations, 
which then interact with syllabification effects due to the presence of epenthesis and the R nature 
of stem’s final C and/or the DAT / form.
We have in this chapter also redefined ‘irregularity’, where we focussed solely upon what is 
observed from these verbs’ paradigmatic behaviour. We saw how the majority of these UR- 
classified irregular verbs essentially fit the expected paradigmatic behaviour exhibited by the rest 
of the verbs that share the verbal base. Across the CV: set of verbs, on the other hand, we saw 
that while three of the four CV: ‘irregular’-classified verbs illustrated a pattem of stem- 
altemations that place these verbs in one or the other of the stem pattem classes in which ‘non­
irregular’ CV: verbal equivalents fit, it was only ha ‘take’ which tumed out to be an exception. 
This resulted in a paradigmatic stem-altemation that cannot be deduced, unless via the presence 
of more than our usual set of principal parts. In this way, ha ‘take’ is identified as illustrating a 
special behaviour. All in all, however, nothing differs in the lexical entry of the rest of the verbs 
discussed whose paradigms were shown to illustrate some kind of morphologically-conditioned 
complex behaviour in one way or another, (at least if we solely focus on the indicative 
paradigms of these verbs). Such non-exceptional behaviour essentially comes about because 
these verbs’ paradigms still come to fit within the established parameters of complexity in the 
system, whereby the same Perfect U 2 and Imperfect SG principal parts are nevertheless 
required, just as is the case with a number of V-final verbs in the system. In this way, we 
accounted for these verbs’ paradigms from within a synchronic analysis, which did away with a 
criteria based on C-root URs, for ‘irregular’ status. Additionally, in considering the paradigms of 
these verbs, ta ‘give’ emerged as yet another verb that displays the rarest pattem of sub­
paradigm dependencies in the system: Pattem 4: aj-a:-a i -u.
Other morphologically-complex paradigmatic behaviours which further illustrated these verbs’ 
regularity included the multiple illustrations of evidence for the ASP-based split which has 
characterised the Maltese verbal paradigm throughout our data set. Here we once again observe 
how defectiveness also targets the Perfect sub-paradigm, such that Imperfect forms are 
maintained, while others are lost. In relation to this are the analytical vs. periphrastic paradigm 
distinctions which do split across the Imperfect and Perfect sub-paradigms respectively. Across 
the traditional ‘ irregular’ -classified set of verbs we found that we get compensatory lengthening 
only targeting the Imperfect stems, without affecting the Perfect sub-paradigm, as was the case 
in the paradigms of kiel ‘eat’ and ha ‘take’, where we get Imperfect -iekoH-iekl- and -iehul-iehd- 
respectively. While diachronically-motivated, the lengthening effect synchronically exhibits a 
morphologically-complex behaviour that additionally only targets a sub-set of lexical items, as 
well as the word-forms, in the Imperfect sub-paradigm alone. Across the impersonal set of verbs 
we observed that for naqas ‘lack, slim, do s.th bad to s.one’ in particular, which has an 
impersonal and non-impersonal interpretation, we found that the impersonal use only targets the 
Imperfect sub-paradigm, whereas the Perfect equivalent of jonqos- ‘lacks’ i.e. naqas, can only
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take the non-impersonal interpretation: ‘do s.th bad to s.one, slim’. Similar effects obtain in the 
paradigm for impersonal fettel-, where through an analysis of the overabundant forms the 
possibility that there diachronically existed a type 1 equivalent *fetel- was hypothesised. While 
the reconstruction of this possibility was posited through observing CVCVC-derived CCVC 
stem-shaped forms as opposed to CVCCVC ones, what was interesting is that CVCVC-derived 
stems are only present in the Imperfect sub-paradigm, while CVCCVC-derived forms were 
present across both the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms. This asymmetry in the distribution 
of the distinct verb-type forms harked back to the parallel heteroclite ASP-cloven behaviour 
across two verb-types presented in §4.5, where the Imperfect sub-paradigm synchronically only 
takes type 2 forms, while in the Perfect sub-paradigm we either only get the type 1 equivalent, or 
type 1 and type 2 overabundant forms.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
Following our analysis of distinct paradigmatic behaviours across different Maltese verb types, 
we here summarise and highlight the key contributions to the field more broadly. In §7.1 we will 
highlight the findings related to this study’s main research question, which revolved around 
trying to establish what is morphologically complex in the pattems of stem-altemations present 
intemal to verbal inflectional paradigms in Maltese. In §7.2 we then consider what we achieved 
through the surface-based, stem-driven and paradigm-oriented multidimensional model of 
analysis. §7.3 then provides suggestions for future research.
7.1 Morphological complexity
To assess the complexity present in the language’s morphological component, this work has 
focussed on stem-altemation pattems intemal to verbal inflectional paradigms. These have been 
shown to result fi-om a combination of phonological, morphophonological, diachronic 
fossilisations, and morphological factors, as opposed to being purely phonologically- 
conditioned, as suggested in the previous literature (§1.3). To show this, it was necessary to go 
through all the stem-alternation behaviours observed across distinct sets of verbs identified by 
the phonological stmcture of the Perfect 3SGM form, and individually assess what motivates the 
output pattem. These different contributing factors in tum yielded an analysis whereby a model 
of the lexicon was hypothesised to apply a default pattem, and is then overriden through 
considerations that made use of three important variables: the verbal base, vocalic pattem and 
knowledge of the stem’s Cs, as well as additional principal parts which are required in order to 
help the speaker deduce the paradigmatic stems of a number of idiosyncratic verbs.
Across the C-final set of verbs the altemations present are largely transparently derived through 
the interaction of phonological and morphotactic constraints, in contrast to what we find across 
V-final verbs, which constitute the largest set of verbs in the language, where phonology is only 
a partial contributor. Alongside phonological influences, we had instances whereby we observed 
pattems of stem-alternations predictable fi*om phonology’s relation with morphology. Such 
morphophonological-conditioning affected both the stem-shape and the stem-vowel. The distinct 
stems that are yielded through these two factors constitute what Spencer (2012) refers to as 
‘allostems’, which are not assigned an individual index. Morphophonological influences on the 
stem’s syllable stmcture included: a) the stipulation that stress falls on the formative vowel in 
the Imperfect sub-paradigm, overriding the default stress-placement on the heaviest syllable 
(§3.3.1); b) initial C deletion in the Imperfect sub-paradigmatic stems across w-initial verbs of a 
particular verbal base type (§3.3.2, §4.3.2.2). Other morphophonological stipulations involve: a) 
the e-Xo-i stem-vowel change across the Perfect 3SGM and Perfect U2 cells in non- 
monosyllabic C-final verbs, resulting firom stress-placement shifts. This fact interestingly, at 
least synchronically, can be viewed as a counter-zmâ/a effect (i.e. an effect counter to the process 
of stem-vowel changes induced by the raising and fronting of a); b) the choice of the aj vs. ej 
diphthong form in the Perfect U 2 cells across a sub-set of V-final Standard Maltese verbs. Wliat 
follows below are the key morphological influences that yield paradigmatic morphological 
complexity in Maltese.
7.1.1 Morphological stipulations and the stem’s syllable stmcture
In considering morphology’s influences on the stem-shape, we have across the V-final set of 
verbs (§3.4.1, §4.4, §5.2.2-§5.4) observed that we redundantly get a VC-stem-shape ending in 
the perfect U 2 cells as a result of diphthongisation, when this could have simply been a long V.
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It was additionally shown how an analysis whereby the presence of such diphthongised stem- 
extensions is treated as a reflex of a phoneme that has been lost, is not appropriate (§33.3.2). 
Even when the diphthong does appear to function as a reflex that substitutes the loss of the 
historically back gh C, we questioned why this diphthongisation would not have also targeted 
the stem in the 3SGF^3PL cells, for instance. This explains therefore that there must be more to 
the presence of the diphthong than the diachronic reflex explanation.
Another instance of stem-shape conditioning was observed across the overabundant perfect U2 
cells of R-initial a-a CVCVC verbs which additionally take an o Imperfect SG stem-vowel, e.g. 
nahar ‘snore’ and rabat ‘tie’ (§3.4.2.1). Apart from the expected nhar- it was shown how the 
formative vowel and the morphological stem in the Imperfect SG cells have become the 
morphological stem in the Perfect U 2 cells, yielding the overabundant VRCVC stem; onhor-.
The stem’s syllable-structure was also affected when morphology involved the overriding of the 
delete short unstressed stem-vowel rule across a-a non-[stem]Ci=R or Ci=t verbs such as ntalab 
‘be asked’ and nstamat ‘be scalded’ in §4.3.2.2. The result was that these verbs displayed 
overabundant perfect U 2 stems: n-tlab- ~ n-talab- and n-s-t-mat- diXià n-s-t-amat- respectively. 
Other such morphologically-stipulated stem-shape changes included the Perfect U 2 stem 
levelling across CV:C verbs, for example, as well as the Perfect sub-paradigmatic levelling in 
the case of impersonal fadal- ‘be left’, where we get forms such as fadal-l-i lit: ‘it is left to me’ 
instead of *fdal-l-i, for example.
7.1.2 Morphological stipulations and effects upon the stem-vowel
Morphological influences that affected the stem-vowel included the presence of ablaut-changes, 
which particularly targeted the stems in the Imperfect sub-paradigm of a number of distinct 
verbal bases. Such changes were shown not to be random and did not apply in the same fashion 
across the board.
Across the C-final set of verbs we observed a predominant a-Xo-o change (one of the stem-vowel 
changes on the apophonie path posited for Maltese in §3.3.4.2) across the Perfect and Imperfect 
cells of a lexically-specified set of CVCVC (§3.4.2.1) and a (C)VCC (§3.4.2.2) verbs. In 
analysing these ablaut-changes we observed a dependency across the SG and PL Imperfect cells, 
whereby the presence of ablaut-change in the SG stem entails such a presence in the PL cell. 
This correlation was shown not to hold the other way round, however. An important network of 
stem-vowel correlations that illustrated a bi-implicative dependency (Bonami 2012) was 
observed across non-g^-/A-medial specified CV:C verbs (§3.4.2.2). Knowing what ablaut- 
change takes place from the Perfect 3SGM base to the Perfect U2 stem predicts the stem-vowel 
in the Imperfect stem. Two distinct dependencies exist, along with another dependency across a 
handful of lexically-specified verbs. This was mainly reinterpreted as a hybrid of the two major 
dependencies (§3.4.4.3). Capturing this hybrid dependency helped us reconstruct the 
dependencies that would have otherwise been present in the Standard for a number of CV:C 
defective verbs, including sies ‘insist’ and Azq/'‘walk about’. Additionally, it was argued that this 
hybrid dependency illustrated a synchronic fossil of a slower process of ablaut-changes in 
diachrony. A similar hypothesis was posited to account for the presence of counter-zma/a effects 
(on synchronic grounds), as well as the distinct patterns of ablaut-changes across the Perfect- 
Imperfect sub-paradigms of a vs. e CVCC verbs (§3.4.2.2).
Across the V-fmal[., selecting] set of data, focussing on Standard Maltese, we have observed how 
there essentially exist both a sub-paradigm intemal stem-vowel dependencies as well as a
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dependency across sub-paradigms. The existing cross sub-paradigm dependencies are intricately 
related with the nature of the verbal base along with additional interactions with the vocalic 
pattem. Lexical idiosyncrasies which may mar the robustness of the dependencies were still 
shown to be present, however.
Two dependencies were exhibited intemal to each sub-paradigm. The presence of an aj 
diphthong in the Perfect U2 stem then implied that no ablaut-changes take place in the rest of 
the Perfect sub-paradigm, while the presence of an ej implied an a-Xo-ie ablaut-change in the 
Perfect 3SGF stem and an a-Xo-e change in the Perfect 3PL stem. The choice of either of the 
dependencies was at times correlated with the vocalic pattem along with the verbal base 
involved, although none of this conditioning is actually required. Thus, across the (C)(C)CVCV 
verbs, the presence of an e-a vocalic pattem is correlated with an ej-ie-e stem-vowel 
dependency, while the a-a counterpart displayed the aj-a:-a dependency (§3.4.1, §3.4.4, §4.4). 
The same followed across the (C)CCVC:C(C)V set of verbs where the vocalic pattem extended 
to a:-a, u:-a, and i:-a vs. ie-a, e:-a and o:-a, albeit with some lexically-idiosyncratic instances, 
e.g. a:-a verbs such as tbata ‘be suffered’, which illustrate an ej-ie-e stem-vowel dependency 
(§5.4). Verbal base conditioning targeted (C)CVCiCiV verbal bases, where irrespective of the 
vocalic pattem, these verbs displayed an ej-ie-e pattem. Intemal to the conflated (C)CVCiCiV set 
of verbal bases is a CVCiCiV vs. CCVCiCiV verbal base split. The split conditions the choice of 
the dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm. The dependency therein was shown to involve a 
redundant relation between the stem-vowel of the SG cells and the suffixal exponent in the PL 
cells that is not required by phonology, projecting a direct relation between the stem and the 
affixes in the system. Across all V-final verbs in Standard Maltese, with the exception of 
emergent in-between equipollent verbs of the skada ‘expire’/jp/o&z ‘explode’ type (§5.4), we 
observe a robust relation were the presence of an i stem-vowel in the Imperfect SG cells selects 
for an -u suffixal form in the PL cells, while the presence of an a selects for a -w. As mentioned 
in §3.4.1, the i -u dependency is associated with a transitive frame (across non-CVCV SM 
verbs); reminiscent of influences fi-om the lost causative IV* binyan. The relation between stem- 
vowel i and its transitive relation was highlighted particularly when discussing V-final type 2 
verbs: CVCiCiV synchronically transitive verbs (§4.4) (except for the sella ‘send regards’ and 
salla ‘swear, pray the Muslim way’. Not all transitive verbs in the templatic system outside of 
non-CVCV verbal bases display an i -u dependency. Notable is stenna ‘wait’, which takes an a - 
w dependency. On the other hand, staha ‘be shy’, which is intransitive, takes this i -u pattem. 
Ci=z2, Ci=7, CfC-f^nt, C fC i= nt verbs were shown to display an a -w Imperfect sub-paradigm 
dependency.
It was interesting to observe how the Imperfect sub-paradigm dependencies, at least when these 
map to distinct argument-stmcture distinctions, parallel the paradigmatic behaviour associated 
with equipollent verbs, which were identified in this study for the first time. We saw how in fact 
the paradigm associated with the intransitive/inchoative meaning of verbs such as ghama 
‘be/become blind/blind s.one’ (§3.4.1), ghejja ‘be tired/tire’ (§4.4) and sparixxa 
‘vanish/disappear’ (§5.3.2) did in fact display the a -w dependency, as opposed to the i -u 
dependency present in the Imperfect sub-paradigm associated with the transitive/causative 
meaning of the verb. Across emergent equipollent non-SM skada ‘expire’ and sploda ‘explode’ 
type verbs (§5.4) it was shown that the dependency is not as clear-cut, possibly illustrating an in- 
between phase as the verbs establish themselves better as equipollent verbs in the system. Across 
the non-equipollent non-SM set of verbs we saw how, from our paradigm-oriented analysis, the 
oscillation in the Imperfect sub-paradigm dependencies and their relation to a change in 
argument-stmcture fi-ames provided itself as an additional piece of data in support of Vanhove’s 
(1993) claim on how formal modelling took place first, and semantic interpretations followed.
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when loan verbs integrated within the Semitic system (§5.4). This was manifest rather clearly 
across (C )C V C iC iV  verbal base verbs.
Depending on the verbal base and the vocalic pattem, although lexical idiosyncrasies were still 
shown to exist, these sub-paradigm dependencies combine with one or the other to yield the four 
logical pattems of cross sub-paradigm dependencies, which are all present across the SM and the 
non-SM data set, although with uneven distributions. The attestation of the four-fold possibility 
of dependencies fills in a number of gaps in Hoberman & Aronoff s (2003) analysis of the 
Maltese paradigmatic system.
7.1.3 Morphologically-stipulated affixal selection
The dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm across V-final verbs is one such instance where 
the choice of the suffixal exponent is dictated by the morphological component, and nothing 
outside of morphology stipulates the need for a PL suffixal exponent choice that is determined 
by the presence of the stem-vowel in the SG cells. Other PL exponent morphological 
stipulations, this time across both the Perfect and Imperfect sub-paradigms, were discussed 
across the set of CV:C[non-gM-mediai], and (C )V C C  verbs (§3.4.3) as well as related (C )(C )C V C C , 
(C)CVCiCiVCi, and (C )C V :C iV C i verbs (§4.5) (and the analogically behaving sub-sets of C V :C , 
V :C  and (C )(C )V C C  verbs). What was additionally interesting across the non-type 1 data was 
the fact that although this redundant behaviour could in principle target both the Perfect 3PL and 
Imperfect PL cells, across the type 2/3 data (CV CiCiV Cj, C V iC iV C J, morphological stipulations 
asymmetrically only target the Perfect 3PL cell, while both the relevant sets of cells are targeted 
across the type 4 verbs (§4.5).
Another set of morphologically-stipulated suffixal exponent stipulations had to do with the set of 
diachronically g^-final verbs which are idiosyncratically specified as [-et selecting]. Such verbs 
were shown how notwithstanding their C-final stem, morphology requires that they take an -et 
suffixal exponent in the Perfect 3 SGF cell, as opposed to the expected -t, in accordance with 
morphotactic-conditioned allomorphic selection requirements.
7.1.4 Morphologically-stipulated affixal selection and syllable-stmcture changes
The set of suffixal exponents related with morphological stipulations encountered in this study 
and mentioned just above, trigger stem syllable-structure changes, in order to fit in both 
stipulated phonological behaviours as well as general morphotactic rules as they apply across 
word-forms in Maltese. As a result of the [-et selecting] stipulation, for example, morphology 
overrides the common delete short unstressed V rule in the system to yield a CVCV stem-shape 
in the Perfect 3PL cell, instead of a CCV one.
In relation to the CV:C[non.gm-mediai], and CVCC verbs (and its non-type 1 counterparts), we have 
in §3.4.3 in particular shown how, as a result of morphology’s optional selection of a -w affix in 
the Perfect 3PL and Imperfect PL cells, instead of the -u exponent that would have otherwise 
been expected, phonological stem-shape restructuring is triggered, bringing about changes in the 
pattem of stem-altemations. We have referred to these as instances of oscillating patterns. A by­
product of this morphologically-triggered behaviour is an increase in the number of stems. As 
illustrated in §3.5.2, increasing the complexity in the paradigm, increased feature coherent 
realizations and motivated stem-altemations result, as opposed to the more morphomic 
conflations that result from a pure phonologically-conditioned output. Morphology’s optional
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selection of the a  -w dependency in the Perfect sub-paradigm also distinguished between type 
2/3 and type 4/5 verbs with CVCiCiVCi and CViCjVCi stems in the Perfect 3SGM cell.
7.1.5 Morphological stipulations as non-canonical behaviour
Observing morphologically-conditioned complex paradigmatic behaviours implied that we were 
essentially dealing with a number of morphologically-motivated non-canonical paradigmatic 
behaviours (§1.2, §3.5.1). The focus on stem-altemations was one such instance. Instead of an 
invariable/non-altemating behaviour, we illustrated how we get up to eighteen broad patterns of 
stem-alternations (stem pattem classes), with each displaying additional sub-patterns that result 
from distinct syncretic indexing possibilities which fill in the Maltese paradigmatic stem-space, 
(at least excluding the paradigms of impersonal and pseudo-verbs, as well as the behaviour in 
paradigms with attached pronominal forms). The eighteen stem pattern classes were 
reinterpreted as distinct pattems of non-affixal inflectionaFconjugation classes as mentioned 
from the outset in §1.1. The difference that emerged between the SM and non-SM data in this 
respect was the fact that SM verbs illustrated a wider range of such pattems when compared with 
the non-SM data. In considering this behaviour we have shown how the stem does not only 
realize lexical information, but also morphosyntactic and morphosemantic information. 
Additionally, in this study we have exhibited what seems to be an instance where argument- 
stmcture changes are also realized by the same change in the stem. In this respect, at least across 
non-equipollent verbs, the stem was shown not only to be in a multiple exponence relation with 
the inflectional affixes, but simultaneously with the derivational morphology, both that which is 
realized affixally, as well as that expressed through the verb’s internal stmcture, expressed as a 
change in the base form’s phonological structure, further blurring the inflection -  derivation 
divide, at least on the assumption that the argument-stmcture changes through the 
system are an instance of derivational morphology.
Other non-canonical behaviours were observed when considering morphologically-triggered 
stem-altemations including the presence of suppletion, particularly in the paradigm of ‘say’ 
(§3.4.4.2). There we saw how notwithstanding the presence of this non-canonical behaviour, the 
altemation displayed still fits in with the rest of the pattems of stem-altemations established by
the majority of other C V ; C  verbs. This was not the case in the paradigm of mar ‘go’ (§3.4.4.1), 
on the other hand, which displayed a hybrid paradigm that brings together stem-behaviours 
related to both CVCC and CV:C verbs. Other non-canonical behaviours included the presence of 
heteroclisis, where we illustrated a number of ASP-cloven paradigms such as that of gara 
‘happen’, ‘be launched’ (§4.4), dialectal .yze^  ‘call’ and grazr ‘administer sacrament of
confession’ (according to Aquilina (1990)), heterochte Perfect U 2 and 3PL forms across 
C C V i C i V C i  and C C V ; C i V C i  verbs in §4.5, and in the paradigm of the impersonal verb fettel- 
‘decide abmptly’ (§6.3.1).
7.1.6 Diachronic influences in the development of morphological complexity
The effect of diachrony which yielded morphologically complex behaviours across the Maltese 
verbal system was two-fbld. Initially there was the behaviour with which Romance verbs fit into 
the Maltese system. We observed how nothing other than zzzozp/zo/ogy could have
motivated the requirement to retain the theme-based are vs. erelire distinctions present in 
Romance after integration took place. Differences in their original class are reflected in the way 
they fit in one or the other of the Perfect sub-paradigm’s stem-vowel dependency.
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The other influence of diachrony included morphological behaviours which yielded what we 
have referred to as fossilised effects in the paradigm. These included: a) The presence of the 
stem-vowel in the paradigm of CV:C[^ M-mediai] verbs; b) the retention of syllable-structured stems 
akin to the CVCVC diachronic nature of synchronic g^-mediaFfinal verbs in §3.3.3.1-2, which 
are no longer phonologically-motivated. This was particularly identified through dialectal data, 
where at least for the paradigm of g^-medial qaghad ‘stay’, we get a -CC- stem-shape: /jo?du/ 
for Standard joqoghdu /jo?o:du/ ‘they stay’. Similar effects obtain across the g^-final set when a 
R C] is present in the stem. In the Stanckrd variety, the paradigmatic system fossilises the fact 
that the R C2 was diachronically part of a stem with three Cs. As a result, a number of R-related 
constraints are retained, yielding a -CVRV- stem-shape in the PL Imperfect cells, where the Vi 
was diachronically present to break the *RCs onset cluster. Evidence that this is not a synchronic 
requirement comes fi-om the fact that for example the Mosti dialect simply allows for a -CCV- 
shape, as is the case with other non-[-et selecting] CVCV verbs in the language; c) The [-et 
selecting] specification and the related paradigmatic stipulations that follow; d) complex non- 
predictable paradigmatic behaviours that result due to in-between paradigms such as that of the 
diachronically g^-final biegh ‘sell’ discussed in §3.4.4.4; and e) the naqas-ha ‘she lacked’ vs. 
naqs-u ‘he lacked’ stem-shape differences akin to the a preservation of a morphotactic influence 
that is no longer synchronicaly valid (§6.3.1).
7.2 What the multidimensional framework helps us achieve
The analysis provided in this study was embedded within a multidimensional model that was 
essentially synchronic, paradigm-centred, and surface-based, and was concerned with the 
behaviour of the stem. The surface-based dimension, in particular allowed us to provide a 
reanalysis of verbs that have diachronically lost one of their stem consonants, particularly the gh, 
h and a lif in certain positions. Such verbs were provided with a re-syllabified verbal base that 
resulted either in providing new verbal bases or verb-forms that fit within existing verbal bases. 
A verbal-based classification was in fact assumed to be the first surface-based classification 
prior to a reclassification based on pattems of stem-altemations. Moreover, it was shown how 
the distinct templatic binyanim system was reanalysed as a set of different verbal base stocks, 
and which verbal bases included the relevant derivational affixes. An account along these lines 
in tum provided us with a model of the lexicon that is more faithftil to what a child acquiring the 
language actually hears/is exposed to. As a result of this, we did not constrain ourselves to the 
orthographic form, either. Recall that the reason why this was not the case is essentially because 
the orthography preserves much of the diachronic state of affairs, while at times it also restricts 
us to one form, whereas up to four distinct overabundant forms might in fact be possible. Such 
an approach thus allowed us to be tmer in our analyses of verbs such as biegh ‘sell’ (§3.4.4.4) 
and the array of overabundant possibilities in the case of the paradigms of the impersonals fadal- 
‘be left’ and fettel- ‘decide abmptly’ (§6.3.1), for example. Additionally, although not central to 
our discussion, putting a lot of importance on what native speakers actually say, has motivated 
the extension of the préfixai inventory within the VII* binyan/ty^Q 6 verbs (§4.2), as well as 
extending the phonologically-conditioned pronominal forms that realize the 3SGM.ACC set of 
values (§6.3). It was also through this surface-based approach that we could identify the pattem 
of stem-altemations intemal to the paradigm of non-CVCV g^-final verbs (V-final[.<,/ selecting] 
verbs) as the default pattem of stem-altemations (ABCB BB), and the pattern V-final 
neologisms and additional borrowings are likely to display. An account based on the 
orthographic paradigm, on the other hand, would not have allowed us to achieve this, given that 
g-^-final verbs are mainly treated as CVCVC verbs, as they were originally in diachrony. 
Furthermore, it was the surface-based dimension of the model, one which eschewed underlying 
representations, which essentially allowed us to get to a unified analysis of the lexicon. This
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analysis consequently eliminated the long-standing diachronic morphological analytical split in 
Maltese: C-root URs vs. stems. The C-root was analysed as a morphomic pattem of Cs that 
while being still salient in the system, as shown through a reliance on the knowledge of the C 
variable as well as the assumption that the verbal base is itself a reflection of the nature of 
different C-root types, it was neither endowed with a morphemic status, nor analysed as a base 
from which paradigmatic verb-forms, (derivational and inflectional) are derived. Apart from 
evening out the morphological analyses across verbs of different origins, this approach also 
allowed us to assess the behaviour of ‘irregular’ verbs (§6.2) without being biased and 
influenced by the very C-root analysis which categorises this same set of verbs. While this sub­
set of verbs did display their own peculiar behaviours, they were shown to still fit within the 
parameters of the system of stem-altemations as established by ‘non-irregular’ verbs.
The surface-based discussion allowed us to focus on stems as the common link between SM and 
non-SM verbs alike, showing in particular how verbal base conditioning is able to cut across 
verb-types, origin, and even C-root differences, e.g. quadriliteral vs. triliteral, or weak vs. strong 
verbs. It is by identifying the stem as our data source that we could then provide a novel 
reclassification of non-impersonal or pseudo verbs in the language. This was based on the 
pattems of stem-altemations exhibited in the different verbs’ paradigms. In assessing such stem 
behaviours we were able to provide additional descriptions related to the morphological 
paradigm in Maltese, including its stem-space, for instance. We established that we have a 
maximum of six stem-slots, and that the possibility to maximally fill in these slots by distinctly 
indexed stems is illustrated intemal to the paradigms of a sub-set of V-final[_; selecting] verbs. The 
array of stem-slot filling in possibilities emerged as another dimension to Maltese verbal 
inflection, where we established that inflection in the language does not solely involve 
appending and affixation. This in turn provided scope for showing how it is not solely the 
binyanim system that illustrates non-concatenative behaviours, when it comes to verbal 
morphology, but also the same inflectional system.
Other cmcial information about the paradigm was borne out through this very stem-based 
analysis. In the paradigm-oriented approach, the paradigm emerged as an intricate stmcture of 
related networks, as described in §7.1.2, illustrating another instance of complex morphological 
behaviour that has never been considered before in the literature on the language. We have, for 
example, brought to light that there is not solely systematic syncretism across the U2SG Perfect 
word-forms, but also a number of stem-levelling instances across these cells, which at times 
result when morphology overrides phonologically-determined outputs. Given that paradigmatic 
stem-altemations were our domain of interest, we have emphasised in §2.4 that in order to 
achieve an inventory of stem-alternations, then we are to leave the segmentation analysis 
constant, adhering to a single inflectional class analysis that in tum results in a stem 
maximisation effect (Spencer 2012). The derived inventory of pattems of stem-alternations thus 
relies heavily on the segmentation analysis and inflectional affix inventory proposed for this 
study. In focussing on segmentation and affixation, a key foundation for our analysis, we have 
shown how the 2SG set of values are non-autonomous in the paradigm, and how the -t suffix in 
the Perfect sub-paradigm does not solely realize 2“^  person and ISG values, but also 3SGF 
values. Additionally it was through the paradigm-oriented approach that we came to observe the 
existence of a set of equipollent verbs in the language and other emerging data. These verbs 
illustrated an interesting interaction between inflection and a-stmcture changes. This then 
provided us with a new dimension to the analysis of the binyanim system, where for the first 
time in the literature, related verb-forms were analysed vis-à-vis the distinct pattems of stem- 
altemations displayed in the respective paradigms. We observed how related verbs displaying a 
different a-stmcture illustrated a parallel pattem of stem-altemations as the respective paradigms
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associated with equipollent verbs. Moreover, it was through a number of insights from the 
paradigmatic domain that we could get to a broader analysis and reconstruction of stem-vowel 
changes in the Maltese system. We could then identify one stem-vowel change; the counter- 
iinala effect where the e changes to i, which was only attributed to the paradigm domain. Wliile 
this change can be synchronically attributed to a stress-induced morphophonologically- 
conditioned behaviour, it was shown that it is the result of diachronic morphologically-complex 
behaviour. This behaviour was hypothesised to have illustrated processes of stem-vowel changes 
that target different cells in different ways, such that for example zw«/a-conditioned and other 
stem-vowel changes were shown to have targeted the Imperfect sub-paradigm faster than the 
changes in the Perfect \^2  cells. Other such asymmetric instances of stem-vowel changes 
included the case with ablaut-changing vs. non-ablaut-changing CVCC verbs (§3.4.2.2), as well 
as lexically-specified CV:C verbs (§3.4.4.4).
It was only by accounting for such paradigmatic behaviours that we could come to appreciate the 
ASP-cline that characterises the Maltese paradigm: Defectiveness - targeting all of the Perfect 
sub-paradigm (apart from gara ‘happen’ which illustrates 3'^ '* PERS defectiveness across the 
paradigm) and defectiveness that results in synthetic Imperfect sub-paradigms vs. periphrastic 
Perfect ones; Heteroclisis targeting the Imperfect paradigmatic cells as in gara ‘happen’ 
(§3.4.2), tnieda ‘be launched’ (§4.4), sieh ‘call’ (§4.5), qarr ‘administer sacrament of 
confession’ (according to Aquilina (1990)) (§4.5), and fettel- ‘decide abruptly’ (§6.3.1); 
Suppletion targeting all the cells in the Imperfect sub-paradigm as opposed to suppletion in the 
1^2 PERS cells targeting the Perfect sub-paradigm e.g. qal ‘say’ (§3.4.3.2); More coherent 
features and paradigmatic-alternations in the Imperfect: NUM-based vs. different arrays of 
morphomic realizations in the Perfect sub-paradigm, (although we did observe a 1^ 2^ vs. 3'^ '* 
PERS-based split, itself optionally including an additional NUM-based split within the 3"^  ^
person cells); Stem-vowel reflexes that only target the imperfect, particularly across the 
‘irregular’ data set, such as the ie in -iekoU-iekl- in the paradigm of kiel ‘eat’ and the u: in -uril- 
ur- in the paradigm of wera ‘show’ (§6.2.1); Reflections of ^-structure change through the 
choice of the dependency in the Imperfect sub-paradigm; and the interesting split and 
asymmetric processes of sub-paradigmatic changes when contrasting medd ‘lay down’ and hass 
‘feel’ (§3.4.2.2), where the Perfect vs. Imperfect sub-paradigms across the verbs display 
opposing behaviours; medd ‘lay down’ involved a more advanced Perfect sub-paradigm vs. a 
slower-changing Imperfect, and hass ‘feel’ involved the opposite process of change.
The paradigm-oriented approach also provided a lot of scope for assessing a number of 
interesting variations that obtain between the Standard and dialectal varieties, including variation 
among the dialects themselves. Most interestingly we might want to reconsider our concept of 
the dialects as necessarily being more conservative, given that we found a number of 
conservative/preserving traits in the Standard variety (as was the case across the R Cz g^-final 
and g^-medial verbs (§3.3.3.1-2)), which the other dialects did not preserve. On the other hand, 
however, fossilised stages of the synchronic Standard paradigm vs. the dialectal paradigm(s) 
show an older state of affairs in the dialectal paradigm. This was illustrated when discussing 
counter-zmd/a effects in the Standard, in particular. This effect is not present in the dialectal 
paradigm, given that ablaut-changes appear to have been slower. In this respect there appears to 
be reduced complexity within the dialectal system. On the other hand, the dialects were shown to 
illustrate greater variation and additional complex behaviour when it came to V-final verbs. 
While distinct stem-vowel dependencies were shown to exist (§5.3.2), additional stem-vowel 
relations between the perfect and imperfect sub-paradigms of the C-flnal set of verbs were also 
highlighted: e.g. hass ‘feel’ - j-h iss  (for Standard o) and kien ‘be’ -  j-kien  (for Standard u:). A 
change in dependency, as well as changes in stem-vowel relations result in changes in the pattern
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of stem-alternations displayed, which on the other hand imply a different stem-space 
organisation that then yields distinct ways with which grammatical information can be realized 
than those exhibited for the Standard. While in this study we have pointed out the presence of 
distinct paradigmatic dependencies across the dialectal varieties, these were not particularly 
focused upon, or systematised in any way. There is a lot of scope for further research that looks 
specifically at dialectal paradigmatic data in this respect, and the extent of the cross-dialectal 
variation that exists. While this study has concentrated on Standard data, it has however 
benefitted a great deal from considering non-Standard data, particularly in order not to state facts 
as being true for all of Maltese. Additionally, the dialectal data provided us with insights on 
earlier stages in the Standard’s diachrony, while allowing us to hypothesise reconstructions of 
change in the paradigm, providing a base for positing the apophonie path of stem-vowel changes 
in Maltese, as well as hypothesising on more advanced and innovative stages. These insights 
together allowed us to project possible directions of change, and have helped us represent a 
number of fossilised synchronic behaviour akin to diachronic change.
7.3 Directions and scope for further research
What we have done in this study solely touched on one aspect of the grammar which exhibited 
this array of morphological conq)lexity; i.e. the inflectional verbal paradigms. A similar analysis, 
although from a different perspective, is present for nominal paradigms (Camilleri & Gauci 
2013, Gauci & Camilleri 2014) to determine what complexity exists therein. Also refer to Lucas 
et al. (2013), for example, who are currently assessing the behaviour of the in the
Maltese numeral system, which we may here reinterpret as another instance of morphologically 
complex behaviour of the arbitrary type.
Apart from limiting ourselves to the Standard, with clear illustrations for the scope of dialectal 
parallel research, we have also limited ourselves to one paradigmatic context; the verbal 
paradigm devoid of attached pronouns or the negative clitic -x. For this reason, the same exercise 
needs to be carried out with the addition of the ACC pronoun; the DAT pronoun; the -x; ACC 
and DAT; ACC and -x; DAT and -x; and ACC/DAT/-x together to display other stem-alternation 
patterns. This will broaden further the inventory of possible stem-altemation patterns, as we 
have already shown to be the case when observing zxx taking verbs in §5.4. While the changes 
will be mostly phonologically-determined, not all are, especially when the attachment of -hal- 
hom in relation to the stem, although being synchronically V-initial, do not illustrate the same 
stem behaviour present with the placement of -ek!-u, illustrating once again a synchronic 
morphologically-complex behaviour akin to a diachronic fossilisation, where the diachronic C- 
initial influence of the -ha!-horn pronominal forms is retained, although these have been 
reanalysed as V-initial forms, as mentioned in §5.4 and §6.2-3. Accounting for such paradigms 
would thus allow for further distinct verbal classifications. One should keep in mind that because 
such paradigms were not part of our data set, although they can still be accounted for through the 
analytical model established in this study, our eighteen stem pattern class based classification did 
not take into account impersonal and pseudo-verbs. Not including this set of verbs was 
principled by virtue of the fact that these verbs illustrate obligatory attached ACC/DAT 
pronouns; Defective 3SGM Perfect paradigms; and ASP-based split synthetic vs. periphrastic 
paradigms. However, one may in the future wish to integrate these verbs better in the broader 
system. Considering this data set, however, provided us with a number of interesting non- 
canonical paradigmatic behaviours, including defectiveness, periphrastic/synthetic splits, ASP- 
cloven paradigms, the emergence of data that could help reconstruct earlier stages o f the 
language, as was the case with the paradigm for with its type 1 and type 2 overabundant
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forms in the imperfect sub-paradigm, as well as possible deponent contexts that might point at 
the existence of differential Subject marking.
In relation to the data set that includes attached pronominal forms, more research is required not 
solely at the morphosyntactic level in general to determine the real grammatical function these 
pronouns map onto, which will consequently help us establish whether what we have is really a 
deponent instance, but more research is also required at the morphophonological interface. Just 
as more research is needed to understand how extensible the overabundant: nxart ~ onxort T 
hung out (clothes) to dry’ Perfect M2 stem behaviour in the RVCVC a-to-o ablaut-changing 
verbs could be; so too do we need to better understand the behaviour observed when pronouns 
are attached on e-a CVCV verbs, for example. We are able to get overabundant: nesiek~ insiek 
‘he forgot you’ / melietna ~ imlietna 'she filled us’ possibilities in the attached pronominal 
paradigm, which overabundant forms are not readily available in the non-pronominal attached 
paradigmatic counterpart (§3.4.1) (but also available in the -x taking counterpart). Additionally, 
on the basis of surface-based studies such as this one, more research may be carried out to 
illustrate how and why certain Perfect 3PL and Imperfect PL verb-forms take the same form as 
the Perfect 3SGM and the Imperfect SG forms when these are attached with a 3SGM.ACC 
pronoun: Ijitfawl ‘they threw’, ‘he throws it’. Such behaviour has in §6.2 motivated us to extend 
the 3SGM.ACC pronominal inventory by proposing the presence of the phonological form -/w/, 
which is still represented as -u in the orthography, and is in a complementary distribution with -u 
~ -h. Other uses of the -/w/ provide minimal pairs that are only distinguished by stress-placement 
along with a consequential Vi-lengthening: e.g. n-u.za-w ‘we use’ as opposed to /n-u:.za-w/ ‘I 
use it’. The -/w/ in the first word-form is simply the PL exponent, while the -/w/ in the second 
word-form substitutes the expected -h 3SGM.ACC pronominal form in the equivalent word- 
form: n-u.za-h. Such instances have to be studied further to determine the conditions that govern 
this availability and the extent to which the -u and -h exponents can in fact be substituted by the 
-/w/ form.
Other important inquiries are left. These include the extent to which Perfect sub-paradigmatic 
dependencies hold in the case of verbs such as straPi ‘rest’ (§4.3.3.5), and staha ‘be shy’ (§4.4) 
(as well as staghna ‘become prosperous’ and stahba ‘hide o.self (§4.4)), where we saw that 
while their Perfect M2 cells involved overabundant forms: strah- and strihaj- , sthaj- and sthej-, 
more research is needed to be able to determine how either of these choices in the Perfect M2 
cells actually condition, if at all, the forms of the rest of the paradigmatic stems. We have for 
strah left this somewhat open, whereas for staha we have assumed the likelihood that an aj 
diphthong would yield the established aj-a:-a stem-vowel dependency, and vice-versa, although 
this was still acknowledged not to be necessarily so. Additionally, across the CVCC (§3.4.3) 
and type 4/5 CCVCiCiVCi verbs (§4.5) which display overabundant Perfect 3PL and Imperfect 
PL cells, it remains to be seen whether there is any direct relation between the choice of a 
particular form in the Perfect 3PL cell and the form in the Imperfect PL cells. We have assumed 
that there need not necessarily be any direct relation, given that there isn’t one in the first place, 
across the paradigms of related type 2/3 CVCiCiVCi verbs. Given the availability of 
overabundant Imperfect PL cells, does this entail that when the heteroclite form is used in the 
Perfect 3PL this conditions in any way its use in the Imperfect PL cell as well? Other questions 
remained open. These include, for example, queries on the extent to which CV:C verbs such as 
sam ‘fast’ and daq ‘taste’, which can optionally take a diphthong-extended stem in their Perfect 
M2 cells affect other CV:C verbs, and on the other hand then, how influential is the set of 
(C)VCC, (and verbs derived from such verbal bases), in analogically pushing for additional 
redundantly diphthongised Perfect M2 cells? Finally, a question concerning the non-SM data 
that remained open is whether there are any other sparixxa ‘disappear’ type verbs in the
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language that display a stable equipollent behaviour, or whether it is the case that loan verbs that 
are not formed upon fixed Semitic phonological structures or modification thereof of these, (with 
the exclusion of sparixxa itself), display labile type behaviours, such that «-structure changes are 
not reflected through any paradigmatic changes. Mentioning specifically such sets of verbs was 
intended, given that we have observed what we have reinterpreted as the emergence of 
(C)CCV:CV non-SM verbs including skada ‘expire/be expired’ and sploda ‘explode/be 
exploded’ in particular, as equipollent verbs. Whether there are other such emerging non-SM 
equipollent verbs whose stem-shape parallels that of SM verbs, remains a question.
While I have left all these questions open for further research, I hope that at least this work has 
advanced more knowledge in the understanding of what constitutes morphological complexity 
through a description and analysis of the behaviour of non-affixal inflectional verbal 
morphology, realized through the stem in non-pronoun attached paradigms.
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Appendix I
Some lexically-specified g^-final verbs can have two different paradigms: zeba’ or zebagh 
‘paint’.*"
Morphosyntactic
values
zeba ’ ‘paint, dye’ stem
pattern
zebagh ‘paint, dye’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 zbaj-t A zbah-t (orthographically 
zba^-t)
A
3SGM zeba’ B zebah B
3SGF /zeb-et/ C zebh-et C
3PL /zeba-w/ B zebh-u C
Imperfect
SG /j-i-zba/ D j-i-zboh D
PL /j-i-zba-w/ D j-i-zbh-u E
Table 1.1 The alternating paradigm for the same ver 3 zeba ’ ~ zebagh ‘paint, dye’
There are thus in principle two paradigmatic realizations of zeba ’ ‘paint, dye’, although one may 
wish to say that they are paradigms related to distinct verb-forms, even though these verbs are 
variants of each other. However, given that these could belong to different speakers, and not to 
individual speakers at once, then that speaker’s lexicon will have either one of these paradigms 
in his/her lexicon. The zeba ’ variant will be treated like any other g^-final CVCV[.g; selecting] verb 
and zebagh behaves as a CVCVC verb with an Imperfect SG stem as a principal part. Naxxari 
dialect speakers in particular, as well Standard Maltese speakers that are in one way or another 
influenced by a dialectal variety use the zebagh type paradigm, where the final gh is pronounced 
as an /h/ {h). Note that in Naxxari, unlike the Standard Maltese variant, we would get the 
phonologically-conditioned sub-pattern of stem-alternations for non-R medial verb-forms, 
where we get an ABCC AD pattern, instead of an ABCC DE pattern, given that the stem - 
zbagh- is used instead of -zbogh-. Note that in the Western Gozitan dialect of Gharb, the old 
generation that has always lived in the village still pronounces gh as a phoneme in itself, in 
which case the paradigms for such gh-fmal verbs function in no way differently than CVCVC 
verbal-based verbs, and pattems with the orthographical rendering of this paradigm (table 1.2 ).
Morphosyntactic
values
zebagh ‘paint, dye’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 zbaj-t A
3SGM zebagh B
3SGF zeb^-e t C
3PL zebgh-u C
Imperfect
SG j-i-zbogh D
PL j-i-zbgh-u E
Table 1.2 The orthographical paradigm for zebagh ‘paint, dye’
The lh.1 realization of the gh is similar to what we get in the case of g^-fmal nominal forms e.g. 
zghazagh ‘adolescents’, for example, realized as /zazah/.
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In another dialect, this time in the South-East/Cottonera region in Malta, such CVCV[.et selecting] 
final verbs provide us with varied data as well as evidence that favours the reasoning behind the 
segmentation account provided in this study. A typical dialectal S.Eastern dialectal paradigm for 
qata’ ‘cut, guess’ would be the following:
Morphosyntactic
values
qata’ ‘cut, guess’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 qtaj-t A
3SGM qata’ B
3SGF /qat-et/ C
3PL /qat-u/ C
Imperfect
SG j-a-qta’ D
PL /j-a-qt-u/ E
Table 1.3 The S.E dialectal paradigm for qata’ ‘cut, guess’
The behaviour of qata ’ in this paradigm displays the same pattern of stem-alternations we had in 
the zebagh paradigm presented above in table 1.2 and I.l. While the gh is not pronounced as a 
/h/, yet we still get the presence of an -u exponent across the perfect 3PL and imperfect PL cells. 
The selection of the -u exponent comes about as a result of a stem-shape reanalysis in these cells, 
which parallels reanalyses in other dialectal data as presented in tables (3.12) and (3.15). The 
importance of this South-East dialectal data set is that it provides us with evidence favouring the 
assumption that the allomorph used in the 3PL cell is -w and not -aw or -ew, and that -w is 
selected in V-final stem contexts, while -w is present in such C-final stems. Another important 
observation, which will become useful for our discussion in §3.4.1, is the fact that at least across 
V-fmal[.g, selecting] vcrbs, in this specific dialect, we observe the presence of an a stem-vowel and 
an -u suffixal exponent.
In table 1.4 is the dialectal paradigm of ta ‘give’ in the Gozitan Western Gharb dialect, where 
this time we observe an Imperfect sub-paradigm dependency where we have an i stem-vowel in 
the SG cells and a -w suffixal exponent in the PL cells.
Morphosyntactic
values
ta ‘give’ stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 taj-t A
3SGM ta /ta:/ B
3SGF ta:-t C
3PL ta-w C
Imperfect
SG j-a-ghti /J-a:ti/ D
PL /j-ta-w/ E
Table 1.4 The paradigm of ta ‘give’ in the Gozitan Gharb dialect
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Appendix II
If we do a list of a-w taking verbs and i-u CVCVfV :CV verbs we will see that the stem-vowel 
has nothing to do with the argument-structure, at least synchronically. Of course nothing hinders 
a potential diachronic account which finds that this was a diachronically differentiated stem- 
vowel, of which we are only left with the non-alternation. However if this were to be the case 
then one would not expect to find an i stem-vowel in the context of an intransitive verb, if  a 
potential alternation really existed, in parallel to the use of an i stem-vowel in relation to a 
transitive frame in the case o f ghama (table 3.19). In any case, while one can keep speculating, 
due to lack of diachronic evidence, what all this boils down to is that synchronically the distinct 
imperfect SG stem-vowel across the ej diphthongised set of CVCV and V:CV verbs has to be 
attributed to the morphological component, and is not related with an a-structure distinction.
« Imperfect SG stem-vowel i Imperfect SG stem-vowel
dara ‘got used to’ (x)^ '^ mexa ‘walk’ (x)
nesa ‘forget’ (x) (x,y) qela ‘fry’ (x, y)
beda ‘start’ (x,y) heba ‘hide’ (x, y)
qara ‘read’ (x, y) fela ‘look closely’ (x, y)
heda ‘stay doing something (x) beka ‘cry’ (x)
ghoxa ‘laugh heartily’ (x) gera ‘run’ (x)
Table II. A representative set of CVCV and V:CV verbs according to their Imperfect SG stem- 
vowel and «-structure
X and y  should be taken to represent argument place holders, without making any reference to the 
semantic/thematic roles involved.
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Appendix III
Although none of the CV;C verbs in the Standard variety display the ABBB BB phonological 
adherence, this does by no means mean that the phonological requirement whereby the imperfect 
stem-form takes the same form as that used across the 3"^  ^PERS cells in the perfect sub-paradigm 
never occurs elsewhere. Just as the verb-form temm ‘end, finish’ displayed as close to the 
paradigm derived out of phonological and morphotactic constraints as possible, we get at least 
one verb in the non-Standard Mosti variety, a central neighbour of the North-Eastern Naxxari 
variety, where the verb-form kien does in fact display this ABBB BB pattern of stem- 
alternations.
Morphosyntactic
values
kien ‘be’ Stem
pattern
Perfect
M2 kon-t A
3SGM kien B
3SGF kien-et B
3PL kien-u B
Imperfect
SG j-kien B
PL j-kien-u B
Table III The Mosti paradigm for kien ‘be’
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Appendix IV
The array of stem pattern classes and the internal sub-patterns across type 1 SM verbs
I AA[ 1 a2 S G ] B B B  [3rd PeisjBB [ i a2p l ] SG—P L
A A B B B  B B  B B  A A B B B  B B  C C
C  V .  C  [g^j-rnedial] V:C
II AA[]A2SG]BBB[3rdPers]BB[iA2PL] S G ^ P L  A A B B B B B  B C  C V :C [ / , .m e d ia l]  
{-fl'ehem ‘understand’)
III AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rd Pers]C C [iA 2PL] S G - P L
A A B B B  C C  C C  A A B B B  C C  D D
V:C V:C
gPiam ‘swim’ gham ‘swim’
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IV AABB SG^PL
A A B B  C D  A A B B  A B
C [w ]V C V C  cvccvc
a-a a-a e-a
V A B B B  S G = P L
A B B B  B B
C V C C
A B B B  C C
C V C C  C V : C CV.C[^^2.niedial] V .C
re/77/77 ‘finish, e n d ‘confess’ e a a ie ‘stay, fit’ g^ <3//7 ‘swim’
V I A B B B  S G # L
A B B B  B C A B B B  C D
C V  .C[/7-niedial] CV.C[g/,-medial]
fehem  ‘understand’ I dialectal qaghad ‘stay, fiC
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VII ABBC SG=PL
A B B C  D D A B B C  D D  A B B C  C C  A B B C  B B
CVCC CV:C VCC V:C CV: CV:
a e a a ^fiam ‘ s w i m ’ r a  ‘s e e ’ rasfia ‘h e r d ’ , r a  ‘s e e ’
CVCC
VlII A B B C  S G ^ P L
A B B C  A C
CV:
A B B C  D C
CV:
dasfia ‘ s w e a r ’ dagha ‘s w e a r ’
I X  A B C B S G = P L   A B C B D D  -----------------  C V C V r.se ie c tin o i ------------ a-de-a
X A B C B  S G v ^ P L
A B C B  D E  A B C B  D B
S t a n d a r d  C V R V [.et selecting] S t a n d a r d  C V R V [.e, selecting]
a-aa-a e-a
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ABCC S G #LXI
ABCC DE ABCC AD ABCC DC ABCC AC ABCC BC
cvcvc cvcvc cvcvc V:CVCCV:C
mar C[w]VCVC e-C7[+/.R] Z-g[R] (^-^[neqerdu type]) 0 -0 [+ /-R ] CT-i7[R] cvccvc
cvcvc a-a a-e e-e o-o
e-e i-e a-ez-e[^ R] e-c7[+/.R]i-ee-e
67-(3[+/.R] a-C[+/.R] îiareg e-e[+/.R]
XII ABCD SG=PL
ABCD EE ABCD DD ABCD EE/FF ABCD CC
VCC(a) ^dialectal CVRV[.e, s é l e c t i f  CVCV[./selecting] V:C CVCC
XIII
a-a sîiam ‘swim’ mess ‘touch’
ABCD SG #L
ABCD BD
V:CVCV:C
ABCD ED
CVCV[_/ selecting]
ABCD EF
V:CV]
ZzzegÆ‘sell’ g/7C7777z7 ‘be/become blind’ e: o: e-a e-a gtiama'’hWnds.ono’Igtiala "hoïV
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Appendix V
Non-type 1 SM verb membership across stem pattern classes and sub-patterns
I AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rdPers]BB[iA2PL] SG—PL ---- A A B B B B B  BB   (C)(C)CV:C|VS/h-mediaI]
n(t)ghex ‘be lived’
Change of sub-pattern for V:C-stem-shaped non-type 1 verbs
IV AABB S G # L
AABB AB
( C ) ( C ) C V C C V C  ( C ) C V C iC iV C i
[a-a, C ,
New verbal bases internal to the sub-pattern
a-a
V ABBB SG=PL
ABBB BB ABBB CC
( C ) ( C ) C V C C  (C)CCV:C[non-gÆ//ï-medial] ( C ) C  C  V :  C  [non-gA/A-medial]
a,e a, ie xtaq ‘want, wish’/ strati ~ strieh ‘rest’
New verbal bases internal to the distinct sub-patterns
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VI ABBB S G #L
ABBB BC ABBB CB New sub-pattern
New verbal base (C)(C)CVCC CVCC
VII
VIII
a, e qarr-jqarar ‘administer sacrament of confession’
ABBC SG=PL
ABBC BB
(C)(C)CVCC CCCViC (New verbal bases)
a, e strah ~ strafi ‘rest’
ABBC S G # L
ABBC BC (New sub-pattern)
CCV: (C)(C)CVCC (New verbal bases)
rtagha ‘be herded’ a, e
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IX ABCB SG=PL - 
New sub-pattern
ABCB BB non-type 1 selecting] a~al e~a
XI ABCC SG^PL
ABCC BC
XII
(C)CCVCVC (C)(C)CVCCVC (C)V:CCVC (C)CV:CVC[non^m-mediai]
a-a, e-a, a-e, e-e, i-e, o-o a-e  ^e-e, j-e a:-a, a:-e, e:-e a:-a, a:-e, le-e, le-a
New verbal bases
ABCD SG=PL
ABCD EE ABCD CC
CCCV:C CCCViC (New verbal bases)
strah ~ strah ‘rest’ strah ~ strah ‘rest’
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XIII ABCD S G #L
A B C D  B D A B C D  E F
( C ) C C V C ( C ) V( C ) C C V C V  C C V i C V  / C V i j C C V  C C V C C V C V : C V  V i C C V  C V C C V
a-a, e-a le-a, e:-a, a:-b a:-a, e:^a, o:-a a-a, e-a le-a, e:-a a:-a, e:-a, o:-a a-a, e-a
( C ) C C V C i C i V C  C C V i C i V C i  A B C D  B C  (New sub-pattern) xtara ‘buy’ staqsa ‘ask’
St ah a ‘be shy’ sthemva ‘lust’
a - a r  0 - a  ( C ) ( C ) C V C i Q V C i  ( C ) C V : Q V C i
a-e, e-e, a-a a-a
- New verbal bases
New set of stem pattern classes:
X I V AA[]A2SG]ABB[3rd Pers]BB[i A2PL] S G - P L  - —  AAABBBB BB — ( C ) ( C ) C V . ( C ) V C [ g m - m e d i a l ]
X V AA[iA2SG]ABB[3rd Pers]BB[i A2PL] S G # L  - AAABBBB AB ( C ) ( C ) C V . ( C ) V C [ ^ f , / h - m e d i a I ]
X V I AA[iA2SG]BCC[3rd Pers]CC[iA2PL] S G = P L  — — AABCCCC CC — -  ( C ) ( C ) C V : ( C ) V C [ g A / b .m e d i a ] ]
X V I I AA[)A2SG]BCC[3rd Pers]CC[iA2PL] S G A P L AABCCCC BC ( C ) ( C ) C \  .(C )V C [^ r ,/h -m e d ia l ]
X V I I I A A B C  S G # L
A A B C A B  A A B C  A C
( C ) C V C i C i V C i  ( C ) C V C i C j V C i
a-a a-a
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Lexicon Appendix  
Affix Inventory
Morphosyntactic
values
Perfect Imperfect
ISG -t n—  m- ~ r-
2SG /t- ~ s- ~J- ~ d5- ~ dz- ~ Is- ~ f- ~ z-/
3SGM 0 j - ~  i-
3SGF -(V)t /t- ~ s- ~ J- ~ ~ dz- ~ Is- ~ ~ z-/
IPL -na n- ~ m- -u ~ -w
2PL -t-u /t- ~ s- ~ J- ~ ~ dz- ~ ts- ~ ~ z-/ -u ~ -w
3PL -u ~ -w j- ~ i- -u ~ -w
Table LA. 1 The inf ectional affixal inventory employed in this study
Verb type Affixation
4 Ci=/t- ~ s- ~.f- ~ ~ dz- ~ ts- ~ f- ~ z-/
5 Ci=t-
6 C i=n-1 Ci=t- 1 Ci'^C2~nt-1 Ci'^Cs^nt
7 C2=t-
9 Ci^C2—st-
Q2 Cj=/t—  s- ~ J- ~ 0 5 - ~ dz- ~ ts—  ~ z - /1 C2~t“
Table LA. 2 The affixal inventory employed across the binyanim system 
Consonant Classification
R Cs -  (1, m, n, r}
Back Cs -  {h, k, q}
Non-R and non-back Cs -  {b, c, d, f, g, g, j, k, p, s, t, v, w, x, z, z}
The set of available syllable structures
Monosyllabic word-form 
structures
ViCC/oi'^mt/
CCV:C
VC:
VCC
Non-word-form 
syllable structures
CCV:
VC
c c c v c
Syllable-structures that occur both word- 
intemally or as word-forms
V
CV
CV:^^^
cvc^^3
This syllable-structure is only possible in word-final position if pronominal attachment is available: 
na.raha /na.ra:/ T see her’, or if the final V: is a dipthong, as in: /nidajV T swear’ (refer to §3.4.4.5).
It is only w# word-forms that are allowed to have a CVC monosyllabic phonological stmcture. 
Following Azzopardi-Alexander (p.c December, 2012) the vowel preceding w is acoustically a short 
vowel and it is only an effect of the w that makes it appear as though the V is long. (Also refer to 
Azzopardi-Alexander 2003).
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CVC:
C C V C :
c c v c c
c c c v c c
(C)(C)CVCCC 
Phonological rules
CV:C^^
CCV
CVCC
CCVC265
1. Stress falls on heaviest syllable
2. Delete short unstressed stem V closest to the stressed vowel
3. Stress falls on the penultimate syllable
4. If verbal base = (C)CVCRVC and PL suffix -u then V2 between R and [stem]C4 shifts
between [stemiC2 and R266
5. Syllable structure and phonotactic constraints:
*CVCVCV (three appended CV syllables) -  If final CV is not part of the stem, then delete V 1
* C j C i ( C ) V  onset cluster
*RC onset cluster
*RR onset cluster2 6 T
*CCC onset -  unless Ci=5' C2=t
*CCC coda -  unless Cs=x (where -x is the NEG-realizing exponent)
Table LA.3 The phonological rules required to build word-fonus in Maltese 
Other rules
a. Morphophonological rule (M): The formative vowel in the syllable containing the prefix 
is to be stressed, unless overridden in following contexts: (a) when the word-form 
involves both a R [stem]C2 and a PL suffix expressed either as a C, or V part of a CV 
coda; (b) in the Imperfect PL cells of CVCV[.t selecting] and CV:C[gh-mediai] verbs.
264 It is only non-u# word-forms that are allowed to have a CV:C monosyllabic phonological structure.
It is only wtt word-forms that are allowed to have a CCVC monosyllabic phonological structure. (Refer 
to ftn. 6 6 ).
On the assumption that epenthetic vowels in Maltese are always i, following Puech (2011), the fact that 
the V which comes in between the C2 and R is not necessarily always an i, I will for now assume that it is 
a shift in the V placement that takes place. The reason for this is purely phonotactic, i.e. due to the 
inability of a *RC onset. The actual vowel-ehanges that take place will have to be morphologieally- 
speeified. In the case of a-e, e-a, and e-e vowel patterned verbs, we get an e-io-i ablaut-change: habrek 
‘make haste’ {a-e) -  Piabirk-utj-habirk-u ‘they made/make haste’, bezlaq ‘use a lot of saliva’ {e-a) -  
bezilq-ulj-bezilq-u ‘they make/made use of a lot of saliva’, and ceklem ‘walk slowly (in the pace of a 
horse)’ {e-e) -  cekilm-u/j-cekilm-u ‘they walk/walked slowly (in the pace of a horse)’. In the case of a-a 
verbs, while caflas ‘make a mess’ may involve an a-to-i change, this is not necessarily required: cafals- 
ulj-cafals-u ~ cafils-ulj-cafils-u ‘they make/made a mess’. The verbs maqmaq ‘grumWe’, lahlah ‘rinse’ 
and laqlaq ‘stutter’ do not involve such an a-to-i change: maqamq-u/j-maqamq-u ‘they
grumbled/grumble’ and laqalq-u/j-laqalq-u ‘they stuttered/stutter’.
Overriden in one exceptional case: lemah ‘notice’ (Fabri 2009a,b) in the word-forms: n/t/j-i-l.mh-u 
‘we/you/they notice’, at least if the word-form is syllabysised as: CVCC.CV.
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b. Allomorph selection Rule: V# stems select C-initial exponents; C# stems select V-initial 
exponents
c. w-omission rule: If we have a CVCVC or CVCV, and optionally in the case of 
CCCVCVC verbal bases, where Ci = w, then the initial w is omitted in the Imperfect 
sub-paradigm’s stems
d. If  we have a CVCVC or CVCV verbal base, and the stem Ci = w and the vocalic pattern 
is either a-a or e-e, then block rule (2) in table (LA.3) in the Perfect 1^2 cells
e. Stress-shift-induced rule: If  we have a CVCVC, V:C(C)VC or (C)(C)(C)VCCVC verbal 
base, and V% = e and stress placement is not the same as lexical stress, then stem-vowel 
changes to i
f. Base Vi shortening rule: Base V:i is ie, then shorten and ablaut-change to i or e
g. Formative Vowel Rule: If the verbal base is CVCVC, CVCV, CV:C[gm-mediai] or CV: then 
we get a formative vowel following the prefix (Prefix F .V stem)
268a. Default form = i {n-i-kteb T write’, n-i-xrob T drink’)
b. If the Cl of a C V C V C  verbal base is a back C  (refer to (3.4)) or a R (refer to
(3.3)), then the F .V  form is the same as that of the stem-vowel form {n-e-qred T 
destroy, complain’, n-a-qra T read’, n-o-nhor T snore’)
c. If C[w]VCVC a-a -> F .V  form = a {n-a-sal T arrive’)
d. If C V C V  C l = r F .V  form = e {n-e-rga ’ T repeat’, n-e-rfa ’ T carry’)
e. Lexical specifications may override (b) {n-a-hfen T snatch’, n-a-qbez T jump’, 
n-e-rsaq T move’), (c) (n -ie-qa fl stop’) and (d) (narmi T throw’, nirgfia T 
herd’)“ ’
h. Lexicon Rule: The non-listing of a perfect 3SGM base implies Perfect sub-paradigm 
defectiveness. The defectiveness which characterises the paradigm of gara ‘happen’ is a 
lexical-idiosyncrasy where the morphological component will block the formation of 
non-3*  ^person forms.
{-et selecting] specification
If a lexical item is specified as [-et selecting], apply Constraint X and Constraint Y:
a. Constraint X: Morphological boundary constraint: CV_et# C_et#
Puech (p.c August, 2013) refers to the i vowel as the unmarked vowel in both Standard Maltese and the 
dialects.
These specifications have a diachronic explanation, where some formative vowel forms 
idiosyncratically underwent an imala change.
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b. Constraint Y : Suppress rule (1) from table (LA.3) in the Perfect 3PL cell
Paradigm atic dependencies
a. The default stem-vowel dependencies internal to the Perfect sub-paradigm of verbal-
based constrained V-final[., selecting] verbs excluding ( C ) C V C iC iV Z ( C ) V iC iC iV  verbs 
(Lexical idiosyncrasies are present, e.g. ghama ‘blind s.one’, ghala ‘boil’, staqsa ‘ask’, 
bata ‘suffer’ and nvada ‘invade’ take an ej-ie-e pattern, even though they have an a:-a 
vocalic pattern)
a. a-ala:-alu:-ali:-a psoM] q/[r2] ût.'psgf] ûT[3pl]
b. e-ale:-alie-elo:-a[2,^ QM\ q/[i 2^] z%sGF] p^pL]
b. The stem-vowel -  suffixal exponent dependencies internal to the Imperfect sub­
paradigm of V-final verbs in the Standard and internal to non-attached pronoun 
paradigms
a. a s t e m - v o w e l [ S G ]  <—► - w  suffixal e x p o n e n t p q
b. i s t e m - v o w e l [ S G ]  <—► -u suffixal exponent[PL]
c. Given a V C iC iV  or ( C ) ( C ) C V C i C i V  verbal base, then the Perfect sub-paradigm
dependency employed is: ej[\^2] iepsoF] p^pL]
d. Imperfect sub-paradigm generalisation:
If the Imperfect SG stem is listed as a principal part, then the Imperfect PL stem is 
deduced out of it both in terms of its stem-shape and stem-form
e. The cross-paradigm stem-vowel dependencies across (C )V C C [c i= -« ]  verbs:
a. (C)VCC <3[3SGM] [Imperfect]
b. CVCC ^[3SGM] i f  ^ [Imperfect]
c. CVCC Z[3SGM] ^[Imperfect]
We will assume that given the unambiguity when the base stem-vowel is a or i we 
always get an o or i, respectively, we will assume that this information is set as a default. 
However, we will assume that e stem-vowelled bases will determine what their form is 
in the Imperfect sub-paradigm by virtue of the presence/absence of an Imperfect 
principal part in the lexical entry. In the lexical entry of such verbs we will still need to 
list the Perfect stem as a principal part. This will account for both the diphthong as 
well as the overabundant stem-vowels possible in the Perfect 1'^ '2 cells of a sub-set of 
such verbs. Additionally, for speakers whose Perfect 3PL is overabundant, then the 
CVCCe stem will have to be listed as a principal part. For speakers (or for a number of 
lexically-specified verbs) whose 3PL cell is solely filled by the CVCCe stem, this is the 
stem that will be listed as a principal part.
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The stem-vowel status quo across (C)CCVCC verbs:
a. (C )C C V C C <^[3SGM] - ^Pmperfect]
b. (C )C C V C C ^[3SGM] - ^[Imperfect]
c. (C )C C V C C /[3SGM] - ^Pmperfect]
g. The set of stem-vowel bi-implicative cross-paradigm relations across C V :C  verbs
a. C V .C  Gf-/i^[3rdPerson] ^ n d  ï'[1a2] ^ ( d e d u C e )  /.[Imperfect]
b. C V .C  a .  / Person] nnd o/£?[1A2] ^  [Imperfeet]
This involves a bi-implicative dependency where by knowing two specific stems in the 
Perfect sub-paradigm, i.e. the Perfect 3rd PERS and the Perfect 1^2, we can deduce the 
Imperfect stem. Mar ‘go’, qal ‘say’, bies ‘kiss’, miet ‘die’, biel ‘urinate’, dieb ~ dab 
‘melt’, and kiel ‘eat’ are lexical-idiosyncrasies which behave differently.
h. The stem-vowel status quo in the cells of CCV:C[non-gm-mediai] verbs
a. C C V :C  a.'pgOM] ► (Z[r2]  ► O-’[imperfect]
b. C C V :C  ZgpSGM]------► /[r2]  ► / [^imperfect]
The only exception to this is the verb xtaq ‘wish/want’. Note that strah ~ strieh ‘rest’ 
will display its own lexical-idiosyncrasy by ensuring that this dependency is not 
extended to C C C V :C  verbal bases.
i The set of stem-vowel cross-paradigm correlations that hold across V :C  verbs
a. V :C  a.'psGM] (deduces) -  o. [rz] ^  owpmperfect]
b. V :C  g.'[3SGM] ^ k -'[r 2 ]  q/pmperfect]
If we thus assume that a V :C  verbal base along with its stem-vowel triggers this 
dependency, then the Perfect 3SGM base alone suffices as a principal part. However, 
when in the case of gham ‘swim’ we get a diphthongised Perfect 1'^ '2 stem, this will need 
to be listed as a principal part.
Default stem-alternation pattern: A B C B  B B  Pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w
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Verbal base list and their default stem-alternation patterns270
CVCaC
CVCeC
fluctuations)
CVRa|oC
CVReC
wVCaC
wVCeC
(C )C C V C V C
(nstamat))
(C ) (C )V :C (C )V C
( C ) (C ) ( C ) V C C
(C)(C)CV :C[gm-medial]
medial]? I^ Cl.dP)
C V :C
Ci=n)
(C ) C C V :C
V:C
( C ) C V :V C
(C ) C V C C a C
(C)(C)(C)VCCeC
(C )C V :
CV CV selecting] 
CaRV[.e/ selecting]
CeRV[.g/ selecting]
C V  C V  [./ selecting] 
ramd)
V ;C V
ABCC AD 
ABCC DE
ABCC AC 
ABCC DC 
AABB CD 
ABCC DE 
ABCC BC
ABCC BC^ '^ 
ABBB BB
(Exceptions: e.g. laqat, dahal, rabat, nahar)
(Exceptions: e.g. qered type verbs with He Vi
(Exeeptions: e.g. darab, talab, marad, ferah) 
(Exceptions: e.g. qeleb, halef, hareg)
(Exceptions: stemCi=R^a Vz^Ci'^Cs^nf, Ci=t, (ntalab),
(Exeeptions: led:edl, qarar, lted:edl, tqarar) 
(Exceptions: ((C)(C)(C)VCC))
AA[ia2sg] BBB[3rd Pers] BB[ia2pl] BB[imperfect] (Exceptions: Ce:C[A_
ABBB CC (Exception: kiel, mar, verbs with overabundant Perfect 3PL,
ABBB BB (Exceptions: C\^C2=nt, strah ~ strieh, xtaq)
AA[iA2SG]BBB[3rd Pers] BB[ia2pl] CC[imperfect] (Exception: {gham))
AA[1A2SG] ABB[3rdPers] BB[ia2pl] AB[imperleet]
(Overriden by overabundant Perfect 1^2 and Imperfect SG)
AABB AB 
ABCC BC 
ABBC CC 
ABCB DD 
ABCB DB 
ABCB DE 
ABCD DD
ABCD BD
(C )C C V C V [ci|c2 |c i'x :2 |c i^3]= -stem C ] -  A B C D  B D  
( s t) (C )V C iC iV  -  A B C D  EF
tC V C iQ V  - A B C D  B D
( t)C a C iC jV  - A B C B  B B
tkanga, ssaqsa)
C - a C iC j(C )V  - A B C D  EF
tC - a C iC j (C )V  -  A B C D  B D
S T V C C V ^ ’  ^ -  A B C D  B D
V :C iC iV  -  A B C D  EF
,272
(Exception: ( (C )C V C iC iV C O )
(Exceptions: ha, ta, gie, dagha, rtagha)
(Exception: (CaRV))
(Exceptions: nesa-iy^Q, wexa-type, wera, gara,
(Exceptions: ghama (trans), ghala)
(Exceptions: xtara, staha, ntrama)
(Exceptions: gawda, kanga, saqsa, tgawda.
(Exception: staqsa) 
(Exception: ghejjaÇmtxans))
 ^ Default stem-alternation pattern refers both to what interacting phonological and morphotactic 
constraints deduce, as well as to the most likely pattern one finds across a given verbal bases. It is possible 
that these overlap.
Knowledge of what possible word-form syllable structures are in the system will therefore not allow 
for: *(C)CV:CCVC verbal bases .
Whenever t- is used, this should always be understood as represents the whole list of /t- ~ s- ~ J- ~ (I5- ~ 
dz- ~ ts- ~ ÿ'- ~ z-/ allomorphic exponents
Capital ST is representative of a less sensitive knowledge of the C variable, which simply existentially 
constraints the presence of a ST as the initial two sounds of the word-form, thus irrespective whether any 
one or both of the Cs is an affix or part of the stem. This will incorporate the verbs: stahba ‘hide o.self, 
stenna ‘wait’ and staqsa ‘ask’.
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tViCiCiV - ABCD BD
(C)(C)Ca:|u:|i:C(C)V - ABCD BD
(C)(C)Co:|ie|e:C(C)V - ABCD EF
(C)(C)Co:|ie|e:C(C)V[cw] - ABCD BD
(Exceptions: bata, nvada, rkada, skada) 
(Exception: {tnieda))
Other deductions
[-et selecting] “'CVCV 
[-et selecting] ^ CVCV 
(C)(C)CaCV[.r selecting] ^
ABCB BB 
ABCB DD 
Pattern 1
CVCiQV I ViCiCiV I C-aQCj(C)V | (C)(C)Co:|ie|e:C(C)V[ci#] ^
ixxlexxloxx verbs
ABCD EF (Pattern 2)
-> ABCD EF (lexical specifications, as is the case with the equipollent 
use of sparixxa ‘disappear, vanish’ will override this)
V:-inital and not part of verbal base list -> ABCD BD (Pattern 1)
izza verbs ABCD BD (Pattern 1)
Patterns of sub-paradigm  dependencies across Standard Maltese V-final verbs
Pattern 1. perfect aj -  a: -  a 
imperfect a - - w
Pattern 2. perfect e j - i e - e  
imperfect i - -u
Patten 3. perfect e j - i e - e  
imperfect a - - w
Pattern 4. perfect aj -  a: -  a 
imperfect i - -u {xtara ‘buy’, ta ‘give’, {staha ‘be shy’), {sparixxa 
‘disappear, vanish’))
Patterns of stem-alternations and associated Patterns of sub-paradigm  relations and sets of 
verbs which pattern  in this way
ABCB BB
ABCD EF
Pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w (e.g. (C)CVCiCjV'’'a-a excluding, gawda 
‘enjoy’/^a«ga ‘change (colour)’ etc. | stahba ‘hide o.self | the majority 
of other verbs whose verbal base or specific characterisation does not 
feature in the list)
Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u (e.g. (st)(C)VCiCiV | V:CiCiV | CVCiCjV^non-a-a 
I idiosyncratic ghala 'hoiXjghama ‘blind s.one’, {staha ‘be shy’) | -ixx | 
CeCV I other lexical idiosyncrasies whose verbal base or specific 
characterisations do not feature in the list);
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ABCD BD
ABCD ED 
ABCD DD 
ABBC DE
ABCB DE
Pattern 4: aj-a:-a i -u (idiosyncratic xtora ‘buy’, {staha ‘be shy’), 
{sparixxa ‘disappear, vanish’))
Pattern 1: aj-a:-a a -w (e.g. (C)(C)Ca:|u:|i:C(C)V | {stahba ‘hide o.self) 
I idiosyncratic {sparixxa ‘disappear, vanish’) | V:-initial | (C)CCaCV);
Pattern 3: ej-ie-e a -w (e.g. (C)CCeCV | (C)(C)Co:|ie|e:C(C)V[ci=/] | 
STVCCV I idiosycratic {sparixxa ‘vanish, disappera’), {staghna 
‘become prosperous’) | V:CV)
Pattern 3: ej-ie-e a -w (idiosyncratic CeCV)
Pattern 1 : aj-a:-a a -w (e.g. CaCV)
Pattern 2: ej-ie-e i -u (idiosyncratic gie ‘come’)
Pattern 4: aj-a:-a i -u (idiosyncratic ta ‘give’)
Pattern 4: aj-a:-a i -u (idiosyncratic {sparixxa ‘disappear, vanish’))
Pattern 2 emerges as the only pattern of sub-paradigm dependencies that is uniquely associated 
with one pattern of stem-altemations: ABCD EF, unless CV: gie ‘come’, which takes an ABBC 
DE pattern of stem-altemations.
ABCD BD across SM V-final verbs excluding stenna ‘wait’ is related with an intransitive frame.
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